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Abstract

This interpretive phenomenological study examined the meanings, concerns, and 

practices of eight fathers of pre-term infants. Fathers were interviewed six to eight times 

over a 6 month period, beginning within a month after birth and continuing at home after 

infant discharge from the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU). The majority were 

married first-time fathers, between ages 22 and 40 years with infants bom between 25 

and 32 weeks gestation. Transcriptions of all 63 interviews were treated as meaningful 

text and analyzed using interpretive methods.

Fathering was situated between the colliding worlds of work and parenthood. 

Fatherhood was intimidating and stressful because fathers had few practical caregiving 

experiences to draw upon, in direct contrast to the world of work where they felt 

productive and important. Fathers complained there was little they could “do” with their 

infants and, as a result, they quickly returned to work with a renewed intensity. Work 

fulfilled the important role of providing financially for their families and sustained their 

self-worth and competence, but sometimes left them feeling guilty as they fell short of an 

“involved” fathering ideal which they yearned for and society expected. They did not 

consciously retreat to work to avoid their families, but were following in the footsteps of 

their own fathers.

The most stressful aspects of their experience were located outside the NICU and 

involved the juggling act between work, hospital visits, and home. Paradoxically, work 

was also a coping resource for fathers. Although nurses were clearly the caregiving 

experts in the NICU, fathers were sometimes frustrated by their lack of partnership with 

health care providers, who tended to view medical caregiving through a rational-
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technologic lens. At home, their wives/partners were often the experts, playing an 

important role in drawing fathers closer towards their infants or keeping them on the 

periphery.

Because lathering is defined in “mothering” terms by society and the scientific 

community, a father’s gendered history and embodiment are overlooked. A situated 

understanding of fathers is an important step towards the emergence of a mutual 

partnership between fathers and health care providers. Without such an understanding, 

family centered caregiving is impossible.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Fathering. It’s not a word we’re comfortable with. It feels awkward 
and sounds funny. It isn’t even in most dictionaries. While the 
concept exists as a logical counterpart to mothering, we as a 
society seem at a loss for any sense of what it really means [italics 
added]. (Glennon, 1995, p.l)

During the last decade, society has witnessed an explosion of literature focused on 

fathering (see Biller, 1993; Blankenhom, 1995; Griswold, 1993; Lamb, 1997a; Parke & 

Brott, 1999; Popenoe, 1996), followed by a “media frenzy” as politicians, academicians, 

professionals, and others attempted to interpret the findings. However, after the dust has 

settled following the “father frenzy,” there remains little consensus on the meaning of 

fatherhood. The vast majority of the research on fathers has focused on the time fathers 

spend with their healthy infants and children and what activities occupy that time, 

neglecting the process of fathering. In addition, much of the work published on 

fatherhood has been heavily value-laden (Federal Forum, 1998), depending on religious, 

political, ideological, cultural, and organizational perspectives. As Griswold so simply 

stated: “Today, fatherhood is talked about more, but understood less” (p. 221).

Since 1990, there have been over 50 new books published about fathers (Parke & 

Brott, 1999). However, most of this literature has focused on fathers of healthy infants 

and children, overlooking the pre-term population. Therefore, little is known about how 

fathers experience the events surrounding a pre-term birth, their infant’s neonatal 

intensive care unit (NICU) stay, and the transition to home. This is especially significant 

if you consider the feet that pre-term infants and fathers begin their relationship together 

in an environment filled with bright lights, buzzing monitors, painful procedures, and 

little privacy, which may make developing a meaningful relationship even more difficult.
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The time has come to carefully listen to the stories that these fathers themselves 

have to tell so that we can better understand their experiences. Over the course of my 63 

interviews, I discovered that fathers who had experienced an early birth sometimes 

struggled to father their newborns in both the very foreign territory of the intensive care 

nursery and even sometimes in their own homes. The stories they told were often quite 

poignant and I knew instinctively that I had to handle them with the utmost respect, care, 

and diligence. It is my hope that I have captured their lived worlds in a way that will 

further our understanding of their experiences and enlighten the practices of nurses and 

other health care providers who care for these fathers in a variety of settings.

Pre-term Fathers: A Different Beginning 

Each year in the United States approximately 400,000 infants are bom 

prematurely; and, within the past three decades, there has been a marked increase in their 

survival (Als, 1997). Becoming a father to a high-risk pre-term infant is often a different 

experience as compared to fathers who take home healthy full-term babies. According to 

Als, pre-term infants are often sicker and subject to a host of potentially chronic organ 

impairments, the most devastating of those being bronchopulmonary dysplasia, 

intraventricular hemorrhage, retinopathy of prematurity, and necrotizing enterocolitis. 

Pre-term infants are also vulnerable to a variety of neurodevelopmental problems, 

including learning disabilities, attention deficit disorders, visual-motor impairments, 

language/speech problems, and emotional vulnerabilities, with resultant school 

performance deficits.

Pre-term infants often exhibit negative temperament characteristics, providing 

less positive feedback to parents (Chapieski & Evankovich, 1997; Field, 1981). For

2
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example, parents may find these infants more difficult to feed and interactions with them 

less satisfying because they avert their gaze and vocalize/smile less (Gennaro, 1996). 

According to Chapieski and Evankovich, infants weighing less than 1,500 grams at birth 

are at the greatest risk for negative temperamental characteristics, symptoms of attention 

deficit disorder, and lower levels of social competence. So, it is easy to see why parenting 

a pre-term infant may be “more work and less fun” than parenting a healthy, full-term 

infant (Goldberg & DeVitto, 1995, p. 219).

The birth of a pre-term infant also necessitates tremendous adjustments in family 

life. The stresses associated with the infant’s fragile medical condition, the unexpected 

and lengthy time commitment of hospital procedures and visitation, and the burden of 

skyrocketing medical costs associated with lengthy hospital stays in NICU’s are 

enormous (Finello, Litton, deLemos, & Chan, 1998). In response, parents may experience 

psychological distress and depressive symptoms. O’Brien, Asay, and McCluskey-Fawcett 

(1999) studied 45 pre-term infants and mothers and found that almost half of the mothers 

experienced depressive symptoms at birth, during the infant’s hospital stay, and early on 

at home. Likewise, Miles, Holditch-Davis, Burchinal, and Nelson (1999) found that 

mothers of medically fragile infants (of whom 67% were premature) scored moderately 

high on a depression scale at infant discharge and at 12 months of age (corrected for 

prematurity). In another study that included fathers in the sample, researchers reported 

that 33% of parents of ill neonates had depression as measured by the Beck Depression 

Inventory, although the health care team uniformly underemphasized their depressive 

symptoms (McGettigan, Greenspan, Antunes, Greenspan, & Rubenstein, 1994). Even 

more disturbing, the most prevalent comment by NICU staff in this study was in

3
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reference to parental hostile or manipulative behaviors. The staff believed that these 

behaviors were related to parental attempts to regain some degree of control.

Relatively little is known about the effect of these stressors upon parenting over 

time. Researchers have reported that the experience of a pre-term birth and the 

characteristics of the infant can alter perceptions and behaviors of parents (Chapieski & 

Evankovich, 1997; Stem & Hildebrandt, 1986). Miles and Holditch-Davis (1997) 

postulated that the intense emotional responses mothers experience after a pre-term birth 

may result in an altered parenting style they have labeled “compensatory parenting.” This 

parenting style involved increased stimulation and attention, over-protection, and 

difficulty with limit setting.

Because pre-term infants can be harder to parent, the quality of parenting 

becomes particularly salient (Gennaro, 1996; Miles & Holditch-Davis, 1997). Parenting 

begins in the NICU; although, the extent to which this goal is accomplished depends on 

the degree the NICU caregivers philosophically embrace the concept of family centered 

caregiving. According to Harrison (1993), family centered caregiving empowers families 

to confront and more successfully manage the demands and challenges of having a 

critically ill infant. However, family centered caregiving implies a focus on an entire 

family. Yet, we know very little about the experiences of fathers because researchers have 

almost exclusively focused on mothers. Fathers are often left out of study samples 

altogether and, when included, they are compared to mothers as if they were the “gold 

standard” (Holditch-Davis & Miles, 1997). When fathers are only studied in comparison 

to mothers, our understanding of them suffers. Benner (1994) noted that “defining men,

4
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women, and cultural groups in terms of what they are not [italics added] gives an 

incoherent and often denigrating picture of what they are” (p. 100).

Given the complex demands of contemporary childrearing, the resources that 

fathers are willing to give to their children have never been more important (Hewlett & 

West, 1998). When an infant is premature, the need for early involvement o f the father 

takes on even more significance in order to insure optimal infant growth and 

development.

The Emergence o f the “Fatherhood Problem ”

Today, fathers are confronted with challenges, obstacles, and pressures that many, 

quite frankly, are unable to tackle. Scholars have labeled this state of fathering affairs as 

“the fatherhood problem” (Pruett, 1987) and “fathers under siege” (Hewlett & West, 

1998). Whatever the label, the result is this: A closer look at the state of fathering today 

in the United States reveals a widening gulf between two conflicting trends (Federal 

Forum, 1998). There are a small, yet growing, number of men who have welcomed 

fatherhood. They are nurturing, caring, emotionally attuned fathers who entered 

fatherhood consciously and have performed their duties conscientiously. These men have 

emphasized the importance of children in their lives as a source of meaning, happiness, 

and stability. On the other hand, there are men who increasingly have viewed children 

and fatherhood as nothing but responsibility and obligation. This growing trend is 

characterized by men who may not have wanted children, have denied paternity, are 

absent from the home, and have at times shirked their paternal responsibilities.

5
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The Fatherhood Frenzy

Recently, a wave of political and cultural concern is sweeping our nation about 

fathers—or more precisely, fatherlessness (Chira, 1998). As a result of soaring divorce 

rates and out-of-wedlock births, fathers have been disappearing from their children’s 

lives at alarming rates (Griswold, 1993; Hewlett & West, 1998; Parke & Brott, 1999). 

The statistics are rather ominous. Hewlett and West have estimated that nearly two-fifths 

of American children live apart from their biological fathers, a figure that has nearly 

doubled in the last 25 years. If that statistic isn’t sobering enough, Hewlett and West 

further outlined these facts about children living in single-parent (often single mother) 

homes: (a) Children in single-parent homes are five times more likely to live in poverty, 

(b) children in single-parent homes are twice as likely to drop out of school, (c) 

adolescents in psychiatric hospitals very often came from broken homes, (d) adolescent 

suicides occurred most often in single-parent homes, and (e) juveniles in state reform 

institutions often grew up in fatherless homes.

The trends relating to child poverty, teenage suicide, and school drop-out rates 

are, by and large, unique to the United States (Hewlett & West, 1998). In feet, these 

authors referred to these trends as our “national shame.” In Germany, France, and Japan, 

child poverty rates and school drop out rates are extremely low and decreasing, and child 

homicide is almost unknown.

This focus on fathering and father absence has given rise to many heated debates 

about how fathers actually matter. There are several “schools of thought” on this issue. 

The “father-as-panacea” camp believes that many of society’s ills are a result of father 

absence in the home (Parke & Brott, 1999). David Blankenhom, a social analyst, noted:

6
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Fatherlessness is the most harmful demographic trend of this generation. It 
is the leading cause of declining child well being in this society. It is also the 
engine driving our most urgent social problems, from crime to adolescent 
pregnancy to child sexual abuse to domestic violence against women. (1995, p.
1)

Following this line of thought, this “camp” would remedy the situation by putting an 

involved father into every household. The “fathers-aren’t-necessary” camp directly 

challenges this viewpoint. They believe that children raised without fathers do just fine 

and the problems these children have result from economic factors, not the physical or 

psychological absence of a father.

Over the past two decades, academic researchers have nearly unanimously agreed 

on one point: Fathers matter to children and they matter a lot (Biller, 1993; Hewlett & 

West, 1998; Lamb, 1997a; Pleck, 1997). These researchers, however, have recently 

begun to acknowledge the complexity of fathering, the complexity o f paternal influences 

on children, and, perhaps even more importantly, the complexity o f accurately capturing 

a phenomenon so incredibly intricate. Parke and Brott (1999) summed up their views on 

the two opposing camps with this quote: “.. .both views are far too simplistic to shed any 

real light on the issue of the importance of fathers in their children’s—as well as in their 

partners’ and their own—lives” (p. 4).

The thorny problem of gender has fueled this debate. The real issue at hand is not 

whether two adults are better than one when it comes to raising children, but how much 

the presence or absence of masculinity in the home influences a child’s development. 

Lamb (1997a), a noted researcher and scholar on fathering, recently noted that it is the 

characteristics of the father as a parent, not as a man, that appear to be the most 

significant in terms of a child’s development. He goes on to say, however, that it is

7
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impossible to demonstrate that the father’s masculine characteristics are of no

significance. Similarly, Tiedje and Darling-Fisher (1996) noted that “research does not

support unique contributions by fathers or contributions that can not be compensated for

by other adults” (p. 475). They are not advocating for fatherless homes, but rather are

acknowledging the importance of the unique characteristics fathers, as people, bring to

parenting. This perspective may empower fathers because it de-emphasizes the role of

biology (giving birth) while accentuating the value of the father as a caregiver.

There is no question that gender powerfully shapes our lives. Williams (2000)

described gender as “a steady force field exerting a steady pull in the direction of

conventional behavior” (p. 246). Men today are being pulled in several different

directions as a result of conflicting gender role expectations. Conflicts between the

traditional socialization of men as breadwinners, societal expectations of fatherhood, and

organizational cultures that promote the primacy of work have left some men feeling

confused, isolated, and uncertain how to proceed (Bowen & Orthner, 1991; Chira, 1998;

Glennon, 1995). Many fathers are rising to the occasion and pushing forward, day by day,

in order to cope with the demands placed before them. Susan Chira wrote:

The public debate pits one extreme, tradition, against another, absolute 
equality. It bears little relation to the way people actually live. In feet, most 
families, and most fathers, are trudging along a muddy middle ground, one foot in 
the old and the other in the new.” (p. 233)

Contributing Barriers and Myths

There are numerous barriers and myths that have perpetuated the dilemma that

fathers fece today. Many o f the barriers originated in our public policies. For example, in

divorce situations, mothers were often granted full custody of their children, which meant

that they had effective control over them. As a result, fathers sometimes felt like failures,
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with overwhelming feelings of self-hatred, which prompted them to completely sever ties 

with their children (Glennon, 1995; Hewlett & West, 1998).

Men have also been pushed away from their families by government policies. The 

social welfare system created by our government has focused more on women, ignoring 

men, especially poor men (Hewlett & West, 1998). One program in particular,

Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), initially excluded fathers by making 

it more economically lucrative for their families if they were absent. Although the 

program was changed in 1988 by allowing two-parent families to receive unemployment 

benefits, these benefits were limited to sue months. To put it simply, TANF has made 

single parenthood an option for poor women.

Not only have dads been devalued through social and government policies, they 

are increasingly devalued in the workplace. According to Thurow (1996), the median 

wages of American men (adjusted for inflation) have fallen more than at any other time 

in our history. Wages of white men have fallen slightly faster than wages of black men, 

and young men have suffered disproportionately—wages are down 25% overall for men 

25-34 years of age. The problem goes beyond wages. The sense of security that men 

counted on in their workplaces is now increasingly a thing of the past. These economic 

trends are especially significant if you consider that men have traditionally identified 

themselves through their work and contributed to their families by providing economic 

security.

These new economic pressures on fathers have resulted in what Hewlett and West 

(1998) refer to as a “parental time famine,” which they postulated can have an extremely 

negative effect on children. While wages and job security are in jeopardy, the actual

9
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number of hours spent at work is on the rise. Figures from the Bureau of Labor Statistics 

have painted a rather gloomy picture: “In the late 1990’s, it takes more hours of work—or 

an additional job—to provide the level of financial security that one 40-hour-a-week job 

delivered a generation ago” (as cited in Hewlett & West, p. 71). The result is fathers have 

less time and energy for parenting at a time in our culture when children often need more 

nurturance.

Recently, the media has dealt some blows to both men and fathers. Men have 

been demoralized by the popular media (Parke & Brott, 1999; Hewlett & West, 1998) 

and have been depicted as oafish, sleazy, dumb, uninvolved in family, and non- 

communicative (Levant, 1995). Levant also noted that, although the media have hit upon 

some real issues, it is the shrill blaming tone that is so objectionable. A personal 

encounter that I had at a local copy store lends credence to this notion that fathers are 

tired of being blamed for society’s woes. I was paying for copies o f a grant proposal 

when the cashier, a young white male of about 25-30 years of age, asked me about my 

research. I briefly described the study and mentioned that my sample was fathers of pre

term infants. His response took me completely by surprise: “You mean that they are 

trying to blame that on us too!” That brief yet memorable, exchange convinced me that 

fathering was the right topic for me to study.

As a result of women’s successful transition into the working world, in 

conjunction with modem reproductive medical miracles, some men have pondered the 

necessity of their existence. The words of a university professor illustrate their concerns:

I think men increasingly feel that women don’t need them for the things they used 
to—as providers, protectors, and heads of households—and, therefore, their status 
in relationships is limited. Media and government are telling women: ‘Get rid of 
this guy. You don’t need him. You’re probably better off on your own. We’ll help
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you out so you can raise your children by yourself.’ So there is a tremendous 
sense of being rejected, scorned, vilified, and ultimately of not being important, 
except as a distant provider of money—and that creates a lot o f rage. (Parke & 
Brott, 1999, p. 61)

The media have also enabled this myth—that men are somewhat dispensable—

through television campaigns that highlight celebrity single motherhood and by

publishing songs with lyrics that negatively portray men. A sampling o f the lyrics to a

popular song titled No Scrubs, sung by three black young women, is an example of

father’s negative portrayal in music:

A scrub is a guy that thinks he’s fly and is also known as a buster. Always talkin’ 
about what he wants and just sits on his broke ass...So, no, I don’t want no 
scrub... Cuz I’m lookin’ like class and he’s looking like trash. (Briggs, Burruss, 
& Cottle, 1999, track 5)

The media have perpetuated the “lazy dad” myth which, according to Parke and

Brott (1999), received a big boost with the publication of Arlie Hochschild’s book The

Second Shift: Working Parents and the Revolution at Home published in 1989. In this

book, Hochschild noted that men did only 17 minutes of household-related work a day

compared to their wives’ three hours a day. In addition, she noted that fathers interacted

with their children only 12 minutes a day compared to mothers’ 50 minutes. Parke and

Brott have contended that her analysis methods were flawed. They described the

inaccuracies like this:

When counting men’s hours, Hochschild included only workdays, conveniently 
omitting weekends, when men—and women—spend more time on housework 
and childcare. But when tallying women’s hours, she counted the whole week. 
She also didn’t include the hours men spend playing with their kids. Granted, 
playing is arguably more fun than cooking, yet is seems unfair to include mom’s 
meal preparation hours while not counting all the time dad spends taking care of 
his children, (p. 56)
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Although the research may be flawed, the slogan “the second shift” still conjures up 

images of “frazzled” mothers and “slug-like” fathers.

The “deadbeat dad” media campaign is another example of media exploitation of 

fathers. In reality, a father’s failure to pay child support is a very complicated issue and a 

story that the media foiled to tell in its entirety. According to Parke and Brott (1999), the 

United States Census Bureau found that more than 90% of men with joint custody paid 

their entire child-support obligation on time, and 79% of men with visitation rights paid 

on time and in full. In both cases, compliance was above 90% when adjusted for 

unemployment, underemployment, disability, or other legitimate reasons for an inability 

to pay. It is only when custody and visitation are completely denied that child-support 

payments drop below 50%. Again, the lingering public impression following this media 

blitz has been more negative towards fathers than mothers.

The “biological supremacy of mothers as nurturers” myth is particularly powerful 

and hard to extinguish because mothers, not fathers, give birth. The myth is largely 

perpetuated through the socialization of our children—by parents, peers, and teachers—a 

process that has shaped boys’ and girls’ ideas about gender roles and expectations 

(Glennon, 1995; Parke & Brott, 1999). As a result, men have internalized this “maternal 

supremacy” myth to some degree, which may influence their gender role expectations as 

they become fathers.

The Scientific Enterprise and the Study o f Fathering 

We know much less today about fathering than we do about mothering. Why? 

Kuhn (1996) noted that researchers operate under the lens of “normal science” or 

research based upon past achievements that the scientific community has acknowledged
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as the foundation for further practice. Historically, there are many poignant examples of 

the effect of normal science on the study of fathering. For example, noted scholars such 

as Freud, Bowlby, and Harlow, although unknowingly, contributed to the mother 

superiority myth as a result of their research efforts (Parke & Brott, 1999). This myth 

focused attention away from fathers in research samples. Freud believed that since 

mothers usually fed and cared for babies, they were biologically better suited to be 

parents. Bowlby, on the other hand, focused on the mother as the first and most important 

object of infant attachment, which relegated the father’s role to more of a mother’s 

helper. And, finally, Harlow gave his infamous wire-mesh and cloth-covered 

experimental surrogates the label surrogate mothers, even though the monkeys preferred 

the soft, cloth-covered surrogate to the wire-mesh surrogate that provided the food. Just 

by labeling the surrogates as mothers, Harlow perpetuated the myth of the primacy of 

mothers.

More recently, Griswold (1993) noted that the structure of the parent education 

movement—the feet that mothers, not fathers, were its targets—only confirmed and gave 

the sanctioned approval of science to men’s secondary place in the world of their 

children. Consequently, social scientists flocked to the side of the mothers.

These examples illustrate two main points. First, the type and amount of paternal 

research published was and still is reflective of “normal science.” Researchers were, and 

still are, influenced by the constraints of past research findings, their personal meanings 

of parenting, and societal beliefs about motherhood and fatherhood. Secondly, an 

historical perspective on the evolution of fathering research has clearly illustrated how 

science and society are inextricably interwoven. In subtle, yet powerful ways, by
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neglecting fathers, scientists have influenced the conduct of fathers and, likewise, how 

fathers have behaved within society has influenced how scientists have conducted their 

research.

Fathering has been studied predominately using empirical/rational methods, 

which focus on discrete behaviors (what lathers do or do not do in families) that are 

mediated by the cognitive processes of logic, categorization, and evaluation. The primary 

assumption underlying these methodologies is that phenomena are constituted of isolable 

elements, which mingle and impinge upon each other and can, in principle, be observed 

in isolation. Once these “context-free” data are generated and labeled as individual 

variables, they are then “combined, compared, contrasted, and collated by logical, formal, 

context-free rules of inference, deduction, calculation, and generalization” (Packer, 1985,

p. 1086).

Studying fathers using primarily empirical/rational methods overlooks a particular 

father's own personal history, meanings, relationships, family practices, and socio

cultural contexts. This approach neglects how goals and purposes are a reflection of one’s 

engaged participation in one’s defining community and are not just chosen on the basis of 

rational calculation.

As human beings who participate in social practices, we become constituted by 

the background meanings and concerns that embody those practices (SmithBattle, 1992). 

Meanings have an essential place in the description of human behaviors—we speak of a 

situation, an action, a demand, or a prospect as having a certain meaning for a person 

(Taylor, 1985). Meanings are not the same thing as decontextualized variables or 

elements of formal theory, which are static, monological, and cognitive (SmithBattle).
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Meanings are bound up in language which offers the vehicle by which meanings are 

characterized, along with the related feelings, desires, and predicaments. Meanings are 

not static; they change over time. There is no place for meanings in the categories of the 

empirical/rational tradition.

Because meanings are dialogical, temporal, and embodied, they are often prior to 

conscious reflection. Because we literally “dwell” in personal and cultural meanings, they 

are often tacit and difficult to articulate. Meanings, concerns, and practices can only be 

made visible through multiple interviews, which contain detailed stories or narratives of 

actual situations from the storyteller’s perspective. In order to gain access to a person’s 

meanings, interviews must examine what one actually does in practical circumstances, 

not what they speculate they, or fictional others, do in hypothetical situations. According 

to Benner (1994):

Narrative accounts of actual situations differ from questions about opinions, 
ideology, or even what one does in general because the speaker is engaged in 
remembering what occurred in the situation. Spoken accounts allow the speaker to 
give more details and include concerns and considerations that shape the person’s 
experience and perception of the event, (p. 110)

This difference may explain why Holditch-Davis and Miles (2000) were troubled 

by the feet that one aspect of their Pre-term Parental Distress Model, the role of personal 

and family factors, was not supported by their current qualitative study. They speculated 

that interviews were possibly not the best method for obtaining information about this 

theme. I would postulate, however, that interviewing was the appropriate method, but 

interviews that are generated and analyzed using an interpretive phenomenological 

approach, as described above, will more fully capture the role that personal and family 

factors play in shaping the responses of parents of pre-term infants.
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Over time, our scientific culture and its associated empirical/rational

epistemology has molded our contemporary sense of self. Today, we live in a western,

individualistic culture that focuses on the primacy of the individual—one who is pressed

to be independent, self-determined, self-created, and disengaged from embodied and

social thinking (Taylor, 1991). Threads of this independent, disengaged self are visible, if

you look closely, within many different aspects of our society. Two important facets of

society—education and parenting—serve to illustrate the quiet, yet powerful influence of

this epistemological tradition.

Science and Education

The “buzz” words that have surrounded the politically hot topic of education

today are test scores, standards, accountability, and percentiles, to name a few. These

words, which are a part of our modem educational nomenclature, have their roots within

rational and empirical epistemologies. The thoughts of two prominent educators will

serve to illustrate this point.

Joseph Dunne, an experienced educator, became dissatisfied with the nature of

rationality in teaching. The thrust of his dissatisfaction revolved around the “behavioral

objectives model” which has been a cornerstone within education since the beginning of

the twentieth century. He described his discontentment this way:

My difficulties with the behavioral objectives model concerned not just its 
emphasis on behavior but more fundamentally the concept of objective from 
which this emphasis in fact derived. Written into the concept of an objective was 
the requirement that the latter’s achievement should be verifiable—that 
unequivocal evidence should be available to establish it; and confining objectives 
to observable behavior ensured that this requirement could be met. The 
verification being insisted on was of a kind that could be carried out by a detached 
observer who could not be assumed to have any familiarity with the teacher’s 
situation or background. (1993, p. 3)
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At the core of his uneasiness with this model was the focus on instructional

outcomes, which neglect teaching as a process and devalue the experiential dimension of

learning (Dunne, 1993). This model relegates teaching into an analysis—that the

problems of the first-person student can be solved from the perspective of the third-

person analyst (the teacher). This view of teaching strips away the value of context and

the cultural, linguistic, religious, and political traditions which together work in all kinds

of tacit and nuanced ways when teachers and students interact Dunne knows from

experience that learning is a process and, in his own words, “One might teach by this

model on ice but hardly in the rough ground of the classroom” (p. 5).

It appears that the words “object” and “objective” are at the core of his

dissatisfaction with current educational theory. The behavioral objectives model arose

from two scientific epistemologies at the time of the turn of the century: empiricism and

rationalism. Dunne’s objections to this model all seem to boil down to the notion that

learning is dissected into isolable components or objectives that are directly measurable.

This model embraces the monologicaL, independent, singular self at the expense of the

value of process, which denotes an exchange between persons that are embedded in

contexts rich in experiences, traditions, and the element of time.

David Jardine, another educator, was disgruntled with the objective focus of

education but targeted a different, although related, aspect: the formal structure of

curriculum. He described the origins of his growing dissatisfaction:

This paper arises out of a vague uneasiness with the notion of understanding as 
construction and action and the images of mastery, domination, and control that 
this notion produces. Such images emerge in our picture of how children 
understand the world; they also have come, in some circles, to inform our 
understanding of the nature of pedagogy itself. The pedagogical act has come to 
be seen as something we must strategically dominate, manipulate, and control in
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order to ensure the education of the child (and, of course, to ensure the 
accountability of the teacher). (1988, p. 287)

Jardine traced the roots of this objective understanding of teaching to Descartes

(rationalism) and Piaget (structuralism). He used curricula as an example of education’s

focus on domination and control in modem schools.

As educational theorists, we live with the cultural desire finally to get the child’s 
curriculum right once and for all, to fix our relation to every possible feature of 
the child’s life methodically so that the pedagogical act will not have to live with 
uncertainty, ambiguity, risk. (1988, p. 296)

I sensed that both Dunne and Jardine were rejecting the notions of control, 

closure, and formality within current educational theory because these formal structures 

simply did not “make sense” based on their own wealth of experience in the classroom 

and their intuitive understanding of the teaching/learning process. They are both 

appealing for an understanding of the processes and practices of teaching.

Science and Parenting

The notion of the individualistic self has also shaped the practice of parents. 

Parenting, like education, has often been viewed as a rational technique to be mastered 

and children as products to be cultivated. Media experts have offered their advice to 

parents, who have consumed these materials in the hopes of developing better “raw 

materials” (Leonard, 1996). This preponderant American view that children are privately 

owned goods (Hewlett, 1991) reflects the dominant individualistic ideology in our 

culture—a view which revolves around the concepts of responsibility, choice and 

freedom This ideology has the western notions of rationality, individualism, mastery, 

and technique/skill so deeply engrained that they are almost invisible.
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Walk into any bookstore and you will be bombarded by shelf after shelf of advice 

manuals detailing the skills and techniques necessary to parent effectively. One example 

of a popular parenting training regimen is the Systematic Training for Effective Parenting 

(STEP) program, developed by Dinkmeyer and McKay (1989). This program outlines 

behavior modification techniques that parents can learn to change their children’s 

behavior. The advantages of positive rather than negative reinforcement are emphasized. 

Superficially, these notions seem appropriate as children often react more favorably when 

approached in a positive fashion. However, the major problem with this program is that 

the “rules” for parenting are formal and abstract and parents are encouraged to learn 

them, not in relation to their own child, but rather through reading and study (Leonard,

1996). No distinctions were made between mothers and fathers, male and female 

children, and the ages of the children. The examples used were universal and assumed to 

be relevant, without thought given to gender, class, culture, or ethnic distinctions of the 

particular child and parent. The underlying assumption is that learning is a formal process 

with little room for trust in instincts and intuitions.

Towards a Dialogical Understanding o f Fathering 

Some scholars today are appealing for a different kind of understanding—a 

dialogical understanding of the processes and practices of educators, parents, nurses, and 

others. Taylor (1991), a modem philosopher, argued that a monological understanding 

based on the detached, individualistic self is inadequate. We cannot understand human 

beings merely in terms of individual subjects, who frame representations about 

themselves and others, because much of human action happens only insofar as the agent 

understands and constitutes himself or herself as integrally part of a “we.” Much of our
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understanding of self, society and the world is carried out in practices that exist in 

dialogical action.

The integrated “we” of a dialogical relationship is not the same thing as a dyadic 

relationship (self/others). Each time we, as humans, enter into a relationship, we bring to 

that relationship all of our past relationships, attempted and realized, which then become 

constitutive of the self. All of our actions reflect our more or less successful attempts to 

respond to the whole configuration of relationships. This configuration or integrated “we” 

reflects the notion that all persons are understood as relational and historical beings. 

Caring Practices

Caregiving goes “against the grain” of one of the most prized principles in our 

culture: freedom. In western individualistic societies, the ethical ideas and self-definitions 

embodied in caregiving are in direct conflict with the primacy of an individual who is 

independent, self-determined, and self-created (Gordon, Benner, & Noddings, 1996). 

Caregiving is often concealed or denied to perpetuate the societal myth of the private 

self-constituted individual It is this Enlightenment view of freedom as “freedom from” 

rather than “freedom to” which makes us fear and avoid caregiving both individually and 

socially. One consequence of our western individualistic preoccupation with freedom is 

neglect of our caregiving needs (Hewlett & West, 1998).

The parental practice of caring for children is under attack on several fronts in 

modem America. Hewlett and West (1998) noted that, in recent years, big business, 

government, and the wider culture have waged an “undeclared and silent war against 

parents” (p. 29). Over the course of the last thirty years, public policy and private 

decision-making have tilted heavily against the altruistic non-market activities that are
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the essence of parenting (sacrifice, commitment, and care) in favor of market work which 

is centered on competition, profits, efficiency, productivity, and greed. According to 

these authors, the battles waged against fathers have been particularly ugly and fierce and 

fathers, in particular, are “under siege.” In the following excerpt, they described the “war 

against parents”:

Adults raising children have been hurt by managerial greed, pounded by tax and 
housing policy, diminished by psychotherapy, and invaded and degraded by the 
entertainment industry. A myopic government increasingly fails to protect or 
support parents, while an unfettered market is allowed to take up more and more 
private space. Our leaders talk as though they value families but act as though 
families were a last priority. Sooner or later, worn-out moms and dads get the 
message that devoting their best time to raising children is a mug’s game—a 
lonely, thankless undertaking that cuts against the grain of all that is valued in our 
society, (p. 30)

From a phenomenological perspective, fathering can be thought of as a caring 

practice. Benner and Wrubel (1989) defined caring practices as “organized, specific 

practices related to caring for and about others. Caring practices grow from a tradition 

that is enriched by an ethic or notion of what is good and practical knowledge” (p. 408). 

Caring is the most basic mode of being and is central to all helping professions. Caring 

means that people, interpersonal concerns, and things matter. Caring sets up the 

possibilities for and is integral to knowing.

This phenomenological view of caring and caregiving practices is quite different 

from the empirical/rational perspective. The majority of research that examined paternal 

caregiving practices with pre-term infants has relied on objective measures of behaviors 

that decontextualize fathering and overlook fathers’ meanings, concerns, and practices. 

According to SmithBattle (1994), parenting (and I would propose fathering) “is
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increasingly shaped by abstract formal knowledge that virtually excludes narrative 

accounts and practical understanding of everyday experience” (p. 141).

Although caregiving remains primarily “woman’s work,” more and more men are 

becoming caregivers in our culture in response to family demands and their own growing 

need to provide nurturance. Recently, White (2000), a writer for the St. Louis Post 

Dispatch, captured this growing trend with a headline: “More and more dads can handle 

diapers as well as hammers” (p. EV10). The author noted that there are two million dads 

that stay at home to raise their children. The caring practices of fathers, however, have 

been overlooked and understudied because of traditional gender ideologies, stereotypes, 

and the formal identification of men with work (Gordon et al., 1996).

In our culture, caring is often confused with emotional attributes and sentiments 

like kindness, passion, involvement, or attention. However, effective caregiving involves 

more than intent or sentiment (Gordon et al., 1996). Caring practices involve skill, 

education, and community and social resources that foster mutuality, empowerment, and 

growth.

Several studies have examined the caregiving practices of parents. Leonard 

(1993) studied mothering as a practice grounded in the notions of good, yet undermined 

and marginalized by a society which obscures and neglects the importance of family life. 

Similarly, SmithBattle (1992) examined teen mothers’ transition to mothering as shaped 

by the entire family’s caregiving practices. Lastly, Chesla (1988) demonstrated that 

caring practices can be understood through narratives about real life experiences within 

meaningful contexts.
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In this study, multiple caregiving episodes were elicited and interpreted to 

discover the meanings related to learning to know and care for a pre-term infant, the 

changes in meanings over time, and how those meanings both set up and closed off 

possibilities for fathers. It is my hope that this approach helped to make the caring 

practices of fathers more visible. Heightened visibility of paternal practices may serve an 

important role in informing public policy so that it is more attentive to meanings and 

socio-cultural differences.

Stress and Coping

The stress and coping framework underlying this study is based on the work of 

Lazarus and Folkman(1984) and their colleagues Benner and Wrubel(1989). Benner and 

Wrubel further outlined the essential role of meanings, concerns, embodied knowledge, 

and temporality within stress and coping. A core component of this framework is the 

view that stress is the result of a person’s grasp of the meaning of the situation for the self 

when that meaning conveys challenge, loss, threat, or harm. Coping is what one does 

about that disruption.

In this study, paternal stress reflected the father’s personal and family meanings 

and concerns. These meanings set up his possibilities for coping. Multiple stress and 

coping episodes were elicited and interpreted to discover the meanings that underlie a 

particular father’s transition to fatherhood, how those meanings changed over time, and 

how meanings both set up and closed off possibilities for fathering a pre-term infant.

This phenomenological view of stress and coping is vastly different from the 

empirical assumptions of the few studies that included fathers of pre-term infants in the 

sample. In these studies, stress was viewed as an accumulation of discrete variables
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within the person and environment, disregarding personal meanings. Nurse researchers 

have measured paternal stress by scoring items normatively considered to be stressful 

aspects of a NICU experience; for example, the appearance of the infant or sights and 

sounds of the NICU. Results strongly suggested that the experience of having a pre-term 

infant was stressful for mothers and fathers, yet what they perceived as stressful and the 

factors associated with their stress were quite different (Doering, Moser, & Dracup, 2000; 

Miles, Funk & Kasper, 1992; Shields-Poe & Pinelli, 1997; Seideman et al., 1997). 

Likewise, researchers examining coping found that mothers and fathers used different 

coping strategies that were linked to individual perceptions of stress (Affleck, Tennen, & 

Rowe, 1990; Hughes, McCollum, Shefiel, & Sanchez, 1994).

Although important contributions to the literature, these studies do not allow for 

individual evaluation of the meaning of events. Therefore, previous studies have not fully 

captured significant paternal stressors that lie outside the NICU realm and are influenced 

by a father’s personal meanings of self, family, fatherhood, and work. For example, a 

finding from two pilot interviews with a father of a pre-term infant revealed that the 

father’s work was the most stressful aspect of his NICU experience because it kept him 

away from his son. Work-related items were not incorporated into the measurement of 

stress in previous studies. Researchers have noted that other factors outside the NICU 

may be potentially important contributors of stress, including needs of other children and 

financial strains (Freud, 1995; Miles et al, 1992). There are no studies that have 

longitudinally examined stress and coping in fathers after a pre-term birth, although stress 

and coping is temporal in nature (Benner & Wrubel 1989).
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Several studies have demonstrated the usefulness of this theoretical and 

methodological approach to the study of stress and coping. Investigation of work 

meanings of mid-career men (Benner, 1984a), the transition to parenthood of career 

mothers (Leonard, 1993), and teen mothers’ practices over time (SmithBattle, 1997) have 

confirmed the relationship between meanings and the appraisal of stressful incidents and 

coping practices.

Purpose o f the Study

Because fathers of pre-term infants are excluded, not only in research, but 

sometimes at their infant’s bedside in the NICU, our understanding of fathers as they 

develop a relationship with and learn to care for a pre-term infant is very limited. Studies 

are needed that deepen our understanding and make the experiences of these fathers more 

visible. This study proposes to further our understanding of fathering, specifically 

fathering a pre-term infant, by uncovering the meanings, concerns, and possibilities that 

shape fathering practices.

This study was designed to:

1. Reveal the stressful episodes of fathers of pre-term infants and their coping 

practices both during hospitalization and the transition home.

2. Examine the resources and barriers fathers experience as they develop a 

relationship with their pre-term infants over time.

3. Describe how fathers learn practical caregiving skills as they get to know a pre

term infant over time.

4. Discover how a father’s own personal meanings of self, family, fatherhood, and 

work shape his caregiving practices.
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Introduction to the Chapters

This introductory chapter outlines the importance of studying fathers when an 

infant is premature in a way that promotes a dialogical understanding of the practices and 

processes of fathering. In the second chapter, 1 examine the current literature on fathering 

both term and pre-term infants, offering my own critique of empirical/rational 

approaches. Chapter 3 includes a presentation of the methodology used for the study, 

including the philosophical foundation of the method, the study design, and the specific 

procedures I used while collecting and analyzing the narrative data.

The next two chapters introduce the reader to the worlds of two different fathers. 

Each father embraced fatherhood in very personal and meaningful ways that were shaped 

by their own socio-historical contexts. These paradigm cases are presented in chapters 4 

and 5.

The following four chapters (six, seven, and eight) represent a major theme that 

emerged from my interpretive analysis of the narrative data. In those chapters, I use 

excerpts from all o f the fathers in the study.

Chapter 9 examines the recruitment and interviewing process through my eyes as 

a female researcher interviewing men. The last chapter, chapter 10, includes a look at 

fathering through the lens of gender, with implications of my findings for nursing 

practice, research, and social policy.

In the analysis chapters (chapters 4 through 10), the pre-term infant is the index 

person for designating family relationships within the narratives. The father (F) refers to 

the father of the pre-term infant and the mother (M) refers to the infant’s mother. My 

interview questions and comments as the interviewer (I) were sometimes included to
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enable the reader to better follow the dialogue and evaluate how I shaped the mothers’ 

and fathers’ responses as an active listener. The participants’ names and other extraneous 

identifying characteristics were changed to protect confidentiality.

Conclusion

Through this study, I hope to bring the voices of the fathers, themselves, to the 

fore-front and illuminate fathers’ experience after an early birth. A deeper understanding 

of fathering must consider the social processes that may influence the circumstances that 

shape fathering practices. Effective clinical intervention depends on the clinician’s ability 

to comprehend the meanings that influence fathering in order to coach fathers more 

effectively during their transition to parenthood. It is only through a situated 

understanding of their experiences that caring practices can emerge.
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Chapter 2: The Study of Fathering

Our understanding of fathering a premature infant is extremely limited since very 

few studies have looked exclusively at this population. Instead, fathers and mothers are 

usually included together in the same sample and findings are then analyzed by 

comparing fathers to mothers. These combined samples are often comprised of a 

disproportionately higher percentage of mothers than fathers, which further hinders our 

understanding of fathers’ experiences after an early birth.

Since there are so few studies that have examined fathers of pre-term infants, this 

chapter will focus on what is known about fathering healthy infants and children with 

findings related to fathers and premature infants woven throughout when available. This 

review will also highlight how current scientific methods “dissect” fathering and obscure 

how families, communities, and work shape a father’s definition of self.

The Primacy o f Biology

Fathers are biologically on the outside, from the beginning, because mothers give

birth, supply breast milk, and often have more time for infant caregiving (Glennon,

1995). Pruett (1987) eloquently described the “problem” fathers often face as a result of

being “bodily distant” from the childbirth process:

What is a man to do with a baby, his baby, of his flesh, yet not really from his 
body? It so often seems exclusively “hers” from even before the beginning of its 
life. Is he to know this infant only by profile, from casual touch? Must he seek 
permission from her, the “gatekeeper,” to enter this “kindergarten,” this child’s 
place? Even after he somehow gains entrance to the kindergarten, what is he to 
do? —hold, feed, protect, be tender, talk, teach, tease, play, listen, work, hang 
out? Moreover, what is he to feel—pride, shame, embarrassment, ignorance, 
helplessness? (p. 13)

Being on the “outside” may stir negative feelings in some fathers and tarnish their 

experiences with childbirth and fathering. Research findings have suggested that fathers
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of healthy newborns have feelings of alienation, exclusion and resentment towards the 

developing maternal-infant relationship (Anderson, 1996; Jordan, 1990). Breastfeeding 

has sometimes been negatively perceived by fathers due to feelings of inadequacy, 

anxiety, and separation that this form of infant feeding can provoke (Hyman, 1995;

Jordan & Wall, 1990). When a pregnancy is high-risk, fathers may have heightened 

feelings of anxiety, fear, guilt, and isolation when mothers and/or infants experience 

medical problems (Ferketich & Mercer, 1994; Freud, 1995; May, 1995).

Fathers’ feelings of alienation and isolation may be the result of society’s greater 

focus on mothers during pregnancy. Fathers are often left out or choose not to attend 

many of the pregnancy rituals that commemorate childbirth, such as baby showers, 

because these customs are traditionally very mother-focused. Gregory (1997), a male 

perinatal nurse, attributed the uncomfortable feelings that many fathers experience during 

pregnancy to the “the pink zone.” This pink zone included the obstetric offices, maternity 

clothing departments, new mother support groups, birth preparation classes, and birthing 

centers that were focused primarily on mothers-to-be, often excluding fathers-to-be. 

Fathers have responded by “painfully enduring what should be one of the most eagerly 

anticipated periods in their lives because they feel very alone” (p. 8).

The medical community has inadvertently erected barriers that may potentially 

inhibit fathering. For example, the use of the word “coach” in prenatal classes has a 

connotation of a more distant assistant in the process of childbirth (Parke & Brott, 1999). 

Some obstetricians have treated fathers more like on-lookers when fathers do make it to a 

prenatal appointment—which is often very difficult due to the nine to five time frame that
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most obstetric offices hold sacred. One result of these subtle messages is the perpetuation 

of the legacy of the biological supremacy of mothering in our culture.

Fathering Within a Relational Web

The practice of fathering is intricate and multi-dimensional. Father-infant

interactions are shaped by a complex web of relationships—between fathers, between

their children, and between their children’s mothers (Federal Forum, 1998; Volling &

Belsky, 1991). According to Jordan (1990), mothers and infants are “key recognition

providers,” meaning that their attitudes, actions, and interactions can either promote or

impede the evolving father. In addition to the mother and the baby, other key players

include health care providers, friends, co-workers, and other family members. Extending

beyond the immediate circle of family and friends, men’s motivation to parent

responsively is also powerfully shaped by cultural images of fatherhood, as well as men’s

socioeconomic background, social circumstances, and earlier experiences, especially with

their own parents (Federal Forum, 1998).

Fathering Through their Father’s Eyes

Fathering is intricately interwoven with the past. In the words of Dunne (1993):

.. .tradition may be thought of as what is underneath us, continually exercising a 
kind of gravitational pull. Not that it necessarily makes for a deadweight; for the 
ground to which it connects us by a thousand invisible filaments, in our thought 
and in our being, can be a sustaining one, making possibilities substantial and 
actual (p. 359)

This quote illustrates the subtle, yet powerful influence of tradition on our being. First, 

and possibly foremost, fathering practices are often shaped by a father's childhood 

experiences with his own father (Belsky, 1984; Daly, 1993; Hyman, 1995). Results from 

one study, which examined triadic interactions between fathers, mothers, and infants,
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suggested that a father’s belief in his importance to the infant is primarily connected with

a transgenerational dimension (Klitzing, Simoni, Amsler, & Burgin, 1999). In other

words, fathers who had deep relational experiences with their own fathers saw

themselves as more important in the lives of their infants and, subsequently, their

interactions with their infants and their wives were more positive.

In past decades, many fathers were involved with their children “from a distance.”

It was socially acceptable for a father to come home after work, pick up a newspaper,

wait for dinner, play with the children if he wished, and enforce his authority as needed.

Today, fathers have been socialized, to some extent, the same way. Levant (1995) noted

that men often have little exposure to children growing up.

They did not play with dolls, mind their younger siblings, offer baby-sitting 
services, nor go to home economics classes. While [their] sisters visited nursing 
homes with their girl scouts troops, as boy scouts [they] rubbed sticks together to 
make them bum. (p. 144)

Times have radically changed for many fathers. Fathers are often expected to 

father differently than the way they were fathered, yet they lack the needed practical 

knowledge and skills. They often feel unprepared for fatherhood as a result of a lack of 

exposure to appropriate role models (Daly, 1993; Hyman, 1995; Osherson, 1995). In the 

words of one qualitative researcher and father: “If we are foiling our children, it is not 

because we don’t love them,...but rather because the rules have changed and no one 

bothered to tell us, much less give us a copy of the new rule book” (Glennon, 1995, p. 

51). Because fathering is a practice that requires skill and practical knowledge, it is easy 

to see why new fathers today may feel inadequate and take up fathering from a distance.
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The Maternal Connection

Research findings have suggested that mothers play a critical role in either 

impeding or promoting fathering through their attitudes, actions, and interactions with the 

father and infant (Federal Forum, 1998; Jordan, 1990; Volling & Belsky, 1991).

Likewise, Behel and Parke (1998) found that maternal attitudes made a significant 

contribution to the explanation of father involvement. Specifically, the mother’s 

perceptions of the father’s motivation and, to a lesser degree, their belief in gender 

differences relating to caregiving skills were important factors affecting father 

involvement. Similarly, Jordan (1990) conducted a qualitative study with 56 first time 

fathers of healthy newborns and found that mothers played a critical role—they can either 

bring the father into the spotlight or keep him in the wings.

Research has also suggested, however, that when mothers encouraged and 

welcomed fathers as caregivers of their children, the mothers themselves became 

unhappy as a result (Baruch & Barnett, 1986; Federal Forum, 1998). This may reflect the 

fact that some mothers view parenting as their “turf” and have not quite come to terms 

with equally sharing both the joys and burdens of parenthood with fathers. In one study, 

Jordan (1995) found that mothers preferred to be “chief among equals” (p. 71). Whether a 

mother encourages the father to participate in childcare or functions more like a 

“gatekeeper” may depend on how well she has personally grappled with all the turbulent 

changes in both motherhood and fatherhood. As noted by Pruett (1987), women had to 

cope with men’s response when they wanted more time “out” of the home; men must 

now deal with women’s response as men want more time “in.”
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When the infant is pre-term, mothers may play a pivotal role in either encouraging 

or discouraging father involvement. In one qualitative pilot study, Novak (1990) reported 

that a father’s ability to exhibit nurturing behaviors during NICU visits was influenced by 

the mother’s level of encouragement. If the mother positively reinforced father 

involvement and offered the baby to the father, he gradually participated in the baby’s 

care. In another study, Thurman and Korteland (1989) reported that mothers and fathers 

were more intimate with their infants when they visited the NICU alone rather than 

together. Although not well understood, this finding certainly lends strength to the 

powerful influence of the relational web that mothers and fathers are tangled in as they 

enter parenthood.

Getting to Know the Baby 

Research has suggested that fathers and mothers get to know their babies 

differently. For example, fathers hold and touch infants differently than mothers. A 

qualitative study of 14 fathers and term infants revealed that fathers held their infants 

“like a football” because they wanted them to exist as separate beings, and holding 

produced the feelings of closeness they desired (Anderson, 1996). Research has 

repeatedly shown that fathers interact more playfully with both term and pre-term infants 

than mothers. Mothers, on the other hand, are usually the primary caregivers (Field,

1981; Lamb, 1997b).

Although very little is known about how fathers hold or touch pre-term infants, 

one study noted that fathers touched their infants less than mothers during hospital visits 

(Harrison & Woods, 1991). In another study that examined skin-to-skin holding,
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Gloppestad (1996) reported that even though fathers were often the first to visit their pre

term infants in the NICU, they held them skin-to-skin much later after birth than mothers.

The ability of fathers to interact with their pre-term infants through touching and 

holding may have implications for their parenting over time. In two studies, fathers who 

visited the NICU more frequently and interacted with their pre-term infants through 

touching and talking exhibited more positive parental patterns after discharge (Gaiter & 

Johnson, 1984; Levy-Shiff, Hoffman, Mogilner, Levinger, & Mogilner, 1990).

Although father visits may be significant in terms of the developing father-infant 

relationship, there is very little research that has examined their visitation patterns. One 

earlier study found that fathers visited their hospitalized pre-term infants 1.5 times the 

first week, and then .03 times in succeeding weeks (Brown, York, Jacobsen, Gennaro, & 

Brooten, 1989). In a more recent study, Sullivan (1999) reported that fathers visited their 

pre-term infants an average of five times per week, with the range being between two and 

seven times per week. One possible explanation for this seemingly large increase in 

paternal visitation rates over the last decade is that the fathers in the sample from 1989 

were predominately unmarried and poor, making visiting more problematic for them.

It appears that fathers visit less and interact less during visits with their pre-term 

infants than mothers. This pattern may be explained in part by the feet that fathers return 

to work much sooner than mothers after birth. Perhaps fathers feel less needed once the 

mother is out of the hospital and visiting on a regular basis. When mothers are unable to 

visit, fathers fulfill the important role of liaison between the mother, the baby, and the 

health care providers (Freud, 1995). Once mothers are physically able to visit, fathers no 

longer have that role to fill. A study by Miles, Carlson, and Funk (1996) lends credence
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to this notion. They reported that fathers’ perceptions of social support changed over time 

in a pattern that was different from mothers. The overall level of social support fathers 

perceived dropped in the second week of their infant’s hospitalization while the mothers’ 

social support scores increased. If fathers do not feel supported and needed, they may be 

less apt to visit and interact with their infants.

Fathers may refrain from hands-on care because they feel more comfortable 

looking in from the outside. “Men learn from early on that the ‘correct’ way to father is 

indirectly: loving by fostering, securing, protecting, guiding, sponsoring—not necessarily 

by touching or holding” (Pruett, 1987, p. 18). The tendency of men to father from a 

distance may be one reason why Freud (1995) described the fathers of pre-term infants in 

his qualitative study like “lone wolves.” He noted that “the premature father feels isolated 

(like the preemie in the isolette) and very much alone (a-lone: The lone wolf)” (p. 238).

Healthy infants form attachments with both mothers and fathers, but the process 

may be slower to develop between fathers and infants (Anderson, 1996; Lamb, 1997b). 

This finding may be a reflection of the feet that fathers often spend less time than mothers 

caring for infants. When the infant is pre-term, the father-infant relationship may be even 

more difficult to develop. In one study of eight fathers of infants with severe congenital 

heart disease, fathers reported fears and anxiety about holding the baby and getting 

attached (Clark & Miles, 1999). Similarly, Sullivan (1999), who studied 27 fathers of 

pre-term infants, noted that 37% of them did not feel attached to their infants until 4 to 16 

weeks after birth. The earlier they held their infants, the sooner they reported feelings of 

love and warmth. In this study, the frequency of father visits was not correlated with
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feelings of attachment. Perhaps the quality, not quantity, of paternal visits matters most in 

facilitating the father-infant relationship.

Learning Infant Caregiving 

The majority of research on paternal caregiving has been narrowly focused on the 

time fathers spend with healthy children, how they spend that time, and how fathers’ 

interactions compare to mothers.’ There are clear increases in paternal engagement and 

responsibility over the past three decades, but mothers continue to far exceed fathers in 

terms of providing childcare (Pleck, 1997). Time diary studies have shown that the 

amount of time fathers spend with their children is associated with socioeconomic class 

(lower class fathers spend more time with their children), age (fathers spend more time 

with their older children), and gender (fathers spend more time with boys) (Federal 

Forum, 1998; Pleck).

There is very little in the literature on exactly “how” fathers learn infant 

caregiving because the focus has been on “what” fathers do. However, findings from 

research on mothers has suggested that they learn infant caregiving more by relying on 

developing practical relational know-how, rather than applying the cognitive and formal 

knowledge provided by books and experts (Maloni, 1994; Winnicott, 1987; Wynn, 1996). 

In a study of 33 women who had just delivered healthy, full-term infants, Maloni found 

that mothers acquired significantly more personal knowledge about their infants (e.g., 

personality characteristics, interaction patterns, activity, physical needs) as compared to 

caretaking knowledge (e.g., feeding, bathing, cord care, comfort, communication). In 

addition, mothers primarily relied on their use of self, through interactions with their 

infants, in order to acquire a personal knowledge of them.
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A study of mothers and infants from two different cultures offers an excellent 

example of how practical relational knowledge resides primarily outside the realm of 

conscious thought. Caudill and Weinstein (1972) studied maternal care and infant 

behavior in Japan and the United States. These authors concluded that, by as early as 

three to four months of age, babies had already “learned” to be distinctively Japanese or 

American in relation to the expectations of their mothers. The Japanese babies were more 

passive then American babies because the Japanese mothers communicated more 

physically through lulling, carrying, and rocking. On the other hand, the American babies 

were more active, happily vocal, and exploring as compared to the Japanese babies 

because their American mothers communicated more through looking and chatting.

These study findings support the notion that the understanding of being human is the 

result of participation in practices that contain an interpretation not found within the 

mental states (cognition) of individuals (Dreyfus, 1991). The American mothers did not 

intentionally “think” about raising active, vocal babies in much the same way that the 

Japanese mothers did “think” about raising quiet, passive infants. In both cases, their 

unconscious actions reflected a skilled understanding; an understanding which was not 

based on rules, principles, or beliefs but, rather, an understanding of bodily intimacy and 

sociality—essentially what it is to be a human being in a particular culture.

Because mothers give birth and often feed their infants in a totally bodily way, 

their early experiences promote practical knowledge. Mothering, and being mothered, is 

embodied—meaning that expectations, styles, and habits are expressed and experienced 

in the body. Over time, the body becomes a skillful knower and interpreter. This is the 

essence of practical knowledge, the cornerstone of learning caregiving. Fathers have no
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such bodily advantage, which may be why skin-to-skin holding, although not always

eagerly promoted by nurses, may hold such promise for the developing father-infant

relationship. Below, a father of a pre-term infant described his thoughts about “kangaroo

care” or skin-to-skin holding:

I held Eva against my chest for about four hours a day for the next two months, 
with Devora [his wife] getting her for another four. I can’t say for certain if it did 
Eva any good, although she was an unusually stable and healthy preemie and 
graduated from the intensive care nursery early. But for me, kangaroo care was 
the greatest thing that could have happened. Within five minutes during the first 
time I held her, I started to feel all those feelings of joy, tenderness, and love I 
thought I would never experience. I felt close to her. I felt like a father. (Anner, 
1994, p. 12)

This father was given the opportunity to gain practical relational knowledge from the 

very start, which enhanced his relationship with his daughter.

Because fathers often lack practical know-how about their infants, they may be 

“stuck” in what Heidegger (1962) referred to as the “unready to hand” mode of being.

The best way to illustrate this mode of being is to imagine you are driving on a sunny 

day. Because you have been driving for many years, your actions are essentially taken- 

for-granted and often outside the realm of conscious thought However, suddenly you are 

confronted with a downpour of heavy rain and blowing wind. Instantly, driving becomes 

a very “cognitive” task and you begin to think about how to adjust your driving speed and 

brake maneuvers. Essentially, driving is so all-pervasive that it is often overlooked; it 

only appears to us in a conscious way in a state of breakdown (e.g., bad weather 

conditions) or when we are novice drivers. Because fathers do not have the time and/or 

are not given the opportunity to gain practical knowledge about their infants, they may 

feel like they are perpetually “driving in a torrential downpour” when caring for them, 

especially when they begin to cry and fuss.
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Both mothers and fathers have the ability to be sensitive and responsive to their 

infant’s needs. However, mothers often know their infants better because they spend 

more time with them (Anderson, 1996; Lamb, 1997b) and view “learning the baby” as a 

major task after birth (SmithBattle, 1997; Sullivan, 1997). Because fathers often return to 

work sooner than mothers following childbirth, they may be at a disadvantage in terms of 

gaining personal knowledge of their infants (which makes it easy to see why learning 

caregiving is so difficult for some fathers).

Fathers of pre-term infants may be at even a greater disadvantage in learning 

caregiving due to the noisy, congested environment of the NICU. This often “frazzling” 

milieu, coupled with the time constraints new fathers operate under, may lead some 

fathers to simply “give up”—leaving caregiving to the mothers. Because fathers often do 

not know their infants well, learning caregiving may feel outside their comfort zone and 

they may simply retreat from the hospital and their infants. On the other hand, a few 

studies have shown just the opposite: When the infant is pre-term, fathers provided more 

infant caregiving during the first month at home as compared to fathers of term infants 

(Brown, Rustia, & Schappert, 1991; Levy-Shiff & Mogliner, 1989). However, in one of 

the studies (Levy-Shiff & Mogliner), the parents were Israeli and were observed for brief 

periods by a researcher in their homes. In the Brown et al. study, fathers were asked to fill 

out a questionnaire, which may not have accurately reflected their everyday practices.

Work and Fathering 

Since the early eighteenth century, work, not parenting, has defined men’s sense 

of self and determined their status in society. In fact, the very notion of a “working 

father” is redundant because work is what fathers do, according to tradition. Although
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work continues to have a powerful influence on father’s lives (Griswold, 1993; Pleck,

1997), times have changed. Inflation and the globalization of capitalism have reduced 

men’s wages, creating a need for more women to work outside the home. Likewise, the 

declining birth rates and higher rates of education for women have created opportunities 

for women to work (Hochschild, 1997). As a result, some space has been created for 

fathers to be more involved with their children (Griswold; Hyman, 1995). There is more 

pressure from women for fathers to help in family work and less pressure for fathers to be 

the sole providers. Scholars have documented that involved fathers are both wanting and 

spending more intimate time with their children (Hyman; Lamb, 1997a; Pleck, 1997), but 

fathers have cited work as a barrier to their increased involvement (Federal Forum, 1998; 

Newbum & MacMillan, 1998).

While work remains a very significant and central element in many men’s lives, 

how work shapes a father’s ability to develop a close relationship with his children 

remains virtually unexamined (Griswold, 1993). The majority of studies that have 

examined work and parenting have focused on mothering as a result of the profound 

changes in mother’s entry into the workforce (Bowen & Orthner, 1991). Findings from 

studies focused on fathers and work suggested that positive work experiences of fathers 

translated into positive fathering styles (Grimm-Thomas & Perry-Jenkins, 1994) and a 

higher quality of infant interaction (Volling & Belsky, 1991).

Work can be a coping resource for fathers when a child is sick (Davis & James, 

1991; Tse, Perez-Woods, & Opie, 1987). In a study of fathers and infants with severe 

congenital heart disease, work and usual routines helped fathers cope by maintaining a 

sense of control (Clark & Miles, 1999). These findings illustrate how work can either be a
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source of stress or a coping resource, depending on the background meanings of the 

individual. Benner (1984a) discovered that for mid-career men, work was a vital coping 

resource; work was self-defining and linked to self-esteem; and work provided a sense of 

boundary and structure. The background meanings of work functioned as a sort of 

perceptual lens that, although often invisible to the men themselves, determined their 

activities, choices, and what they perceived as stressful.

Even less is known about the influence of work on fathering when the infant is 

pre-term. Families with pre-term infants may have more expenses (Gennaro, 1996), 

which may produce additional pressures on fathers to support the family monetarily, 

undermining the time needed to develop a relationship with and learn to care for their 

pre-term infants. Although the Family and Medical Leave Act became law in 1993, 

fathers are much less likely to take paternal leave; they take shorter leaves, with the mean 

length o f paternal leave in one study equaling five days (Hyde, Essex, & Horton, 1993). 

In addition, not all fathers are eligible for leave, depending on the size of the company 

they work for and the length of time they have worked for a company.

Time, or more appropriately the lack of time, is central to the dilemma that both 

men and women face whey they go off to work each day and return home to tend to the 

children. Hochschild (1997) studied a group of employees at a large corporation and 

discovered evidence of a cultural reversal between the workplace and home: Men and 

women often agreed that home felt more like “work” and work felt more like “home.” 

Because the first shift (at the workplace) took more time, the second shift (at home) 

became more hurried and structured. Consequently, the time deficits and the solutions to 

them (hurrying, segmenting, and organizing) forced some parents to engage in a third
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shift—noticing, understanding, and coping with all the emotional consequences of the 

compressed second shift.

Fathers need and want to work, but at the same time, they are struggling to 

balance the demands of work and fathering. Because fathering is a practice, it requires 

skill, attention, and support—all of which require time. The parental time famine may be 

robbing fathers of the precious time needed to learn to care for and get to know their 

children.

Although fathers may find it difficult to find the time to parent, study findings 

have strongly suggested that they positively influence their children. Fathers who were 

more actively involved in parenting had children who scored higher on tests of cognitive 

competence. The children also scored higher in measurements of locus of control, 

empathy, self-esteem, and social competence (Federal Forum, 1998; Pleck, 1997; 

Williams & Radin, 1999). Findings from one study that examined black fathers and pre

term infants suggested that infants with involved fathers had higher cognitive functioning 

(Yogman, Kindlon, & Earls, 1995).

Conclusion

Much of the research on fathers’ transition to parenthood is individualistic in 

focus, dissecting fathering into various role constructs such as paternal role competence 

(Ferketich & Mercer, 1995), paternal role enactment (Rustia & Abbott, 1990; 1993), and 

paternal role strain (Hall, 1991). The person is seen as an assemblage of traits, or in this 

case “roles,” that can be tried on, manipulated or altered, and then discarded when they 

no longer fit. The self is seen as separate subject, standing over the world as object 

(Benner & Wrubel, 1989; Leonard, 1993). The use of role constructs overlooks the
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particular significance and meaning that roles have for an individual Roles can not be 

conceived of as formal categories that impinge on every individual in the same way.

Roles have significance and meaning that is particular to each person (Leonard). 

Therefore, roles are not experienced as discrete categories, but are lived on the basis of an 

individual’s particular familial, cultural and socio-historical contexts. Fathering as a 

practice must be studied in a way that reveals the content, meanings, and notions of good 

inherent in raising children, as well as, the difficulties and contradictions.

Paternal caregiving has been studied primarily as an accumulation of various 

constructs such as paternal involvement, paternal engagement, paternal accessibility, and 

paternal responsibility. These constructs objectify fathering so that generalizations can be 

made across a range of situations without regard for context, temporality, transitions, and 

multiple meanings. This approach overlooks a father’s lived meanings; meanings that are 

part of his precognitive understanding and, therefore, are often not folly explicit. A 

father’s lived meanings arise from and exist in a situation as he experiences it and reflect 

his own personal concerns, background meanings, temporality, habitual/cultural bodies, 

emotions, and reflective thoughts (Benner & Wrubel 1989).
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Chapter 3: Methodology

We must try harder to understand than to explain. The way forward is not in the 
mere construction of universal systematic solutions, to be applied to reality from 
the outside; it is also in seeking to get to the heart of reality through personal 
experience. Such an approach promotes an atmosphere of tolerant solidarity and 
unity in diversity based on mutual respect, genuine pluralism and parallelism. In a 
word, human uniqueness, human action and the human spirit must be 
rehabilitated. (Havel, 1992, p.l)

My clinical experiences with fathers of pre-term infants over the years have 

shaped my perspective on the need for a situated understanding—an understanding that is 

particular and dependent on knowing the salient characteristics of a father as a person. 

Each father possesses his own finite possibilities for coping and learning to care for a pre

term infant, set against a background of personal history, meaningful practices, and real 

life situations. Understanding fathering in this way is critical to expert clinical judgement 

and allows for caregiving that is relevant to the meanings, concerns, and practices of the 

fathers for whom we care.

As noted within the words of the opening excerpt, seeking understanding from the 

“inside out”—first from the perspective of the uniqueness of personal experience—is the 

key to building tolerance and mutual respect. I have discovered through my own personal 

experiences that this type of situated understanding is sometimes missing from the care 

provided to families in the NICU. Findings from an interpretive study by Chesla and 

Stannard (1997) substantiated my observations. Their findings suggested that nurses 

working in critical care units may see families from a narrow perspective, resulting in a 

more judgmental view than was often warranted. Families who have infants in intensive 

care nurseries often pay the price of this narrowed focus because their trust and faith in 

nursing and medicine become tarnished.
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The method I chose for this study was interpretive phenomenology. This method 

was very well suited to this study because the goal of interpretive phenomenology is to 

study persons, events and practices in their own terms to better understand world, self, 

and other (Benner, 1994). Martin Heidegger, the most famous philosopher in existential 

phenomenology, pointed out that human beings are defined by their self-understandings 

and the stand they take upon themselves, which set up what possibilities are open to them 

(as cited in Dreyfus, 1994). By using this method, I was able to reveal the situated 

understanding of fathers after the birth of a pre-term infant—a very important first step 

towards the emergence of a mutual partnership between fathers and health care providers. 

Without such an understanding, real caring is impossible.

Philosophical Foundation o f the Method 

From the first moment I was exposed to interpretive phenomenology, I felt 

immediately “at home” because an interpretive view of what it means to be a person 

reflected my own personal beliefs and experiences. The central aspects of the 

philosophical foundation of this phenomenological view include: the person as having a 

world, the person as a being for whom things have significance, the person as self- 

interpreting, the person as embodied, and the person in time (Leonard, 1994).

According to Heidegger, the primordial way of being a person is centered on the 

relationship of the person to the world (as cited in Leonard, 1994). This notion shifted the 

emphasis from epistemological concerns that were centered on the question of knowledge 

and knowing to more fundamental ontological questions, such as: What does it mean to 

be a person in the world? How is the world intelligible to us?
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World, in the phenomenological sense, is a meaningful set of relationships, 

practices, and language that we have because we are bom into a particular culture, 

family, and epoch. Guignon summarized Heidegger’s notion of being-in-the-world: “We 

interpret the world in terms of the public background of meaning which has been laid out 

in advance by the logos of customs and practices of the culture” (1983, p. 127). A 

consequence of being-in-the-world is that understanding is essentially contextual and 

there is no way to remove the subject from its place within a culture. Guignon further 

noted that if one were to attempt to study a human being out of context, such an endeavor 

would be “as futile as the attempt to appreciate a symphony by sounding each note in 

isolation and then imagining a relation among them” ( p. 100). In other words, in order to 

more folly understand fathering, one must study fathers within their own context— 

personal, familial, historical, and socio-cultural.

Because we are always already situated in the world, we are constrained in the 

possible ways of being, acting, perceiving, and feeling by virtue of our language, culture, 

history, purposes, and values (Leonard, 1993). In other words, we are not radically free; 

our possibilities are limited because we are “thrown” into a particular cultural, historical, 

and familial world. In order for nurses to broaden their focus and provide mutually 

respectful caregiving to fathers, they must strive for an understanding of fathering from 

each father’s perspective.

From a phenomenological perspective, not only do persons inhabit a world 

whereby things have significance and value, but their concerns are qualitatively different 

based on their culture, language, and individual situations. Nothing can be encountered 

independent of our background understanding; likewise, every encounter is an
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interpretation based on our background (Leonard, 1993). As the example of the

differences between American and Japanese babies suggested in the preceding chapter,

an American mother might be concerned if her infant was dependent and clingy; whereas,

a Japanese mother might find that type of infant behavior perfectly normal. The meanings

of infant dependency varied depending on the mother’s cultural perspective, a finding

that underscores the fact that meaning is situated, not universal. Similarly, a father’s

situated understanding is shaped by his meanings of self, family, fatherhood, and work.

A fundamental aspect of the phenomenological view of the person is that we are

self-interpreting beings and that interpretation is not cognitive or theoretical (Leonard,

1993). Again, referring to the example of the American and Japanese mothers and

infants, these mothers were not actually “thinking” about their physical and verbal

interactions with their infants; rather, their actions emerged naturally as part of their

cultural understanding of being an American or Japanese mother. To gain a better

understanding of fathers’ self-understandings, one must gain entry into their world

through their everyday practices or actions which are often pre-reflective. Guignon

(1983) illustrated Heidegger’s notion of self-interpretation:

Heidegger would say that our self-interpretations are for the most part 
unreflective and unthinking. They take shape not so much in introspections as in 
action... .Everything I do expresses some long-range goals and aims for my life as 
a whole. Letting the baby cry, for instance, manifests my understanding of being a 
father just as much as my sudden show of concern when I am brought up short 
and made to reflect on my obligations. My understanding of my own Being is not 
a product of inward self-reflection; it is rather something that expresses itself in 
all my actions, (p. 91)

The phenomenological view of the person includes a view of the body which is 

fundamentally different from the Cartesian notion of the body as object. In the Cartesian 

sense, notions of the body are restricted to mental representations, commonly referred to
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as our “body image.” Although we each have a body image, such a mind-held image is

not the primary way we experience our body (Benner & Wrubel, 1989). In the

phenomenological view, rather than having a body, we are embodied (Leonard, 1993).

David Abram eloquently described “the sensing body” in the following excerpt:

The sensing body is not a programmed machine but an active and open form, 
continually improvising its relations to things and to the world. The body’s 
actions and engagements are never wholly determinate, since they must 
ceaselessly adjust themselves to a world and a terrain that is itself continually 
shifting. (1996, p. 49)

Our habitual, skilled bodies include the culturally and socially learned postures, 

gestures, and customs which are often not learned through direct didactic instruction; 

rather, they are learned early in life through identification and imitation (Benner & 

Wrubel, 1989). The study of the Japanese and American mothers provides a good 

illustration of embodied knowing. The phenomenal bodies of the study infants were each 

responding to their own mother’s sentient, sensing body during caregiving interactions. 

For example, American infants became active in response to their mothers active, 

talkative caregiving style and Japanese infants became more passive in response to their 

mothers quiet, physical presence. Neither the mothers’ nor the infants’ responses were 

cognitively deliberate, but rather were reflective of each body’s sentient intelligence and 

responses to the other.

Finally, the phenomenological notion of person includes a view of the person in 

time that differs radically from more traditional Western notions of time. The traditional 

view of time is linear, much like an endless succession of “nows.” Such a “snapshot” 

view of time gives us the notion of entities as static and atemporal (Leonard, 1993). In the 

Heideggerian view, temporality is constitutive of our being and essential to the way
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humans understand themselves. Benner and Wrubel (1989) described Heidegger’s

concept of temporality:

The person exists in the present, as influenced by the past, and is projected 
or ‘thrown’ into the future. In this phenomenological perspective, time has 
a qualitative dimension and is imbued with intentionality. Time creates a story. 
This is evident when a new self-understanding or new knowledge causes a person 
to reinterpret the past. From the new vantage point, different aspects of the 
situation nay now stand out and assume a new importance, (p. 64)

Such a phenomenological view of temporality allows for the conception of continuity or

transition which is an important component of any process, for example, the transition to

fatherhood.

My Forestructure o f Understanding 

In this study, each step of the research process, beginning with data collection and 

ending with evaluation, is reflective of the philosophical foundations of the interpretive 

method of inquiry. To begin with, my own pre-understanding as a researcher shaped the 

questions I asked and what I saw as possible both before the study was underway and 

throughout each step of the research process. Heidegger referred to this pre- 

understanding as “a forestructure of understanding, into which by virtue of the structure 

of being (care), we are thrust or projected” (as cited in Leonard, 1993, p. 57).

As a person, a mother, a wife, a daughter, a sister, and nurse researcher, I brought 

to this study my own pre-understanding, which grounded my interpretation of the 

narratives. According to Heidegger (1962), this forestructure of understanding is always 

before us and is what makes interpretation possible. To lend credibility to my work, I 

have laid out the forestructure of understanding which I brought to this interpretive study.

As a human being, I am always in what Heidegger termed the “circle of 

understanding,” meaning that I will understand and interpret something as something
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because of my own background of shared human practices. The fact that I am a wife, 

mother, daughter, and sister constitutes my being-in-the-world; and, although often taken 

for granted in research, the way I make sense of the world must shape my understanding 

of fathering.

I bring to this study over twenty years of clinical experience, working with 

mothers, fathers, and infants in a variety of settings and roles. I have personally witnessed 

parents struggling to cope in the stressful environment of the NICU. However, I recall 

that it was usually mothers, not fathers, who I assisted in learning infant caregiving. My 

most meaningful experiences as a nurse caring for parents and infants emerged as a result 

of my involvement with primary nursing—a caregiving framework that enabled me to 

spend time with each family so that I could get to know them on a personal level. Even 

then, I saw the benefit of a situated understanding of parents.

In intensive care nurseries, a practical understanding of illness and healing was 

sometimes ridiculed and held in low regard by both nurses and doctors in favor of a more 

physiological and theoretical understanding derived through empirical/rational methods 

of inquiry. This stance frustrated me because I knew that my own practical knowledge, 

which I learned from years of personal experience, was very important to the health and 

healing of babies and their families. For example, I learned that changing a baby’s diaper 

without turning him or her over (a nifty trick) kept the babies in a deeper sleep state, 

which translated into fewer apneas, bradycardias, and septic workups. I started this 

practice early in my career, even though I had never read any literature advocating this 

intervention. From early on, I valued my own practical understanding of caregiving. As it 

turns out, “minimal touch” is now a standard of care in almost every NICU. This study is
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a response to my own high regard for the value of expert knowing through practical 

understanding.

Because of my practical understanding of nursing, I became disenchanted with the 

empirical/rational methods used by muse researchers to capture human phenomena 

which, in my opinion and based on my own personal experiences, can not be fully 

understood in this way. Although studies that use these approaches contribute to our 

knowledge by characterizing health and illness by correlates, concepts, and variables 

using prediction and control, they overlook the context so important for a situated 

understanding. In order for me to help nurses care for fathers, I knew I had to study 

fathers in context and publish using a narrative format so that nurses can grasp the 

meaning of my work for their everyday practices.

The Study Design

This interpretive phenomenological study was designed to explore the meanings, 

concerns, and practices of fathers of pre-term infants through the use of multiple 

interviews beginning shortly after birth and continuing in the home.

Sample

The sample consisted of eight Caucasian fathers who had experienced an early 

birth. Nine fathers were enrolled in the study, but one father left after only one interview 

due to extenuating family circumstances. He was subsequently dropped from the sample.

I did interpret his interview, however, because his narratives were so rich and deepened 

my understanding of fathering a pre-term infant.

The small sample size is a reflection of the in-depth, longitudinal nature of this 

study. The small sample size precluded ethnic diversity for two reasons. Because research 

has documented that parental child-rearing practices are shaped by membership in an
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ethnic group (Yoos, Kitzman, Olds, & Overacker, 1995) and since the goal of interpretive 

phenomenology is to uncover commonalities and differences (Benner, 1994), it would 

have been difficult to draw conclusions about the salient aspects that shaped parental 

caregiving in an ethnically diverse sample of this size. Secondly, an interviewer- 

interviewee racial match would most likely result in more candid, complete narratives 

(Kauffman, 1994). Although the interview guides encouraged participant dialogue and 

the self-selection of coping and caregiving practices, the combination of racial and 

gender differences between myself and the fathers might have promoted some reluctance 

by fathers of other ethnic backgrounds to disclose certain experiences.

For a father to be enrolled in this study, his infant had to be less than 32 weeks 

gestation at birth, the product of a singleton birth, and free from congenital anomalies. 

The father had to speak English, share a home with the infant’s mother, and be enrolled 

in the study within one month after his infant’s birth. Three changes were made to the 

inclusion criteria during participant recruitment to facilitate enrollment into the study:

(a) the gestational age of the infant was broadened from 26-32 weeks to less than 32 

weeks gestation, (b) the time period from the infant’s birth to father enrollment in the 

study was changed from within 10 days after birth to within one month after birth, and 

(c) the requirement that the father have no other children was lifted to allow fathers with 

previous children to enroll in the study. In addition to these changes in the inclusion 

criteria, one additional recruitment site was added to facilitate father enrollment. A more 

thorough description of the process of changing the inclusion criterion, including my 

rationale for those changes, is presented in chapter 9.
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The ages of the fathers in this sample ranged from 22 to 40 years. All of the 

fathers in the study were employed full-time; three of them were manual laborers, with 

the remaining five fathers employed in technical/administrative positions. Their annual 

incomes fell within a very wide range, from $21,000 to over $100,000 dollars. Seven of 

the fathers were married and, for all but one father, this was their first fathering 

experience. In terms of their educational backgrounds, five of the fathers had college 

educations (one with an Associate’s degree, three with Bachelor’s degrees, and one with 

a Master’s degree); one father graduated from high school with one year of additional 

vocational training; and two fathers did not graduate from high school.

In summary, this sample of eight fathers was diverse in respect to educational 

background, occupation, and socioeconomic status. This diversity made it likely that 

important yet sometimes unexpected contrasts and similarities would occur between 

cases, which deepened my understanding of their fathering practices.

Their infants were bom between 25 and 32 weeks gestation, with the average 

gestational age being 27.6 weeks. All of the infants were diagnosed with Respiratory 

Distress Syndrome related to their prematurity; the more premature the infant, the greater 

the severity of the disease process. Seven infants were discharged from the hospital at 35 

to 37 weeks gestation and six of those infants went home with apnea monitoring systems. 

The remaining infant was not discharged until 41 weeks gestation due to the development 

of chronic lung disease, which necessitated the use of oxygen in the home in addition to 

an apnea monitoring device.
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Sample Recruitment

Participants were fathers who had infants being cared for in a NICU. Fathers were 

recruited from two large hospitals in the Midwestern region of the United States. Seven 

fathers were recruited from one hospital; one father from the remaining hospital.

Potential participants were initially identified by reviewing the admission logbook kept in 

each NICU. From there, I reviewed the chart and then talked with nurses and sometimes 

social workers to determine a father’s eligibility and/or the appropriateness of his 

participation in the study. A letter describing the study was left at the bedside, given to 

the mother, or personally given to the father depending on the circumstances. If the father 

agreed to participate in the study, I reviewed the study with him and obtained written 

consent during the first interview. A more detailed description of the recruitment process 

is presented in chapter 9.

Data Collection

At enrollment, each father agreed to participate in eight interviews. Seven of the 

fathers completed all eight interviews; one father suddenly withdrew from the study after 

completion of the sixth interview when he left his wife and daughter, eventually moving 

to another state. In total, 63 interviews were completed during this study. Each interview 

lasted on average one hour, with the range being between 45 and 90 minutes.

During the time period that their infants were hospitalized, the interviews took 

place every two to three weeks and were conducted in the hospital, often in a small room 

outside of the visitor’s waiting room. The actual number of interviews that each father 

participated in during the period of infant hospitalization varied depending on the infant’s 

medical status. Fathers completed at least two interviews by the time their infants were
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discharged home, with several fathers completing four interviews before discharge. One 

exception to this was a father who completed only one interview before his infant was 

abruptly discharged. However, I was able to interview this father the very next day after 

discharge.

After the infants were discharged from the hospital, the interviews occurred every 

four to five weeks and took place in the home. Again, the number of interviews that each 

father participated in at home depended on how quickly their infants were discharged 

from the hospital. Most fathers were interviewed at least four times in their homes. The 

only exception to this was one father whose daughter had a longer hospital stay; in this 

case, he completed five interviews in the NICU and only three interviews at home. In 

general, it took six to seven months for a father to complete all eight interviews.

Each interview was tape recorded and transcribed verbatim. Each interview 

transcript was corrected for transcription errors by the researcher. Only the father’s code 

number appeared on the transcripts; pseudonyms were used in place of their names in 

narratives presented in the analysis chapters.

The Nature o f the Interviews

The goal of an interpretive inquiry is to uncover commonalities and differences 

in culturally grounded meanings, not private idiosyncratic events or understandings 

(Benner, 1994). In order to achieve this goal, interpretive phenomenologists study 

everyday practical knowledge and events. As noted by Benner, storytelling is central to 

this process because when people structure their own narrative accounts, they can access 

their immediate experiences and the problem of generating false generalities or 

ideologies is diminished. Narrative accounts give a closer access to practice and practical
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understanding than questions about beliefs, ideology, theory, or general descriptions of 

what people generally think or do in certain situations. Active listening encouraged 

fathers to provide detailed stories of the concerns and considerations that shaped their 

experiences and perceptions of an event. As Mishler (1986) pointed out, “telling stories 

is one of the significant ways individuals construct and express meaning” (p. 67).

Interview guides were used, but only to initiate conversation and encourage 

dialogue. Probing, clarifying questions grew out of our conversations together, which 

helped fathers provide detailed narratives of what they did, thought, and felt about 

specific situations as they occurred. It was my task to elicit as much detail about their 

story as possible so that I could more folly understand their thoughts and actions about 

particular situations. It was also imperative that I followed their lead in our conversations 

because what fathers chose to talk about reflected their practical understanding of their 

world of fathering. As noted by Guignon (1983), who interpreted Heidegger’s 

philosophy, language constitutes both the understanding and situatedness of our everyday 

being and lays out the possibilities of grasping the world.

The interview guides for this study are presented in the Appendix and described 

in the following sub-sections.

Coping Interview Guide. The Coping Interview Guide was adapted from Lazarus 

and Folkman(1984). Fathers were asked to describe a recent difficult or challenging 

situation, followed by a recent meaningful episode. Careful probing assisted fathers to 

elaborate what their thoughts, feelings and actions were in self-selected stress and coping 

situations, as they occurred in context. Because of the temporal nature of stress and 

coping, this interview guide was used during all eight interviews with fathers. Similar
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interview guides have been used in nursing studies of family caregiving (Leonard, 1993; 

SmithBattle, 1997).

Meanings o f Pregnancy Interview Guide. This guide was developed by Breeder 

and Pohlman (1999) during an Interpretive Phenomenology graduate course. Self

selected narratives of the pregnancy, labor, and delivery experience were elicited to 

discover how fathers appraised the experience. This guide was used during the first 

interview. Their initial responses served as a baseline for evaluating the meanings, 

concerns and practices that unfolded in subsequent interviews.

Getting to Know Your Baby Interview Guide. Developed by Breeder and Pohlman 

(1999), this guide elicited a father’s thoughts, feelings, and reactions when getting to 

know and learning to care for his pre-term infant. This guide was used during the first 

seven interviews to capture shifts in caregiving practices over time. The type of questions 

asked from the guide was dependent on a father’s level of involvement in infant 

caregiving at the time. For example, the second and third sections were appropriate for 

use only after the father had the opportunity to hold his infant. The last section was used 

to reveal caregiving practices as a father learned to diaper, feed, bathe, and play with his 

infant.

Work History and Meanings and Work Meanings Interview Guides. These guides 

were adapted from Leonard (1993) and were used to discover a father’s personal 

meanings of work and how those meanings related to the birth of his infant and the 

mothers’ work experiences. The Work History and Meanings Interview Guide was used 

in the second interview to elicit detailed narratives of a father’s past and present work 

experiences. The Work Meanings Interview Guide elicited descriptions of a father’s
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ongoing work experiences after the infant had been at home (during the seventh 

interview). Narratives from this interview were compared and contrasted with narratives 

from the Work History and Meanings interview to capture transitions over time.

History and Meanings o f Fatherhood and Meanings o f Fatherhood Interview 

Guides. Adapted from Leonard (1993) and SmithBattle (1992), these guides were used 

after fathers had some opportunity to begin caregiving for their infants at home. The 

History and Meanings o f Fatherhood Interview Guide was used during the fifth interview 

to elicit fathers’ thoughts and feelings as a way to discover their personal meanings of 

fatherhood. The Meanings o f Fatherhood Interview Guide was adapted to elicit detailed 

narratives about fatherhood during our last interview. Narratives from this interview were 

compared and contrasted with narratives from the History and Meanings o f Fatherhood 

interview to capture shifts in meanings over time.

Family Rituals Interview Guide. Leonard (1993) and SmithBattle (1992) 

developed this guide based on the Family History and Ritual interviews (Wolin and 

Bennett, 1984). This interview guide was used during the last interview and was designed 

to elicit detailed descriptions of family daily routines, schedules, special family events, 

and how they had changed since the baby’s birth. The details of how infant care was 

accomplished during a typical day revealed family relationships and caregiving patterns. 

These narratives enhanced my understanding of the meanings and practices of fathers as 

they continued to get to know and learn to care for their pre-term infants at home.

Demographic Questionnaire. This questionnaire was used during the first 

interview to ascertain an initial description of the study sample. The questionnaire was
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repeated during the last interview to note any changes in the sample that may have 

occurred over time.

The sequence and composition of each of the eight interviews is presented in 

Table 1. The only time this sequence was deviated from was in the one case when the 

infant required extended hospitalization. In this circumstance, our fifth interview took 

place in the hospital instead of at home and I repeated the interview guides used in the 

fourth interview. I used the History and Meanings of Fatherhood interview guide during 

our sixth interview, when he had more of an opportunity to interact with his daughter at 

home. This change necessitated some minor alterations in the order of the interview 

guides used for the remaining three home interviews.

Table 1: Interview Sequence and Composition
Interview Sequence

Interview Guides 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Coping ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Meanings of Pregnancy /
Getting to Know Your 

Baby
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Work History and 
Meanings

/

Work Meanings ✓
History and Meanings of 

Fatherhood
✓

Meanings of Fatherhood ✓
Family Rituals ✓
Demographic
Questionnaire

✓ ✓

Interpretive Analysis

Interpretation is an attempt to make sense of an object of study. In an interpretive 

study, the object of interest is in the form of a text or text-analogue, which in some way is 

confused, incomplete, cloudy, or seemingly contradictory (Taylor, 1985). The researcher 

seeks to identify the everyday reasoning and associations made by the participants in 

order to clarify the meanings originally expressed in a confused or fragmentary form.
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Three interrelated narrative strategies provided the basis for entering the fathers’ practical 

worlds and the foundation for my understanding of their socially embedded knowledge: 

(a) paradigm cases, (b) thematic analysis, and (c) exemplars.

Paradigm cases. Paradigm cases are strong instances of concerns or ways of 

being in the world, doing a practice, or taking up a project (Benner, 1994). Paradigm 

cases embody the rich narrative data necessary for understanding how an individual’s 

actions and understandings emerge from their situational context (Leonard, 1993). In- 

depth analysis of a paradigm case generates an interpretation that can be compared to 

other cases for the purpose of enhancing understanding of them, not to build a general 

model of them (Benner; Packer & Addison, 1989).

After carefully reading all the narrative data generated from my interviews with 

fathers, I identified two fathers that had taken up the practice of fathering in such a rich 

and meaningful way that their practices stood out from the others. My careful 

interpretation of their concerns, practices, and background meanings were written as two 

distinct chapters. My interpretation of each case involved a systematic moving back and 

forth between the whole text and its parts which enabled me to check for incongruities, 

puzzles, and repeated concerns. My interpretation of these paradigm cases illuminated 

my understanding of all the other cases. In the words of Benner, “One naturally occurring 

practical world sheds light on another” (1994, p. 115).

Thematic analysis. Thematic analysis involves an in-depth examination across 

cases as the researcher identifies meaningful patterns, stances, or concerns for the 

purpose of clarifying distinctions and similarities. The researcher moves back and forth 

between portions of the text and portions of the analysis (from themes and situations, and
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from thematic analyses to paradigm cases) (Benner, 1994). This process allows the 

researcher to develop new interpretive questions as inconsistencies are encountered and 

confronted.

Once I had interpreted and written the paradigm cases, I then immersed myself 

back into all of the cases, carefully reading and re-reading the narrative text in order to 

arrive at a global analysis. Three major themes emerged from my analysis of the narrative 

data and each was written as an individual chapter.

Exemplars. Exemplars are used to demonstrate similarity or contrast within 

identified patterns of meaning, common situations, or embodied experiences (Benner,

1994). Exemplars are stories or vignettes that capture the meaning in a situation in a way 

that the meaning can then be recognized in another situation with a different context 

(Leonard, 1993). Exemplars serve as markers (of meanings, concerns, and practices) 

within the narratives that may initially be vaguely understood, but when compared and 

contrasted to other exemplars, deepen the understanding of the researcher.

I used exemplars primarily to illustrate my thematic analysis. Exemplars were 

used to exemplify similarities as well as dissimilarities across cases. Using many 

different exemplars enabled me to see clearly the distinctions between cases, which 

furthered my understanding. A range of exemplars allows the researcher to establish a 

cultural field of relationships and distinctions (Benner, 1994).

Analysis began with the creation of interpretive files for each father. Each file 

consisted of a summary of each case followed by descriptive headings that reflected 

salient aspects of the text. Entire blocks of transcribed text from the interviews were 

placed under all applicable descriptive headings. In addition, I wrote extensive
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interpretive commentary which was placed under each salient heading. Additional textual 

evidence was added to the interpretive file under relevant headings and/or under newly 

created headings as the interviews progressed. Interpretive commentary about the 

narratives was also amended. This data management approach enables the researcher to 

condense each case into an interpretive file with sufficient textual evidence to allow 

retrieval during analysis and writing (SmithBattle, 1992).

While interpretation began in conducting the interviews, it continued as I 

carefully read and re-read the transcripts and interpretive files. The emerging 

interpretation was finally formalized through the actual writing and re-writing of the 

analysis in the form of paradigm cases and thematic chapters. Once the interview process 

was underway, I was constantly moving between individual interviews with a particular 

father and his entire case while, at the same time, thinking about commonalities and 

differences among all the fathers. Interpretation of the narratives was a stimulating, 

gratifying, and time-intensive experience. At times I felt a “heavy burden” on my 

shoulders as a result of the very privileged, intimate stance I had been granted with these 

families. Angen (2000) suggested that interpretive researchers experience these feelings 

as a result of “all the painstaking and creative attention to detail suggested by both the 

ethical and substantive reformulations of validity” (p. 391). All I knew was that I had to 

handle their stories with great care, which I tried to do to the best of my ability.

The interviews with fathers resulted in an enormous amount of textual data which 

necessitated the condensation of the narratives. It was imperative, however, that during 

this process I presented the fathers’ stories in such a way that the integrity of their 

narratives and their situated understanding was preserved. Staying true to this goal
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required certain editing decisions along the way. First of all, I decided to present their 

narratives as they were told to me in the hopes of illuminating for the reader their 

conveyed emotions. The stories fathers told were, at times, filled with painful memories, 

fears, concerns, exuberance, and joy. I rarely changed a father’s words into more standard 

forms of English, although occasionally I augmented their narratives with my own words 

in brackets to clarify meaning. I deleted repetitious phrases (like you know or huh) when 

they were repeated numerous times and did not strengthen the meaning of the narrative. 

To conserve space, I condensed long excerpts by deleting phrases or sentences that did 

not elaborate upon the main theme of the excerpt. In these cases, I carefully marked the 

deletions within the excerpts with ellipsis points.

Evaluation o f an Interpretive Inquiry

In an interpretive inquiry, validity must be aligned with the epistemo logical 

assumptions and goals of the life world ontology in which interpretive research is rooted. 

Truth, from an interpretive perspective, is not based on a one-to-one correspondence to 

objective reality. The social discourses that we are engaged in, through our past and 

present interactions with the world, constantly inform and reformulate our 

understandings, our interpretations, and our claims to knowing (Angen, 2000). Hence, in 

evaluating interpretive accounts, there is no such thing as an interpretation-free, 

objectively “true” account of “things in themselves” (Leonard, 1994, p. 60). There can be 

no valid “truth” when evaluating an interpretive inquiry because life as we live it does not 

allow for this kind of certainty. Life is much more fluid, contextual, and relational 

(Jardine, 1990; Lincoln, 1990). In the words of Abbey (2000), understanding humans is 

necessarily a “hermeneutical affair, no two inquirers are likely to understand the same
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phenomenon in exactly the same way, just as no two readers are likely to interpret the

same test in exactly the same way” (p. 160).

Interpretive researchers agree, however, that there are better and worse

interpretive studies. Angen (2000) offered a reformulation of validity more appropriate

for interpretive research:

How carefully the research question is pondered and framed, how respectfully the 
inquiry is carried out, how persuasively the arguments are developed in the 
written account, and how widely the results are disseminated become much more 
important issues than any criteria-based process of accounting that occurs after 
the research is completed, (p. 387)

Similarly, Leonard (1993) noted that an interpretive study can be judged by how carefully

the research questions were framed and the initial interpretive stance laid out, how

carefully data collection was accomplished and documented, and how rigorous was the

effort to go beyond publicly available understandings of a problem to reveal new and

deeper possibilities for understanding.

Perhaps the most primary and fundamental judgment of an interpretive study lies

within the narrative text. It is up to the interpretive researcher to present the narratives in

such a way that the reader can almost step into the lifeworld of the study participant. In

other words, the reader must be able to feel a sense of familiarity or kinship with the

work (Jardine, 1994). According to Angen (2000), the “coherence and comprehensibility

of the written piece will impact on the reader’s understanding, and the text must go

beyond intelligibility to evoke an immediate feeling of authenticity, a smile of

recognition, or an aha experience” (p. 391). Written interpretive accounts must resonate

with their intended audience; they must be compelling, powerful, and convincing (van

Manen, 1990).
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Reflections on the Interpretive Process 

The interpretive process was a personal journey for me and for some of the 

fathers, with some unexpected twists and turns along the way. By the end of the process, 

almost all of the fathers had expressed gratitude for the ability to talk about their thoughts 

and feelings, even though talking was initially hard for them to do. My participation in 

these interviews was personally world transforming, which I describe more fully in 

chapters 9 and 10.

Interpretive inquiry is a relational process. In the words of David Abram, 

“Humans are tuned for relationship. The eyes, the skin, the tongue, ears, and nostrils—all 

are gates where our body receives the nourishment of otherness” (1996, p. ix). Honestly, I 

did not fully appreciate the depth of the relational aspects of this type of inquiry until I 

was immersed in it and then reflected on my experiences with fathers and mothers during 

the interviews. For example, the subtle yet forceful notion of gender emerged in 

unanticipated ways throughout the research process. As a result, I devoted an entire 

chapter to the emergence of gender during the process of recruitment and interviewing 

(see chapter 9). My intent was to share what I had learned about recruiting and 

interviewing fathers in the hope that nurses’ and nurse researchers’ understanding of 

fathers and fathering would be deepened.

Conclusion

The living world—this ambiguous realm that we experience in anger and joy, in 
grief and in love—is both the soil in which all our sciences are rooted and the rich 
humus into which their results ultimately return, whether as nutrients or as 
poisons. Our spontaneous experience of the world, charged with subjective, 
emotional, and intuitive content, remains the vital and dark ground of all our 
objectivity. (Abram, 1996, p. 34)
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The methodology used in this study, interpretive phenomenology, strives to make 

more visible the ambiguous world in which we all live. This method is driven by a desire 

for a situated understanding, one that is grounded in the notion that we are all finite and 

historical beings with possibilities for understanding and misunderstanding ourselves and 

others.

Interpretive researchers can not claim that a given interpretation results in 

knowledge that is universal because understanding is always contextual and dependent on 

our historical and social stance in the world (SmithBattle, 1992). It is my hope that the 

fathers’ narratives and my interpretation of them enrich the “humus” of our 

understanding of fathering and create an open dialogue between fathers and health care 

providers that will promote an ethic of care.
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Chapter 4: A Dream Envisioned...A World Transformed

Well, my dad left when I was six. My dad told me that I wasn’t his kid and 
to stay the hell out of his life, so I’ve had to live with that my whole entire life. I 
went to counseling. I went to everything else. I think that’s the main reason why 
I’ve really shunned away from a lot of older guys when I was little. So I never 
really had that fatherhood, bonding with my brothers, which I come from a family 
of nine. I have four sisters plus me and then I have four stepbrothers, or five 
stepbrothers, well four now, one’s dead. So that’d make nine, something like that. 
So I had a really big family but I really shunned away from everybody, which I 
talked to my sisters a lot. 1 learned how to cook, how to bake cakes and make a 
hell of a lasagna and I never really had that [a father] and I don’t want him [his 
own father].

This is the story of a young man’s struggle to become a father after the premature 

birth of his son. As this poignant excerpt reveals, Mike grew up without the physical 

and/or emotional presence of a father in his life—a situation far too common in our 

society today. Even worse, he was rejected by his father, which powerfully shaped 

Mike’s vision of the father he dreamed of being before his son was bom and his fathering 

practices after David’s early arrival. His story portrays the process of becoming a father 

amidst potent forces that shaped his own fathering—his family history within a particular 

community, his relationship with his partner, his work, his son’s prematurity, and the 

broader culture—forces that one can not evade. In the words of Joseph Dunne, a noted 

philosopher:

As a knowing, feeling, and acting person in the present, one always carries the 
weight of the past—one’s own and one’s community’s: a weight which leans 
heavily on one’s projecting into the future. This is the past as tradition, which 
means the past as present—all the more present because of its being for the most 
part implicit and pre-reflective, active from behind one, as it were, rather than 
something one can place before one as object. (1993, p. 359)

The Community

Of all my interview locations, driving to visit this father (who lived in a trailer in 

a rural town 50 miles outside of St. Louis) felt more like a relaxing early Sunday morning
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“field trip” than an interview. The rolling hills, heavily wooded in places and 

intermingled with large open pastures tucked in-between, were in stark contrast to the 

metropolitan, fast-paced suburbs I left behind. I traveled on windy back roads that were 

dotted with old, weathered family farms that looked like picture postcards with cows in 

pastures, old worn bams, and simple wood homes. It reminded me of times gone by.

After one interview, I visited a covered bridge located in a historical state park. However, 

these timeless structures were flanked with many new, modem brick homes, intricately 

landscaped with manicured shrubs and ornamental pottery. During one trip, I had to 

laugh when I drove by a new brick home with a miniature Statue of Liberty placed 

squarely in the middle of the front yard, which was just down the road a bit from an old 

country farm, complete with cows and bams.

It struck me as a bit odd—the new right next door to the old—but it wasn’t until 

our fifth interview that I became aware that this community’s struggle between the old 

and the new, the past and future, was about much more than just its physical structures. I 

was discussing the baby’s sleep arrangements with Mike and his partner, who was also 

the mother of his baby, when the following conversation unfolded:

Interviewer (I)- Where’s he sleep?

Father (F)04: He still sleeps in the crib in our room, ain’t that what it is, playpen?

Mother (M): Playpen.

I: Is that because you’re still a little worried about the distance?

F04: No, that would be her. She’s still worried about the distance. She’s afraid she
ain’t gonna be able to hear him.

M: He’s not sleeping at the other end of the house.
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F04: And then we had an ordeal, what three weeks ago, when you were in the 
shower and the Klan came through the trailer court

M: Oh yeah, one night, I had cleaned and thought ‘let him sleep in his room’ and 
the Klan came through.

As the conversation continued, details unfolded which clarified the

real origin of their fears:

I: So you guys had decided to try it one night and that was the night that they 
came through.

F04: Yeah.

I: So when you say that they came through, what happens when they come 
through?

F04: They’re doing a, what is it, a bulletin... some rally or some shit, and they 
were putting information on your mailboxes...and they’re not modest, the robes 
and the whole damn nine yards, walking up and down the street, they don’t care. 
So if you ever know what the Klan is?

I: I know about the Klan, I’ve read about them. It totally amazes me that it still 
happens.

F04: Oh yeah. Around this area there’s maybe two blacks, two coloreds, around 
this whole entire area...I know there’s only one that comes around this area and he 
drives down because I think he’s got friends down there...and then he leaves. The 
only reason why I see him is because I’ll be out working in the yard and see him 
drive by...They don’t stay long. I don’t know why (he laughs).

I: So since that night you’ve been...

F04: She’s been worried. They ain’t gonna mess with nothing...

M: But still. I have two colored...I have a niece and a nephew that are mixed. You 
don’t know what they’re gonna do if they find out about that.

A facet of this community is clinging to traditions and beliefs that are literally

centuries old despite the passage of time. In many ways, Mike’s struggle to become a

father mimics his community’s plight: the traditional notion of fatherhood meets

fathering in today’s world. This is a world that seems to be filled with mixed messages:
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individualism versus community; male roles versus female roles; and work versus 

parenting. Mike is literally caught somewhere in the middle—dreaming of fathering in a 

more traditional sense of the word, yet also wanting to have a closer emotional 

relationship with his son—which of course was something he never experienced but 

yearned. In some ways, Mike’s dilemma is not unusual. Chira (1998) noted “...most 

fathers are trudging along a muddy middle ground, one foot in the old and one in the 

new” (p. 233).

The Family Story

Mike was the youngest of ten children. His mother’s first marriage resulted in the 

birth of five boys (Mike’s step-brothers). After this marriage dissolved, his mother 

remarried and gave birth to five additional children (four girls and one boy—Mike). One 

stepbrother died at 21 years of age as a result of an alcohol-related car accident. Because 

Mike’s four stepbrothers were out of the house by the time he was bom, he grew up 

primarily with his sisters. When he was five years old, Mike’s mother divorced his father. 

After their divorce, Mike saw his father every other weekend until he was six years of 

age and his father walked out of his life altogether. In the opening excerpt, Mike recalled 

that his father told him that “I wasn’t his kid.” These words are still a source of conflict 

for him today. Mike’s mother has always denied that accusation. Although Mike 

verbalized doubts about his father’s real identity (based on differences in looks and life 

ambition), I always sensed that deep down he knew that this man was indeed his “real” 

father.
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The narratives that described Mike’s family often included elements of physical 

and/or alcohol abuse. For example, when I asked him what he remembered about his 

father, he recalled:

F04: Uh, well I can tell you anything that you really want to know about my 
father. He was a drunken wife-beater...He use to hit my mom, hit my sisters, he 
ripped hair out of my brother’s head and my brother’s got a permanent bald spot 
right here on the top of his head where my dad ripped the hair out of his head. 
Come home drunk and that was the result. My sister would come home from 
school and it would be report card time and the story that I got out...she had got B 
honor roll and she was happy and she was showing mom and she was showing 
him and he really didn’t want to see it, he was drunk and hit her. That’s just the 
way he was, and they got split up and I’d do every other weekend with my dad 
and then he realized I guess one weekend that he didn’t want me no more or 
something...I was six years old. I came home from my dad’s house and my dad 
told me that I wasn’t his child and to stay out of his life. And I’ll remember that 
until the day I die probably.

I: You remember the conversation.

F04: Oh yeah. Like it was plain as day. Like it was yesterday. I went inside trying 
to figure out what I did wrong and the whole nine yards and foiled a year of 
school Pretty much went to hell in a hand basket ever since. No, ain’t really much 
other than that...I seen him once when I was ten. Well my brother took me over 
there when I was ten or eleven, typical place, we met in a bar. He gave me fifty 
dollars or something like that, told me ‘have a nice life’ and I gave him back his 
money and told him ‘I didn’t need his money’ and we left.

Mike never once spoke about himself being physically abused by his father. He

may have escaped the physical abuse his father dolled out because he was quite young at

the time of the divorce and, afterwards, the time they spent together was very limited.

Alcohol abuse was another common thread often woven into many of the stories I

heard about his family. Here is Mike’s account:

Granted, I’m the youngest one out of my whole entire family and that’s all I’ve 
had to deal with is responsibility because my mom was a drunk, until she had her 
heart attack and she had to quit. My sisters were drunks so I would have to take 
care of their kids. The youngest sister was never around once I started to get to 
where I was in the older age, 10-11-12 years old, I was taking care of myself so 
I’ve always had to worry about everybody else and riot worry about myself.
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Although Mike talked about his father, mother, step-brothers, and sisters as 

alcohol abusers, I never sensed that Mike had a problem with alcohol—other than 

occasional binges when he was younger. Because alcohol was a culprit in the downfall of 

his family, it seemed to serve as a constant and powerful reminder to him. For example, 

in our sixth interview, Mike talked about how stressful it was the night he had to go to a 

local bar to take the keys away from his oldest sister so she wouldn’t drive under the 

influence—only to pick up the pieces the following night when she totaled her truck 

while driving drunk. If anything, the history of alcoholism in his family accelerated 

Mike’s maturity through sheer necessity.

His family’s history of abuse was a constant worry to Mike in terms of his own 

ability to father. This was his response when I asked him about what he feared in terms of 

being a father:

It always worried me that...[with] all the horror stories that I heard about my 
father, is that I was going to turn out like my father...It all depends on the attitude 
that you have on who you actually turn out...So, I can’t real say that I’m gonna 
turn out like my father... I’m not gonna turn out like my father. It’s just like I’ve 
always told her [his partner]: If I did, I want her to leave. She don’t have to put up 
with the shit that my mom went through and the whole nine yards. If  I ever turned 
out like my father, I wanted her to leave. I’d respect her that much to 
leave...nobody has to put up with this shit that my parents went through. And 
that’s just about the only thing that worries me about being a father is because 
they say...it’s genetic, like alcoholism, they say it’s genetic...Abuse, it’s suppose 
to be genetic. Everything in your past is suppose to be genetic. That’s why I 
swear to God that I was adopted because...my 21 * birthday...everybody’s going 
to go out and get drunk. Yeah, I went out and got sloppy drunk and I’ve done it a 
couple times but I was never abusive...I was a very funny, hilarious drunk, and 
went through a whole lot of clothes, that’s another story. I just never really 
wanted to be abusive. I don’t know if because I was raised with girls, I mean, I 
could make a lasagna that would make you jump up and slap your granny.

According to Leonard (1993), the role of one’s mother is often paradigmatic,

either of what good mothering looks like or of what bad mothering looks like. Because
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Mike was consciously aware of the bad fathering he experienced and willingly verbalized

his concerns, I was hopeful that he could break the cycle.

Mike had a loving relationship with his mother, who lived (with his oldest sister)

in a trailer next door. Although I never met his mother, he described her as frail and in

poor health. She was on permanent oxygen as a result of several heart attacks and a

stroke, which have left her virtually trailer-bound. Mike recalled doing many odd jobs for

her, such as laying new floors in her trailer and fixing things that are broken. When I

asked him about what he does for her, he stated “Anything that damn woman wants,

pretty much.” The mere feet that this woman raised ten children gives credence to my

sense about her—she was little in stature, but mighty in tenacity. Mike recalled a scenario

involving his mother which illuminates his upbringing:

F04: My mom, oh, she got pissed off one day and she use to do that to me, she’d 
chase me out of the house with the metal end of a fly swatter. I was bigger than 
she was, she didn’t care, she’d get an equalizer. She also knocked me out with a 
cast iron frying pan too, but that’s another story.

I: So your mom wasn’t afraid of you.

F04: Oh, my mom never was afraid of me...The way she’s always said it is that 
she don’t care how big I am, she’s got something bigger to knock me down. And I 
never realized that was true until the day she knocked me out. I woke up three 
hours later laying in the floor and she’s just sitting in the chair going ‘I was 
making sure you were alive still.’

I: How old were you?

F04:1 was what, 15.

M: He was old enough to know better.

F04: Yeah, I was old enough to know better and I was bigger than she was and in 
our old house that we use to stay in when I was little, our stove was right next to 
our ice box...Well, she wanted in the ice box and I wasn’t letting her in the ice 
box. Oh, I was guarding it...she’d try prying me out of the way, she got fed up. 
She took a pencil out of her pocket and dropped it. Well, I always picked stuff up
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for my mom so I bent over, cast iron pan, wop, right across the back of my head. 
She got what she needed out of the ice box. I was laying unconscious in the damn 
floor. I can’t say my mom was ever abusive to me. She knew, you know, it takes 
something bigger to knock this man down. She’d find it. Now my sisters, they 
were mean. I had, with my sisters, when my mom was gone, I’ve had broomsticks 
broken over me, phone book, Gloria’s belt [his sister]. She was mean. But they 
were all littler than I was and if they didn’t find something bigger than me, I’d 
hold them down.

Physical punishment was a norm within his family. It is interesting that Mike does 

not consider being hit over the head with a flying pan and knocked out abusive. 

According to Douglas (1996), working class families use positional control systems to 

raise children. In other words, children are controlled by social patterns or role categories 

which are ascribed by one’s relative position in the family. In the above example, Mike 

blatantly violated his family’s hierarchical pattern (parent versus child) and age status 

pattern (older versus younger) and his mother enforced the family’s traditional archetype 

using whatever means necessary. Because Mike was raised under a positional control 

system, he didn’t see this punishment as abusive, but rather standard fere for stepping out 

of “line.”

Mike also lived next door to another sister who is married and has two children—

Peter (20 months) with her current husband and Scott (10 years) by a previous marriage.

Mike talked about feeling frustrated with his sisters because they are lazy and constantly

ask him to fix things around the house:

I realized I don’t take after any of my sisters because I like to work. The only 
sister that actually has a really good job works at the Ford plant. She could care 
less if she goes in or not. The other one over there, I think she’s dumber than a 
sack of shit. Sorry. That’s pretty nice talk about my family but everybody says 
with living this close you have really quick babysitters. Shit, I wouldn’t trust my 
family with a potato gun.
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Truthfully, Mike is literally and figuratively wedged between his family, which 

served as a constant reminder of a torturous past from which he dreamt of escaping, but 

could never fully do so. The notion of buying property and moving his trailer to flee from 

his family surfaced at almost every interview.

Mike’s Story

Work and working hard has always been a major focus in Mike’s life. During his 

high school years, he held full-time jobs at a retirement center, a jail, Burger King, and a 

coal factory. Work served as both an escape from his dysfunctional family and as a 

source of self-esteem and pleasure. In some ways, he was mature beyond his years as his 

own words denote:

I worked 40 hour weeks my whole entire [high school years]...When I was 16 
years old, I bought my first car...actually I bought all my cars. I paid my mom rent 
for living with my mom, which I never had to. It was just a little extra money she 
could use.

School, on the other hand, was not a major focus in his life and, as a result, Mike 

struggled through (reading at the sixth grade level) but managed to graduate. After 

graduation, he received a scholarship to attend a trade school where he learned to operate 

heavy machinery.

Mike easily fits the picture of a machine operator—young (23 years old), 

muscular and vibrant, standing 6’3” tall and weighing 220 pounds. He currently works 

full-time as a heavy machine operator for a municipal water district. He has worked in 

this position for two years and earns approximately $22,500 per year. He is a very hard 

worker

I: Okay. What are your plans or hopes for the future?
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F04: Well, if everything goes great with work, I’ll be running my own 
crew...they’re not gonna like me cause me and Tom, which Tom is my boss, I’ve 
worked around him, you know, so I’ve grown to the customs of him...and we get 
in and get it done. If we’ve got a little time afterwards when it’s done, that’s when 
we’ll take our break. We get it done.

I: It sounds like you have an incredible work ethic.

F04: You know, it’s just that they’re suppose to put me on clean up crew where I 
go in and clean everything up after they’re done and if that goes through they’re 
gonna have to hire somebody who can keep up because I don’t do this one and a 
half hour lunch. We get done we go back to work and that’s basically the way I 
am.

On the outside, Mike appeared just like the picture I have painted of him: a 

muscular, hard-working young man who, as a result of his family’s altercations with 

alcohol, abuse, and divorce, was propelled into adulthood, at least in terms of his 

responsibility to his work. Yet, inside, he was also like a little boy—playful, yet 

vulnerable—characteristics which surfaced at various points during interviews. When I 

asked him how he was parented, he replied:

F04:1 was a spoiled, rotten brat. Ask my sisters, they’ll tell you about it.

I: Really.

F04: Well, I can’t really say I was spoiled, well, yeah, I was.

I: Well, what?

F04: It’s hard to explain. If I wanted it, yeah, I got it..my sisters were not that 
lucky I guess. My mom, I guess with everything with my dad going on, my mom 
tried to do everything that she had. I don’t know if it was to keep me happy or 
what it was but if I wanted it, I got it.... I guess with me being spoiled it also 
taught me that...I’ve had a full time job since I was 15 and everything else...I 
started working for my stuff. So, I say, yeah, I was spoiled. It was a good thing. It 
was fun while it lasted. I always had everything I wanted.

The feet that Mike was the youngest boy amongst all girls may explain why he

was placed on a “pedestal” by his mother. Gender is another example of a role category
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or social pattern utilized by working class families to exert positional control over family 

members (Douglas, 1996).

M ike’s Partner

The history of Mike’s relationship with his partner, Cassidy, reflected their 

community—a place where families literally “stick” together over time and rarely leave. 

Looking back, Mike’s response to my question about the beginning of his relationship 

with Cassidy came as no surprise:

I: So did you guys meet like in high school five years ago?

F04: No, actually we’ve known each other for 21 years. My mom has pictures of
me and her playing in water puddles in our diapers.

Mike started dating Cassidy when he was a junior in high school. They are not 

married but have lived together for the past two years. Due to their long history together, 

they were like a “married couple” less the legal certificate. In fact, I would sometimes 

forget that they weren’t married and slip, referring to Cassidy as his “wife.” They planned 

to marry in two years to afford her parents the time to prepare for wedding expenses.

Cassidy is younger than Mike (21 years old). She graduated from high school and 

worked for a temporary service until the middle of her pregnancy, when the insurance 

company she was assigned to released all their temporary employees. She has not worked 

outside the home since that time.

Cassidy had a very close, loving relationship with her mother, her step-father, and 

her older sister. Her step-father has been a part of her life since she was very small and 

she considers him her father. However, she does still see her “real” father occasionally.
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Eliciting Mike’s Story

From my perspective, interviewing Mike was engaging because he was so easy 

to talk with and was very forthright about himself and his family. I chalk up his 

conversational ease to the time he spent around his four sisters. During our last interview, 

when I asked Mike about what being in the study was like for him, he responded with 

“I’ve had fun with it.” His response was no revelation to me because he loved to talk and 

share stories.

Except for the first interview, which took place in the hospital (just outside of the 

intensive care nursery), all of the seven remaining interviews occurred in the small living 

room of their single wide trailer. His trailer was part of a trailer park comprised of 

roughly a dozen trailers in a single row. The trailer park was located off of a windy 

country road, in the middle of grassland and pastures.

Cassidy was often present during our interviews. Her participation in the 

interviews evolved over time (see chapter 9 for further elaboration). As Mike’s story 

unfolds, it will become clear why Cassidy was so instrumental to my understanding of 

this father. Carefully listening to the commentary between Mike and Cassidy, as well as 

watching the non-verbal cues during their interactions, resulted in a much deeper 

understanding of the process of fathering.

Fathering: A Dream Envisioned

I was struck by the fact that Mike, a brand new father, seemed to possess this very 

detailed and intricate vision of fathering. His dream often incorporated more traditional 

notions of fathering—doing with, teaching, and providing for—which he outlined with 

gusto during our conversations. At first glance, this may seem strange because Mike had
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no male role models growing up and he, himself noted that he shied away from male

figures. However, one could speculate that the very lack of male role models in his life

propelled him to imagine fathering by virtue of what he dearly missed as a child, as well

as, observations of both good and bad fathering role models within his own family.

His fathering “dream” was made more visible to me through the stories of his

interactions with his two nephews who lived next door—Peter (20 months old) and Scott

(10 years old). Detailed narratives describing his time spent with these two young boys

provided a powerful lens into Mike’s vision of fathering.

It was during our third interview that I discovered the close relationship he had

with his youngest nephew. Below he described a typical day together:

F04: [We] play in mud puddles, play catch in the road, toss the ball back and 
forth, pull wheelies on the three wheeler, go mudding on the three wheeler, get all 
covered in mud and not care less.

I: Really.

F04: It don’t matter what I do to that boy, he goes crazy for it. I can toss him six 
foot in the air, and I do all the time, and catch him and he just thinks it’s the best 
thing in the world.

He continued:

F04: He’ll come outside and he’ll run straight and beat on the wall of the shed 
cause he knows the four-wheeler is in the shed...it’s just so cute...he knows where 
the pull start is. He knows where the push button start is. He knows where the 
throttle is and a couple of months ago he never even thought about that. But now 
he watches me do it and he’s like, well I can do this...He’s learned that much. I 
give him another two years or year and a half and he’d be able to ride it on his 
own without a problem.

His descriptions of time spent with Peter illuminated an important element of his 

vision of fathering—doing things together, playing together, father and son. Another very 

important aspect of Mike’s fathering dream is teaching respect—respect for things,
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others, and even self. Mike had little tolerance for his sister’s husband (Peter’s father)

who he labeled as lazy because he made no attempt to learn to fix things himself or to

help his step-son learn to fix things. Below, Mike ventilated his frustration with Scott (his

older nephew) who, through his step-father’s poor example, is refusing to learn to fix

things even if Mike takes the time out to teach him.

F04: The older one [Scott] over there, he don’t respect him [Scott’s father) for 
nothing. His bike’s broke right now and he says it could sit there and rust for all 
he cares.

I: Really.

F04: He [Scott] don’t want to take a chance or time, or look at it to even figure 
out what’s wrong with it. He don’t care and my kid won’t be like that. I’ll put 
money on it. My kid will not be like that.

I: What would you like him to be like?

F04:1 want him to be normal but respect people, respect things, you know.

I: In other words, if something’s broken, you take the effort and the time to fix it, 
which is kind of like what you do.

F04: Yeah, exactly. Or come get me and say ‘well, it’s broke, let’s fix it’ or tell 
me what’s wrong with it...I never had that when I was little...I never could go to 
an older brother or my dad or anything else and say ‘well, let’s fix it.’ It was 
always ‘I broke it, I’ve gotta figure out what’s wrong with it.’

I: So you kind of were forced into that. You just did it.

F04:1 was raised with girls. My brothers all moved out when I was little and my 
dad was gone. But, I was raised with nothing but girls so I never had a chance to 
actually learn: let’s figure out what’s wrong with this...It’s ‘you broke it, you fix 
it.’

Mike missed having a “mentor” is his life, someone that would spend time with 

him to help him leam how to fix things the right way or an easier way. He has tried to be 

a mentor to his oldest nephew but with little success. On the other hand, young Peter 

soaked up anything Mike did or said:
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F04: Oh yeah, I’ll be working on my bike. He’ll come over and pick up a ratchet. 
He’ll sit in my lap...while I’m taking my bike apart. I mean, it’s neat...it’s like he 
wants to leam but he’s too young. He ain’t gonna understand what he’s doing.

Mike strongly believed in teaching respect through physical punishment. This

came to no surprise considering his family history. He attributed many of the problems

his sister had with her two children to a lack of “discipline.” Mike has punished his

nephews on several occasions:

[Peter] has no discipline. In that family, there is no discipline and I’ve noticed 
that...the little one can do whatever he wants. But he comes over here and he tries 
to get away with it and I’ll pat him on the hand or pat him on the butt, just so he 
knows....Now he’s learned, you don’t play with her dolls, you don’t play with the 
table....He comes over there, I’ll look at him and tell him ‘no’ and that’s it. Where 
over there, Gloria [his mother] can sit there and tell him ‘no, no, no, no, no’ and 
he’ll just look at Gloria and say ‘no’ and do it anyways.

In a later interview, he continued to reiterate the importance of teaching respect

through physical punishment:

F04: Scott, he’s a handful but he knows better than to cross me. I mean, because, 
over there, his discipline is (light tapping)... bullshit! (hard slap), I’m gonna give 
him a good whipping across his butt, I don’t care.

I: Has that actually happened?

F04: Oh, I’ve blistered his ass two or three times. But he knows better than to 
cross me because I’m not like his mother. If he’s gonna sit there and cry, I’ll make 
him sit there and cry.

M: And then he [Mike] goes back and apologizes.

F04: And he knows over there all he has to do is spout little tears and it’s done. 
It’s done. She caves that much. You’re not my kid, I don’t care, you can cry all 
you damn well want.

Cassidy’s presence in the interview again proved beneficial by furthering my 

understanding of a different side to Mike—a more emotional, vulnerable side to this 

strong, burly young man. She revealed that Mike apologized to his older nephew after
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one of their altercations which certainly cast a different light on the situation. Later, in

that same interview, Mike further revealed his own vulnerabilities as he described his

feelings when he lost his temper with Peter:

I’ve never disciplined him [Peter] like I’ve done Scott or mom’s done me or 
anything else. Now I did let the temper get the best of me one day and...oh, I 
wanted to scoop him up and the whole nine yards...It was over that damn glass 
table and he was pressing down on the end of it...and usually I just give him a 
little pat on the hand. I was pissed off at something and he did it and I didn’t mean 
to take my anger out on him and it took almost her [Cassidy] to keep me from just 
scooping him up and just holding him so close because I didn’t think I really got 
him that good. But I got him on the tip of his fingers and I thought I had just 
patted him on top of his hand and he cried and looked at me and I just 
thought...the world just came to an end and I was so sad. It was terrible. It was so 
terrible....I just felt so bad wanted to scoop him up and she wouldn’t let me and I 
was mad at her and oh, it was wild.

This excerpt demonstrates Mike’s ambivalence about physical punishment. 

Although he views punishment as necessary in order to teach respect, without a set of 

practices from his own family to guide him, he can easily go “overboard” in the process 

and feel guilty as a result.

I was curious about how accepting his sister and her husband were of Mike’s 

involvement in dolling out physical discipline with their children. This was his response 

to my inquiry:

I: So do you clash with your sister over this?

F04: Nope. It don’t matter what I say, she’d never undermine me.... I’d have to 
be really in the wrong before she’d have a problem.

When I asked Mike specifically if his involvement with Peter and Scott caused

problems between Peter’s father and himself he noted:

If he’s ever got a problem with me, he can take it up with me outside in the 
street...I don’t think we’ve ever had a problem. It don’t matter what I do, I could 
go over there, scoop that kid up and take off and he wouldn’t care because to him 
it’s ‘good, he’s getting him out of my hair’. It’s like I’m relieving a burden from
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him, which to me is a bunch of shit...because how can a little one be a burden? 
You’re there to train, guide, grow, nurture, support, you know, the whole nine 
yards. And to him all that is just a burden because he’s never had to deal with any 
responsibility.

Mike was passionate about his responsibility in raising his young nephews. His

words and actions spoke volumes about what was meaningful to him—being there,

spending time together, disciplining, mentoring. Studying Mike “in context” was

absolutely essential to my understanding of what mattered to him. Persons have not only

a world in which things have significance and value but qualitatively different concerns

based on their culture, language, and individual situations (Leonard, 1993).

The only positive fathering role model that Mike described was Cassidy’s father,

Rick. Mike admired Rick because he was such a good provider for his family. Mike

described his admiration:

F04: The one person I could honestly say that I looked up to when we were going 
out was her father....It just amazed me how much the man worked and, 
technically, she’s not really his daughter. Rick is her step dad and to him it didn’t 
matter...that just amazed me.

I: So have you talked to her step dad and gotten any advice from him?

F04: He’s really not that type of person. He’s the type of person that makes the 
money, brings it home, and she [Cassidy’s mother] makes the decisions....

Rick worked hard to provide for his family, even though Cassidy was his step

daughter. This was very significant to Mike in lieu of his history—after all, his “real” 

father walked out on him entirely. The breadwinner role was an important part of Mike’s 

fathering dream. Mike went to work every day to provide for his family, not to build his 

career. When I asked him what his work meant to him, he replied “It’s just a job, it really 

doesn’t mean nothing.” Indeed, the ideal of the father as a breadwinner remains a 

powerful force (Pleck, 1997).
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His Son’s Arrival

From the beginning, Mike relished participating in Cassidy’s pregnancy, 

attending all of her doctor’s appointments. He was the only father in my study who 

participated in the baby shower and loved it. In his words, “It was neat. I was running the 

video camera. I was cutting up with everybody. It was neat.”

Cassidy’s pregnancy was completely normal prior to the premature rupture of her 

membranes and the subsequent vaginal delivery of a premature infant boy. David was 

bom at 32 weeks gestation but was a very good weight, just over four and a half pounds. 

He was initially intubated and placed on a respirator, but within a three day period rapidly 

weaned to nasal Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP), nasal cannula, and then to 

room air.

David was the largest baby bom to a lather in the study. His Apgar scores were 

good and he spent only 24 days in the NICU. The biggest obstacle to his discharge was 

his inability to take all of his feedings from the bottle. Once David had accomplished this 

feat, he was quickly released from the hospital—so quickly that I was unable to conduct 

the second interview prior to him going home. Therefore, my second interview with this 

father occurred one day after David’s discharge from the NICU.

After being home for one month, David was readmitted to the hospital for severe 

Gastro-Esophageal Reflux (GER). He spent four days on a pediatric floor for monitoring 

and drug infusions. After discharge, his condition quickly improved. Throughout the 

interview process, his growth and development progressed very nicely. By the time the 

interviews ended, he was six months old chronologically (four months adjusted 

developmental age). He was becoming much more awake, alert and active. He was a very
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vocal baby, which I felt was a reflection of his mother frequently talking to him. From 

what I witnessed, I had no concerns about his growth and development.

The Dream Unravels: “7 Couldn 't Do Nothing ”

I was struck immediately by the word “do” in Mike’s early narratives. In my first

interview with him, when David was one week old (33 weeks gestation) and still in the

NICU, he recalled his feelings:

F04: Just the wires and everything that was coming out of him. The biggest part 
that hit me...I’m the strongest person in my family, okay, emotionally and 
physically. I’m 220 pounds and 6’3” and there was not a damn thing that I could 
do to help.

I: Okay.

F04:1 couldn’t do nothing....He laid there struggling and I couldn’t do nothing.

I: So that was the worst feeling.

F04: That was the biggest thing out of the whole entire ordeal....I thought about 
that for days.

While David was in the NICU, Mike was primarily a passive observer. Holding

David was stressful and did not seem to satisfy his need to “do” something for his son.

When a nurse gave him the option of holding David after birth, he declined stating: “I

didn’t want to. I had the choice, but I just, I was so scared that something was

wrong...Emotionally, I just didn’t want to.” When he finally did hold him a few days after

birth, he acknowledged how important it was for Cassidy, while at the same time I sensed

it was more of a relief for him just to do it and get it over with:

I: So, he was off the respirator. How many days old was he when you held him, 
about?

F04:1 wanna say three or four days old, something like that. It was pretty good 
span. It’s when they had the tube through his nose and they were giving him air 
and they had another tube for his feeding still going through his belly....We only
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got to hold him for a little bit. I only held him for a little bit. I held him for about 
10-15 minutes and that was about all. I was shaking.

I: Were you physically shaking?

F04:1 was just worried that with him being out of the box that something was 
gonna go wrong, the air wasn’t gonna get to him and he was gonna get cold and 
that was about all. She held him through the first feeding...and I think that was an 
emotional drain for her because she so wanted to hold him. And the first time she 
held him, I just don’t think was enough. Because, when you have a kid, the 
parents want to hold the baby and love the baby and everything else. When my 
sister had hers, he was so little, I picked up the whole car seat. This was good 
enough for me. I didn’t have anything to worry about. And when her [Cassidy’s] 
sister had Mabel...I was like ‘okay’ (he said very tentatively) and then ‘here’ you 
know, I was done. I was just so worried that I was gonna break him....Now that 
I’m over that fear, I’m not really that worried about it.

From Mike’s description, Cassidy seemed to really crave holding her son,

possibly to help fill the gap of no longer having a baby inside. Wynn’s work on the early

mother-infant relationship may help to explain her need to hold:

Both mother and infant are of the same flesh. Flesh precedes them and it is 
out of flesh that they arise. Flesh binds mother and infant to each other and 
to the world....The mother and her body play an active role in this process and the 
same time that she acquires new sensing herself. (1997, p. 258)

Wynn’s description of an embodied mother-infant relationship is an excellent

portrayal of exactly what is missing in the early father-infant relationship. Holding David

felt foreign to Mike. It was an accomplishment because it was scary, but without

significant meaning for him Holding his son never seemed to conjure up any emotional

connections for Mike. In fact, in the third interview (David was six weeks old and at

home) Mike shared these thoughts:

I: Have you had any moments like that, where you’ve held him and had anything 
go through your head?

F04: No, not really. It’s just the anxious, wanting him to grow so we can get 
outside and go playing on the four wheelers, you know, buy his own four wheeler, 
stuff like that.
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I: Right. So you’re really thinking...

F04: I’m thinking major future.

As a mother, a woman and a neonatal nurse, I was quite surprised by his response 

because holding a baby conjured up my own personal memories of warmth and 

closeness. Obviously, for Mike, holding his son merely afforded him space to dream of 

the time when he could “do” things with his son. There is a real sense of wanting time to 

pass quickly—to in essence “fast forward”—past the infancy stage and onto the 

toddler/preschool stage so that he can “do” fathering.

Doing versus being as a male-female difference has been a common theme in 

psychological and philosophical literature. Winnicott posited that both genders have male 

and female elements of personality; the female element he labeled as “being” and the 

male element as “doing” (as cited in Ehrensaft, 1990). “Being” is the first and simplest of 

all experiences and is the source of true continuity of generations. “Doing,” on the other 

hand, follows “being” in development and presupposes a separateness between baby and 

parent. This assertion really rang true with Mike; he seemed dissatisfied with just “being” 

with his son and longed for the day when they could “do” things together.

Learning how to care for David in the hospital was not at the top of Mike’s 

priority list as a new father. He noted:

F04:1 know how to do everything but I haven’t actually jumped in and done it.
Because when they do his diaper, his heart rate jumps up and it worries me. I’m
not fast enough.

I: Oh, okay.

F04: You know, she’s been around babies before. I’ve never really changed
diapers and stuff.

I: So you kind of want to but you’re sort of scared to. That makes sense.
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F04: Like Cassidy tells me, ‘well that dad’s over there changing his butt’, and I’m 
like ‘well do you want me to go give him a cookie?’

It is not that Mike lacks the knowledge to perform caregiving tasks; in fact, he had 

keenly observed the process and noted his son’s reactions. He didn’t feel comfortable 

doing caregiving tasks like diapering because he lacked the necessary everyday, practical 

skills and feared his fumbling would compromise the baby. In reality, there is some truth 

to his qualms because premature babies are very sensitive to handling and become easily 

stressed during routine caregiving procedures, even when seasoned veterans are 

performing them

Cassidy’s attempt to encourage Mike to change a diaper by comparing him to

other fathers backfired. Her subtle peer pressure tactic may have been threatening to him

Although he visited his son almost every day, Mike had no burning desire to hold or leam

caregiving at that point. Pressure certainly did not motivate him to change.

Although Mike described himself as the strongest person in his family, physically

and emotionally, his vulnerable and emotional side surfaced several times while David

was in the NICU. He admitted crying when he first saw his son, mainly because he was

so afraid something was dreadfully wrong.

F04: When I glanced over there I was watching his chest drop and come back up, 
drop and come back up and that’s when I broke. I started crying. Her sister was 
crying and everything, which she’s really, really emotional....It just majorly 
freaked me out.

Randy found it difficult to visit David because watching his son struggle to

breathe (retracting) was very upsetting to him

I: Do you find yourself so worried about it that you find yourself looking at him 
and watching his chest as he’s breathing?
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F04: No, I steer away from it but it’s hard not to glance to see if it’s still 
happening. Because when he was in the NICU, I would go in there and she’d be 
messing with him and stuff and I’d glance down and I’d look at it and I’d have to 
leave. I just couldn’t do it.

Our conversation continued:

I: How many times did you have to leave when that happened when you were in 
the NICU? Did it happen a lot?

F04: No, just once or twice, maybe three times. And it mainly [happened] just 
when she’d be playing with him or uncover him or something. Because most of 
the time, they kept him bundled up. I really couldn’t tell.

I: Right.

F04:1 could tell that it would happen from the way his face and stuff. As long as I 
didn’t see the actual chest drop, it wasn’t really worrying me. Because they were 
saying ‘it’s normal, it happens. Look at the other babies, you can tell that it 
happens.’

From Mike’s description, it seemed that visiting David was more difficult for him 

than for Cassidy. As a society, we sometimes tend to “overestimate the emotional 

resilience of fathers on account of their ‘halo’ of manliness” (Freud, 1995, p. 25). As 

nurses, we often think of fathers as the “strong” ones who are there to emotionally “hold 

up” mothers. As this excerpt pointed out, Mike is an emotional being with his own needs 

and vulnerabilities. It is interesting to note that seeing David bundled up or clothed 

seemed to make a difference in his comfort level, enabling him to stay closer to Cassidy 

and their new son.

If holding and caregiving were not all that meaningful for Mike, then what was? 

Once David was stable and improving in terms of his oxygen requirements, Mike focused 

primarily on family financial matters. In our first interview together, when David was just 

ten days old, Mike noted:

I think that the biggest task that I’m actually taking on right now
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[is finances]...I owe $500 on a two bedroom trailer where I stay and it’s almost 
done...I bought my buddy’s three-wheeler and trailer, which I owe sixty dollars 
on...I see how my sister struggled and I don’t want to do that.

The biggest task for Mike was not related to his baby, but involved getting his

finances in order. Similarly, in the third interview, Mike discussed financial matters when

asked to describe a recent meaningful event:

F04:1 took out a loan through my 557 plan at work, paid this off (the computer), 
paid a couple other things off, got some bills caught up. That was pretty 
meaningful.

Later in that same interview, he elaborated:

F04: We’re just paying everything off. I paid off my three-wheeler. I paid off this 
place....Just basically paying everything off was a relief.

I: Good.

F04: It was a relief. A weight lifted off our shoulders and I finally got insurance 
on him [his son]. He’s got his own insurance card now.

At this point, as a woman and mother, I’m thinking: Where is the baby in all of

this? Although I knew “theoretically” that males and females approach parenting

differently, the fact that our interviews were rarely focused on David took me by surprise.

In actuality, I was reminded of these gender differences with the other eight fathers in the

study. Being of the opposite gender, the differences were immediately visible to me. The

story of David’s homecoming day served as a perfect example:

I: So when you got home you ended up spending some time outside working on 
the three-wheeler.

F04: Exactly. I got home, got in my grubby clothes and went outside and put that 
back together.

I: So how was that with her [Cassidy]?

F04:1 think she was a little irritated with me because she wanted me to spend my 
time here....I understand her being irritated with me, but he’s sleeping, there ain’t
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really nothing I can do to educate him or anything else....I can’t take him out there 
with me, so why should I sit here and stare at him when I can be getting this stuff 
done?....I can be getting it done and out of the way, so I can spend time with him 
when he’s awake and alert and everything else.

I: So you were thinking it really made more sense that way, but she wasn’t seeing 
it exactly that way.

F04: Yeah, which I can understand the motherhood kicking in and her 
wanting...me to be here for his first day home. She’s that type of person.

I: She is.

F04: Oh yeah. But I couldn’t tell a ten year old kid ‘I’m sorry, I’m gonna have to 
put it o ff even though the parts are in my hand. I couldn’t do that.

My picture of a father eagerly anticipating the moment when he could hold and

nuzzle his son in the comfort of his own home quickly vanished and was replaced with

visions of old work clothes and a wrench. Because David was sleeping and

holding/caregiving was not all that meaningful for Mike, there wasn’t much he could

“do” that would fit into his notion of fathering. This scenario is an excellent example of

the vastly different worlds that mothers and fathers may find themselves in as they are

thrust into parenting.

As I reflect on this excerpt, it is apparent that I immediately put myself in the

mother’s shoes and questioned him about Cassidy’s reaction. My female perspective

immediately labeled his behavior as “alien.” I ran the risk of Mike perceiving that I was

“taking sides” when I asked the question, which illustrates one of the difficult aspects of

interviewing someone of the opposite gender. Luckily my rapport with Mike and his “tell

it like it is” approach saved me.
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“He’s Boring”

Mike’s disillusionment related to not “doing” anything with his son grew worse 

over time. By the third interview, he described his son as “boring”:

I: Can you describe for me, what is he like now?

F04: He’s boring.

I: He’s boring.

F04: He’s boring. All he does is sleep. That’s it.

M: He gives kisses (as mom said this she was kissing the baby).

F04: Oh yeah, he gives you [italics added] kisses.

Because my early experiences when caring for my own daughters brought back 

both exhilarating and exhausting memories, I vividly recall thinking to myself: ‘Gosh, 

how can a baby be boring?’ Nevertheless, it was a term Mike coined in this interview 

and one he used throughout many of the remaining interviews. His fathering dream 

would have to wait until the baby was old enough to participate in Mike’s imagined 

activities.

Cassidy’s presence in this segment of the interview was priceless and furthered 

my understanding. She tried to dampen his disillusionment with the situation by pointing 

out something positive about David. Her efforts backfired, which opened my eyes to 

what was really troubling Mike: He was upset about the feet that David acted differently 

when with Cassidy.

The Dream Further Unravels: “H e’s Not Knowing Who I  Am ”

As I looked back on our first interview, Mike was definitely attempting to make 

sure that David knew who he was when visiting the NICU. In his words, “I’ll talk to him
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and I make sure and tell him who I am.” During our first interview, I detected a sense of

sad “surrender” as he verbalized the reality of having to work, which meant less time

with David as compared to Cassidy:

F04: She has him for about six hours out of the day and when I get here in the 
afternoon, I have him for about an hour, which is a difference. So she’s more 
likely to know what he likes and what his dislikes are.

I: Because she spends more time.

F04: Yeah, exactly....That’s something I’m just gonna have to learn... being the 
parent that works. I’m there in the afternoon and I’ll see him for a little bit in the 
morning or when I get up and feed him and stuffy but she’s there all day. You 
know, I’ve gotta work.

By the second interview, one day after David’s discharge, Mike had already

noticed a difference in the way his son interacted with his mother:

I: Is there anything that he does that you can telL.that [shows you] he knows that 
this is dad? Does he act a little different between the two of you?

F04:1 guess because she’s around him more, he’s more alert when she’s around 
than when I’m around because I work during the day....She’s home holding him 
and feeding him and everything else. That’s the only thing I can actually think of.

So, within a two week time period, Mike had noticed that the baby was more

awake with Cassidy as a result of the amount of time she had available to spend. Mike

may not have been spending a lot of time caring for David since his birth, but he was

watching closely and seemed keenly aware of the budding relationship between mother

and son. He verbalized his concerns about not spending enough quality time with David:

F04: Well, I felt like I ain’t really spending enough time with him.

I: You’re not spending enough time with him?

F04: Because I have to work, I’m barely there so I can honestly say I’m not 
spending a lot of quality time with him....That’s the only thing I’m regretting...but 
there’s nothing else I can do about it.
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He continued:

F04:1 just don’t want him to look down on me for not being there because I have 
to work. Like I said, that worries the hell out of me...Am I going to be a good 
father?...I know what I went through with my dad....That makes me be a good 
dad.

I: Right.

F04: And like her [Cassidy’s] mom said, with everything I’ve been through, she 
thinks I’m gonna be an excellent father, which I think I’m going to be too but 
there’s always that doubt.

During the 24 days of David’s hospitalization, Mike took one and a half days off

of work. He could have taken more time off, but decided not to: “I had a chance to take

the week, but I was like ‘no I’ll go in [to work]. There’s not really nothing I can do [in

the NICU].” However, once David was at home, Mike did verbalize changes in his

feelings about time spent at work:

F04: Tom [his boss] was wanting to work extra to get done but P.J. [a friend at 
work] said ‘no we’re leaving’ and I was like ‘well, if I have to work, I’ll work but 
I don’t really want to.’ I at least want to spend the day with him [David]...because 
I know next week there’s no choice. We have to work

I: The mandatory overtime. Okay.

F04:1 at least want to spend a little time with him before this [overtime] goes in 
[to effect], but if I’d have had to work, I’d of worked.

I: But now maybe you’re not quite as anxious to jump in and stay real late if you 
don’t have to.

F04: If I don’t have to, yeah. I have a responsibility here.

Mike wanted to spend more time at home with David. As previous excerpts have 

illustrated, he was keenly aware of the feet that Cassidy spent more time with his son and 

his son’s behavior reflected that difference.
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By our fourth interview, Mike’s mood had turned more somber. He had

discovered that his son (now just 40 weeks adjusted gestational age) didn’t know who he

was, or at least so he thought, and this called for more serious action:

F04: I’m spending more time inside with him now. I had noticed that he’s not 
knowing who I am.

I: Oh.

F04: And that’s just bugging the piss out of me.

I: Oh, how did you notice that?

F04:1 was outside working on stuff and I’d come in, went to pick him up and he 
cried. And I was like, umm, we’ve got a problem with this....This has got to 
change. And then she pointed it out.

I: How did she do that?

F04: She basically told me.

M: He asked and I told him.

I: Oh what did you ask her?

F04: We were just talking and I was like ‘he don’t know who I am,’ you know, 
and she’s like ‘You’re never [inside]’...I’m always outside. I’m an outside 
person...and it bugs me that I can’t take him outside because it’s either too hot or 
too windy....I don’t want to take a chance of him getting sick. [I don’t] go outside 
on purpose. It’s stuff that has to be done.

M: Work on everybody else’s stuff. It doesn’t have to be done.

F04: It has to be done, doesn’t it?

M: They know how to do it, they can do it.

F04: Yeah right.

I: So you were noticing and you were told.

F04: Yeah, I’m trying to fix that problem.

I: So you’re intentionally trying to spend more time inside with him, huh?
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F04: Yeah.

I: So, like what are you going to do though if someone calls and asks you to fix 
something, like she was just pointing out?

F04: It’s still broke.

I: So, you kind of made a conscious decision. You’re just going to have to let 
some things go to spend time here.

F04: Yep.

I: So you were outside working on someone’s bike and came in. Was he crying at 
that time?

F04: No, he was perfectly fine.

I: Oh, but you picked him up and then he started to cry, like I don’t know who this 
person is?

F04: Yeah.

I: And...when she would pick him up, he would never do that?

F04: Huh uh. She can pick him up and he still does that [but] I just think he 
knows that it’s his mom....She’ll pick him up and put him on her chest and he’ll 
be out..I’ll pick him up and I don’t have all the cushion so I’ve gotta rock him or 
get a cover or just compromise.

I: Yeah. So you’re really trying to spend more time.

F04: Yeah. I dwelled on that for three days...

I: What was going through your head?

F04:1 just realized that he didn’t know who I was. And that was the biggest thing 
because I grew up without a father and that just bugged the piss out of me that he 
didn’t even know who I was. But, it’s getting better.

I: Have you noticed a change?

F04: Yeah...

I: Can you think of an example where you noticed, wow, I think it is getting 
better?
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F04:1 was sitting there this morning and she was making breakfast and...I had 
him rocking and I’d move and he’d cry and then I’d come back and play with him 
and rock with him and everything was fine. It’s getting better.

Mike interpreted David’s cry when he tried to hold him as a rejection. There was

nothing more important to him than a meaningful relationship with his son. Whether we

are conscious of it or not, we are always interpreting and reinterpreting the events of our

lives in terms of our grasp of what they mean to us as a totality (Guignon, 1983).

Mike finally realized that in order to have a closer relationship with David, he

would literally have to move in closer—which is exactly what he did—temporarily.

According to Glennon (1995), the challenge for most men is “coming close enough so

that we can build a strong and lasting bond” (p. 31). Why was it so hard for Mike to get

close? A close relationship with his son meant everything to him given his past; yet, he

resisted because caregiving and holding weren’t meaningful to him and didn’t fulfill his

dream of “doing” fathering. Spending time inside also meant sacrificing what Mike loved

to do—tinker outdoors. Spending time outside fixing things nurtured Mike’s need for

independence and separateness which are prerequisites to Winnicott’s male element of

“doing” (as cited in Ehrensaft, 1990).

A struggle between Mike and Cassidy is evident and could have gone undetected

without her presence in the interview. Cassidy resented the time that Mike spent

outdoors, working on other people’s projects. Mike was frustrated by the feet that David

was more easily comforted to sleep by Cassidy, yet this was to be expected since she

spent more time with him. Cassidy was definitely the expert in terms of David, which

may have prompted Mike to retreat to his own area of expertise—outside in the tool shed.
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“He’s Going to Be a Mama’s Boy ”

Mike’s fear that his son didn’t know him gradually subsided as David became

more comfortable with Mike’s presence. However, another poignant concern surfaced—

would David be like him or like her? Would he be able to relate to his son? During the

first interview, Mike was already contemplating what David was going to “be like.” He

noted: “I just hope that he’s not that mellow of a personality when he gets older because

that’s really gonna be an emotional drain.” If Mike’s fathering dream is to come true, he

needs to raise a “real” boy (like him) in the traditional sense—outdoorsy, adventurous,

high-energy, and playful Mike is, once again, fast-forwarding time and thinking about

David at a much older age. In fact, in the second interview, he had already looked at a

little four wheeler for David (who is 35 weeks gestation at this point), which may be his

early attempt at “insuring” that he has something in common with his son. Below he

described his thoughts about purchasing a bike:

F04:1 know, he’s too young. You’re gonna tell me the same thing. She’s already 
told me the same thing. A buddy of mine’s got me a little four-wheeler. It’s only 
got two gears. It does maybe 15 miles an hour. The tires alone are that big. And 
the guy wants like 200 dollars for it. I said, ‘okay, give me some time’....It’s 
gonna sit like forever until he gets big enough where he can ride it, but it’s cute.

I: Yeah. How old do you think he will be when he can ride it? I don’t have a 
clue. I’m just asking you?

F04: Well my nephew is a year and a half old and he rides mine. As long as I 
show him where the throttle is....He don’t know what he’s doing but he’s got the 
knowledge. He knows where the start button is. He knows where the pull start is. 
He knows everything on that bike that he could possibly do to get it to run, but 
he’s not strong enough to do it.

I: Wow, and he’s only 18 months old.

F04: Yeah, he’s about a year and a half old.

I: Does he wear a helmet?
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F04: Oh yeah, we all wear helmets.

I: Wow, well your little guy is gonna have fun.

F04: He’s gonna be spoiled.

I: You think so?

F04: That boy’s gonna be crazy.

I: Why do you think so?

F04: Well, I’m an only boy. Her dad’s an only boy. It’s just the whole ordeal. It’s 
a boy, so it’s gonna be crazy. It’s definitely gonna be interesting seeing how 
everything unfolds.

The feet that Mike had a boy is very significant to him and shaped his fathering.

In fact, after one interview when we were outside looking at his four-wheelers, I asked 

him how it would have been different if David had been a girl He responded: “She 

would’ve been one hell of a tomboy.” Finally, Mike had an opportunity to have a 

relationship with a significant male in his life, his son, and he wants to make sure they 

have something in common.

There were several points within this narrative where the differences in our 

genders surfaced, requiring constant vigilance to keep an open, honest dialogue. I must 

have had a smile on my face when Mike first started to talk about the four-wheeler 

because he stopped briefly to acknowledge that I was going to say the same thing Cassidy 

had said: David was too young. This example beautifully illustrates the inescapable 

nature of gender (see chapters nine and ten for further elaboration). According to 

Heidegger, world is so all-pervasive as to be overlooked by persons; only appearing to us 

in a conscious way in breakdown (as cited in Leonard, 1994). For Mike, the thought of 

buying a four-wheeler was completely taken-for-granted until he saw my smile,
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triggering a memory (Cassidy’s prior reprimand) which further illuminated our gender 

differences.

By the fourth interview, Mike worried that his son was becoming a “mama’s

boy”:

F04: We’re taking him [David] more and more over to his papa’s house because 
we want him to grow up around his papa, her dad. He’s the one that’s got the 
really long beard.

I: Oh right.

F04: Because most babies are terrified of him and I don’t want him [David] to be 
scared of him. I want him to grow up around him [his grandfather] so he knows 
[him]...But, we figured it out. With the way he [David] is going, he’s going to be 
a mama’s boy and he’s gonna run around with Cheryl, which is her [Cassidy’s] 
mom...That’s going to change.

I: Why do you think he’s gonna be a mama’s boy?

F04:1 don’t know. Because they said he’s always with his mom and that bugs me 
a little, but I’ve gotta work and there ain’t nothing I can do about it.

I: I know.

F04: And I think that’s just one of the things that actually bugged me before.... We 
think he’s gonna be a mama’s boy.

I: But it sounds like you’re working on trying to change that a little bit.

F04: I’m trying, I’m trying. The only way to figure it out is in the future.

Mike does make attempts to steer David down a more male-gender path by 

insisting that his son spend time around his father-in-law, a very strong male role model 

from Mike’s perspective. In reality, though, Mike is basically waiting for the fixture to be 

a dad; waiting for the time when he can do active, outdoor activities with his son.

He seems to blame much of his son’s “mama’s boy” tendencies primarily on his 

work; but, when not working, Mike would rather be outside tinkering versus inside with
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David (who is somewhat “boring” and prefers his mother). So, it is really about more

than just his work—it is also his willingness to put fathering off into the future when he

can “do” things with his son.

In the fifth interview, Mike became more reflective about potential differences

between himself and David:

I: What else do you think about down the road? Are there other things that pop 
into your head in terms of what you want to do with him?

F04: Not really. I just want to get him on a bike. I don’t want him to be scared of 
it...as much as her dad rides Harley’s, and her real dad races cars, and I ride three 
wheelers, and I use to race. Whatever he wants to get in to, I’ll support him 100%. 
If he wants to get into racing cars, okay, I’ll build him a muscle car. If he wants to 
get into riding Harley’s, I’m sure grandpa will have him a Harley-

Later in this same interview, he continued:

I: You mentioned you are kind of getting the bug to race, does that scare you at 
all, thinking about racing?

F04: No, it’s just fun.... A buddy of mine says ‘I don’t have the guts to do it,’ but 
he races pro for Yamaha....I’ve rode on his bike and his bike scared me. But his 
bike is very, very quick and I’m not into racing pro right now. I don’t got enough 
experience anymore. It’s just something fun that I think he’d [David] get into.

I: Yeah, down the road.

F04: If that’s what he wants to do, I’ll back him up. But if he wants to turn into a 
bookworm, more power to him. I’m sure grandpa will change that.

In the long run, I do not think there is much chance of David becoming a “prep,”

a “bookworm,” or a “mama’s boy” because having a son to “father” (as in his dreams of

doing, mentoring, and playing) is far too important to Mike. It appeared, however, that

his longing to have a son that he can identify with fueled his concerns about David being

a “mama’s boy.”
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“He’s Got to Get Used to Me ”

It was during our third interview that I began to notice that Mike seemed to get 

some satisfaction from agitating David:

I: Okay, what do you do when you play with him?

F04: I’m not really here a lot when he’s awake, but I just mainly talk to him...and 
mess with him and tickle him. Most of the time if you play with him too much, it 
pisses him off (Mike laughs).

I: Do you still play with him or do you back off when he gets upset?

F04: No, it’s good for them to cry. It helps them to mature their lungs (Mike 
smiles and chuckles).

I: So, you just keep on going.

F04: Yeah. He’s got to get used to me.

I: Why do you think you like to irritate him?

F04:1 notice that when he’s up more, he sleeps better...at night. I don’t know if 
it’s just because I’m trying to get him to wake up, just to get him to react with me 
instead of just lay there....It’s just gotta be really boring. I’m an outside person 
and with him being so little and everything, I can’t [play with him] like my 
nephew, he’s...about a year and a half. I can toss him on my lap, grab gears and 
my four-wheeler and take off....I can’t do that with him yet and I’m looking 
forward to that.

Mike is so eager to interact with David, to do something with him, that he has 

resorted to agitating him to keep him awake. It appeared that he was not only trying to 

make a “connection” with his son, but a “male connection” because raising a playfiil, 

tough boy, like himselfj means everything to Mike.

By the fourth interview, his “agitating” style of interaction with David took on a 

new twist—agitating David resulting in agitating Cassidy. I would liken his antics to a 

game of tug-of-war, playful yet competitive:
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F04: We have fun. I just can’t flip you [David] around like I do the other runt 
[Peter]. He [David] is too little.

I: That’s right.

F04: Mom yells at me. We were playing with his swing this morning and I turned 
it up on high and then I turned it down.. ..she yelled at me.

I: What did she say?

F04: She was telling me ‘I’m gonna flip him out of it,’ which he’s belted in. He 
won’t go no where.

I: So you’re taking it up high and then taking it down low. Why were you doing 
that?

F04: The volume on it. That thing hauls. It..swings really quick. It’s too fast for 
him, even on low, but he likes it.

I: He likes it fast, on the high setting?

F04: On the low, it’s too fast for him on the high.

I: So you put him on the high?

F04: Yeah.

I: And that’s when she yelled at you. So did you do that just for fun with him or 
do you do it because it makes her crazy?

F04: A little bit of both.

I: I was wondering.

F04: I’ve gotta keep him on edge. A little bit of both.

Mike wanted to agitate his son to “toughen him up” which would promote 

independence, not dependence, and would encourage activity rather than passivity—all 

things that would help insure that David becomes a stereotypical “real” boy, like himself. 

He also seemed to get some satisfaction out o f putting his own two-cents into David’s 

development which was certainly more Cassidy’s territory.
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As the previous excerpt illustrated, Mike’s campaign to promote his male agenda 

was masked as innocent play, but there was indeed a purpose. He used opportunities 

when playing with Peter that were consistent with his way of being male and being a 

father:

F04: I’ve got him [Peter] on a couple of bad problems.

I: Oh you do?

F04: Oh yeah.

I: What do you have him on?

F04: Well, I was playing with him yesterday and he was playing in the dirt and I 
said ‘no, no, don’t even worry about that, just start doing this number’ [he 
illustrated rubbing his hands on the front of his shirt]. Oh crud, straight to the 
clothes he went, right down one of his brand new outfits. I thought I was gonna 
die [Mike chuckles]. And then we were playing in the rain and we have a water 
puddle in our front yard and he’ll go over and start jumping in the water puddle.

I: You’re teaching him bad tricks, is that what you’re saying?

F04: Oh yeah.

I: So what did your sister say about that?

F04: She doesn’t care. It washes. Boys will be boys, you know.

I: So, you’d do it again in other words. You’d tell him to do that again.

F04: Yeah. Same thing about this one [David]. You’ve gotta show him the first 
mud puddle you can find.

I: That’s right.

F04: Boys will be boys, you know, and they have fun.

The Caregiving Struggle: “He Just Likes Mom More ”

Although Mike dreamed of the future, the caregiving tasks that David required on 

a daily basis quickly brought him back down to earth, out of sheer necessity. Mike had an
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ongoing struggle with one task in particular—putting David to sleep at night. He spoke of

his bedtime woes in our fifth interview:

I: Okay. So, how does it go in terms of night time? Does she always put him to 
bed?

F04: Yeah, he’s more adapted to her than me. I don’t know why....He’s more 
comfortable I guess with her than me.. ..It’s just easier. She just picks him up and 
rocks him and he’s done.

I: But when you try it, it doesn’t work. What does he do when you try it?

F04:1 don’t know if it’s the cushion [her breasts]...or what. We tease about that...I 
just have no clue. It’s just he’s more active [with me].... You hand him to her and 
5 seconds later, he’s done. Just put him on the pillow....That’s all it takes.

I: For you, it would probably...

F04: For me, a half-hour to forty-five minutes fighting with him, rocking him, 
screaming. I was like here (he gestured handing the baby over to Cassidy in an 
abrupt fashion), just do it!

The fact that Mike struggled for up to 45 minutes to put David to sleep, while

knowing that it would take Cassidy only 5 seconds, reflected the importance of this task

to him. He wanted to be as successful as Cassidy with this parenting skill, but using her

method resulted in frustration. By the next interview, he developed his own “technique”

which was sometimes successful:

I: Can you console him pretty well?

F04: Well, I’ve got my techniques and she’s got hers.

I: Really. What are your techniques? Can you describe that?

F04: She’ll hold him somehow, with his head feeing her or something. To me, 
that just looks completely uncomfortable so I’ll give him his bink and I’ll just set 
him right here (in die pumpkin seat that rocks) and I’ll just rock him to sleep and 
it works like a charm.

I: So you’ve got a technique now that you have learned.
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F04: Last night it didn’t seem to work though-1 had to use mom’s technique and 
lay in the floor with him. But, it works.

It is no wonder that Mike had difficulty putting David to sleep. He was not 

comfortable with holding David close to his body, which was exactly the position David 

favored for felling asleep. Holding, from Mike’s perspective, was best accomplished via 

a pumpkin seat. And, herein lies the problem: Putting a young infant to sleep usually 

involves the body—it’s that sense of touch, position, warmth, and comfort that evolves 

with experience and over time as baby and parent are entwined together. “The more an 

arena engages the being versus doing dimension of parenting, the more we will find a 

difference between mothers and fathers” (Ehrensaft, 1990, p.l 15).

By our last interview, Mike had given up putting David to sleep:

F04: And he’s a mommy’s baby when it comes to night-time.

I: He is?

F04: Yes.

I: Okay. Why don’t you talk me through that. What happens at night-time around 
here?

F04: She has to put him to sleep. I can’t do it, still. There’s some odd reason. He 
cuddles up against mom and he’s out. Every once in a while, I can catch him. 
He’ll be really tired and I can rock him and he’ll go to sleep, but the bad part is 
when I put him in his bed, he wakes back up. Mom does it, she puts him to sleep 
and puts him in his bed, we ain’t got a problem.

I: What are your thoughts about that?

F04: Let her do it, it’s easier.

He continued:

F04: Yeah, he’s not really picky [during the day], but nighttime he’s a mommy’s 
baby, bad, and she thinks it’s fenny.
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Cassidy seemed to get some enjoyment out of the fact David fell asleep easily for 

her, which really frustrated Mike. Putting David to sleep was “her territory.” Cassidy 

probably felt like she earned her “chief’ status because she was David’s primary 

caregiver. However, her behavior probably only fueled Mike’s preoccupation with the 

notion of his son being a “mamma’s boy”—an affliction that only the future would 

remedy.

A battle, o f sorts, was brewing over caregiving and putting David to sleep wasn’t

the only issue in dispute:

I: How about learning anything about yourself in that situation where he was 
taking aim [during a diaper change] and you we’re having to react pretty quickly. 
Did you learn anything about yourself?

F04: That I need a hell o f a lot more practice.

M: Well, if you would change more diapers you would get more practice (she said 
this while talking to the baby).

I: Did you hear what mom said, I don’t know if that’ll be picked up on the tape 
recorder but it probably will. So, what do you think about that dad, if you did it 
more, you’d have...

M: He yells for mom.

F04: She’s faster.

I: So, she says he yells for mom. So why do you do that?

F04:1 don’t know. Cause usually either I’ll be in the middle of doing something... 

M: Yeah, right (giggles and says this to baby).

F04: Go play.

I: I don’t think she’s believing you. Well, truthfully,...it sounds like you’re just 
absolutely fantastic with this little one and a half year old because that’s 
something you know.

F04: He’s older, he’s easier.
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I: Right.

F04: It’s totally different. [Peter]...as young as he is...can almost take care of 
himself if you just give him a little bit of guidance.

I: This one here [David] is all new territory to you.

F04: Oh yeah. It’s like getting a puppy dog. It’s all new.

Mike is aware of the fact that he needs more practice; but, at the same time,

practice seems to be what he avoids because diapering is outside of his comfort zone. It is

definitely a vicious cycle. Without practice, Mike would never be able to change a diaper

without consciously having to think about all the steps involved each and every time,

which Heidegger labeled as being in a “un-ready-to-hand” mode. With enough practice,

Mike would be able to change a diaper “in his sleep,” which Guignon (1983) described as

a tacit “feel” for the process at hand, rather than an explicit “knowing that.”

I do think there is more to his unwillingness to practice diapering than his feelings

of ineptness. Was he trying to exert some control and power in an arena where he had

little of either? Their half-serious/half-playful banter back and forth revealed a two-sided

agenda. For example, at one point during the interview, Mike was telling me about what

he does with the baby (e.g., feedings, diapering) while, simultaneously, Cassidy was

smiling and saying (to the baby) “Now, is daddy fibbing again?” Obviously, Cassidy

doesn’t think Mike is doing enough with David. Mike became frustrated with her

commentary and told her to “go play”—in other words, be quiet. Cassidy’s presence in

this narrative really illuminated the sense of “war” between them and enhanced my

understanding of the narratives. Gender illuminated the inter-connectedness of a common

parenting practice—diapering. Mike attempted to create a new practice for himself but
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struggled as he bumped into old expectations and taken-for-granted ways (both his own 

and his partner’s).

Mike continued to struggle with the notion that David was going to be a “mama’s 

boy” because David was comforted by Cassidy much more readily. The following 

excerpt illustrates Mike’s mounting frustration with not being able to “figure out” his 

son:

F04: He was just fussy. He was crying. He was mad. And this morning, when he 
got up, he only ate about four of Ms ounces and usually he’ll eat six to six and a 
half. So, he wanted two ounces. So, I gave him to mom and mom told me to make 
the bottle and bring it over and now he’s asleep.

I: What were you thinking?

F04:1 don’t know. I never figure out what’s actually wrong. I know he’s either 
hungry or he’ll want his pacifier or I’m either holding him wrong or he just plain 
don’t want me and I’ll give him to mom and he’ll shut up.

Our conversation continued:

I: So you do get frustrated. What starts to go through your head?

F04: Usually I just can’t figure it out. What am I doing wrong!

I: So you get frustrated and basically just hand him over.

F04: Pretty much.

I: After he calms down on her, what kind of goes through your head? Do you 
have any thoughts about it?

F04: No, nope.

I: It’s just the way it is. From what we’ve talked about before, you’ve kind of 
reconciled that that’s just the way it is.

F04: Yeah, he just likes mom more. [Cassidy frowned at Mike] What?! I’m not 
disagreeing.

M: He’s just afraid he’s gonna be a mommy’s baby.
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F04: He just likes mom more.

I: I don’t know, do you think he’s gonna be a mommy’s baby?

F04: Probably. There ain’t really nothing I can do about that. [He turns to 
Cassidy] Do you want to go to work? [She doesn’t answer].

I: So you really think it has a lot do to with just the time factor that he spends with 
her.

F04: Yeah, pretty much. It has to be.

Although Mike understood why David was more comfortable with Cassidy, he is

still somewhat frustrated by the situation as evidenced by his sharp response related to

work. Again, Cassidy’s presence in this particular scenario revealed the degree to which

Mike felt “trapped” by his work.

Throughout the interviews, Mike seemed dissatisfied with fatherhood in general,

although he did gradually began to accept his inability to “do” things with David. In the

fifth interview, I asked him what it was like so far being a father. He responded

characteristically with:

F04: Boring. It’s not everything I thought it would be, it’s not everything it’s 
cracked up to be.

M: He’s not big enough yet.

F04: I’m ready to go play and get him a little helmet and give ‘er hell. But let him 
get older. So, for now, I’ll just have to deal with the little one that I’ve got over 
there (pointing next door).

During the last two interviews, Mike began to realize that he was responsible for 

his feelings of disillusionment with fathering—it wasn’t David’s fault. As his son 

continued to grow and become more alert, Mike described him as “not as boring” and 

labeled himself a “hyperactive dad.” He was becoming more content with, or at least 

accepting of his relationship with his son: “He’s more fim. I can play with him with his
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toys and I can play with him still, he’s not as big as I want him to get, you know, but that 

takes time.”

Although Mike was becoming more content with David, he continued to struggle

with “relationship boundaries” within his new family. At the center of his struggle was

the relationship between mother and son—an almost inseparable bond that perplexed and

sometimes frustrated Mike:

I: Do you sit around and think about that, like what it is gonna be like?

F04: Yeah, and she [Cassidy] makes sure she knows, she thinks about it too. 
Because I’ll be outside working on something and she’ll come out, ‘Are you 
gonna come in and spend any time with us?’ and I’ve only been out there for 3 or 
4 hours, I’ve been inside all day.

I: So you’re kind of sometimes thinking about what it’s gonna be like down the 
road with him.

F04: Yeah, when he gets bigger, you know, because I can take him outside and 
play with him and she can have her free time and space....He’ll stay here with me 
and she’ll run to the store, run to the gas station, you know, for a little bit to get 
away. I still ain’t talked her into just taking off and going and doing whatever she 
wants and just leaving me here. I don’t think she thinks I’m good enough for that 
yet.

I: So you’re trying to talk her into that.

F04: Yeah, just to get away because everybody needs their space. If you don’t 
you’re gonna drive yourself crazy....I can go to work and I’m not stuck with him 
all day long, but, it wouldn’t bother me none if she ran and got her hair cut or 
went to her mother’s, you know, relax on her own....Like I told her before, if she 
wanted to go to the YMCA with her sister and exercise, swim a little bit, relax...I 
told her ‘leave him here with me, go ahead, go have fun.’ I still ain’t talked her 
quite into that one....I don’t know if she’s got that, what do you call it, don’t want 
to leave my kid syndrome still, that separation disorder, anxiety..

I: Separation anxiety on the mom’s part. When do you speculate that might 
happen?

F04: Uh, probably about the same time hell froze over, but, no, I don’t know, I 
have no idea.
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Because I didn’t interview Cassidy, it is hard to pinpoint why she was reluctant to 

leave David with Mike for extended periods of time. I would speculate that Cassidy was 

experiencing what Winnicott (1965) described as “primary maternal preoccupation”—the 

willingness of the mother to devote all her energy and attention towards the baby. 

Although her feelings and behaviors are quite normal, Mike interpreted them negatively, 

as evidenced by the words he used to describe them: “separation disorder.” Mike 

interpreted her reluctance as mistrust which left him feeling somewhat confused and 

disheartened.

Because I had done multiple interviews with this couple and had rapport with

both of them, I was able to capture a confrontational exchange in our last interview which

made their struggling relationship clearer and furthered my understanding of the

processes underlying his feelings:

F04: I’m always inside and I could go outside and just play around in the shed 
and be perfectly fine, but then I look at I’m being selfish to her, because she can’t 
go do anything because she’s always stuck inside.

I: So it’s that sort of juggling thing. You kind of want to be out there but you feel 
kind of compelled and pulled back in here.

F04: Pretty much.

M: We went outside with you yesterday, didn’t we (talking to the baby)?

F04: Yeah, but you’re still always stuck with the baby. And I tell her ‘take off 
and go see your friends,’ but then she’ll be telling me the exact same thing, ‘what 
friends?’

I: So she doesn’t go to see her friends.

F04: No, she don’t.

I: How come?

M: I only have one and she’s always working.
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F04: But she’s home by 5:00 p.m.

M: And she has a husband.

F04: Rodney works nights.

M: This week.

F04: Well this week, you could’ve went over and seen her.

M: We did.

F04: When I took his bikes over there.

The tape ended at this point, although the conversation continued. Note, at one 

point in the following narrative I reworded Cassidy’s dialog for the transcript:

F04:1 don’t really know why she don’t.

I: It doesn’t sound like she really has a great desire to do it.

F04: Pretty much.

I: And also like she said, I’ll reword it for her, if she goes she’ll be taking the 
baby anyway so it’s not really getting away. I don’t know, do you have a great 
desire to get away (turning toward her)?

M: Not really.

I: But you [Mike] think it would do her good to get away.

F04: Yeah, I do. Spend some time on her own, go to her mom’s, tan or something, 
just to get away.

I: Why do you think it would be good for her to get away?

F04: Because eventually she’s gonna crash. Think about it, if you spend every 
waking moment with him when you’re inside, eventually you’re gonna get sick of 
it, and then as most parents go, you’re going to neglect your kid, you don’t know 
that.

M: No.

F04:1 work, so that’s my get-a-way time. It’s like I was telling her before, her 
sister has got a thing at die YMCA.
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I: It sounds to me like you’re a little worried about the feet that she 
doesn’t have “away” time.

F04: Yeah.

I: Okay. But there isn’t a lot that you can do about it, is that true?

F04: Pretty much. And her big thing is she don’t want to do anything unless I’m 
there and I can’t say I like to do the same things she does and she likes to do the 
same thing I do. Yeah, we both don’t.

According to Guignon (1983), the practical world is most primordially a mesh of 

internal relations. From this conversation, I was able to ascertain that Cassidy had no real 

desire to have more space between herself and her son. However, she did desire to have 

Mike closer to both of them. Mike, on the other hand, needed more space for himself but 

felt guilty about those feelings. I have two thoughts about why Mike wanted more space 

between Cassidy and David. First, if Cassidy would go do things by herselfj he could also 

do the same with less guilt. Mike felt guilty working outside when Cassidy was inside 

“stuck” with David. Second, if there was more space between Cassidy and David, 

perhaps Mike could claim some of that space for himself and resume the relationship he 

had with Cassidy prior to his son’s birth (dilute her pre-occupation with David). One 

thing for certain, Mike struggled to find the right “fit” as a father in this new family 

constellation. In the words of Sam Osherson (1995), “In our time of changing sex roles, 

fatherhood is shaped most of all by our normal internal struggle with competing impulses 

and yearnings: to be present and not present in our families, to have our wives to 

ourselves and to share them with the children, to be similar and different from our own 

fathers” (p. 201). This struggle was poignant for Mike as a result of his father’s legacy.
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A World Transformed: “You Can ’tAct Like a Kid Anymore"

Mike had a dream of the father he wanted to become—a dream that was filled 

with images of riding four-wheelers, teaching respect, and providing for the wants and 

needs of his new son. Dreams, however, distort reality and Mike quickly realized that his 

dreams would have to be postponed until sometime in the future when David was much 

older. In the meantime, Mike struggled to become a father in the “real world.” As a 

result, fathering changed him as a person and, in that sense, transformed his world.

Mike approached work differently after his son’s birth. Not only was he trying to 

work less by accepting less “on-call” time, he altered the way he reacted to authority 

figures when there was a confrontation.

I: How do you think having him has affected your work?

F04: None really. I don’t take as much chances as I normally do.

I: What kind of chances?

F04: Mostly taking the on call pager from more people because I want to stay 
home with him and stuff like that. Not working late as much as I can and 
everything else like I used to.

I: So you’re trying to spend a little more time around here. Okay. Anything else, 
have you thought about anything else in relation to him with work, any other 
changes?

F04: No, I’ve calmed myself down at work. I don’t voice my opinion, take my 
risk of getting fired like I used to. Before if they pissed me off I just let them 
know it....Now I’ve gotta think about, okay, if I get fired, then I’m not gonna have 
the income coming in and then we’re gonna be in a bind.

The provider role is very meaningful for Mike and he has become less of a risk-

taker at work to ensure the family’s financial security. As long as his job is not

compromised in any way, he is also trying to spend more time at home. However, it is

interesting to note that when I asked him to think back to his decision about taking time
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off work while David was in the NICU, he told me he wouldn’t have changed anything:

“Well, once I realized that he was out of the blue, there wasn’t really nothing I could do

for him, I went back to work.” When David went home from the NICU, Mike still had

one and a half days of paid leave left which, again, he decided not to take. When I asked

him about taking the additional time off he noted “He’s home, he’s fine, I can see him

when I get home [from work]. There ain’t really nothing I can really do because I can’t

take him out. I may take 'em [additional days off] after I can get to where I can take him

to the store.” For Mike, having the flexibility to have days off later when he can do things

with his son would be more meaningful than taking days off soon after birth. These

narratives have implications for paternity leave policy.

Mike’s relationship with his best friend, Jim, also evolved since Mike became a

father. At the beginning of the study, Mikes’ descriptions of Jim were framed very

positively, including the feet that Jim was going to become a father. However, by the

seventh interview, Mike seemed thoroughly disgusted with his friend because he wasn’t

taking fathering seriously. He described a confrontation he had with Jim:

F04: No, I told him he needed to grow up and take responsibility for his life and 
hearing the truth kind of hurt his feelings I guess and we’re not really talking right 
now. Which I don’t really care because...he was always saying, all the friendships 
we’ve had, be honest with each other. And he’s always been honest with me and 
I’ve taken it like a friend, and the first time I was ever really honest with him, he 
gets all pissed off. So he can drown in his own sorrow if he wants to.

I: What’s going on in his life?

F04: Well, he gets this wild hair up his tail to just disappear, and he’ll disappear 
and go to Table Rock, disappear go to Lake of the Ozarks, you know, go fishing, 
just disappear because he wants to....He’s got a relationship at home, a girlfriend, 
and plus he’s got a kid on the way with another lady.. ..Well, he disappeared and 
went to the lake and his girlfriend called me up, saying that she was pregnant.
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As Mike continued to elaborate about Jim’s girlfriend’s pregnancy, it became

clearer to me why Jim’s behavior was so frustrating for him. I asked him if Jim knew for

sure that his girlfriend’s baby was his and he responded:

F04: Oh, he’s positive that it is his, but he just don’t want to, how can I say it? 
Well, he don’t want to grow balls and step up to the responsibility and say ‘yes, I 
know it is mine.’

I: Oh, so you’re frustrated with him about all this.

F04: Yes, I am...because I know what’s it’s like for a kid to go through with not 
having a father....And I do my damnedest around him [David] and to look at Jim 
and to hear him say ‘yeah, this may be mine and this maybe is not mine.’

I: Wow.

F04: And for him to say this may be mine, maybe not mine, but if he finds out the 
kid is his, he’s telling me he’s gonna fight for custody and he’s gonna do this and 
he’s gonna do that. And he can’t raise a kid...he don’t want to take responsibility 
to stick around. He still wants to have the life that he wants and there’s no way 
he’ll take responsibility once this kid gets here. He’s gonna leave it all on her.

The feet that Mike grew up without a father served as a powerful motivator for

him in terms of accepting the responsibility of being a father to his children. It could have

gone the other way. Mike not having a father could have resulted in him fleeing from his

responsibility; after all, he had few role models to follow. However, in Mike’s case, being

fatherless propelled him to become “hyperactive” in terms of wanting to jump right into

“doing” fathering. The feet that he had to postpone his fathering dream, however, did not

change his thoughts about the importance of accepting the responsibility very seriously.

The fact that Mike confronted his best friend about his feelings speaks to the fact that

fathering has opened his eyes to what being a father requires of an individual. Mike has

changed as a result of becoming a father.
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Becoming a father has made Mike more reflective about the way he was parented

and the way he wants to parent his own children. In our last interview, I asked him how

fathering has changed him as a person:

F04: You know how you watch them talk shows or you watch basically any 
show? I was watching Dennis the Menace, the movie.

I: Okay, the one with Walter Matthau or a different one?

F04: It had the guy off of Grumpy Old Men.

I: That’s him.

F04: Well, it got to the end of the movie where he yelled at him and told him that 
he was worthless and he didn’t mean anything to him and he never wanted to see 
him again and I got mad.

I: Who was yelling at who? You have to refresh my memory.

F04: The older guy was yelling at the kid because he destroyed his party and 
everything else.

I: Oh that’s right, okay.

F04: And it just made me mad. I wanted to rip his head off, because you don’t do 
that to a kid, and that’s about the only thing.

I: So before he was bom, you don’t think you would’ve had quite that reaction?

F04: No, it just made me look at the way parents are to kids and everything else.

I: Oh, yeah. Have you had that reaction with other things?

F04: When Terry [Peter’s father] goes off on Peter....We were over here and they 
[David and Peter] were playing in the floor and he [Peter] rolled over and kicked 
him [David]. He’s a little kid, he didn’t know it. Well, what did she [Peter’s 
mother] do? She picked him up and busted his butt. That was bull, you can’t do 
that....You can’t just pick him up and bust his ass because he’s going ‘what did I 
do?’ He’s little, he didn’t understand.

I: So it sounds like...you might have a different understanding...since you have 
your own. Before I had kids, it’s real easy to see other people out there and the 
way they handle their kids and you have a certain attitude about it. But when you
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have your own, I think it does kind of change the way you look at things a little 
bit.

F04:1 can’t say that I compare myself to other people, but I definitely...ain’t 
doing that to my kid. You know, stuff like that. I don’t really know how to 
explain it.

According to Taylor, when an individual undergoes a change in self

interpretation, the process is perceived as progress: “Reading a good, powerful novel may 

give me the picture of an emotion which I had not previously been aware o f’ (1985, p. 

191). Even though David is still quite young at this point (she months old 

chronologically), becoming a father has prompted Mike to reexamine fathering from 

many angles—in movies, in public, and within his own family and friends. He has 

become more empathetic as a result of having his son. He appears to have a better grasp 

on what children’s capabilities are, which is fundamental to good parenting.

Over the course of the eight interviews, Mike struggled to come to grips with the 

fact that his expectations of fathering David were unrealistic and that he had to learn to 

try to father his son more in the here and now. He was making progress towards that end 

as this excerpt, from our last interview, reflects:

I: So what do you need as a person to be a dad, what kind of skills?

F04: Patience. For me, it would have to be a whole lot of patience.

I: Has that been hard?

F04: No, I’ve always had patience, it’s just that you’ve gotta slow down and 
you’ve gotta take everything really slow. You spend 99% of yourself...you can’t 
be selfish.

I: This is true.

F04: He’s part of your life.
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For Mike, fathering was a catalyst for change. Fathering ignited a process of self

transformation and self-reflection—a journey fraught with conflict, worries, and 

struggles. The process was very slow and the ending uncertain. By our last interview, I 

sensed a “broken spirit” within him:

I: Okay. Let’s see, what kinds of activities are important for your family, the three 
of you?

F04:1 don’t have any activities that are really important. I ain’t seen my three- 
wheeler in two months.

I: That’s a problem.

F04: It’s not really a problem, it’s just a headache, it’s kind of broke. There’s 
really no real activities that we’ve really done. Just activities that we’ve did in the 
past that we’d like to do again, go ice skiing and stuff like that.

I: But the three-wheeler is something that is important to you.

F04: It has been but now you have to look at it, you have a family now to take 
care o f so you can’t act like a kid anymore. And now I listen to her and she 
always says ‘why am I taking on these projects?’ and stuff like that when I don’t 
really have the time. And now I’ve finally realized it. Why should I take them on?

I: Well, your own three-wheeler is broken, you said.

F04: Yeah, I’ve gotta figure out what’s wrong with it.

I: So are you gonna let it stay broken for a while? What kinds of plans do you 
have for it I guess?

F04: It depends on how fast she lets me fix it.

I: If she lets you fix it.

F04: Yeah. It could sit there, it’s not taking up any space or money, for all I care. 

I: Do you miss it?

F04:1 always miss it.

M: There’s nowhere to ride it no more.
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F04: Exactly. We had tons of trails down there but they went down there and 
destroyed them and the guy...didn’t care if a couple of us rode down there. He just 
didn’t want a whole bunch of people down there and he brought all of his buddies 
down that had bikes and they ruined it for everybody.

Because I couldn’t help but recall his zest for three-wheelers that was woven into 

our early interviews, I kept inquiring for details in hopes of understanding his change of 

heart. In some ways, Mike has matured as a result of becoming a father. He now views 

the time and money spent on his three-wheeler as time and money taken away from his 

family. However, this is only part of the puzzle. Historically, when Mike has been fearful 

of making a mistake over any decision in life, it was safer for him to relegate the decision 

to Cassidy “because at least I know if something went wrong, she screwed it up....I don’t 

even make decisions about what I want for dinner. I don’t make decisions. That’s not me. 

I’m just trained to work and that’s about all.” As a result of his uncertainties and 

struggles surrounding his transition to fathering, he had basically “surrendered” and was 

following Cassidy’s path for him. His pattern of dodging decisions to avoid responsibility 

reflects how vulnerable Mike is on the inside. Nonetheless, the reality of giving up his 

three-wheelers was tough for Mike and I wasn’t sure how long this sacrifice would last— 

or should last—given that “riding” was a big part of him. Irregardless, fathering changed 

the way Mike viewed the world. Leonard (1993) reported a very similar finding with new 

career mothers: “The kind of person one is as a mother matters deeply and may prompt 

new ways of being in the world” (p. 132).

The Impact o f Prematurity 

The feet that David was bom prematurely prolonged the time that this 

“hyperactive” dad would have to wait to start “fathering.” Fathers of term infants 

normally have to wait until their infants are at least two months old before they witness
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prolonged periods of alertness and enjoy some meaningful interaction. David was almost 

four months old (two months adjusted age) before he was ready to interact with his father 

in any meaningful way. This took considerable patience on Mike’s part and was the 

source of tremendous anxiety as he struggled to develop a relationship with his son. 

Indeed, during our sixth interview, when I asked Mike to describe a meaningful situation, 

he noted: “Just him being more alert is satisfying.” Jordan (1990) reported that fathers 

yearned for recognition from their healthy infants and the “ability of the infant to 

communicate recognition of the father as a special person was powerfully supportive” (p. 

15). For fathers of pre-term infants, waiting to be “recognized” will require considerable 

patience and understanding.

At six weeks of age (38 weeks adjusted age), David was diagnosed with reflux, a 

condition common to premature infants. Infants with reflux are generally more irritable 

and difficult to soothe, especially after eating. Even without the diagnosis of reflux, 

premature infants are often more irritable with handling and sensitive to environmental 

changes. During the three week period before David was hospitalized, diagnosed, and 

treated for his reflux, he was more irritable and gave little positive feedback to Mike.

This further undermined Mike’s confidence, which was already on shaky ground. Fathers 

of pre-term infants have to wait longer, sometimes much longer, for the smiles and 

squeals that fathers of term infants experience much earlier—smiles that reaffirm the 

father’s special importance and feed their desire for interaction.

Mike was very eager to have David’s development assessed by a parent educator 

to ease his concerns. After the parent educator’s first home visit, he was surprised that 

David was doing some things ahead of time:
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They tried to drill it in your head so much that he’s gonna be not as active, that 
he’s gonna be slower with him being a preemie because he’s not suppose to be 
here....I don’t know if it’s just our kid’s just learning quicker or... what it is.

His concern stemmed from the fact that, while in the NICU, all “the doctors and

nurses and everybody up at the hospital” emphasized the fact that David would be slower

to develop because he was premature. Although their message was a sound one, based

purely on the differences between chronological age and adjusted age, it may have been

misinterpreted. Mike seemed to go away with this understanding: All premature infants

will be slower to develop, period. This notion, of course, doesn’t account for individual

differences among premature infants and/or the possibility of accelerated development in

some areas (especially motor) as a result of these infants having more experience. Fathers

of pre-term infants may focus solely on the word “slower” which may further heighten

their anxiety about their child’s development. It makes sense that fathers of pre-term

infants would be anxious about their infant’s development, although I am unaware of any

studies that have examined this issue. In Mike’s case, he was definitely tuned into

David’s development, but not to the point of being “pushy.”

Conclusion

Mike dreamt of a son that he could connect with both emotionally and relationally 

to fill the void of his own fatherless past. However, his visions of riding three-wheelers 

and jumping in mud puddles would have to wait—David had to grow up first. Ehrensaft 

(1990) offered valuable insight into the significance of Mike’s fathering dreams. She 

noted:

...inwardly the father elevates his child to adult status in his own quest for a close 
and all-encompassing emotional relationship. He creates for himself the fantasy of 
a child who is completely in tune with him. He does this because he is projecting 
his own feelings of expansiveness, spontaneity, freedom of expression, and, most
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importantly, connectedness, unleashed in the presence of his child, onto the child 
itself, (p. 132)

Mike was eagerly searching to fill the void of his inner emotional life—a gapping 

hole that was ripped open the day his father walked out of his life. His dream of 

fathering, however, slowly unraveled as a result of this stark reality: infants develop 

relationships as a result of an “interchange of rocking/being rocked, humming/cooing, 

feeling—being felt, touching/being touched.”(Wynn, 1997, p. 259). Wynn’s words, 

although beautiful, were written as a description of the mother-infant relationship and 

have little congruence with the father-infant relationship—at least for Mike and his son. 

Mike certainly was enthusiastic (in the beginning) about fathering, but totally unprepared 

in terms of what a baby, especially a premature baby, would require of him. He lacked all 

the essentials: no breasts to softly nuzzle and feed his hungry son; no experience caring 

for an infant (let alone a tiny, fragile one); and limited time to build a relationship as he 

marched off to work each and every day to bring home a paycheck.

Like Mike, who watched Dennis the Menace and yet saw something completely 

“different” (despite seeing the movie before multiple times), I too have been transformed 

by my participation in these interviews. I can now better understand the young man’s 

comment to me in the copy store after he realized I was studying pre-term infants and 

fathering: “Don’t tell me they are going to try and blame that on us too?” I can’t watch a 

television commercial that depicts fathers as “clueless” without becoming emotional. 

Mike’s story sheds light on the all too common belief that many fathers somehow 

willingly and consciously distance themselves from their families. Leonard (1993) noted 

that men have adopted an autonomous, disengaged stance in their families because that is 

precisely the stance required of traditional male work. Men have “gotten away with” this
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stance because women essentially filled in by staying at home, caring for the children so 

that men can “continue the illusion of being radically free” (p. 105). The truth is: Fathers 

are living and fathering in a world that history carved for them and they, too, are trudging 

along a very uncertain path, one foot in front of the other, pulled forward by the personal 

and cultural meanings of fathering.

From a phenomenological perspective, the first essential facet of a person centers 

on the relationship of that person to the world (Leonard, 1994). According to Heidegger, 

world is a priori:

[It] comes not afterward but beforehand, in the strict sense of the word. 
Beforehand: that which is unveiled and understood already in advance in every 
existent Dasein before any apprehending of this or that being. The world as 
already unveiled in advance is such that we do not in fact specifically occupy 
ourselves with it, or apprehend it, but instead it is so self-evident, so much a 
matter of course, that we are completely oblivious to it. (as cited in Leonard, 
p. 165)

Mike was becoming a father the only way he knew how: as part of a particular 

family, community, and culture. Although Mike talked to me about his father on several 

occasions (often prompted by my questions), he was not fully conscious of the impact 

that void in his life had upon his own approach to fathering. In the words of Dilthey: 

“Man knows himself only in history, never through introspection” (as cited in Guignon, 

1983, p. 53).

Mike certainly couldn’t escape the legacy of his family; but, instead of fleeing 

from fathering altogether (as some men do), he embraced it—but with an almost childish 

sense of wonder that was thwarted at every turn. He was not consciously trying to 

manipulate his world to maintain a “disengaged stance,” he was thrown into this world 

and it was organizing and directing him. Mike was merely living out the drama.
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Afterthoughts

Mike’s relationship with his son was transformed on a fluke—he injured his knee 

on the job, had surgery, and spent several months at home recuperating. During a phone 

conversation with Cassidy (eight months after our last interview), she reported that David 

was now a “daddy’s boy” because he spent so much time outside with Mike during his 

recuperation. When Mike had to go back to work, he found it very difficult to leave 

because David would get so upset. I had to smile because a twist of fate (however 

unpleasant) was just the perfect prescription for Mike’s fathering woes, which lends 

credence to the fact that the one thing fathers may need most of all is time—precious 

time.
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Chapter 5: “Gotta Keep on Dancing”

As a matter of fact, I’ve got a book and I’d like to buy another one called You’ve 
Got to Keep Dancing. It’s by a guy who was a mountain climber and he fell into a 
snow crevice and just crushed his back. And they tried to fix it and couldn’t and 
he had to go on his hike with a broken back and dealing with the pain and 
everything. And someone gave it to me when my leg was starting to get worse. 
You know, ‘he’s got problems’, ‘his isn’t gonna go away’, a crushed back, and 
he’s just gotta keep on going, he’s gotta keep on dancing. And they don’t know 
anything about my legs, I’ve just gotta keep on. So, I read that in that book.

This is the story of a remarkable man’s fatherhood journey after the birth of his

tiny premature daughter. Although I have not personally read the book he described in

the above quote, Jeff’s life story, both before and after his daughter’s birth, paralleled the

depicted mountain climbers’ perils. The road this father traveled after his daughter’s birth

was a particularly rough and jagged one, which he tackled with the same sheer will and

determination that he mustered up each and every day as he lived his life as normally as

possible despite an incurable neuromuscular disease.

Jeff’s Family History

He was bom and raised on a mid-western farm, the second-bom of five children

(three boys and two girls), with Jeff being the first-bom son. In the excerpt below, he

described life in this rural setting:

We were farming and the farm wasn’t doing real welL My father was 
working really hard trying to keep the farm going...That really stressed dad 
out a lot...He really had a difficult time getting through all that and not lose 
everything.

Certainly any idealistic notions of a peaceful life on a farm in a serene rural 

setting are quickly replaced with the reality of this family’s daily struggle to survive 

financially. Being the oldest son, Jeff was expected to do his share of chores, even on 

Saturdays, to help keep the farm going. Eventually, however, his father was forced to sell
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the farm. He then took a position as a teacher at a local fanning community schooL 

Today, Jeffs father continues to work part-time in a rural county agricultural accounting 

department.

Jeff’s relationship with his father growing up can be best described as turbulent, 

filled with some bitter memories and resentments. He described his father as “a really 

hard worker. He never really was one to get real close to people, share his emotions and 

feelings and stuff...Dad had a temper a lot, too.” From his descriptions, I have pictured 

Jeffs father as a very dedicated, diligent man when it came to his livelihood, but 

someone who was more of a loner and somewhat emotionally disconnected from the 

family. Jeff resented his father for not being more involved in his life. He recalled: “But 

we never really were close growing up and stuff. I came home my junior year in college 

and he asked me what my major was. He just didn’t seem to be real involved.”

There is no doubt that Jeff yearned for a closer relationship with his father who 

was distant and focused on his work. He recalled:

Father (F)07:1 really had to fight not being really bitter and angry toward my dad 
because I was really upset that we didn’t do things....We weren’t close. We never 
went to church events. Mother/daughter banquet, mom and the girls went all the 
time. Me and dad, we never went to the father/son cookout. We never went to 
anything. I never asked dad to go.

Interviewer (I): You never asked him?

F07: No.

I: How come?

F07: Well, I kind of thought he should be the one asking me and I just wasn’t 
gonna go and ask him. Part of it too, dad just didn’t have any friends. He knew 
some farming buddies and teachers and stuff but he wasn’t really involved with 
going to church as much as us. He didn’t have any friends over there...I don’t 
think he really wanted to go...I really built up a lot of resentment over the years,
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growing up. But at the same time, it upset me that I was so resentful and stuff. I’d 
come home sometimes and my dad would come over and help me do stuff and I’d 
get upset and I’d kind of smart off because I was older...I think he left knowing 
‘well, I guess he doesn’t want my help’ or something like that. I felt bad a lot of 
times because, that’s still my dad, and he’s going to start getting older...Now we 
really have a good relationship.

To make matters worse, Jeff also felt that his father was closer to his youngest

brother. When I asked him why he felt that way, he recalled:

I think it might have just been that he was the last one....Even though they had 
their times because my brother was a handful, he was the last one and he loved 
hunting and fishing and him and dad did do a lot together. They really butted 
heads but then they’d be out fishing all night.

It must have been difficult for Jeff to witness the type of relationship his brother had with

his father—a type of connection he yearned for, but was never to be.

During breaks from college and right after graduation, Jeff lived at home and

continued to observe his father’s uninvolved stance during family altercations. He

described one particular scenario below:

F07: My brother would come home and be in a big argument with mom, a lot of 
yelling and stuff....Dad would come in the room and stand in the doorway, listen 
to what’s going on, then turn around and walk back and start watching TV.

I: So he wouldn’t say anything.

F07: No, and then after my brother left, my father would come in and go, ‘So, 
what’s going on with him.’ I never said...what I thought he really needed to 
hear...because I knew I shouldn’t say those kinds of things to my dad.

I: What do you think he really needed to hear?

F07:1 think he needed to hear ‘if you cared, then you’d be in here listening and 
trying to help.’

I: Okay. Yeah.

F07: And stand up to your wife or your son or whoever needed it, instead of 
sitting in there....Become part o f the family....I learned a lot, I think, from 
observing that....I find myself a lot stepping in and talking to people, like ‘I know,
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I saw what happened...or ‘I know what you used to say and that you didn’t mean 
it the way you did, but given the situation and everything.’ So I really tried 
to...kind of step in and help, when I really thought dad should be doing it...

I: And how old were you when you were starting to do this?

F07: It was probably after I was back from college. I don’t think it was when I 
was still in high school because, during that time, I was the one that had the smart 
mouth and getting grounded from basketball games and still getting my share of 
whippings and stuff....But, it was when I came home. I matured a lot during 
college. I came home, saw my brothers and sisters in that same stage and going 
through the same thing...and maybe that’s why I started noticing it more. Maybe 
that’s why I’m conscientious of trying to help other people with what they’re 
going through.

It is obvious from this excerpt that Jeff has spent time reflecting back on his past 

in an attempt to better understand himself. His childhood recollections of his own lather, 

who he described as both physically and emotionally unavailable, have shaped his 

present personal relationships. His ability to tune into the emotional climate of a situation 

and offer support and encouragement on the spot became a valuable asset as he helped 

his family cope with caring for a sick infant.

Jeff has spent some time reflecting on the amount and severity of the physical 

punishment he received from his father and seems adamant about changing certain 

aspects of that practice. When asked about his own father, Jeff quickly focused on what 

he would do different:

I: Do you think he was a good father to you?

F07: Yeah, I’d say he was a good father. I definitely think there’s things I really 
disagreed with...I do think that I learned from his strengths and I learned from his 
weaknesses too....I’m not against paddling a child but I do think that a lot of the 
paddle we got was just out of anger and it was really over done. I believe that it’s 
a good thing to spank a child if it’s a situation where you need to do that, but it 
should be in its place....Spanking is spanking on the bottom. It’s to teach a lesson. 
It’s not to take out anger and it’s not to be on the face or anything like that.

I: Do you have a lot of bad memories of that?
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F07: No, not really...I got mad a lot because I thought I got it way overdone and it 
hurt, I think, way more than it was supposed to. I think that kind of took a step 
towards angry sometimes, but I don’t have bad memories. I don’t think I have any 
emotional scars or anything. I didn’t hate my dad or anything because of it.

I: Was your dad the disciplinarian then pretty much?

F07: I’m not really sure if he was. Dad usually would just let everything go. Then, 
all of a sudden...if he had an episode, it’s like okay, when dad had had enough, 
you knew it was too late and you were really gonna get it, rather than dad just 
trying to keep it where it’s suppose to be. He’d just let it get all the way up and 
then hit you real hard. Mom was always upset because dad wouldn’t step in and 
discipline. And then when he did, she got upset because he way over did it, which 
he usually did, and then...he’d say, ‘I don’t do it and your upset, I do it and your 
upset, so I’m just not going to do anything at all’. Then they would get in a big 
argument and it was like ‘oh, here we go again.’ I think mom had a point...When I 
look back over those years, if dad had something on his mind, he would just come 
home and watch TV or do what he had to do. I think he kind of left the child 
rearing to mom.

I: So there are some things you take from your dad and some things you won’t?

F07: Yeah. Probably the way every person should be, because there is no perfect 
parent.

Although Jeff denied having bad memories as a result of the punishment he 

received, I sensed that there is still some lingering anger and resentment, which may have 

fueled his reflective process as he tried to “figure out,” in his own mind, where he stood 

on this issue—especially now that he was a father. His revelation of these intimate, 

painful experiences may have fueled Jeff’s desire to do some “repair work” (by noting 

that there is “no perfect parent,” softening his father’s portrayal). He rationalized the 

punishment by noting that “they really tried to discipline us so we would become better 

people. Sometimes they disagreed on how it was to be done, but it wasn’t like they just 

didn’t want anything done.”

Jeff credited his father for getting him involved in lots of activities as a child, 

which he noted as very helpful in dealing with his disability later in his life:
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Dad was always encouraging us to get involved in different things, instead 
of just sitting and watching TV all the time...be more involved in sports or 
running, swimming, exercising, or doing chores...just involved in fun 
activities at school and stuff....I think that’s something that’s really helped 
me throughout the years....With the problems I had with my legs and stuff you 
know, keep busy and you’re always doing something. If you can’t do one thing, 
then find something else to do.

There is a real sense of the importance of being “active,” which later surfaced 

within his fathering practices. In fact, when I asked Jeff to recall an example of a practice 

he would carry on from his father, he noted (after a long pause): “being actively 

involved.”

Jeff described his upbringing as “Christian.” He attended a Christian school which 

he noted “was really costly...I just think they made a lot of sacrifices for that because we 

never went on vacations and we never really had a lot o f things and stuff.” However, his 

father never attended church with the family because “he didn’t have any friends over 

there and...I don’t think he really wanted to go.” This is further evidence of his father’s 

lack of involvement in what was then, and is now, a big part of Jeff’s life—his religion.

Although Jeff now claims to have a good relationship with his father, his father 

still doesn’t talk much on the phone and, because of geographic distance, they do not see 

each other very often. He has always had a close relationship with his mother and 

frequently talks with her on the phone. He recalled his relationship with his mother 

growing up: “Mom was the one I always talked to. I talked to her a lot. We just never 

really talked with dad much.”

Jeffs close connection with his mother as opposed to his father is actually quite 

common. Ehrensaft (1990) concluded, from her own study on parenting, that “both sons 

and daughters tended to talk more about problems or about their inner life to their
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mothers than to their fathers” (p. 229). The locus of explanation for this gender 

phenomenon lies in childhood. Chodorow (1978) offered significant insight into this 

experience by contrasting the more flexible ego membranes of the female with the more 

rigid ego boundaries of the male: “The basic feminine sense of self is connected to the 

world, the basic masculine sense of self is separate” (p. 169). Jeff’s relationship with his 

parents reflects this phenomenon: His father was/is more distant, his mother was/is more 

connected. Because Jeff felt distanced from his father, he is quite adamant about 

maintaining emotional connectedness within his current relationships.

His Disability

Just after graduating from high school, Jeff was diagnosed with a common form 

of Muscular Dystrophy called Charcot-Marie-Tooth Disease (CMT). The manifestations 

of this disease result from defects in nerve sheath insulation and include weakness and 

atrophy of muscles in the hands and lower legs, foot deformities, and loss of sensation in 

the feet. The progression of this genetically inherited disease is very slow and varies by 

individual, but it is not fetal (Muscular Dystrophy Association, 2002).

Jeff inherited the disease from his father’s side of the family. “Yeah, it comes 

through my dad.. ..His mom and his sister’s all have terrible feet and balance and 

problems standing.... All four of my dad’s siblings have it and there’s a 50% chance that 

Abby [his daughter] will have it too, we just don’t know yet.” None of Jeff’s other 

siblings are affected by the disease to my knowledge. His dad actually had a mild form of 

the disease when Jeff was growing up, but it was never really diagnosed or openly 

acknowledged. In the excerpt below, Jeff described the “silence” surrounding this 

familial disease:
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I: Did your dad talk to you about it?

F07: He had never been diagnosed with anything. I don’t know....His arches were 
real high, his feet were real drawn in....It seemed like I could almost drive my 
matchbox car underneath his foot.

I: And you noticed that even when you were young. But you didn’t know 
anything was wrong?

F07: No, he always had real bad cramps and everything and I would always have 
to go and help get the cramps out of his legs and stuff....I’d tell him ‘Dad, quit 
stretching when you wake up, quit getting those cramps.’

His father handled his own disease and Jeff’s diagnosis of CMT with the same

code of silence that pervaded every other aspect of their family life together. Since the

genetic defect underlying the disease originated from his father’s side of the family, it

may have been just too painful for Jeffs father to face.

Jeff was diagnosed with this disease right after high school graduation. It is hard

to fully imagine what a blow this must have been to him at a point in his life that should

have been filled with sports, cars, and girls. Jeff hinted to minor bouts o f depression off

and on, but he has never been clinically diagnosed or treated for depression. Jeff recalled

those early years:

F07:1 actually started having symptoms when I was 18 and I’m 37....I was 
playing basketball and that’s when...I started noticing problems [with my knees] 
and did the research and everything and found out that I had a neuromuscular 
disease and it was going to progress and it was gonna get worse. They thought it 
would be limited to my lower legs and lower arms. But mine they say is kind of a 
worse case because it got into my knees and actually got into my left hip. I wear 
one brace all the way up to my hip.

I: Oh you do.

F07: Yeah...A lot of other people I know that have it don’t wear braces at 
all.. ..They go up and down stairs and their knees don’t give out. They don’t
falL.So, mine is worse than...anyone else that I’ve met that has it It got worse
up through my mid 20’s and from then on I’ve had the same braces.
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Jeff wore two braces on his legs, which were undetectable because his pants 

covered them. In fact, when I first met Jeff his disability was completely invisible 

because he was sitting down in a chair next to his wife’s hospital bed. I remember 

thinking after I left their room, ‘I wonder how this CMT thing (that I read about in their 

baby’s chart) affects him’ because I sure couldn’t tell anything was wrong at that point. 

His disability didn’t become apparent to me until the afternoon of our first interview. He 

was sitting in a chair (on wheels, no less) in the NICU at his daughter’s bedside and, as 

he got up to leave, the chair rolled back slightly which made his balance unsteady for a 

brief moment. He recovered nicely from that little incident, but in retrospect I wished I 

had known more how to help him. As we walked towards the waiting room where the 

interview would take place, I noted a pronounced limp as he used the handrails along the 

wall for support. It was obvious that walking was a struggle, but he was very proficient at 

it nonetheless and we zoomed along towards our interview destination.

Jeffs tenacious personality and fervor for life can best be illustrated by the 

narratives that described “his favorite sport”: golf. I remember vividly being struck by 

this at the end of our first interview when he started talking about the timing of our next 

interview. He wanted to do the interview in the morning to leave time for a potential golf 

game in the afternoon. He told me that he liked to play in the afternoon so that other 

golfers can get ahead of him and he doesn’t have to worry about being so slow. Of 

course, I’m thinking to myself‘Gee, and I’m worried about my golf game.’ Later, in the 

second interview, we discussed his disability and he described for me how he has 

managed to play golf despite the difficulties with his legs:
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F07: Just like golfing, for instance. I would stand in golf sometimes and I would 
swing and when I’d shift my weight, I’d put too much weight on one knee and 
sometimes I’d swing a golf club and fell down.

I: Oh.

F07: And I haven’t done that now for two to three years because I adjusted the 
way that I stood....When I swung, my knees didn’t have so much pressure on 
them....Sometimes I’ll fall or trip over some sticks and fell down out there, but 
I’ve never fallen just from that problem [with my knees]. I just made the 
adjustment.

Life After College

Jeff graduated from a Christian college with a math degree and immediately took 

a position as an actuary. He has worked for three different insurance companies over the 

past fourteen years. Six months prior to our first interview, he moved to St. Louis from 

Ohio to work as an actuary for a large insurance company which involved “a lot o f 

statistics, planning, looking at numbers of insurance companies, what’s happened in the 

past, what’s happening now, what’s going to happen in the future.” Jeff made a good 

salary ($61,000-75,000 per year) and worked generally 45 hours per week. In order to 

advance in his profession, Jeff must also complete a total of eight exams, of which he has 

completed four. During the interviews, he was preparing to take his fifth exam, a process 

that required an estimated 500 hours of his time with the promise of a five thousand 

dollar annual bonus upon successful completion.

One year prior to our first interview, Jeff married Kathy, a college graduate with a 

degree in medical technology. Prior to Abby’s arrival, she worked full-time managing a 

local laboratory. Kathy is quieter in nature than Jeff although over time I developed a 

good rapport with her and she warmed up considerably. Kathy quit her job after Abby 

was bom and had no plans to work until her daughter was much older. Jeff and Kathy
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leased a simple, but nice brick ranch-style home in a portion of North County that had a 

more “rural” feel, which fit them well considering they were both originally from rural 

Ohio. Both Jeff and Kathy were older parents; he was 37 years old and Kathy 35. Their 

marital relationship was very secure; the support they were able to give each other proved 

very beneficial during the difficult months following the early birth of their daughter.

His Daughter’s Birth 

Kathy developed severe toxemia in the beginning of her 25th week of pregnancy 

and gave birth via caesarian section to Abby, who weighed one pound, two ounces. 

Considering her small size (she was actually small-for-gestational age due to placental 

insufficiency), she had a fairly unremarkable hospital course. She was on and off 

numerous types of oxygen support, had several rounds of antibiotics, and underwent 

surgery to repair a hernia just one week prior to her discharge. She went on to develop 

chronic lung disease, which required continuous oxygen, an apnea monitor, and nursing 

visits after discharge. She went home at 41 weeks gestation weighing five pounds.

Jeff’s Road to Fatherhood: Construction Barriers

It certainly wasn’t a smooth excursion for this father. From the moment of Abby’s 

birth, Jeff was feeing one obstacle after another along his bumpy journey to fatherhood. It 

was, at times, difficult for me to witness this process because I had gotten to know the 

tender, sensitive man in the driver’s seat. He yearned to be “an involved father,” but 

faced several roadblocks which often thwarted his efforts: his work, his guilt, his 

daughter’s early arrival, and his disconnectedness from the healthcare community after 

hospital discharge. Fortunately, Jeff stayed the course and managed to become a father to
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his daughter in his own way, no matter what—much like the way he managed to live his 

life with CMT.

Barrier Number One: Work

Abby was sixteen days old at the time of our first interview. At this point, she was 

on a ventilator with stable vital signs; although, at one pound and one ounce, she was still 

very vulnerable. When I asked Jeff what had stood out as being particularly difficult for 

him over the last few weeks, he responded:

F07: Um, The first thing I guess that stands out is just going back to work. She 
was bom on a Thursday... .1 had already taken off that Thursday and Friday... .1 
was supposed to study for a test at work.

I: Oh gosh.

F07: And then to take the test the next morning, which didn’t happen.

I: Huh uh.

F07: In feet, when we went to the hospital, I took my books with me.

I: Oh goodness.

F07:1 thought I’m gonna sit in the waiting room for a couple hours, they’ll take 
her blood pressure and we’ll get a prescription on the way home....Anytime you 
go to the hospital, that’s what ends up happening.

I: Right.

F07:1 just took off the next week. But, going back to work the following Monday 
was [hard] because I was still tired and I was so tired this week. I think it’s just 
going to work [that’s stressful]. Work is a little stressful anyway because there’s 
so much going on. I’m taking on some jobs that’s done by some people in 
Chicago and they’re transitioning, moving it all back down here. So everything is 
still new...and so it’s not in a routine yet. So, it’s been kind of stressful and I’m in 
a hurry all the time, trying to get things done. I come home, read the paper for 
about a half hour, eat dinner, go the hospital, and go back home and its 9:00 p.m., 
9:30 p.m. The next thing you know you’re going to bed at 10:00 p.m....I was just 
so tired.
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Jeff returned to work when Abby was 12 days old. The most significant stressor 

in his life was going back to work, with all the job pressures and deadlines, despite 

having a premature daughter clinging to life in the NICU. This narrative depicted sheer 

exhaustion as the result of his grueling schedule as he tried to balance both worlds— 

becoming a father and keeping up with his work.

The pressures Jeff experienced in his work are not much different from other 

fathers who are attempting to make a living within our current competitive marketplace. 

In our second interview, Jeff revealed more details about the stressful aspects of his job:

It’s been stressful because I’ve been there for a short period of time. I’m doing 
some work that was being done by one of the other companies and they’re 
bringing it all back here....They’re kind of dumping it on me... .And then, all of a 
sudden this month, one of the companies that they own was sold off and now the 
mainframe is at a different location and we can’t get some of the reports that we 
need. So, everything’s been pretty stressful. And my supervisor...really wants me 
to take this and kind of come to him for help, rather than him spending all day 
with me, like he had to do yesterday. He just wants me to take it and go with it. 
He told me that it’s going to be pretty fast and furious for the rest of the year.

In addition to on-the-job stress, Jeff also was preparing for an exam that required

a huge time commitment outside of his regular work hours. During our interviews, he

continually reassessed how well he was adhering to his proposed schedule; one that he

developed to keep his study time on track. Below he outlined one such “schedule” during

our second interview:

I figure that I could get an hour and a half in each morning [studying] before I go 
to work. That means getting up at about 6:00 a.m., get ready for work and then 
study for an hour and half to be at work by nine. Then I work until 5:30 p.m., get 
home at 6:00 p.m., eat dinner, get up to the hospital, and get home by 8:30 p.m. I 
might get to study for an hour in the evening and still make it to bed by 10:00 
p.m....That’s only two and a half hours of studying and if I do that over the next 
seven weeks, I still only come up with like 380 hours or something, which wasn’t 
enough...I’m not sure that the goal that I’ve got is really going to work.
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Passing the exam is especially important to Jeff because he had become the sole 

breadwinner since Abby’s birth. Although it was a joint decision for Kathy to stay home 

full-time, Jeff was feeling the heavy weight of being the sole supporter of the family. He 

elaborated:

F07: Sometimes I go through some guilt if I’m not studying because...if I pass this 
test, my pay raise would be 5,000 dollars. There’s three [tests] left so, when I’m 
done, [there] could be a difference of 15,000 to 20,000 dollars [in my 
salary].... So, if I don’t study and pass this test, I’m letting down my 
family....When Kathy was working, it was like I...really don’t have to finish 
taking the exams. But now, with Kathy not working, I really want to finish the 
exams and reach the next designation

Although our conversations often centered on his work, there is no question that

Jeff was concerned about his daughter’s health and survival. During our second

interview, he noted that he thought about Abby’s mortality “once and a while, maybe a

couple of times a week.” However, as our conversation continued, he questioned the real

source of his stress:

A person can kind of break down and have trouble getting through things no 
matter what the situation if there’s a high stress level. So sometimes I’m not sure 
if [my stress] is really because I’m so worried about her versus just the feet of the 
stress o f working and coming and visiting her every night, coming home, eating 
dinner, coming up to the hospital, getting home at 9:00 p.m. and later and trying 
to get up at 5:30 a.m. and work the rest of the day.

Jeff was wrestling with the origins of the stress he was feeling: Was he worried 

about Abby or was his stress more a function of his work and the grueling schedule 

related to work commitments? The feet that Jeff was consciously questioning the source 

of his stress is significant in itself. Heidegger noted that: We do not speak language, but 

rather “language speaks us” (Guignon, 1983, p. 125). In other words, our spoken words 

are a reflection of our being-in-the-world and reflect our self-understanding of that world.
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The stress Jeff was under eventually caught up with him and he began to have 

some real difficulties concentrating at work. In our second interview, he described his 

experience of going back to work:

F07:1 went back to work and had headaches again. I’ve been really tired and 
sometimes when the supervisor is sitting there going over things I’m like ‘I didn’t 
hear a thing you just said’.... [My job] just really takes concentration.

I: So would you say your performance has not been where you would like it to 
be?

F07: Yeah. I would say my performance these past three weeks has not been 
really all that good. This week was better but even then it’s periodic. I got a lot 
done on Friday, but some days I just don’t get that much done.

I: Do you think the supervisor notices it?

F07:1 think he probably does because I know there were a couple things he had to 
do that I didn’t get finished. So, I’m not sure. Well, I’m sure he knows what I’m 
getting done and what I’m not, but nothing’s been said.

I: Do you feel like you’re supported and they’re flexible with you right now 
because o f what’s going on?

F07: Yeah. No one has come up to me and had any kind of negative impact. 
Friday they said ‘Great job, thanks for staying.’ But at the same time, he said 
‘okay, I went ahead and turned this in but I want you to be able to take this over 
by the end of the month.’ So, he did turn in the reports that I was supposed to get 
done. He did mention to me that he wanted me to take it over by the end of the 
month, but there was nothing else said.

Jeff has just become a father of a premature infant, and yet the pressures of work 

were overwhelming him to the point where he literally “couldn’t think straight.” To make 

matters worse, he was at a pivotal juncture in his relatively new job—trying to prove his 

worth while, at the same time, studying for an exam that is crucial to his job 

advancement. In the words of Ehrensaft (1990): “The man is internally driven by the 

work ethos and by expectations that murmur, ‘Salary first, son second’” (p. 49). The
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following narrative, from our third interview, is a good illustration of the mounting 

pressure in his life:

F07: It’s still easy for me to be distracted. I don’t know if my mind just wanders 
to other things, about our house we still haven’t sold.. ..My mind is just trying to 
think of things I need to do. All of a sudden I start thinking of other things, even 
not related to Abby.

I: Yeah, a lot’s going on. Well, you mentioned that your concentration might be a 
little bit better this week. Do you have any clues as to why?

F07:1 think the main thing is because I know the end of our quarter [at work] is 
coming up here in another week and a half and I just know I’ve got a lot to do.
I’ve gotta get this stuff done.

I: So you really have to be focused.

F07: So, I’m trying. I know I better get this done because I need to be working on 
something else. I better step on it more.

At this point in time, Abby was six weeks old and weighed only two pounds. 

Although she was clearly becoming more stable, she was still off and on the ventilator 

and definitely not “out of the woods.” Jeff is literally bombarded with pressures at work 

at a time when he finds concentration, quite understandably, difficult. I remember 

thinking to myself at this point: “I bet the nurses have no idea what this father is up 

against.” As the hum of the ventilators and monitors permeated the space around Abby’s 

isolette, Jeff was silently struggling to become a father despite the pressures of his work.

Not only was work consuming much of Jeff’s time and thoughts, but his 

homestead was also demanding his attention. Kathy was still recovering from surgery and 

not yet fully able to manage the essentials of running a household. By the fourth 

interview (two months into Abby’s hospital stay), both he and Kathy were feeling quite 

weary and worn:
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F07: I’m not worried about Abby, you know. It’s just from being tired and trying 
to take this test. I’ve really got to start studying more.. Just this past week, we put 
our house back in Dayton on a lease. So we’ve had a couple of phone calls back 
and forth. Since we haven’t been able to sell it, we put it up for lease....So I had 
to do that. So it just seems like little things like that I’m trying to take care of.

I: Yeah, you’ve got a lot going on.

F07: Kathy does some of it, but I know she doesn’t keep up on the checkbook as 
much as she used to. And I know it’s just because she’s been tired too. And I 
know she hasn’t gone to the grocery store as much so we’ve been eating out more. 
I hate to ask her to do it because I know she’s tired too. So we’re both just kind of 
tired.

Amidst a sick newborn in the hospital, a demanding job, and an exam on the forefront, 

Jeff is also trying to keep things at home running smoothly. At this point it appeared to 

me like the “weight of the world was on his shoulders.”

Jeff persevered, but another major setback at work loomed on the horizon: He was 

informed that he would lose his job within five months because of a company merger. 

Eight weeks after notification, he secured a similar position but in another state. The time 

period between notification of unemployment and securing new employment was 

especially trying for him. He was very worried about his future prospects in this 

occupation and the mounting pressure of the exam in the near future. He discussed his 

thoughts:

I: Can you tell me about a recent event that stands out for you as being 
particularly difficult?

F07: Um, relating to Abby or work?

I: It can be anything really.

F07:1 would say probably just this thing with work. It’s kind of all tied together. 
And the thing about me not working down here very much longer and having to 
go somewhere else. And it’s kind of uncertain. Is all this going to happen 
again?....When I’m done with these classes, do I need to learn something else? Or 
do I need to learn something where I can be more independent, that’s more
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reliable, something like that? And...along with that note is the studying. I had a 
schedule all worked out and was gonna stay on the schedule and already I’m four 
weeks behind....This time I cannot get behind because I’m not gonna have time to 
catch up. And I’m like ‘great, now what do I do?’ I was really upset and mad at 
myself and I can’t do that because what good will that do....It’s like okay, how 
are you gonna do this?....You need to do more.

I: Oh gee.

F07: So I thought I’d get up at 5:30 a.m. and by the time I get ready to go to work, 
I can study two hours and get to work at 9:00 a.m. and work until 5:00 p.m., with 
lunch that’s 5:30 p.m., if I can come home. I really need to study another hour in 
the evening to catch up and keep caught up, that’s until 6:30 p.m., then eat, 7:00 
p.m., be at the hospital by 8:00 p.m., leave the hospital at 9:00 p.m., you’re home 
at 9:30 p.m., bed at 10:00 p.m. to get your seven and a half hours [of sleep]. That 
only leaves like half an hour of leeway per day. So I’m trying to figure out how it 
can be done. Kim’s like ‘do you think you can do it?’ ‘I’m just saying it can be 
done, I’m not saying I can do it.’ But there’s a schedule there that does work...so I 
don’t know, we’ll see.

I: So she doesn’t really think it can be done, she’s questioning it.

F07: Plus my legs have just been more tired lately and...my knees are always so 
weak and I just think that I’m starting to...wear down. So it’s like you’ve gotta 
stick to that schedule so you can get that sleep and eat better and work out more 
so you’re feeling better....You’ve got to stick to the schedule: working out, eating 
better, and sleeping. You’ve just got to do this.

Jeff struggled to hold on to the notion of taking and passing his designation exam, but

there were hints of defeat surfacing within the narratives. I found it exhausting just

listening to his proposed “study schedule.”

I found Jeff’s request for clarification of my question relating to a difficult 

episode (“relating to Ashley or work?”) quite intriguing. Asking the question perhaps 

reflects a potentially important coping mechanism: compartmentalization. Men have the 

ability to maintain a distance between themselves and their children and also between 

different parts of themselves (Ehrensaft, 1990). Men aren’t as hampered by the
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“merging” or “being” aspect that is folly developed and present in most women. This 

ability is neither good nor bad—it just “is.”

The meanings of his work powerfully shaped his practice of fathering. He was 

following a well-trodden path, one that was carved out for him in history, heavily steeped 

in tradition. Our western culture embraces a more technological world, in “which the 

products of our labors are increasingly understood as commodities” (Borgman, 1984, p. 

44); but, at what price?

Barrier Number Two: Guilt

Jeff expressed feelings of guilt in our first interview. The schedule he was trying 

to keep was so taxing that he decided not visit Abby every night in the NICU. He noted:

I’m afraid Pm gonna have to start missing one or two nights during the week and 
not coming up here and that’s gonna make me feel guilty more than anything, 
because Abby’s doing fine....If she’s having a real good day and everything’s 
fine, I’ll probably just skip a night.

His exhaustion was making it difficult to visit his daughter and he felt guilty as a result.

The time he needed to spend studying for his upcoming exam was a major 

contributor to his guilt. If he didn’t use his time wisely at work, he felt guilty. If he 

veered off his schedule (although quite unrealistic considering the circumstances), he felt 

guilty. He described his thoughts:

F07: I’ve gotta pass this exam, but sometimes in the morning I’ll sit down at the 
desk and I’ll check my e-mail and I’ll just play a couple of computer games and, 
the next thing you know, ...you just lost 30 or 45 minutes. And I keep telling 
myself ‘I really need to quit doing that’ because I look at it this way: Whenever 
you’re on the computer or surfing on the computer or anything like that, that is 
time that you’re not studying. You’re going to have to study more in the future, 
when Abby comes home. When I do that, that is time that I am taking away from 
[them], even if Kathy’s asleep and Abby’s at the hospital
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I: Wow. Do you think about that a lot?

F07: Yeah, even in the morning or when I come home and sit down on the 
computer to take a break....ril take my books into work and I’m going to study 
during lunch and instead I’ll go out and check the news and I’ll check some 
stocks and I’ll surf E-Bay and I’ll do different things instead of lunch....The next 
thing you know, I didn’t study at work at all. And when I do that I feel guilty.

Just when Jeff needed to let his mind escape into a computer game for a few

moments to alleviate some stress, guilt overcame him because any personal time was now

time that he was robbing from his family. By our fifth interview, Jeff was still clinging to

an outrageous schedule, especially in light of the fact that his daughter was still one

month away from discharge, developing chronic lung disease, and struggling with nipple

feedings—and this all on top of the fact he was interviewing for a new job out of state.

Work distractions were another major source of guilt. Since Abby’s arrival, work

has taken on even more significance from a financial perspective. Yet, at the same time, it

was getting harder for Jeff to concentrate because of everything going on in his life. Jeff

described this “no-win” situation after I asked him how Abby’s birth has changed his

thoughts about work:

I’m feeling like I need to do a better job just to make sure that I don’t... lose my 
job or anything. I feel like I need to do a better job. I’m not getting that much 
done. I need to get some stuff done. I can’t lose my job.. ..I’m not slacking that 
much even though things are definitely just taking me longer. There have been no 
warnings, no one disappointed in my work. Nothing’s been said..., it’s just kind of 
in my mind.

Although Abby is only 31 weeks gestation at this point, Jeff is already starting to worry 

about the implications of his work “slow-down” on his future.

Not only was Jeff feeling guilty about how his life was unfolding in the present, 

he also expressed guilt surrounding choices made in the past. He lamented about not 

finishing more exams by the time Abby was bom:
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Looking back on the past, I should’ve spent more time [studying] instead o f ‘oh, I 
don’t want to finish.’ But there was just a time when I didn’t want to take any 
more exams...Just a few years ago, there was a period there where I was probably 
more depressed than normal, just because I wasn’t going out dating, my legs were 
giving me problems. Socially and emotionally, it got to me. And I was studying 
and I just wasn’t concentrating and it just wasn’t going well. If I could’ve 
concentrated, I could’ve gotten them all done. Just like now, looking back, I sure 
wish I would’ve gotten them all done back then. But you can’t say that because 
you were going through a time that was really difficult....It would’ve been nice to 
have all these things finished.

The fact that Jeff had the added pressure to take these exams and pass them was a 

source of dissatisfaction; but, at the same time, he acknowledged the fact that much of 

this was out of his control. However, he exacerbated the pressure to pass the exam by 

projecting its significance into the future:

I: Can you think about what it will be like to feel like a father?

F07: The thing I think more than anything is just...I better get some of those 
exams at work...out of the way because it’s one thing if you come home and have 
to study when the baby’s there and sleeping....I’m not going to be able to go in 
there and watch her that much. But in a couple o f years, it’s gonna be someone 
running up and jumping in your arms or mom says ‘here, take her, I need a 
break’....I know that personal time is gonna be really hard so I tell myself ‘now, 
okay, I better get on the ball and get some of these out of the way real 
quick’....We wanted to have two children and we hope to have another one next 
year.

The thought that the time crunch would only worsen seemed to heighten the 

pressure of passing the exam, which further exacerbated his guilt when his focus on 

studying was compromised by numerous extenuating circumstances. Note that Jeff 

answered my question about when he would “feel” like a father with a narrative that is 

filled with the pressures of work and time constraints. His response was very insightful 

and revealed his primary self-understanding of fathering: being the breadwinner.

Fathering for Jeff seemed to be something he projected far off into the future, as 

he envisioned a toddler or preschooler running into his arms. There would be more time
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to study for his exams when Abby was an infant. Fathers don’t seem to see a big place 

for themselves during the infancy stage and often dream of “fast forwarding” right past it. 

Mike (see chapter 4) was an excellent example of this phenomenon. Certainly it is easier 

to envision “doing” things with a toddler rather than an infant.

From these narratives, it might be easy to visualize Jeff as a hard charging 

company man; a man who was trying to climb the corporate ladder no matter what the 

circumstances. In actuality, nothing could be further from the truth. Jeff was not a very 

“masculine” person according to generic male stereotypes. For example, he was more 

thin and frail in build, his verbal and non-verbal approach was softer, and he was more 

relational in terms of his willingness to talk and reflect upon his life. These qualities may 

have made the choices he had to make even harder, and may have fueled his guilt.

When asked to choose, Jeff considered himself to be more “family oriented” than 

“work oriented.” Yet, work was consuming most of his time and mental/physical energy. 

It is no wonder that he felt guilty as a result of the tug-of-war between his work and his 

family. He was left with little choice given the chaos in his work environment and the 

strong connection he personally held between fathering and providing, which was shaped 

by his past; specifically, his own father and the wider culture.

It is common knowledge that mothers often feel guilty after a pre-term delivery. 

Mercer (1990) reported that mothers expressed guilt after the birth of a pre-term infant 

because they felt as if somehow they had caused the premature delivery. She noted that 

fathers also may feel guilty, but for reasons related to the possible causes of premature 

labor (for example, membrane rupture after intercourse or an argument). Jeff never 

expressed guilt surrounding Abby’s birth because his daughter’s early arrival was a direct
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result of Kathy’s severe toxemia. Jef£ however, felt very guilty as a result of the 

enormous amount of time he devoted to his work, which distanced him from his family.

Barrier Number Three: Prematurity

Very premature babies, like Abby, are thrust after birth into a highly unusual 

environment characterized by bright lights, noisy monitor alarms, and often non

contingent caregiving. These infants are neurologically unprepared for this type of 

environment, which accounts for their instability in heart rate, skin color and tone, and 

respiratory rate/rhythm. As a result, these infants often exhibit a whole host of stress 

cues. Similarly, their mothers and fathers find themselves attempting to “parent” in this 

equally unsettling territory which is often described from their perspective as crowded, 

technological, and scary. Because Abby was born so early and was so tiny, fathering was 

quite challenging for Jeff.

First impressions. Jeff described feeling powerless when he first saw Abby in the 

NICU: “It was kind of a helpless feeling....You want to hold her, you want to help them 

and there’s just nothing you can do.” His response was almost identical to Mike’s (see 

chapter 4): They both placed emphasis on the notion of “doing.”

His initial reaction to his daughter’s appearance was not focused on size or skin 

color, but was centered on her survival which is quite understandable. He recalled: “So, 

the size didn’t really surprise me.. ..I was just concerned if she was gonna make it...and if 

she is, how disabled will she be?’ Jeff’s concerns about his daughter’s survival are 

consistent with findings of other researchers who have reported that fathers are fearful of 

their infants dying (Clark and Miles, 1999; May, 1995; Sullivan, 1999).
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Jeff’s initial reactions to Abby’s birth were shaped by witnessing the premature 

birth (at 24 weeks gestation) of a close friend’s daughter just five years ago. He wasn’t 

surprised by Abby’s small size because he had already seen a baby even smaller when he 

visited his friend’s daughter, Mary, in a NICU. Unlike Abby, Mary had a difficult 

medical course and was very developmentally delayed. Jeff recalled a visit two years ago 

with her family: “She’s three years old and she’s just now crawling and she can walk if 

she holds on to someone. She can’t see now without having to use glasses. It’s taken her 

a long time and they don’t know how much more she’ll develop.”

I think it is important to note that Jeff used the words “How disabled will she be?” 

when questioning Abby’s survival versus “Will she be disabled?” The notion of Abby 

being disabled was at the forefront of Jeff’s mind probably because o f his previous 

experience with his friend’s daughter, not to mention his own disability. Jeff was able to 

verbally entertain the idea of his daughter having a disability without blinking an eye.

The word “disability,” for most fathers, would be earth shattering and most likely a 

thought they would avoid. Woodwell (2001), the author of a book about the birth o f his 

daughter at 24 weeks gestation, expressed his thoughts about his daughters’ potential 

disabilities: “You know they’re there. You know they’re a real possibility. But you keep 

the door closed. You’ve got enough to worry about as it is” (p. 200).

For Jeff who has personally coped with a disability for the last 20 years, the 

thought of having a daughter who might be disabled is expressed with little avoidance. In 

fact, in our second interview, he almost dismissed the feet that Mary’s physical 

limitations were even a disability at all He recalled a recent visit he had with five year 

old Mary and her father:
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F07: She’s five now and she can walk a little bit. She has to hold on to something 
and when she crawls she doesn’t crawl normal And when I first saw her, I 
thought ‘oh, she’s playing around’ and then I’m like, ‘oh, that’s the way she 
crawls’....Her physical disabilities, maybe not really a disability, her motor skills, 
may eventually be helped with therapy. She’ll still continue to get over that. I’ve 
just noticed that...she would carry on or throw her food down or throw her fork 
down and they would just stop and say, ‘Mary, what did we tell you about that. 
No, you don’t get mad, you don’t throw things down’ or ‘What do you say, you’re 
supposed to say please.’

I: Does she talk okay?

F07: Not for a five year old....They’d say ‘you have to say sorry’ and they’d wait 
until she would say ‘I’m sorry’....She can still learn and she can learn more. They 
were talking about the words that she learns and stuff. So they’re not treating her 
like someone with a disability. They are treating her and trying to raise her as if 
it’s a normal child.

I: Right.

F07: Even if Abby has some problems, either with her eyesight, or breathing, or 
motor skills...you can still raise her like she’s a normal child, because that’s what 
they were doing....I think it would be so easy for kids like that to get spoiled and 
never get any discipline and have more fits and throw tantrums.

I think a visit with a very developmentally delayed, prematurely bom child would

have been extremely difficult for most fathers, especially considering the timing of the

visit (Abby was only 28 weeks). Jeff is able to cast a positive spin on a very difficult

situation, which is really quite reminiscent of how he has lived his own life. This visit

actually seemed to afford him hope because his daughter’s medical course was so much

different from Mary’s course.

Holding. Terry’s descriptions of holding Abby for the first time are filled with

moments o f both panic and joy. His depiction of his first holding experience conjured up

visions of a stiflfj almost robotic body passively receiving the baby from the nurse. He

vividly recalled his thoughts in our first interview:
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Kathy got to hold her and then the next day they let me hold her....It was earlier 
than I thought. I said [to the nurse] ‘give her here to me...I’ll just hold her, not 
move and then when I’m done you just take her back’ and I just had to sit there 
and not move at all.

Jeff held Abby kangaroo-style (skin-to-skin). He seemed exhilarated by the feet

he could feel the baby move against his chest. I remember the emotional charge of the

description as he told me the details:

I put my hands over her, but I had to make sure it wasn’t too tight because she’s 
just so tiny. But the thing that was really neat...was that she was kind of fidgety 
and through my shirt I could feel her arms and legs moving around. It just felt 
neat, her just moving around. It just kind of tickled a little bit, but it was like 
‘She’s moving!’

Skin-to-skin holding may offer fathers a taste of the bodily sensations that 

mothers experience daily during late pregnancy. For mothers, pregnancy is an “unfolding, 

chiasmic relating that constitutes a futural preparing of both the mother and the baby-to- 

be” (Wynn, 2002, p. 5). Fathers are total outsiders to this “chiasmic intertwining” which 

may explain why feeling the sensation of movement was so exhilarating for Jeff. The 

sensation of movement may help fathers view their pre-term infants more like “real” 

people, which could ultimately enhance their feelings of attachment. In one study, fathers 

o f pre-term infants reported that holding was one factor that seemed to strengthen their 

feelings of love (Sullivan, 1999).

Later in the interview, I learned that the initial transfer of Abby from the isolette 

to Jeffs chest for that first holding experience was quite harrowing from his perspective. 

The nurses were unaware of Jeffs fine motor limitations and assumed he could help with 

manipulation of the ventilator tubing when in actuality he was afraid to help for fear of 

harming Abby. He recalled:
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The thing that was difficult was when they picked her up and gave her to 
me.. ..They unhooked [her endotracheal tube] so they could put her on me and 
then they re-hooked it so it wouldn’t be underneath her. I was really nervous 
because, with the neuromuscular disease that I have, my hands, my lower legs, 
my lower arms and hands are really weak. I was afraid [because] things like that 
are hard for me to do....Sometimes my hand shakes a little bit...I was afraid that I 
would shake and I might jerk the tube loose or pull it and I wouldn’t be able to 
hold it steady. I was really nervous doing that. So, I moved it to the side and the 
nurse said ‘okay, that’s okay’ and she laid her back down [in the isolette] and had 
someone else come over. I don’t know if I wasn’t [doing something right] or if 
something was tangled up....But it really kind of got to me because she is so tiny 
and she looks so helpless and...she was kind of waving her arms around....It was 
kind of really sad. I told Kathy ‘I hope they don’t do that again because it really 
got to me a little bit.’ And then the nurse came back over and put her right back 
down on me and it was fine.

Although Jeffs first holding experience was very challenging and stressful, he 

recalled feeling good about the fact that holding “is something you can do for her.” Being 

able to help Abby by participating in kangaroo care was positive because it helped his 

daughter, not necessarily because it was such a wonderful experience for him personally. 

Later, in the same interview, I asked him to describe a particularly satisfying situation 

that occurred recently:

F07: Um, I think the thing that meant the most to me is when Kathy got to hold 
her actually.

I: Oh, the very first time?

F07: Yeah. Because...when we go in there, I’ll see that look in Kathy’s eyes 
like...just this sad, pathetic look on her face.

I: Yeah, because she wants to hold her.

F07: Like she just wants to hold her or feed her or something. It’s just almost like 
this helpless look that I saw on her. And maybe she saw the same look on me, I 
don’t know, but I think you see that probably more on a mother’s face anyway. 
You know, that mother bonding having carried the baby and everything. And so 
when she got to hold her the first time, I was so happy that she got to hold her. As 
a matter of feet, the next time I came in, I said ‘Do you want to hold her again?’ 
and she’s like ‘no, you want to hold her.’ I said ‘okay, well I want to but I want
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you to hold her too.’ So I just really wanted her to be able to do it and do it as 
much as she can.

Jeff seemed very aware of the fact that Kathy was more attached to Abby than he 

was and, therefore, watching Kathy hold Abby was especially meaningful to him. Jeff 

wanted to hold his daughter more to improve her health rather than to fill an empty void 

inside. Holding expresses different meanings and appears to be a rather “foreign” 

experience for fathers since they never carried the baby inside and therefore have no 

direct bodily connection to them.

Although holding Abby did get a little easier for Jeff over time, it was never 

effortless or simple. Because Abby was bom so early, her neurological system was 

keenly sensitive to any outside stimulation, which made holding even harder for Jeff. In 

our fourth interview (Abby was 33 weeks gestation), he recalled another scary holding 

incident:

F07: And they [the nurses] had had her out and had already been working on her 
some. ...So they said ‘we’ll only give you about 15 minutes’....By the time they 
got the monitor hooked up so they could see how she was doing, all o f her vitals 
and everything started dropping pretty bad and she was turning blue. So they had 
to grab her and put her back in real quick and bag her and then 30 seconds later 
she was fine and pink again. But that was kind of bothering me. Kathy had seen it 
happen before, but never when she was holding her. And this was the first time I 
had seen it... while I was holding her, so it was kind of scary....So a lot of times 
I’m wondering if she’s comfortable or not...I’m wondering if inside the blanket if 
she’s the way she’s supposed to be or is she twisted because I can’t see.

It really is a tribute to Jeff’s fortitude that he was even willing to try and hold

Abby amidst her instability and all the wires and tubing. Because Jeff is more relational

in nature, he was trying to make a connection by holding his daughter even though the

experience was not all that rewarding for him. However, Jeff continued to hold his
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daughter in the hopes that his experiences would improve over time. He was successful in

this endeavor, but only to a degree because his own anxiety kept creeping in:

F07: Both times they took the CPAP off and just put the mask on., .in front of 
her... so she could kind of get some of the air. And she didn’t have any problem 
with it just that way. She wasn’t really getting much oxygen at all and she was 
fine and looking around. And I kept looking at her to make sure she wasn’t 
turning blue because, ‘get those monitors back on her’ you know...The last time I 
held her, by the time they got the monitors on, all of a sudden it was down to 30% 
and we didn’t notice it. We couldn’t tell she was blue because she was wrapped 
up, you know, so ‘hurry up.’

The demands of work frequently either cut short the amount of time Jeff was able 

to hold Abby or simply made it impossible to hold her altogether. By the time Jeff and 

Kathy visited the NICU, it was usually almost eight o’clock in the evening and, 

depending on Abby’s feeding/bathing schedule, holding was not always possible. For the 

most part, Jeff did not hold Abby until the weekends. His decision not to hold Abby 

during the week may have also been a reflection of how stressful holding had been for 

him In addition, he acknowledged that holding was more meaningful for Kathy.

Stress cues. Premature infants often display a variety of stress cues with handling 

as a result o f their immature nervous systems. These cues range from subtle signs (e.g., 

mottled skin, sighing, hiccups, yawns, and tight fists) to more obvious, medically 

compromising conditions (e.g., cyanosis, apnea, bradycardia, and limpness). Because 

Abby was bom so early, she was very sensitive to the environment (light and noise) and 

handling. Her sensitivity to stimuli made it even more difficult for Jeff to get to know his 

daughter. He recalled: “Sometimes it’s frustrating because I want to touch her and mb her 

more than just touch her. You want to stroke her and her head and you can’t really do that 

yet.” Jeff was attempting to establish a relationship with his daughter, but her premature 

neurological system often curtailed his efforts.
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By the time Abby was twelve weeks old (37 weeks gestation), Jeff was able to 

describe her temperament and behavioral patterns with greater clarity. Unfortunately, the 

picture he painted of her with his words was far from rosy:

F07: It seems like she gets hiccups a lot when I hold her. I don’t know if she does 
that to everybody else or not but it seems like she gets hiccups a lot. I really 
haven’t noticed anything different when I pick her up, so I don’t know if she 
really recognizes my voice or not.. ..Sometimes I try to actually touch her and 
talk...so she’ll maybe associate me squeezing her finger with a touch.

I: Okay. What is she like now? How would you describe her?

F07: I’d say she’s kind of fussy. I think that if you disrupt her from what she’s 
doing, what she wants to do, she lets you know. She’ll start fidgeting all around 
and then start to desat Her face turns red a lot when I’m holding her. I don’t 
know if she’s just upset about something or on the verge of crying...or if she’s 
pooping, or what. Probably all of the above.

I: You have that affect on her, huh (chuckling)?

F07: Yeah, but you’ll see her face all turn red and sometimes she’ll cry. I woke 
her up one time just touching her. A friend was here and I think she had been 
awake and gone back to sleep and she started fussing and desating and crying a 
little bit.. ..It took a while to calm her back down and then she went back to sleep 
again....I do think that she doesn’t like to be disturbed....Waking up, they are 
gonna be crabby. I do think she’s got her own time schedule and everything.

I certainly didn’t have the heart to tell him that hiccups were a classic sign of

stress in pre-term infants. Abby was more content being left alone and not disturbed,

which is very typical for a premature infant. The danger of this common scenario lies

with the fact that parents can sometimes mistake their own infant’s negative behaviors as

a personal rejection of their loving presence. Jeff, however, seemed to be able to see

Abby as a person and could empathize with her feeling “crabby” when disturbed. He was

able to put Abby’s negative temperamental characteristics in perspective and continued to

attempt to touch and hold his daughter despite the circumstances, which is reflective of

his personality—positive, intuitive, and tenacious.
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Caregiving. Jeff did not seem to have much desire to learn infant caregiving

(diapering, feeding, and bathing) while Abby was in the NICU. He recalled his thoughts

about this issue in our second interview:

I: You mentioned that mom’s done a few diaper changes and different things, but 
you really haven’t. Is that correct?

F07: Yeah, I haven’t done them yet. I’ve only been here really a couple of times 
when she was doing that so I haven’t really had a whole lot of 
opportunities....I’m not overly upset that I can’t change a diaper yet....It would be 
wires around and stuff.

I: Right. Wait until she gets just a little bit bigger.

F07: Plus sometimes I’m just really careful....I usually use one hand and just kind 
of lean it on the table or something because with my knees and the braces I wear, 
I’m off balance quite a bit. And if I were changing a diaper, I really wouldn’t be 
be the easiest thing for me to do because of keeping my balance.

Jeff had little experience with normal, healthy term infants so it is no wonder that

learning to care for a tiny, pre-term infant was an extremely intimidating endeavor. His

disability was also an issue, especially while Abby was in the NICU, because he had no

control over the furniture (type and stability). Although caregiving was not a burning

desire of Jeff’s during Abby’s hospital stay, he was thinking about how he was going to

manage caregiving at home:

I figure it’s just like everything I’ve learned to do. I’ve lived on my own for 10 or 
more years before I married so I’ve found a way to do everything that needs to be 
done. And when it comes to that, we’ll probably just have to position the bed in a 
way where I can lean up against it without it rolling across the floor....I can lean 
against it without it moving.

Although Jeff did not put “infant caregiving” on the top of his priority list, he did, 

however, recognize the importance of caregiving for Kathy as the following excerpt 

illustrates:
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F07: Today when the nurses were gonna take her temperature, they asked Kathy 
‘why don’t you take her temperature?’ So, Kathy took her temperature. That was 
neat.

I: That is.

F07: Just let her do. I don’t know if the nurses did that on purpose, but just let 
Kathy start doing more things....I don’t know if they will let her change her 
diapers or not, but maybe down the road they’ll do that.

This excerpt illuminates an important cultural assumption and, often, a reality—

mothers are the direct caregivers of infants. It seems to be such a pervasive assumption

that fathers, themselves, do not see infant caregiving as something they necessarily “do,”

even though fathers seem to emphasize the importance of “doing” in their narratives.

Jeffs lack of enthusiasm in terms of participating in caregiving is very much like Mike’s

response (see chapter 4): I would rather wait till later when the baby is bigger, off of

support, without any wires attached.

For Jeff caring for Abby in a direct sense (diapering, feeding, and even holding)

seemed to be something he associated more with doing at home, rather than in the NICU.

The following excerpt from our first interview illustrates this association as Jeff recalled

his thoughts about holding Abby:

There was nothing really going through my mind like ‘wow, I’m a dad!’ or 
anything ....The fact that she wasn’t home yet and we weren’t changing her 
diapers and feeding her and burping her and doing all that....Even though I was 
holding her, I just didn’t really feel like a dad yet.

Clearly, Jeff did not feel like a father at this point in time and this feeling

persisted, to some degree, until Abby was home for several weeks. It is interesting that he

was able to verbalize his thoughts on when he would “feel like a dad” so early in Abby’s

hospital stay. This may reflect the feet that the NICU is truly a very foreign, inhospitable
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place to parent. Fathers (probably even more so than mothers) are merely observers of a 

technical medical establishment.

Mortality concerns may be another reason why Jeff was not overly eager to 

participate in caregiving for Abby. Jeff worried about Abby’s survival up until just days 

before her discharge. During our third interview (Abby was six weeks old), Jeff described 

his thoughts about this issue “Even though she’s doing so well, I’m like ‘when is the bad 

day going to come?’ That is still in my mind all the time. When is the bad day going to 

come? When is the infection gonna hit?” Later, in our next interview, Jeff recalled similar 

thoughts: “When she wasn’t feeling real well...and she turned blue a little bit and just 

kind of quit breathing for a little bit (like they all do sometimes) and I’m thinking, wow, 

if all it takes is one infection or two bad minutes and it’s over.” Jeff’s concerns over 

whether or not Abby would live were never far from his awareness. One can speculate 

how difficult it would be to become attached to and learn to care for a child you really 

aren’t fully convinced is going to survive.

One thing that seemed to boost Jeff’s confidence in terms of providing caregiving 

was the idea that Abby was a “real baby.” In the fourth interview, he described giving 

Abby a bath for his very first time and he seemed amazed that she literally didn’t “fell 

apart”:

F07:1 wasn’t quite sure how hard to scrub her and I know I wasn’t scrubbing her 
near as hard as the nurses do, but just grabbing her arm and realizing I could pull 
this arm out of the way without breaking it. And I could pull this leg down 
without breaking it. And then the next thing you know I just started feeling 
comfortable. And if I need to get this side of her head, I just kind of grabbed her 
head and just kind of turned her head myself. So it just got to the point where I 
started feeling comfortable.

I: Moving her around and stuff
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F07: So I just kind of grabbed her by the feet and kind of yanked her down. So, it 
was really interesting. You could treat her like a real baby...and her skin, it didn’t 
peel off when I touched her. It felt pretty secure.

I: Her skin?

F07: Yeah. You know, I could pull on her arm without it falling off.

The feet that Terry was so worried about harming Abby may help to explain his 

reluctance to participate in caregiving. Nurses, however, played a pivotal role in 

modeling caregiving from the standpoint that they did not treat Abby like she would 

literally “fall apart.” On the contrary, they inadvertently promoted Abby’s normalcy by 

treating her more like a full-term infant. Jeff noticed their caregiving style from the very 

beginning:

They just move her all around and everything. And I’m like they’re treating her 
just like she’s just a regular human. She is just a little tiny human....Her fingers 
aren’t nubs, they’re frill grown fingers. It’s not like they’re nubs and haven’t 
grown yet....Her hair’s there, she just seems normal.

Although the nurses helped Jeff to view his daughter more like a “real baby,” he

initially thought the way they treated Abby was a bit “cruel.” He described a nurse

changing Abby’s diaper in our first interview:

F07: The nurse just grabbed her legs and pulled them up. And I’m like ‘don’t pull 
them off.’ They just move her over and move her head.

I: It scares you huh?

F07: Yeah, they just kind of move her around just like she’s a little rag doll....Not 
that bad, but apparently they’ve worked with them more and they know more of 
what they can do and that the babies are not gonna fall apart....We looked at each 
other like ‘wow’!

I: So maybe that will give you a little more confidence that you won’t have to 
worry about her breaking.

F07: And that’s good. It’s good to see them just kind of move her around. The 
first couple of times I thought it was a little cruel It wasn’t, but it’s just, I think
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because of the feet that we think that she’s so fragile and you see them moving 
her around so easily and nonchalantly.

Treating Abby as if she were a full-term, healthy baby had the inadvertent 

consequence of helping Jeff perceive his daughter as more “normal.” However, it may be 

more appropriate for nurses to model caregiving based on the infant’s individual needs. 

Pre-term infants are very sensitive to their environment, requiring careful attention to 

their reactions to handling and tailored nursing interventions.

Although Jeff didn’t approach hands-on caregiving with great zeal, performing 

those types of activities helped to make him “feel more like a father.” At the end our first 

interview, he noted: “I just don’t feel like a father yet.. ..Maybe when we start changing 

diapers or washing her or something like that.” However, caregiving was quite stressful 

for him as a result of Abby’s prematurity, coupled with his own lack of experience with 

infants. In addition, his schedule at work thwarted his efforts. In essence, the very things 

that helped him to feel more like a father were in competition with his meanings and 

demands of work.

Barrier Number Four: At Home, But Very Alone

Abby went home at 41 weeks gestation weighing just five pounds. She required 

continuous oxygen, an apnea monitor, and three different oral medications. The actual 

discharge from the hospital was uneventful; Jeff took off work that day to help with the 

process. The day after Abby came home, Jeff left for a five day seminar which was very 

important in helping him prepare for his upcoming designation exam. Kathy’s parents 

arrived, shortly after Jeffs departure, to help fill his void. Unfortunately, that very first 

evening that Jeff was away, Abby experienced a severe episode of gastro-esophageal 

reflux (GER). Jeff recalled the scene that Kathy had described to him:
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I think about 11:30 p.m. at night...her reflux kicked in and I think some stuff came 
up and then it got clogged and Ashley couldn’t get it out Kathy was trying to help 
her and Abby stiffened up and her eyes just kind of...stared straight ahead, almost 
like a coma type look. It was just a really scared look and it really scared Kathy 
bad. And Kathy tinned her over and hit her on the back a few times to try to 
dislodge it, turned her back over. Abby was starting to turn color a little bit. Kathy 
turned her over and hit her some more times on the back and finally got it out.
And then everything just started spewing ouL..They had already called 911 
because they were having trouble getting it dislodged. I think Kathy also gave 
Abby some breaths, but the breath wasn’t going in. It was clogged.

The above scenario was actually the first of four reflux episodes that necessitated

emergency assistance calls over a two-week period of time. Jeff was away at the seminar

for three of the four episodes. The first episode was the most life-threatening as it

required mouth-to-mouth resuscitation in conjunction with the Heimlich maneuver.

Thankfully, Kathy is a trained medical technologist and, as part of her job, had to

maintain lifesaver certification. The other three episodes required various degrees of

suctioning and the Heimlich maneuver. Jeff recalled the fourth episode which occurred

while he was at home:

Kathy was up with her a couple of times during the night and then about 6:00 a.m. 
in the morning she took her in the other room and gave her to her mom. Kathy 
came back in and lay down a little bit and then at 7:00 a.m. we woke up to her 
mom yelling ‘Get up, get up!’ very frantic. Kathy jumped up and took off 
running....I called 911 while she ran down there...The same thing had happened 
again and it really scared me. It was the first time I’d been there when it 
happened. I thought Kathy...just laid Abby down...so...I thought Kathy’s mom had 
just come up and found Abby [in bed]. How long had it been and was it too late or 
what? I did not know that her mom was actually holding her when it 
happened....I thought she had come up and found her. I was really scared. I 
thought maybe it was too late.

The response of the medical community, on the whole, to Abby’s medical 

condition and the plight of these parents was disjointed and ineffective.
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The paramedics. Each time they called 911, the paramedics came to the home,

but, by the time they arrived, Abby was back to normal. When I asked Jeff about the

paramedic visits, he recalled:

Well, they just kind of looked at her, kind of checked her, listened to her lungs, 
listened to everything...and everything seemed to be fine. Her color was good, her 
eyes, her reflexes, everything was fine so they were like ‘well, there’s really 
nothing to do right now’....The third time when they came in, they said ‘well, you 
know, we could take her in if you want us to but, you know, there’s not really 
anything they’re going to be able to do right now, she’s fine.’ They said ‘you 
really need to take her to the pediatrician or a specialist, something like that. All 
it’s gonna do by taking her in to the emergency room is just run you up some 
really big bills.’ But they told us that they ‘would do that if we wanted them too.’ 
So we decided we’d just transport her somewhere ourselves or take her to the 
pediatrician if we needed to. But we’re kind of nervous. Kathy and her mom took 
Abby to the eye doctor today and they were a little nervous because ‘what if it 
happens while they’re driving and have to pull over.’

The pediatrician. Kathy called the pediatrician in the middle of the night after the 

first episode. The pediatrician “didn’t have much to say” and didn’t actually see Abby in 

his office until after the second episode (and this was a previously scheduled well-visit 

that just happened to be planned two hours after her second episode). Jeff recalled the 

pediatrician’s attitude to Abby’s reflux episodes: “It bothered me a little bit after we 

brought Abby home that as much as she was struggling and everything, it was like ‘oh, 

she’ll have to outgrow it’ and that was it”.

The gastro-intestinal (GI) specialist. Abby was seen by a pediatric GI specialist 

after the third episode. Abby was referred to this specialist by their pediatrician. The GI 

doctor merely confirmed her previous diagnosis of reflux and noted that Abby’s 

medication dose was therapeutic. She recalled that he didn’t do anything else. The doctor 

said, ‘that’s all I can do.’
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The nurses. Abby qualified to receive several home health nursing visits because 

she was on oxygen. These nurses focused primarily on assessing Abby’s vital signs and 

teaching related to the suction equipment (which was delivered after the first reflux 

episode). Kathy related details of the reflux episodes to the three different home health 

nurses and they all were “upset with the way things were being handled.” However, only 

one nurse (who was an experienced NICU nurse) took action after she heard Kathy’s 

story. She immediately suggested contacting a pulmonologist.

After the first episode, Kathy called the NICU and asked to speak to a 

neonatologist or a neonatal nurse practitioner. She recalled that a nurse practitioner took 

the call and “didn’t have much to offer.” Kathy noted, however, that this particular nurse 

practitioner was one she “didn’t like too much...not one of my favorites.” Kathy 

specifically asked the nurse practitioner about seeing one of the neonatologists that had 

previously taken care of Abby. The nurse practitioner said: “They wouldn’t see her, it 

would be a pediatrician.” The thought of taking Abby to see a doctor that didn’t know her 

or them was very troublesome. Kathy told me that essentially, from their perspective, 

there was no reason to take Abby to the emergency room if she would not be seen by one 

of the doctors familiar with her case.

While visiting the GI specialist, Kathy also stopped by the NICU and ran into a 

nurse who had taken care of Abby. Kathy downloaded the events of the past week (three 

911 calls at this point) and the nurse responded: “Well, at least she is at home.” This 

response infuriated Kathy, who was there looking for some help and sympathy, but yet 

received none. When Kathy told the home health nurse with NICU experience about this
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nurse’s comment, she replied, “She probably thought that you were over-reacting and just 

dismissed it.”

The pulmonologist. Kim was relieved after Abby’s appointment with this 

specialist because he “listened to my whole story.” Abby was immediately scheduled for 

a bronchoscopy, which confirmed that she was aspirating formula into her lungs as a 

result of her GER. After my last interview with Jeff, Abby had surgery to correct her 

condition, which was very successful

“She just can’t forget that look on herface. ” Despite Jeffs somewhat soft- 

spoken demeanor and positive attitude, he eventually expressed frustration over the 

medical community’s response to Abby’s problem. When I asked him about his thoughts, 

he responded:

F07:1 think a lot of them just think that we were over-reacting, that there’s no real 
problem and we just have to get used to her. And the fact that we’ve called 911 
three different times, but yet never admitted her or anything like ‘well every 
baby’s gonna choke or spit up or something’....I was starting to get a little bit 
upset there toward the end when it seemed like nobody was really concerned. No 
one wanted to bring her in and we we’re like ‘well it never happened in the 
hospital why is it happening now? Someone tell us, you know, because...we’re 
not doing anything wrong. She’s just there, we’re holding her, she’s fine and all 
of a sudden [it happens]....It’s not like we’re working in the garage and got 
sawdust in her face or something. It’s not anything that we’re doing.’ So that was 
the frustrating part, just figuring out why it was happening all of a sudden. Or was 
it happening in the NICU and they didn’t tell us? But I don’t think that was the 
case or they wouldn’t have let her come home.

I: Right, right.

F07: But I wasn’t as worried about Abby because Kathy got her taken care of the 
first few times. And then the last one wasn’t as bad....I think Abby’s gonna be 
fine because Kathy’s here and she is helping Abby. I was more worried about 
Kathy than anything because she just wasn’t sleeping. She just didn’t want to take 
her eyes off of her and she would only sleep if someone else had her and was 
watching her. She couldn’t sleep at night. So I was worried more about her than 
anything.
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Kathy was completely exhausted physically and mentally during the sixth and

seventh interviews. Their living room looked more like a miniature intensive care unit

than a nursery. It was hard to find Abby amidst the huge oxygen tank and oxygen tubing,

suction machine, suction catheters, apnea monitor, oral medication syringes and all the

other “normal” baby paraphernalia (e.g., bassinet, car seat, diapers, bottles, and nipples).

Witnessing the reflux episodes (especially the first one) traumatized Kathy to the point

that she literally couldn’t close her eyes to sleep. Jeff recalled:

F07: She been pretty stressed out from just never knowing.... With every cough 
and every spit up, [wondering if] it’s gonna happen again. She said ‘I just can’t 
forget that look on Abby’s face.’ She just sees it all the time. It just eats her up. 
And she’s just afraid that if she lays her down and Kathy goes to sleep and Abby 
spits all that up and stiffens up...that we won’t catch it in time. The monitor never 
went off but the monitor doesn’t check her oxygen saturation.. ..The heart 
monitor might have been right on the verge of going off when they finally got her 
breathing again. It might have been close.—She’s just still really nervous as far as 
being able to rest and not watching her all the time. Is she gonna spit up again? 
Am I gonna hear her? Am I gonna know? So even when she does rest, she’s not 
really relaxing. It’s been really hard on her.

Kathy, who had been very quiet and soft-spoken during our interactions in the 

NICU, was now becoming angry and with good reason. When I called to confirm my first 

home interview with Jeff, she recalled the trauma of the three 911 calls, noting: “I think 

I’ll take her back to the NICU until she is 5.” Later, in our first home interview, Jeff told 

me about this reaction from Kathy when they discussed taking Abby to church: “I don’t 

want to yet. I really don’t want to have to give her mouth to mouth during church, you 

know.”

Because Jeff and Kathy moved here from out-of-state, they had no family living 

close by to help. For 2 weeks, Kathy’s parents offered help and support, but they had no 

medical background. In fact, Kathy’s mother told me that “Kathy was just so glad you
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were going to be here [doing the interview] for 2 hours...it made her feel so much 

better.” This comment confirmed by notions of just how alone and vulnerable this mother 

felt. Jeff also talked with me about how “on edge” Kathy’s parents were as a result of 

witnessing the reflux episodes. He recalled: “Every time she gurgles or every time I drop 

a shoe when I’m getting undressed, here comes grandma and grandpa running upstairs, 

thinking something happened.” Perhaps having grandparents waiting with baited breath 

for the “other shoe to drop” may have made it even harder for Kathy to relax.

Who is to blame? It is clear from these narratives that his family was let down by 

the medical community and did not receive the support, both medically and emotionally, 

that they needed and deserved. I have identified several potential culprits. First of all, the 

umbilical cord between the parents and the neonatologists was severed prematurely. I 

would postulate that if these parents would have been in touch with a neonatologist who 

was familiar with Abby and her parents, the cascade of events would have unfolded much 

differently. Secondly, Jeff and Kathy are like other parents that I have worked with as a 

nurse over the years: somewhat quiet and reserved amidst an all-powerful, all-knowing, 

scientific machine we commonly refer to as “medicine.” Jeff and Kathy probably kept a 

low profile because they were in awe—the medical knowledge and technology they 

witnessed daily literally saved their daughter’s life and, for that, they were very grateful. 

However, because their voices fell silent, they had to endure what I observed to be series 

of blunders.

It wasn’t until my last interview with Jeff that he finally seemed comfortable 

enough to verbalize his dissatisfaction with the medical/nursing care that his daughter had 

received, but even then he wasn’t furious like I was:
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I: Are there things that you would like to see done differently, with the nurses or 
doctors or the way the policies are in the NICU? Is there anything that comes to 
mind in that realm?

F07: In the NICU, I’m not sure I have any thoughts. It bothered me a little bit 
after we brought Abby home [because] she was struggling and...it was like ‘oh, 
she’ll have to outgrow it’ and that was it. The one doctor decided ‘no we have to 
do some tests and let’s look into it further.’ It bothered me a little bit that some of 
the others didn’t take that attitude more.

I: Right. Okay.

F07: But I know, too, that a lot of babies probably do just have to outgrow it. And 
most of them that are doing that, probably aren’t having this much problem. They 
are probably not aspirating. They’re probably not spitting all the time and 
everything. So I’m sure that’s probably the reason why they say that because a lot 
of babies probably do outgrow it....There’s really not too many of them [that] I 
was really ticked at or upset with or didn’t want to see them again. There was one 
nurse in the NICU that really made me nervous as far as the way she treated 
Abby. She just seemed kind of clumsy and we worried sometimes that she would 
drop her or forget to feed her or throw her out with the trash....She obviously 
couldn’t have been that bad or she still wouldn’t have been working.

I: But it made you nervous.

F07: A little bit when she was holding her sometimes. I think there was even a 
baby in there [she was] feeding...and she was like ‘do you want to get Abby out or 
do you want me to carry her?’ We were like ‘oh, we’ll get her.’

Although they were worried this nurse could harm their baby and didn’t fully trust

her judgment, they remained silent. I believe their behavior (to some degree) is fairly

typical of parents in the NICU. Parents view the NICU like a foreign territory—a place to

visit, not live—and that their baby is not really “theirs” at all while there. And, more

importantly, because they are “foreigners,” they have inadequate knowledge of their

“rights.” Even at home, Jeff and Kathy remained silent as they weathered one

communication failure after the other.
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Becoming a Father: His Own Way 

Despite it all, Jeff managed to develop a relationship with his daughter, in his own 

way—no matter what the roadblocks.

Fathering From a Distance

There are numerous examples from the narratives which depict Jeff as a nurturant 

father, but he often provided his nurturance in subtle, more indirect ways. For example, 

he was always very in-tune to Kathy’s state of mind and frequently assumed a protective 

role by reading her “emotional” barometer. During the second interview, he described a 

difficult holding scenario, but this time Kathy was attempting to kangaroo care. As soon 

as the nurse placed Abby on Kathy’s chest, her oxygen saturation plummeted to 40%. 

When I asked Jeff what he wets thinking during this incident, he noted:

The only thing...that was kind of really worrying me was that I’d never seen it 
drop this far down. I thought I hope they don’t have to bring someone over and 
put the mask over her face or bag her....I hoped that they wouldn’t do that 
because I didn’t know for sure if I wanted Kathy to see that or her mom to see it.

Jeff seemed more worried about Kathy’s reaction to the nurse’s potential

interventions than he was about Abby’s medical status. He wanted to protect his wife

emotionally which may be a reflection of his profound attachment to her, more so than to

Abby, at that particular point in time. Jeff seemed to have an intuitive sense of the

importance of a strong bond between mother and daughter and nurturing Kathy’s

emotional needs was a way of indirectly nurturing Abby.

Only twenty years ago, fathering was measured almost exclusively by what 

fathers did “directly” with their infants and children—and much of that knowledge was 

gleaned from the mother’s report. It is now widely recognized that fathers’ patterns of
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influence are often indirect and fathers and children must be viewed as part of a complex 

social system in which every family member affects every other reciprocally (Lamb, 

1997a).

There are several other examples of Jeff’s “distant” fathering. When Kathy had to 

pump her breasts, Jeff supported her by his presence. He recalled:

Sometimes I’ll still go in there if she goes in to pump...and talk to her while she’s 
in there because I don’t want her in there by herself. I don’t want her to get tired 
of doing that or get depressed because she has to go in there all the time. I do 
know last night was the first night that she didn’t get up. She was supposed to get 
up at like three or four in the morning and pump. She said she woke up, but she 
didn’t wake up right away and then she was tired so she just waited and said she’d 
skip it. So she did miss last night. I asked her about that because, like I said, I just 
don’t want her to go in there and get depressed because she has to pump and she 
can’t feed the baby herself.

By keeping his pulse on her emotional feelings about pumping, Jeff was 

supporting Kathy, which indirectly helped Abby from a medical/nutritional standpoint. 

Jeff also started to lift weights (when he could find the time) to strengthen his muscles in 

anticipation of holding Abby and other physical rigors of fatherhood (carrying diaper 

bags, etc.). He was a very kind, sensitive, and caring father but these attributes would not 

be revealed if one was looking for direct “hands-on” caregiving.

Jeff seemed keenly aware and even somewhat sensitive about the fact that he was 

fathering Abby more “from a distance” while she was hospitalized. Jeff may have had a 

heightened awareness of direct caregiving because, during every interview, I explored 

with him what types of things he was doing with Abby (see Appendix: Getting to Know 

Your Baby Interview Guide). On several occasions, he would make a point of re

classifying his more indirect examples of caregiving under the broader theme of “what
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he’s done” for Abby. For example, in our third interview, Jeff suggested that “eating 

better” would fall under the category of “doing” for Abby:

If I’m going to try to carry her around...maybe I should try to turn some of the fat 
into muscle or something. So I’ve already tried to eat a little bit better and I guess 
that kind of goes under the category of what you’ve done for her.

My questions often implied a more direct, hands-on answer which, of course, was

something he was not doing much of at that time. I was approaching my questions more

from a female perspective because, as a nurse and mother myself, I was conditioned to

think of hands-on caregiving as being equated with parenting. In our fourth interview, I

again asked a question about caring that insinuated a more direct, hands-on answer and

this was Jeff’s response:

I: Yeah, anything else you’re doing in terms of caring for her that comes to mind? 
You’ve done a bath and the feedings. Of course, you don’t really participate too 
much in the feedings.

F07: Yeah, can’t do that yet.

I: Yeah.

F07: But other than the bath and trying to get things at work finished and try to 
get in shape so I can help carry her around and lift her more.

The questions on that particular interview guide seemed to really sensitize Jeff to

this notion of direct versus indirect fathering to the point where he was trying to make the

distinction between those two forms of fathering within his responses. In the following

narrative, I asked Jeff to describe a recent difficult episode. At first, he started to talk

about how hard it was to ask questions of the nurses (an “indirect” example of fathering)

because he feared their answers. His response was very legitimate considering Abby’s

medical condition at that point in time; however, in the middle of his response, he
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abruptly switched gears and gave me an example of something “directly related” to 

fathering:

F07: And all of a sudden, it’s like, okay, there were a couple of babies over here 
yesterday, where did they go? They were awful small and you kind of want to ask 
but you don’t want to....I did ask one time and they said ‘she did better and went 
over to the other ward’ or ‘well, we couldn’t take care of her here so we had to 
send her over to Children’s.’

I: Okay, so you are asking the nurses I’m assuming.

F07: Yeah...those are really the hardest things. As far as directly related to being a 
father, I guess probably the first hardest thing I’ll have to is when she gets her 
first spanking. That’ll probably be really hard for me.

I have to wonder if Jeff didn’t change course and talk about something he

considered to be more “direct” fathering because he thought it was what I expected since

so many of my caregiving questions were framed from a “doing” perspective. His

response certainly lends credence to the notion that fathers often view “real, hands-on”

fathering off into the future.

Even after Abby came home, Jeff fathered her primarily “from a distance.” His 

role during the very stressful early weeks at home was more of passive observer than 

active participant. He was gone on a business trip during three of her serious reflux 

episodes and, upon his return, he went back to work during the daytime, studied for his 

exam in the evenings as time allowed, and slept at night. The whole family participated in 

supporting his commitment to work: Kathy usually fed Abby and took her to all her 

appointments, while the grandparents assisted with feedings so that Kathy could catch up 

on her sleep. The entire family operated under the unwritten rule that work was priority 

one, even in lieu of Abby’s precarious medical status.
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Jeff seemed well aware of the fact that Kathy was carrying the brunt of the stress

with Abby, particularly since he was working and he wasn’t there to witness the “look”

on Abby’s face when choking. Kathy was also the only family member certified in

lifesaving, which probably created an additional burden for her. Abby preferred to sleep

while lying on mom’s chest, which made it more difficult for Kathy to sleep and for

others to help with Abby’s care. Kathy did most of the caregiving for Abby during those

first few months at home.

Although Jeff was not necessarily directly involved with Abby to a great extent

during this difficult time, he was quite involved behind the scenes keeping tabs on the

family’s emotional barometer. Although Kathy appeared to feel intensely responsible for

Abby’s well-being, Jeff experienced equally intense feelings of responsibility towards

Kathy’s mental health and was very in-tune to her needs. Jeff recalled a “counseling”

session he had with Kathy:

I: You don’t seem to be quite as stressed at this point in time as she does.

F07: No, probably just because I’ve been in the middle. But I worry more about 
the rest of them right now.

I: Do you really? What kinds of things do you worry about?

F07: Well, I told Kathy ‘First of all, it might happen again. It probably will, let’s 
just say it will. Like I said earlier, just be ready for it, stop panicking every time 
something happens....Just wait and panic when it does happen, you 
know....Every time it’s happened so for, you’ve got her breathing again. She’s 
fine. So, if it does happen, if we are just confident that when it does happen, we’ll 
catch it. And then we’ll get her going again.’ I said ‘I know it’s still gonna be a 
very stressful thing, but you can be comforted in knowing that we’ll get through it 
and maybe [that will] help you to relax and not to worry ahead of time, at least not 
to fret as much.’

I: So you’re trying to diffuse some of the worry in everybody else.
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F07: But at the same time, I’m trying to not downplay it. I’m not trying to do that 
at all

In our next interview, he recalled a similar counseling session with Kathy:

She’s like “I just don’t know if I can go through another one of those nights’ and 
then the next morning it happened again. I said ‘well, you know, last night you 
said you didn’t know if you could handle it if it happened again, if you could 
make it through another one, ancL.it happened again and you made it through and 
she’s fine.’ I said ‘let’s just quit worrying...that it’s going to happen. Let’s just 
assume that it is going to happen again...and when it does, that’s why we got 
people here helping. When it does, we’ll take care of her again. You’ve done it 
every time so far. And we got the CPR class...and the pump. We’ll just take care 
of it then until she stops doing it [or] until we figure out how to make her quit.’ 
Now, of course, I know that’s a lot easier said than done.

Although caregiving became logistically simpler for Jeff once Abby was home, he

still found it hard to find the time to do “hands on” type of activities in lieu of work

demands and his upcoming exam. However, Jeff managed to contribute indirectly by

performing various kitchen duties:

When I come home from work, I’ll try to just do whatever I can to help Kathy rest 
just by going in and cleaning up all the kitchen, clean up all the bottles. Since you 
have to feed her twice during the night, I make sure we have the two bottles, the 
special bottles, just make sure both of those are clean after her last feeding so 
Kathy doesn’t have to mess with that. And sometimes when I get up, I’ll take the 
bottles and wash them before I go to work so she doesn’t have to worry about 
that. I’m just trying to do as many little things around the house to free Kathy up 
from having to do it.

Being an involved “active” father was very meaningful for Jeff perhaps, in part, 

because of his past history with his somewhat estranged father. For Jeff, helping on the 

periphery was fathering, pure and simple. He noted “Even though I’m not spending time 

with Abby, I’m helping take care of her.”

Jeff had more time to participate in caregiving once his in-laws left and he had the 

designation exam behind him. By the last interview, he was becoming more of a “hands- 

on” dad as the following excerpt illustrates:
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I think I’m definitely feeding her more....A couple times in the evening, Kathy 
will hand her to me and I’ll feed her while she cooks dinner or chats on the phone 
or sometimes I’ll feed her and Kathy will go in and play some games on the 
computer....I’m changing her diaper more often. I think sometimes it’s just that 
before there was always someone else doing it, so I didn’t really change too many 
diapers. I probably only changed one or two wet diapers ands one dirty 
diaper....And now, if it’s the middle of the night, I’ll change the wet ones more 
often.... Now that my schedule’s freed up a little bit more, I’ll just kind of do 
whatever needs to be done.

Jeff managed to participate in all forms of infant caregiving at home despite his

disability. This was no surprise considering how Jeff managed all other aspects of his life.

He described the finer points of diapering with CMT:

F07: Every time I change her she’s always been on the couch and I’ve just been 
sitting beside her....I was worried about how I was going to do it and stuffbut 
I’ve never changed her leaning over the bassinet, trying to keep my balance. I’ve 
always just been sitting down.

I: Okay. That’s kind of what we figured you might do.

F07: Yeah, so it’s just, and that’s the way Kathy’s doing it too....It is a little 
difficult, though, just cleaning her with the wipes because you need to get in the 
front and in the back and in the cracks and everything....It is still hard for me to 
do that because it’s hard for me to hold the cloth and get down in there, just with 
my fingers and stuff. But I think part of that is just practice too.

Once Abby came home, the concept of time took on new meaning for Jeff.

Because the most important thing in raising Abby was being “actively involved” with

her, he quickly began to realize that he needed to manage his time more effectively to

accomplish that task. It is not surprising that Jeff highly valued spending time with Abby

considering childhood memories of his own distant father. Jeff described his thoughts

about spending time with Abby:

If Kathy needs to go do something, I’m gonna have to turn the football game off 
and watch her...or I’m gonna have to turn the football game off and mow the yard 
because I’m not going to be able to mow the yard later because I need to spend 
time with Abby....I just want to spend a lot of time with her...daily, actually 
holding her or spending time with her, playing with her. Or if it’s just bottles or
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doing laundry, whatever else it takes to do my part because Kathy has to do 
things. And there will be days where I’ll spend all day with Abby and days when I 
don’t really spend anytime at all, but yet, you’re still doing your part. If you don’t 
spend any time with her at all, it’s because, you know, you mowed the yard and 
did the dishes and bottles and got her formulas and all that kind of stuff. You were 
still being active.

Jeff made no distinctions as to whether his time was spent directly caring for 

Abby or indirectly doing something for the family. What mattered was that he was 

“active.” His words are a beautiful illustration of fathering as a practice—a “coherent and 

complex form of socially established cooperative human activity” (MacIntyre, 1984, p. 

187). Jeff let me know, in his own way, that those things that weren’t directly involved in 

caring for Abby were still very important and constituted his fathering. It really was the 

only way he could father at that point in time considering the demands of his work. 

Making a Special Connection: “That Little Baby Voice”

The babies go marching three by three, hurrah, hurrah. The babies go marching 
three by three, hurrah, hurrah. The babies go marching three by three, the little 
one stops to climb a tree and they all go marching down, to the ground.. .to get 
out of the rain. The babies go marching four by four, hurrah, hurrah. The babies 
go marching four by four, hurrah, hurrah. This is my favorite. The babies go 
marching four by four, the little one stops to eat the s’more, and they all go 
marching down, to the ground, to get out of the rain.

This is a song that Jeff sang to Abby in our seventh interview, using his silly baby

voice. Jeff made a special connection with Abby using his voice. He was very

comfortable talking which, in addition to making him a perfect candidate for this study,

provided a way for him to connect with Abby that was non-threatening, non-invasive,

and familiar. He described how he used his voice to get to know Abby in our first

interview while holding her the first time:

F07: I held her and I was talking to her and just kind of talked to her so she could 
hear my voice. And trying to just talk casually, you know. ‘How was work? How 
are you doing? Your mom...is gonna come down and visit you.’
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I: Did you talk to her before she was bom?

F07: Yeah. A lot of times I’d just kind of put my hand on Kathy’s stomach and 
I’d just kind of get down there close and I’d kind of talk to her, ‘how are you 
doing?’ and I’d kind of make a baby voice and ‘Oh I’m fine dad’. Kathy would 
just kind of sit there and roll her eyes and laugh at me.

Jeff often talked to Abby as if he were communicating with an adult. He had no 

trouble carrying on a conversation and found silly language antics very natural. This 

intuitive parenting skill appeared to resonate with Abby, who, over time, seemed to find 

his fathers’ words quite comforting. Infants have been found to have astonishing powers 

of discrimination for subtle features of musical sounds and melodic forms (Trevarthen & 

Aitken, 2001). Vocal communication to infants is non-referentiaL, meaning that it does 

not matter that it specifies any reality outside the human contact. “It is intersubjective at a 

fundamental level. It serves to respond to or affirm the infant’s eagerness to become 

involved in proto-conversation, which in a nonverbal discourse regulated by dynamic 

relational affects, and a ‘narrative’ sense of transformed feelings” ( p. 8). Jeff was 

responding to his daughter in a way that seemed perfectly natural to him.

Jeff was very comfortable talking to Abby in the NICU, even more so than Kathy. 

As I noted earlier, Kathy’s demeanor was initially very quiet and reserved. Jeff tried to 

help “draw her out” and help her feel more comfortable by encouraging her to talk with 

Abby. This may have been important considering Kathy’s personality and the “over

whelming” nature of the NICU. Once again, Jeff was helping to nurture Abby indirectly 

by helping nurture the relationship between mother and daughter. In the excerpt below, 

Jeff described this process:

F07: Sometimes she would talk to her a little bit. She never talked to her as much 
anyway. I’m the one with more the imagination and I’m more the talker so I’d 
get down there and talk to Kathy’s belly before she was bom.
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I: Right, right.

F07: Of course, Kathy couldn’t reach her belly, you know.

I: That’s interesting. So you already do a little more of the talking and mom isn’t 
as much that way.

F07: Yeah, she’s more withdrawn. As a matter of fact, when I first would take 
Kathy down to see Abby, I’d say ‘Talk to her.’ She goes, ‘Hi, it’s mommy’ and 
I’d say, ‘say something else, tell her how your day is going, tell her what 
medicine you’re taking, tell her what she looks like.’ And that’s what I do when I 
come down here you know. And so, as time goes on and when we’re in there, she 
talks to her more and more.

By the fourth interview (Abby was eight weeks old), Jeff began to use touch, in

conjunction with his voice, in order to make a connection with his daughter. He was

becoming a little more comfortable with touching Abby at this point, but acknowledged

that Kathy held and touched her more:

I: Is there anything that you do to let her know that dad’s there or when you talk 
can she differentiate between you guys?

F07:1 don’t know...We always try to talk to her when we’re in there. There’s a lot 
of things going on during the day and so sometimes I try to touch her while I’m 
talking to her just so she can get the voice with the touch down. But sometimes 
we don’t because we need to keep the box closed and just kind of talk through the 
glass.

I: Right, right.

F07: Kathy holds her more so she can probably differentiate the holding more 
with Kathy and maybe the voice more with me, I don’t know.

By the fifth interview, Jeff began to notice that his voice would sometimes cause

Abby to make eye contact with him. The fact that Abby recognized his voice and

acknowledged him by opening her eyes made him feel more like a father. When I asked

him if he felt like a dad yet, he responded:
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I think it’s definitely more than it was before. Just talking to her more, when I get 
close to her, it seems like her eyes would stop and focus on me for 2 or 3 seconds 
before they would go on.

Jeff found Abby’s response to his voice very significant. Once at home, he could

spend more time around her and he really took notice of her “knowing him.” In our first

home interview, Jeff described a meaningful interaction:

F07:1 would say just coming home when she’s kind of squirming around or 
hissing and stuff and just holding her and watching her calm down, or watching 
her respond to my voice. She just kind lays there looking around then all of a 
sudden, she’ll look....Just watching her respond to my voice, that just really means 
a lot.

I: Can you describe why it means a lot to you?

F07: It almost seems like I comforted her, that she feels comfortable.

I: With you.

F07: That voice.

I: Yeah, that’s the crazy guy that tells me silly things

F07: Yeah...I know she responds to Kathy’s voice too, but I know that she 
responds to mine also. And that really means a lot to me when she responds to my 
voice and quiets down or opens her eyes.

Jeff seemed to be gratified by the fact that Abby recognized and responded to him 

and not just Kathy (who spent considerably more time with Abby than he did). Through 

his voice, he was able to make a distinct and special connection with his daughter. The 

process of “feeling like a father” for Jeff was very gradual and the use of his voice was an 

important avenue that he used to nurture a relationship with his premature daughter. 

Fathers may use their voices to connect with their premature infants because they are 

easily accessible, require no direct contact, and their voices are different in character.
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“I Could Calm Her Down ”

From our first interview, Jeff seemed very observant regarding Abby’s responses

to his consoling endeavors. He recalled his thoughts:

Sometimes you can’t hear her cry because they’ve got the tubes in her, but you 
can tell she’s crying because you can see her eyes kind of squint. You can see her 
forehead get wrinkly. You can tell she’s kind of crying a little bit and it’s like ‘oh 
don’t cry’. Sometimes...I’ll put my hand on her head and sometimes it’ll just kind 
of stop....It seems like when you do that it seems to make her stop.

In feet, in our second interview, he recalled that his ability to calm Abby down

after a bath was a very meaningful moment for him:

There was one time when...they were weighing her and...they washed her all 
down...her arms were just flying all around and they put her back in the incubator. 
I put my hand over her and just kind of held her arms down and just tried to calm 
her down and when I pulled my hand back, her arms started flying all around
again and everything. I just knew that she was still upset about it It seemed like
when I had my hand over her that maybe she had calmed down and maybe she 
looked like she was going to go to sleep and she looked comfortable. And when I 
pulled my hand back, her arms were flying all around again.

As Abby slowly began to recognize Jeffs voice, his soft words and silly songs

consoled her. His ability to console Abby became especially significant at home after her

first few reflux episodes because the other family members were literally “frozen with

fear” when handling Abby, waiting for her to choke and quit breathing. Jeff described his

observations:

F07: When I came home from work, after the last couple of episodes that she had, 
everybody was so tense and so tight holding her. You could just tell by looking 
and watching them. Instead of just, ‘hi little baby’ you know, it was like ‘okay, 
now breathe, now you’re not gonna do this.’ You can tell they’re just holding her 
out, away from them, almost like ‘are you okay?’....I guess it was Tuesday night 
when I got back...Kathy was holding her and Abby was still fussing and I took her 
and just kind of started moving her around a little bit and talking to her and stuff. 
And I think I probably even said ‘she calmed down right away.’ So, that was a 
really good feeling, just knowing that I could calm her down. I tried to make sure 
that Kathy, that it didn’t bother her.
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I: Didn’t bother Kathy?

F07: Yeah. That I could settle her down and she didn’t. I wanted to make sure that 
she didn’t think I was better with her or anything.

I: Did you ask her?

F07:1 did. I said ‘does it bother you?’ because Kathy was looking at us and she 
was still very stressed....And I was like, ‘What are you thinking?’ ‘Oh nothing.’ I 
said, ‘does it bother you that I’m settling her down and you’re not?’ She said,
‘No’ and then...something came up about her just being so tight and so tense with 
Abby right now. I said ‘does it bother you that you might think that you were so 
tight and tense that maybe that’s why you can’t calm her down sometimes?’ And 
she said ‘yeah.’

Jeffs sensitivity to Kathy’s feelings was remarkable. In essence, he placed her 

relationship with Abby before his own, knowing just how important the connection was 

between mother and daughter. His empathetic response is certainly a reflection of top- 

notch fathering, despite not being “hands-on.”

At our last interview, Abby was six months old (10 weeks old corrected) and 

becoming more responsive and alert. Jeff continued to pay particular attention to Abby’s 

responses to him and his voice “It’s really neat when you’re playing with her and she 

looks at you and smiles or she hears your voice and turns to see you and she smiles. Or 

her mom will be holding her and she’ll be looking at me smiling, hearing me talk.”

The feet that Jeff had to wait almost six months to see Abby smile at him may 

have significance for all fathers who are searching for any little sign of recognition 

between themselves and their premature infants. Even fathers of healthy, term infants 

struggle for recognition from their babies (Jordan, 1990). Fathers do not give birth and 

therefore lack that immediate, almost primordial bodily connection that mothers 

experience with holding. They must rely on other means to make a special connection 

and then wait, for months, for a response.
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The Meaning o f Work

Although Jeff managed to make a special connection with his daughter using his

voice, his meanings of work powerfully shaped his self-understanding of fathering. When

I asked him what he liked best about being a dad at our last interview, he noted:

I know one thing it does make you feel really important knowing that my work is 
supporting mom and baby both now....I’ve noticed that I feel like I need to do 
better now, get a better review....I need to do really good at this next company in 
case something happens....And get an insurance policy to pay the house 
off...because I’m the only one working now.

The primacy of work is reflected in his response. The real challenge for Jeff was

now coming to bear: He managed to develop a special relationship with Abby and longed

to nurture her and her mother, but the historical, cultural, and societal expectations that

shaped his meanings of work and constituted his fathering were getting in the way. He

attempted to reconcile this perpetual conflict by trying to work more efficiently so he

could get home sooner and be with his family. However, work deadlines often took

precedence, which resulted in Jeff feeling guilty:

I went in on Saturday for four hours and I just felt really bad about it 
because...Saturday was the first day we were on our own...since Abby came home 
and I had to go into work for 4 hours. You know, if I could have worked a little 
bit harder, I could have prevented having to go in there....I really do see myself 
working harder at trying to become more organized to get things done and try to 
get in bed on time and stuff so that I can be home when I need to.

Working harder and more efficiently was difficult for Jeff because he was

exhausted and easily distracted as a result of all the chaos at home. It was often hard for

him to keep his mind focused on his work during a typical day at the office because

mentally he wanted to be at home: “Sometimes at work I find myself just missing time

with her. Sometimes I waste time thinking about Abby or calling home to see what’s

going on.” The distractions affected his productivity at work, which eventually (by the
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eighth interview) was getting the attention of his supervisor, who couldn’t understand

why deadlines were being missed:

I’ve tried to not work late as much and so I kind of let some things go at work. I 
was trying to get away one time to do some studying and just had a lot of things 
built up that needed done. And my supervisor told me that I don’t have an 
unreasonable amount of things on my desk to work on and I shouldn’t be having 
trouble with it. And so I wasn’t too happy about that.

One solution to this dilemma would have been to take paternity leave from work,

but this option never entered Jeff’s mind because paternity leave was an unpaid benefit.

Instead, he took one week of vacation after Abby was bom. He recalled that his company

was “fairly understanding” of his need to take this unscheduled vacation, but admitted

that the timing worked out well at work that particular week. If work demands would

have been high that week after Abby’s birth, he noted: “I don’t know what would’ve

happened because...I’m the only one doing [this work].”

Jeff did feel strongly that fathers should have some sort of paid leave:

If they had offered me paid leave, yeah, I probably would’ve definitely taken 
it....I think that there should be some kind of provisions for dads to take off. You 
know, if they allow for the moms to take off then they should allow for the dads 
to take off too.. ..A lot of times it’s not as easy for the dads to spend time with the 
kids so that would make it a little easier for them to stay at home and take care of 
them. So I think it’s something that should be. If it’s mandatory that an employer 
has to let the mother have six weeks off, even though it’s unpaid, then they need 
to have the same thing for fathers also.

On the other hand, Jeff seemed to understand the dilemma that companies, especially

smaller businesses, would face if paid paternity leave was mandated.

Coping Despite Everything 

Despite the chaos at home after Abby’s birth and the tremendous pressure he felt 

to succeed at work, Jeff still managed to “feel pretty good” about fathering. I sense that
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he coped with his stress in three primary ways: his faith in God, his relationship with 

Kathy, and his personality/temperament.

Faith

Religion played a big part in Jeffs life from the time he was a small boy on the

farm. It was apparent from our first interview that he took great comfort in his faith and it

helped him weather the stress of the entire experience. In the fifth interview, he recalled

the significance of faith and prayer in his life:

I know how much that my faith has helped me through this....We just prayed over 
and over again, God, you know, you created life, you brought Abby into this 
world and we’re all yours....If you do decide that you want her home with you, 
then...thank you for letting us have her for the amount of time we did. Although 
it’s easier to say than going through it.

His Marital Relationship

Jeff and Kathy have a very loving relationship, based on trust and respect. She is

supportive of Jeff at every turn, in every way. When he was worried about his ability to

physically care for Abby, her response to him was: “You’ll do fine, you don’t have

anything to worry about. You know you’re gonna be a good dad” and “there’s more to

being a dad than having to be able to pick her up.” Kathy was aware of the pressure that

he was trader at work (not to mention finding new work) and even confided to me that

she thought this whole experience with Abby was “harder on Jeff than it was on her.” Jeff

recalled an example of how Kathy supported him during a particularly bad day at work:

F07:1 knew I had to get home. I gotta mow the yard. I didn’t over the weekend 
since we were out of town.. ..And then after she talked on the phone to me, well, 
she went out and mowed the yard.

I: Did she really?

F07: And then she called and made the arrangements to Chicago. And then she 
called the guys who were going to lease the house and talked to them about
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whatever needed to be done. [She took care of] things that were all on my list of 
things I’ve gotta do and haven’t been able to do them yet. She went and did all 
those.

They approached their relationship with each other with a sense of team spirit.

Both their words and their actions embody this spirit:

Sometimes we’ll go to bed and...the kitchen’s a mess and in the morning, before I 
go to work, I’ll clean up the bottles and do the dishes, unload the dishwasher and 
load it back up and I spend easily 45 minutes to an hour in there and my knees 
and my back will start to hurt from doing that. Or sometimes in the evening, I’ll 
come in and Kathy’s holding Abby or resting or something and she’ll just make a 
comment like ‘You’re a good husband’ or ‘You’re a good dad’ or something like 
that. She knows I’m tired and she’ll say ‘Come in and sit down’ and I’ll say ‘I 
will’ because I think I need to sit down. My knees and back are really starting to 
bother me...Just helping her while she goes in and sleeps for a couple hours or 
she’ll just kind of doze off while I’m holding Abby and the next thing you know 
it’s two hours later and she’s still dozing and I’m still holding Abby. And she’ll 
say ‘I slept a lot longer than I thought.’ And I’ll say ‘no, we just sat here and 
bonded and played and slept and stuff.’ And she really appreciates that

The experience of having a pre-term infant has, in many ways, drawn Jeff and

Kathy even closer together as a couple. Chesler and Parry (2001) noted a similar finding

among couples dealing with childhood cancer: “Despite the evidence of family tension

and strain, most parents report that their marriages are stronger and that their families are

now closer together as a result” (p. 380). Similarly, Jeff noted that they seemed to

“appreciate what each other does” even more now and often made a concerted effort to

be complimentary. Jeff was very insightful about the fact that they are two individuals

who could, under significant stress, travel down two different roads in order to cope:

There were times when both of us were just really stressed and Kathy would be 
stressed about something and I told her ‘look, you’re going through a lot and I’m 
going through a lot’ and I said, ‘it’s going to be a lot easier on both of us if  
instead of me trying to get through mine and you trying to get through yours, if I 
help you get through yours and you help me get through mine, just with Abby.’ 
It’s going to be a lot easier on us, because neither one of us has to go through this 
on our own....And it just seems like as [each] day goes on and week by week, it 
just seems like me and Kathy have really been just drawing closer and closer
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together all the time...just even going to bed at night and just getting up in the 
mornings.... When I leave, it just seems like we cuddle longer or whatever you 
to call it.

His Personality

The foundation for Jeffs coping ability lies within his own temperament, which 

was shaped by both genetic and environmental factors. His past experiences within his 

own family, in particular with his father, played a crucial role in the emergence of a man 

who wasn’t afraid to step in and communicate his feelings as well as elicit the feelings of 

others. He was a very caring, sensitive, empathetic man, which may perhaps explain why 

he felt so much guilt when unable to fill all the needs placed in front of him. He was also 

a very tenacious, persistent person who didn’t easily give up in the face of adversity, 

which I would speculate may be a result of the fact that he has lived and will continue to 

live each day with a compromising neuromuscular disability.

My Reflections

Interviewing Jeff elicited three main emotions within me: inspiration, delight, and 

sadness. I was inspired by hearing his stories surrounding his disability, but even more 

inspired to bear witness to how he handles life with his disability, especially in light of 

the major stresses that he faced trying to juggle work and his premature daughter’s birth, 

extended hospitalization, and chaotic early weeks at home. It was delightful to interview 

him because he enjoyed talking and sharing stories. He was the most reflective of all the 

fathers in the study in that he often thought about the questions prior to the interview. It 

was sad to bear witness to the turmoil that resulted from communication gaps between 

health care professionals and these parents after Abby’s discharge home. At times, I felt 

helpless in my role as participant observer and interviewer.
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Conclusion

However determinate one’s genetic inheritance, it must still, as it were, be woven 
into the present, an activity that necessarily involves both a receptivity to the 
specific shapes and textures of that present and a spontaneous creativity in 
adjusting oneself (and one’s inheritance) to those contours. (Abram, 1996, p. 50)

His own father’s emotional “numbness,” which Jeff witnessed while growing up,

created a strong sense of emotional “awareness” within him. He was indeed different

from his own father—in some ways. Although he valued his emotional connectedness

with the two most important women in his life, his wife and his daughter, he still couldn’t

break free from the stronghold of the breadwinner ideal. Like all beings-in-the-world, Jeff

was “thrown” into a particular cultural, historical, and familial world. He was becoming a

father the only way he knew how—in pursuit of a paycheck in order to provide for his

family. His road to fatherhood was quite bumpy, scattered with barriers that shaped his

fathering practices. He wasn’t nor would ever be radically-free. His fathering was

constituted by the purposes and values of fathers preceding him.

One thing stands firm: whether it be near noon or close to midnight, a measure 
ever endures, common to all; yet to each his own is allotted, too, each of us goes 
toward and reaches the place that he can. (Heidegger, 1971, p. 95)
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Chapter 6: The Primacy of Work

I never imagined that I would learn so much about different occupations by 

conducting this study. I now have a better understanding of the petroleum industry and 

how prices are regulated locally. I also discovered that the government in Venezuela is 

precarious, which translates into uncertainty for a local chemical plant, and that engineers 

in the aircraft industry write “how to” guides for military missiles. When work was our 

topic of discussion in interviews, as it often was, fathers’ discussions were free and 

effortless. In contrast, when the focus of our conversation turned to their premature 

infants, time seemed to slow dramatically: Fathers’ conversations were less “fluent” and 

elaborate when they were talking about their own sons and daughters.

One reason that all of the fathers in the study were so steeped in their work can be 

found in the annals of our history. Between the American Revolution and the 1830’s, the 

“breadwinner” ideal emerged among the middle classes in America; this ideal required 

the father to leave his home each day and commute to his work or to take frequent 

business trips rather than spend time close to home on a family farm (Pleck & Pleck, 

1997). As a result, the mother, not the father, was assumed to be the primary parent; the 

father’s role in the household became more passive than active. Although many newer 

ideals have surfaced since then, such as the “active” dad and the “co-parent” father, the 

breadwinner role remains a very strong core of a father’s identity. This was true for all of 

the fathers in my study.

The one thing that all of the fathers found very stressful about the experience of 

having a pre-term infant, especially while their babies were still in the hospital, was the
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physically and mentally exhausting juggling act that ensued after they returned to their 

jobs as they tried to balance going to work, hospital visits, and managing the home front.

Work After Birth: A Renewed Sense o f Fervor

Consistent with the breadwinner role, fathers in my study went to work out of

absolute necessity to provide financial security for their families. This was true whether

they were upper, middle, or lower class. One father expressed the views of all fathers

when he said: “My family is important, that’s why I go to work every day. When you

have a baby, it’s kind of a must isn’t it? Work every day.” The one father in the study

who was temporarily unemployed was haunted on a daily basis by this situation. When I

asked him to describe a recent difficult episode, he noted:

I’m just constantly thinking about that I don’t have a job and I don’t have a car. 
And I’m not home to get these things. And my baby’s up here and I don’t want 
her to be here. And she’s gonna be up here for a while and I’ve gotta do all this 
stuff up here for her....That’s about the hardest thing to go through. I think about 
that kind of stuff every day

This particular father dropped out of the study after our first interview. Although 

I’m unsure of the exact reason for his withdrawal, I think that his unemployment, coupled 

with the precarious health of his premature daughter were significant factors in his 

decision.

Becoming a father of a premature infant propelled many fathers in the study to

approach their mandate (“work every day”) with a greater sense of urgency and zeal One

father discussed how his thoughts about work have changed since the birth of his

premature daughter, who was bom at 26 weeks:

I guess I’m a little more serious about it... now I’ve got some 
responsibility....I think I always did a good job, but now I really want to make 
sure 1 do a good job and try to work through a little more of the politics and 
stuff to try to get somewhere.
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This father noted that his notion of wanting to “get somewhere” at work actually started 

surfacing when he and his wife “started trying to get pregnant.” Fathers may begin to 

think about making changes at their work well before the actual birth of their children in 

order to better provide for their families.

Four fathers were hired into new positions that were promotions in terms of salary 

and/or benefits since none of the mothers in the study returned to work. Fathers often 

changed jobs to replace their wife’s lost income after their baby’s arrival One father 

sought a new position primarily to get better and less expensive insurance coverage for 

his family, which resulted in a substantial increase in his take-home pay.

Even men who make a lot of money and are secure in their current positions may 

focus more on financial matters once they become fathers. This was certainly true for the 

one father in the study who had the highest income (greater than $100,000 per year). 

During our last interview, I asked him to reflect about how his son’s birth had affected 

his work:

It brings maybe a different sense...before I was doing fine and making plenty of 
money and I don’t really spend a whole hell of a lot, not so much of a tightwad 
thing, but I just don’t need much I guess. My wife’s gotta get me to go and get 
new shoes or new clothes or, you know, you’ve got a hole in your pants, you need 
to get new ones....I never was that concerned with money. At my income level I 
had plenty to do anything I wanted to do. I never thought about it that much. But 
now, you know, we’ve got Adam and I start thinking about education and food 
and clothes and all the stuff and taking him on trips and things like that and all the 
things you want to provide....Not that I wasn’t getting the job done, more of 
going out and getting the extra money or maybe having that conversation about 
the stock options or...what’s my bonus gonna be, or what kind of raises are we 
gonna get, that kind of thing. Where before I would probably just take what rolled 
my way.

Fatherhood seemed to be the catalyst for change for many of the fathers in the 

study, nudging them to either change jobs, interview for a new job, or scrutinize their
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salary/benefits package more carefully. One father, in our last interview, reflected back

on his decision to change jobs and noted “fatherhood” as one vehicle that prompted a

positive change in his attitude about work and life:

I’m quite a bit more positive....I contribute it a lot to work, getting out of 
something [his job] I wasn’t happy with and getting into something that was my 
goal., and actually hitting that goal, and putting me a little bit at ease. It just all 
sort of came into play with the fatherhood role.

Although the promotion was important to this father for monetary reasons, there

was something equally significant at stake—his role model status in the eyes of the most

important male in his life—his newborn, premature son. When I asked him how his

feelings had changed about his work since his son’s birth, he responded through the voice

of an imaginary kindergarten teacher addressing his son: “We’re having Show and Tell

today. Why don’t you bring your dad in?” He then added, “I work at Wal-Mart, you

know....I just want to do something else with my life than be in retail.” This father

sought to escalate his “status” through his work, rather than through hands-on fathering

skills. In a society that has historically emphasized and rewarded the breadwinner role,

men may seek reassurance and comfort in the one realm they are very familiar with and

good at—their work.

Although these fathers accepted their roles as breadwinners, they were somewhat

ambivalent about the primacy of that role in their lives. In the last interview, I asked each

father whether they were primarily work or family oriented. This father’s response to my

question exemplified the feelings of every father in my study:

Father (F)06: My priority would be my family but, obviously, waking hours wise, 
you spend more time at work than you do at home...Yeah, if it came down to a 
choice between the two, if you look at it that way, it would be family.

Interviewer (I): So feeling-wise it’s family, but practically...
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F06: Yeah, practically speaking, I’m at work a lot

Another father’s answer to my question was quite profound: “Of course, if I had 

to choose [italics added], I’d be family oriented; but, as it sits right now, it’s more work, 

career.” His words dispute the belief that fathers somehow choose to be the primary 

breadwinners when, in reality, they are just following in the path established by their 

forefathers.

This question was difficult for fathers because they were literally stuck in the

middle; they desired to be “family men,” but practically they remained breadwinners,

which pulled them away from their families. One father attributed his mental problems to

his job, but yet could see no escape hatch in the foreseeable future. When I asked him

how important his work was, he noted:

Extremely important. My work is probably one of my problems to tell you the 
truth. I mean, I go to a therapist as far as obsessive compulsive 
[disorder]....I’m what is called the merchandising manager and my job is to 
make sure that it stays functional, make sure it stays clean, make sure it stays 
stocked....I mean, it is everything that contributes to obsessive compulsive and 
honestly it drives me nuts. I can’t stand it honestly. But I know that I can’t give it 
up because that’s what pays the bills and that’s what gets us by every month. If I 
had the option you know, if Lisa was able to support the family, honestly, I’d 
probably quit in a heartbeat.

These narratives depict the power of history and tradition and the significance of 

work as fathers attempted to carve out their own fathering. In fact, fathers took off only a 

couple of days after their infant’s birth, returning immediately to work once mother and 

baby were in stable condition.

From Expert to Novice 

In her book, From Novice to Expert, Benner (1984b) outlined the importance of 

everyday, practical experiences in advancing from a beginner to expert nurse clinician.
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The heading of this section was borrowed from her book title, but transposed, to

accurately reflect the situation new fathers often find themselves in because they lack

practical infant caregiving skills: Fathers go from being the experts at work to mere

novices in the intensive care nursery.

All o f the fathers in the study had very limited experiences with infants of any

shape or size, let alone very tiny, sick, premature ones. This lack of experience with

children contrasted sharply with their years of on the job training and the vast array of

skills they accumulated in their various occupations. In listening carefully to their words

as they described the positive aspects of being the “experts” at their work, one can

appreciate what may be so troubling about being demoted once they enter the NICU

environment. For example, one father, as he described his job, noted that “it’s really

comforting to know that I’m good at this, there’s no one else out there that can do this job

better than what I can.” In a later interview, he described his feelings about getting a

promotion at work: “When I’m getting recognized, I guess I take that to heart. And when

I’m not getting recognized, I sort of feel let down.” Fathers felt confident at work, as this

father expressed: “At work I have a lot of confidence, I know what’s expected of me. I

know what I’ve gotta do to get where I want to go.” Similar words were essentially

absent when fathers talked about their infants.

Fathers felt like there was nothing they could “do” while their infants were

hospitalized, which was in direct contrast to the real sense of productivity and

accomplishment provided by their work world. In the following excerpt, a father

discussed the difficulties of merely being an observer in the NICU:

F08: There were some people that would go down there for hours on end....You 
feel bad, but what do you do? You can’t sit there in the NICU for 8 hours a day. I
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couldn’t do anything to help. So we were like, we’ll go down there for a couple of 
hours every day and call a couple times a day. That was it...I mean, it’s kind of 
out of your control, obviously, what goes on there.... I probably should’ve spent 
more time down there when he was in the NICU all that time....I felt guilty at 
first because I saw other parents there that were always there. And just how much 
time do these people spend in there?...I’m coming in after work, you know, it kind 
of puts you on a guilt trip kind of thing I guess, self-guilt trip.

I: You felt guilty.

F08: Yeah, but what could you do...you sit there and look at him in an incubator 
for hours on end. I wasn’t making a difference being there. At the end, when he 
was bigger, when we could start feeding him or get him out and hold him for 
awhile or whatever, then that made a difference, but still, you’re limited with how 
much of that you could do.

This father was reflecting back on his decision to spend more time at work and less time

in the NICU. He felt guilty about his choice, but would not have done things much

differently if given the chance.

Fathers decided to quickly return to work, saving any time-off for later when the

baby was at home—even if their decision created guilty feelings and committed them to a

harried schedule. Returning to work makes sense if you consider that work is something

very familiar and they perceive that there is little they can “do” in the hospital. When I

asked one father how he felt about going back to work, he noted: “In some ways I felt

happy to be back, get back into a routine and get my mind on some things that were

going on. It wasn’t a bad thing.” Another father recalled:

It was my decision. They [his employer] were understanding. They knew what 
was going on. They said take as much time as possible or as needed. But, I guess 
I sort of had the mentality that the place was going to fell apart without 
me....What can I do here? I really can’t do nothing here. It will get my mind off it, 
so I might as well just go back to work.

One father, after returning to work soon after his son’s birth, became worried 

about the impression he was making by working less hours than normal, even though his
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employer was being very flexible with him. When asked how having a pre-term infant

had changed his thoughts about his work, he responded:

I’ve gotta go back to doing some of this overtime. I’ve gotta concentrate on work.
I don’t think it’s anything really to worry about, it was more me wondering how I 
was appearing to other people...you still have it in the back of your head that 
there’s somebody saying ‘you’re a jerk,’ you know.

Fathers visited the NICU almost every day, mostly for a few horns after work in 

the evenings. Fathers visited daily because they wanted to see their infants and support 

their partners, not because they felt they were making an important contribution. Because 

they perceived themselves as somewhat extraneous at the bedside, they struggled with the 

grind of daily visits: “You can get to a point where you feel like, you know, I’m feeling 

guilty because I’m being a little selfish but, God I’m so tired and I just need a night off.” 

The feet that many of these fathers mentioned the importance of “doing” in the 

narratives strengthens Freud’s (1995) notion that fathers may feel “completely 

superfluous” in the NICU because they aren’t actively involved in caregiving which he 

noted “accounts for the widespread unsatisfactory visiting patterns (irregular visits or too 

short visiting spells) (p. 240). I would argue, however, that the “doing” they envisioned 

involved caregiving and playing off in the future when their infants were much older and 

bigger and able to interact

Not a single father in the study had paternity leave benefits; some didn’t seem to 

fully understand what the term “paternity leave” even meant. The notion of a leave was 

completely dismissed because it was not paid. When I asked them to comment on an 

appropriate length for a paternity leave, they all agreed that a few days or possibly a week 

would be nice; but there was no strong desire to have an extended leave of several weeks.
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One father noted:

I don’t know that it’s really necessary. I think you’ve got the maternity leave 
and...I would still say that’s probably the main thing—to make sure the mom’s 
there with the baby.... [Paternity leave] may get voted down by the guys if they 
made that a law and it was offered. They’d have a hell of a time not taking it 
[because] their wives would give them too much hell.

Fathers were not interested in taking paternity leave while their infants were in the

hospital, but would rather wait until after discharge. This alone lends credence to the

notion that they do not see a place for themselves in the NICU.

Although going to work helped many fathers cope, for some it conjured up a

whole host of worries, guilty feelings, and struggles. When I asked one father to pinpoint

a recent difficult episode, he noted:

Just dealing with being at work everyday, you know, worrying about 
him.. ..I’ll be just working and then all of a sudden I’ll just stop and...he’ll just 
come through my mind....I just kind of wonder if something’s wrong with him 
or...wonder if my wife’s okay.

Many fathers talked about trouble concentrating at work, especially in the first 

few weeks after the early birth. This same father recalled another episode where he 

became sidetracked while performing his job on a factory line: “Sometimes I get 

confused counting parts or something if I think about him, I’ll just, I’ll forget....Where 

was I at? Did I mark that one down or not? I’d get sidetracked thinking about him and my 

wife.”

Spending time in the NICU to get to know their premature sons and daughters 

was not a high priority for these fathers. Instead, they focused their sights on a target well 

outside the NICU—their work, which was a necessity and a source of satisfaction. The 

NICU environment certainly does not nourish a father’s need to feel comfortable, secure, 

and appreciated because the health professionals are primarily focused on the care of the
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baby and the mother. Fathers need to feel connected in order to attempt entry into this 

foreign environment; when they feel disconnected, they long for more comfortable 

surroundings.

Fathers quickly ascertain that the real “experts” in this setting are the nurses. As a 

result, fathers often assume a safe position on the sidelines because they feel intimidated. 

One father described his experience of going from an expert at work to a novice in the 

NICU in an interview that took place just after his infant was discharged from the 

hospital:

This here [having a pre-term infant] has just been a pretty, just a frightening 
ordeal more or less.... You’re sort of walking on pins and needles the whole time 
in the NICU and I mean at work, I’m in a position where I pretty much snap my 
fingers and it should happen....I get my way quite a bit there. And at home, she 
[his wife] is the boss.(He laughs) And she snaps her fingers, I do it.

Although this father is at home in presumably more comfortable surroundings, he

discovered that another “expert” had taken the reins—his wife. Fathers sometimes felt

like novices in their own homes, which may help to explain why they continued to focus

so much time and energy on their work.

Juggling Work and the Outside World 

Fathers had to not only balance their time between work and the hospital; they 

also had to find space in their hectic schedules to manage the rest of their lives outside of 

work and the nursery. This juggling act started from the time their wives were 

hospitalized and continued until they were fully recuperated, which often lasted several 

weeks after birth as a result of cesarean section deliveries. For three fathers in the study, 

their race between work and home started literally months before their babies were bom
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as a result of problem pregnancies and the need for their wives to be on complete bed 

rest. As a result, fathers were completely exhausted.

Fathers took the “solo” responsibility of managing their households very

seriously and often felt overwhelmed by the tasks. Although fathers were upset when

their infants had a bad day or when a medical complication developed, the most difficult

aspects of the experience of having a pre-term infant were often positioned well outside

of the NICU doors. The following excerpt is an especially poignant example of this

because this father’s story, although filled with stressful events, surprisingly lacked any

reference to his son who was recently bom at 28 weeks gestation, weighing only two

pounds. During our first interview, I asked this 26-year-old father this question:

I: Can you tell me about a recent event that stands out as being particularly 
difficult?

F01: The whole last week has just been difficult for some reason....It’s just almost 
like a spiral for some reason. I invited some of my friends over to give them 
cigars and all that good stuff....We were drinking and one of my girl friends was 
kidding around with one of the guys out in the front yard and she decided to jump 
off the porch after him and she broke her ankle.. ..So, that’s been on my mind, 
what’s going on with that...if I’m liable and if I’m not liable....I pulled into a 
[parking] spot and...I get out of my car and the car slides into the drain.. ..It’s a 
brand new car, you know, I didn’t want my paint chipped or anything like that. 
And it wasn’t bad, we got it out and everything was fine. And then the other day, 
my check, I have direct deposit and for some reason it didn’t go in and they took 
my car payment out and her car payment and the house payment all out and it 
wasn’t in there. And, it’s been a rough week that’s for sure.

His story reflects that his world has not yet changed as a father, an understandable

position considering he did not give birth, he witnessed it, and he hasn’t participating in

any caregiving yet. In the phenomenological view of stress and coping, it is the concerns,

background meanings, skills, and practices of the person that set up what he or she counts

as stressful (Benner & Wrubel, 1989). By asking a very open-ended question, I was able
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to capture what counted as stressful to him at that particular point in time, which 

furthered my understanding of his fathering.

The fact that his response was situated outside the NICU may reflect his lack of 

attachment to his 12-day old son. Sullivan (1999) explored the development of 

attachment between fathers and pre-term infants and reported that fathers did not 

experience feelings of attachment until their babies were between one and five months of 

age.

Another very stressful aspect of this experience for fathers was their role as a “go- 

between,” a role that Freud (1995) noted was un-bargained-for and one that fathers found 

themselves immersed in without adequate preparation. Not only did fathers have to 

satisfy demands at work while maintaining a fairly rigorous hospital visiting schedule, 

they were also confronted with the demands of their partners, their pets, and their older 

children who were in need of their time and attention. When I asked one father in our first 

interview to describe a difficult situation since the birth of his 28 week gestation infant 

son, he noted:

Well, the only thing that I’ve had any difficulty with so far is...the house 
maintenance, the laundry, cleaning the house, things like that. There just hasn’t 
been a lot oftime to do it. It’s getting done when I can do it....And another 
stressful thing...I was trying to get back home to be with my two dogs as much as 
I could and my wife understood that, but then I started feeling guilty telling her 
‘I’ve got to go play with the dogs or they’re going to tear the houseup.’...and they 
did, they shredded a few plants.

Fathers found it difficult to deal with the emotional needs of their partners while,

at the same time, wrestling with their own feelings. One father noted:

I don’t need her [his wife] to be upset. I know that after giving birth to a baby that 
a woman goes through the postpartum blues and it was real hard on her... being at 
home every day and not being here [in the NICU] and when she gets here [in the
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NICU] she don’t want to leave, which I don’t either, but I know we have to. It’s 
real hard.

Once mothers came home from the hospital, they were often unable to drive 

themselves to the hospital for various reasons (surgical recuperation, car situations, 

traffic) which left mothers feeling stressed because they longed to be at the hospital. As a 

result, fathers shuttled their partners to and from the NICU, which created additional time 

demands.

Fathers tried to hide their own emotions from their wives, which may have made

coping even harder for them. Clark and Miles (1999) reported a similar finding in their

study on fathers of infants diagnosed with severe congenital heart disease. In the

following excerpt, a father talked about the difficulty of suppressing his fears regarding

his son’s medical outcome:

F05: It’s just like a touch and go thing. He’s like sitting at a yellow light and 
you’re wanting to know: Should I go on through it or should I stop?

I: Every day you probably have that feeling.

F05: Every day, the emotions, stress....Not to say that I don’t cry, because I do 
and I feel better. I try not to do it around my wife.

Another father was very stressed over dealing with his older son’s negative 

behavior as a result of a recent custody hearing and move, not to mention the feet that he 

felt like he was neglecting him because so much of his time was spent either at work or 

the hospital. This father was the only dad in the study who had other children; he had a 

12-year old daughter, who was living with her mother whom he never married, and a 9- 

year old son whose mother he also didn’t marry. This situation was particularly difficult 

because this father had just recently gained temporary custody of his son because his
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mother was neglecting him. When I asked him to recall a recent difficult episode, he

discussed how hard it was to deal with his son’s behavior problems in his new school:

Well the doctor said maybe the move could have throwed him in shock and I said 
‘well, I don’t think that’s really what it is because he’s got a better place to live 
now.’ I know that. He’s got much more now with us and he seems happy here. He 
wants to be here and he’s not really mad at me you know because I spank him.
I’ve only gave him two spankings in nine years in his lifetime. I’ve spanked him 
more since he’s been with me and in school than I have in his whole life. I 
spanked him Monday, I spanked him Tuesday and grounded him Monday and 
Tuesday. I let his butt rest Wednesday. I’m not abusing him, I’m just spanking his 
butt and I talked to him with tears in my eyes ‘son, they’re [social workers] gonna 
come and take you away from me.’

This excerpt, although extraordinary in terms of this family’s circumstances, sheds light

into the life of a father with other children during this difficult time.

The Physical Toll

Two fathers experienced significant emotional/physical illnesses after the birth of

their pre-term infants. One father, whom I described above in relation to his son’s

behavior problems, lost 31 pounds over the course of his wife’s difficult pregnancy and

his premature son’s hospitalization (his son was bom at 28 weeks gestation and spent 71

days in the NICU). He was a very intuitive, perceptive man who experienced morning

sickness during his wife’s pregnancy. After the birth, he still found eating and sleeping

difficult as a result of stress. In his own words:

It’s hard to go through when you experience something you never went through: 
eerie feelings, worrying, being upset, on edge. You feel like your nerves are just 
shot. You just rest, you don’t sleep. I’m not eating right. I worry about feeding my 
son, feeding my wife, trying to get her healed and still take care of him [his pre
term son].

It was initially difficult for him to financially provide for his family as a result of 

a hand injury which left him out of work for six weeks. His wife’s words shed light on 

the worry this family felt related to looming medical expenses:
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He stresses himself out, but you can’t get blood out of a turnip. If we ain’t got 
it...even if the bill’s $300, if you send diem ten dollars a month and they accept 
that, that’s all you’ve gotta pay a month. And it will keep the wolves from 
knocking the door down.

The never-ending trail of medical bills that poured daily into his mailbox

escalated his anxiety: “As far as thinking about all the bills, man, it’s stress. It’s mental

stress. I’ve been thinking about ‘can we file medical bankruptcy if we had to?’ The worry

and stress of his situation prompted visits to a psychiatrist for the first time in his life.

Eventually this father sought new employment which, although stressful, provided much

better insurance benefits at a lower cost which helped to calm his fears.

Another father was diagnosed with panic attacks just one month after his son’s

premature birth. His symptoms were frightening and caught him off guard:

I thought I was having a heart attack and dying...just sitting at my desk....1 
managed to get over to my boss’s desk and...he’s like ‘oh shit’....My heart was 
racing real bad, and that’s when...I want to kind of put it in a quick nutshell 
because the more I talk about it, the more I have a problem.

Even recalling the incident during our interview was difficult for him because he

feared his words might trigger another panic attack. This father attributed his

“breakdown” to “all the worrying I was doing about him and just everything else, it was

too much.”

Conclusion

It was foreboding and exhausting to listen to the countless stories that fathers told 

recalling their daily struggles as they managed their lives after an early birth. Work was a 

significant source of their feelings of value, comfort, and self-confidence as they 

attempted to navigate the uncharted waters of parenting a pre-term infant; yet, at the same 

time, going to work created feelings of worry and guilt as they “tried on” more modem
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“involved” fatherhood ideals. In spite of their intent to do otherwise, the world of work 

retained a strong grip over their lives. Their world was transformed as a result of 

becoming a father, but they projected themselves into the future through a renewed 

intensity about their work, not necessarily through engagement with their pre-term sons 

and daughters.

Despite men’s differences, breadwinning has remained the great unifying element 
in father’s lives. Its obligations bind men across the boundaries of color and class, 
and shape their sense of self, manhood, and gender. Supported by law, affirmed 
by history, sanctioned by every element in society, male breadwinning has been 
synonymous with maturity, respectability, and masculinity. (Griswold, 1993, p. 2)
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Chapter 7: The Technological Gaze of Health Care

Everybody wanted to go in [the NICU] and see her [his one pound, ten ounce 
premature daughter] and I was like ‘No, nobody’s going in there but 
family’....She’s not a freak show. You just can’t have everybody come up and 
see her. She’s not just something to see, she’s something to care about and 
love. And that’s just the way I feel about it. If they don’t, they don’t need to see 
her.

These are the words of Larry, a young father who was quite frustrated with family 

and friends because they tended to focus on the technology that was keeping his 

premature daughter alive, overlooking the fact that she was a human being who, above 

all, deserved love, compassion, and respect. Even more troubling for Larry, however, was 

the feet that some health care providers treated his daughter in much the same way as the 

visitors did, more like a product attached to technology instead of caring for her like a 

living, whole person. As a result, he sometimes felt alienated from family, friends, and 

the NICU staff because he viewed his daughter differently from everyone else around 

him.

The Primacy o f Technology 

Larry was bothered by what Foucault, a philosopher, labeled as the “medical 

gaze,” which involves “seeing a ‘case’ or a ‘condition’ rather than a human being” (as 

cited in Davenport, 2000, p. 311). Larry folly appreciated the feet that technology was 

saving his daughter’s life; however, what he didn’t appreciate was the detached, 

objectified stance of her visitors and caregivers in the NICU. He was perplexed and at 

times frustrated by their ability to overlook her human, living presence because, for 

Larry, there was little else to see other than her tiny, sentient body.

Foucault (1994) has traced this objectified, technological gaze to 18th century 

French physicians who agreed to treat and help their poor, impoverished patients in
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exchange for the opportunity to display their bodies for the purposes of educational

advancement. Although this practice improved the understanding of diseases, Foucault

contended that it changed the practices of medicine and reflected a different relationship

of man to himself: “Man allowed himself, for the first time, to be constituted as an object

of science” (p. 197).

The objectification of man that Foucault described has shaped what constitutes

our knowledge of human beings and the current practices of medicine and nursing.

Joseph Dunne eloquently described this process:

As human being we give ourselves to—or find ourselves in—projects 
through which we shape our environments and our relationships with each 
other. In the history of this projecting, particularly since the rise of modem 
science in the seventeenth century, we have moved more and more into a 
position where, as ‘subjects,’ we confront a world which is ours to objectify and 
control And, increasingly, the substance of our human lives has become part of 
this objectified world over which we exercise mastery and control. (1993, p. 366)

The treatment of man as an object or commodity which can be made fully explicit

and intelligible through mastery and control is ontologically situated in Cartesian

dualism, which views the mind as separate from the body and emotions distinct from

rationality (Benner, 2000a). These Cartesian divisions are apparent in our approach to

knowledge development within nursing and medicine as evidenced by the use of research

methods that divide humans into isolatable elements, stripped of their social

embeddedness in a practice, in a community, and in a tradition.

Heidegger labeled this modem world view of the self as a substantial subject 

distinct from an external world and the center around which all other entities revolve as 

the “age of technology” (as cited in Guignon, 1983). He claimed that in its seeming 

“remoteness,” technology actually will bring about a profound distancing of ourselves
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from the things around us and from the world. He warned that the kind of ordering

characteristic of technology, which he called “enframing,” can cause us to experience

everything as a resource for our purposes, preventing us from really seeing and relating to

the other and to things in their integrity (as cited in Malpas, 2000).

This technological stance accounts for many of our modem day advancements in

science and technology, while mirroring the objectification of people in the commercial

medical marketplace (Benner, 2000b). Our societal notion of caring is reduced to means

and ends as a result of this technological disruption (Leonard, 1994), which is to blame

for the impersonal character of Western health care (Walters, 1995).

One story that Larry told during our interview is an excellent example of the

technological gaze of nursing. Because he was unemployed, Larry spent a lot of time in

the NICU and knew his daughter intimately as a result. He was also an astute observer of

the nurses. Our conversation began with a description of his second skin-to-skin holding

experience, which did not go as well as the first one. In his own words:

Father (F)03: The nurse...was all right, but she wasn’t too good about it....She 
didn’t get the drape and put it around us and she just gave us the rocking chair and 
said ‘take off your shirt and sit down there.’ We didn’t like it too much. The other 
nurse, she was really cool about it.

Interviewer (I): Oh, so it varies by nurse.

F03: Yeah, I guess. Like the nurse out there today, she’s a real nice woman. She’s 
a real nice person. She’s really caring about the baby and stuff....1 like the nurses 
that care atxwt the baby, see who they are and that they’re a baby, that they’re a 
premature baby, not just go over there, do your job, pull the tubes, you know, 
suction them out, do this, do that, hurry up and get it done with the baby....I like 
the people that you know take care of her, be nice to her and stuff. You know, it’s 
not really being nice to her, it’s just trying to take your time.

I: So you can tell that pretty quickly about a nurse do you think?
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F03: Yeah, pretty much. Almost every day there’s a different nurse in there. Ever 
since I’ve been going up there, there has been almost a different nurse every day.

I: Yes.

F03: Maybe once or twice you get the same nurse, but almost every day there’s a 
new nurse up there. And I can tell just by how the nurse acts and everything 
whether she’s gonna be gentle with her or whatever. Usually they are pretty rough 
and I just get nervous. It’s not that she don’t care about the baby or anything, it’s 
just that she wants to get her job done. That’s how I feel. She just wants to hurry 
and get her job done.

I: How soon do you think you can tell that about someone, a nurse, when you 
meet her for the first time?

F03: As soon as they start messing with her [his daughter].

In Larry’s eyes, some nurses treated his daughter, Leah, not as a sensing human 

being, but more like a lifeless form attached to machinery. Larry’s descriptions of 

“uncaring” nurses certainly lack the adjectives that Merleau-Ponty used to describe a 

human being: a social, sentient, sensori-motor embodied person (as cited in Benner, 

2000a). Given the financial climate of hospitals today, nurses are short-staffed and 

sometimes stretched beyond their means and, therefore, are unable to meet all the needs 

of their patients and families. However, from my own past experience, I also know that 

some neonatal nurses approached their tiny clients as a vital sign to be taken or a tube to 

be suctioned even when they were not pressed for time. They were unaware of the 

technological trance that enveloped them. Distancing themselves from their tiny clients’ 

emotional, sensing bodies helped them cope with the bodily wrath of technology that they 

witnessed on a daily basis.

Another father, Jeff, recalled being initially aghast when nurses handled his tiny 

daughter like a “rag doll,” a lifeless object (see chapter 5). Although he claimed that 

witnessing such conduct eventually helped him see his daughter as less fragile, one has to
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ponder the basis of such actions which are, quite frankly, very commonplace in the 

NICU. Findings from Wynn’s (2002) study that explored the nursing care of three 

terminally ill infants may provide insight into the ethos of nurse caregiving that Jeff 

described. Wynn discovered that what is generally concealed or obscured, but 

nevertheless present, in many acute care settings is the “ambiguous and enigmatic quality 

of ‘life’ itself’ (p. 122). The nurses caring for these three very sick infants struggled with 

this question: Is there a person here? In contrasting the Greek/Aristotelian terms zoe 

(meaning natural/biological life) and bios (life particular to an individual), Wynn warns 

that our nursing approach to these tiny patients can easily fell into technical care based 

exclusively on zoe. She noted that through a “new understanding of the effects of 

biopower, we are guided to turn towards the babies rather than the machines and to look 

at them no matter how painful this looking might be” (p. 130). When nurses treat pre

term infants like “rag dolls,” perhaps they have overlooked an infent’s particularity (their 

bios) and focused more on an infant’s biological or natural life as apprehended by 

science.

Larry and several other fathers commented on the very problematic practice of

inconsistent caregivers, which reflects and maintains the “distancing” that Heidegger

associated with a technological understanding. Fathers described the lack of consistency

of nurses providing care for their infants as “discomforting.” One father described what

was so difficult about having a new nurse almost every day:

You get a rapport with somebody and it’s hard to switch because you can’t 
just assume you can talk to this person about the same subject and they’re going 
to understand how you’re talking to them or what you’re talking about or what 
you mean.
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This father recalled a nurse who knew him well in this way: “She knows what we 

want to do or whatever. Some of the other ones just take charge and do it.” He felt that 

having consistent nurses also allowed him the opportunity to get to know the nurses “a 

little bit better...which made it easier to talk with them, makes it easier for you to think 

‘well, what can I ask this person’?” Building rapport with nurses was important to 

fathers, but impossible when they saw a new face almost every day. When nursing does 

not place the consistency of nurses on the top rung of their unit’s philosophical stance of 

caregiving, they automatically distance themselves from their patients and families and 

give priority to the surrounding technology.

The Power Differential 

Winner, a noted philosopher of technology, argued that the development of 

technology originated from the power relations of the medical elite (as cited in Walters, 

1995). Technology reflects both the primacy of pathophysiology over the illness 

experience and the primacy of physician’s technological approach to the practice of 

medicine. Walters noted that as more technology is introduced into critical care units, the 

technology creates a form of life in itself that also controls much of the procedures and 

practices of nurses. However, because the language of technology is often cast as 

“objective,” the power relations that it subsumes are hidden from its users (Davenport,

2000). In her interpretation of Foucault’s “power/knowledge” interrelation, Davenport 

noted that:

We are all caught in the social webs created by the interplay of knowledge 
and power. Even those who are aware of the objectifying aspects of the power- 
knowledge relation are unable to develop effective ways of breaking free of its 
sticky strands, (p. 312)
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The human sciences have developed increasingly refined “technologies of power” 

(Davenport, 2000), which grant health care providers the power to control and dominate. 

Because nurses spend so much time at infants’ besides, they may find themselves 

unwillingly and, often inadvertently, immersed in power struggles with the parents of 

their small patients. Several recent studies of mothers underscore the feet that, when it 

comes to nurse-mother relationships, there is much more “than meets the eye” transpiring 

in the NICU (Fenwick, Barclay, & Schmied, 2001; Hurst, 2001; Lupton & Fenwick,

2001). One prevailing theme from these studies was the imbalance of power between the 

mother and nurse: Mothers struggled to attain the role of “mother” while nurses 

attempted to maintain their role as the “expert.” Lupton and Fenwick, who interviewed 

the nurses as well as the mothers, found that nurses attempted to position themselves as 

“teachers and monitors of the parents,” “protectors of the infants,” and “experts” by 

virtue of their medical training and experience (p. 1011). Interestingly, these nurses were 

adamant that the relationship they shared with the mother did not affect the infant’s care. 

This perception underscores the fact that nurses themselves are unaware of the “sticky 

strands” of the technology and power relations that pervade their practice world.

In his study of fathers of pre-term infants, Freud (1995) reported that fathers are 

very aware of the differential of power between themselves and health care providers and 

feared confrontation with them. He wrote: “Fathers know that one had better not be 

openly critical of them [health caregivers] lest they take it out on the baby (a common 

ever-present fear)” (p. 238). This area of power relations between parents and health care 

providers is certainly one that is in need of further exploration. It is imperative, however,
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that future studies include mothers, fathers, and the nurses caring for their premature 

infants.

Several fathers in my study were bothered, as Larry was, with the technologic

gaze of the health care providers, but kept quiet about their displeasures, while waiting

with a “watchful eye.” They quickly perceived a power differential between themselves

and health care providers, even though they were the biological parents of the patient.

They refrained, however, from criticizing nurses when bothered by their caregiving in the

NICU. For example, when I asked one father to describe his participation in his son’s

care in the NICU, he noted:

She [his wife]...has changed his diapers a couple of times. It depends on the nurse, 
we don’t push, you know. I don’t like to get on the bad side of a nurse that’s 
watching my kid and she’s the same way....If they say ‘do you want to change his 
diaper,’ she’ll change his diaper.

Another father, Dan, also recalled several situations where he was frustrated by

the nurses’ actions, but was reluctant to confront them. For example, he did not initially

understand why the nurses were so nonchalant about monitor alarms. He recalled:

That was really tough to get used to, you know, when it is your child’s monitor 
going off and no one is rushing to her....My first time it started going off I’m like 
‘hey, what’s going on, somebody come here’ like immediately...I’m scared. 
Something is happening to my baby. I don’t know what’s going on. But, come to 
find ouL..they go off all the time and no one rushes over.

No one had told him about the sensitivity of the monitoring systems and the

frequency of false alarms. He had to learn it himself but only after a few frightening

experiences. Although he became more accustomed to the alarms over time, in our

second interview he still felt uneasy, yet remained silent:

They go off and sometimes it doesn’t feel like she gets enough attentioa I’m not 
sure why things are going on, like her saturation was dropping down and it keeps 
dropping down. It is like ‘hold on, something’s going on, somebody do
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something.’ Nobody seems to get excited. It’s kind of tough to see because I’m 
sure they know what they’re doing, but it’s my baby.

When I asked him for more details, he noted that he “can’t really tell the nurses how to

do their job and stuff, but if it’s bothering me that much, then I’ll say something.” He

acknowledged that he was “walking a fine line” in the NICU. On the one hand, he wanted

to say something to the nurses, but that could upset them. On the other hand, staying

silent could potentially cause harm to his daughter.

Dan did become much more assertive with the nurses at the very end of his

daughter’s hospital stay because he yearned to get his daughter, Mary, home. He recalled:

“I’m pushing the nurses to try her down on her oxygen. We want to get her home, let’s

go, you know.” He also suggested increasing the frequency of her bottle feedings and the

nurses complied with his request. Once Dan had figured out the “system” and gained

confidence, he became more assertive because he had a goal in sight.

Fathers are in a precarious position in the NICU. On one hand, they are quite

aware that the nurses are the experts in this arena—a notion that they accept, but not

without some trepidation. On the other hand, they are new fathers, which has traditionally

been accompanied by various privileges and duties sanctioned by law. However, while

their infants are in the NICU, their parental rights are essentially in suspension. Some

fathers feel like they have to ask permission to provide caregiving for their own children.

Once again, fathers are struggling to find a comfortable place to try on parenting despite

feeling more like outsiders, without a meaningful partnership with the neonatal team.

Fathers sometimes felt frustrated because they weren’t informed by the nurses in

terms of what they could or could not do with their infants during visits. When

uninformed, parents had less control over caregiving for their infant, which placed the
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power more in the hands of the health care providers. One father, Dan, described the 

problem like this:

We didn’t feel as informed as we could have about our boundaries. I mean 
it was like our own child, but we didn’t know what we could do with her. It’s kind 
of a strange feeling where she’s yours, but you have to ask permission to do 
things. We weren’t sure where the boundaries were and what we should do.

From my conversations with fathers, I sensed that some nurses gleaned

satisfaction by asserting their expert status with fathers. For example, one father

described his first diaper change like this:

It was a lot easier than I expected. That was the first time I ever did it, 
period....They [his wife, the nurse] were sort of laughing at me the first time I did 
it because they were saying ‘make sure his thing [penis] is pointed down and this 
and that.

The fact that the observers “laughed’ at him has significance because their

amusement could have been misconstrued as “poking fun” at his lack of ability. Perhaps

their laughter was a reflection of the irony of the situation: mothers usually change

diapers, fathers do not. Perhaps their laughter was a subtle way of asserting authority over

their turf—infant caregiving.

Another father discovered that nurses sometimes enforced certain “rules” with

infant caregiving. He recalled an episode where he “was coerced by the nurses” to

attempt a diaper change:

I was in there by myself and they said ‘do you want to hold him?’ And I said ‘yes’ 
and they said ‘have you changed his diaper?’ And I said ‘no,’ and they said ‘oh, if 
you don’t change the diaper, you can’t hold him. That’s a rule.’ It sounds like 
we’re making these rules up as we go along. So they all got a big kick out of that

Perhaps nurses have found that coercion is an effective way to motivate fathers to

perform infant caregiving tasks. Although quite innocent on first glance, upon closer

examination such an approach implies dominance. The directive in this narrative reminds
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me of what a mother or father would say to their child at the dinner table: You can’t have 

any desert, unless you eat your vegetables. Rules like the one above, subtly, but quite 

powerfully, keep fathers in their place—as novices. I speculate that fathers often “obey” 

these rules because they are threatened in this environment and, quite frankly, they don’t 

yet have the skills to care for their infants. Whether nurses are consciously aware of it or 

not, they sometimes act much like “gatekeepers” by enacting rules that reinforce the 

father’s novice role, which may keep some fathers at a distance.

Many fathers noted that caring for their babies was “easier” than they had 

anticipated. It was almost as if fathers had built up infant care in their minds as something 

extraordinarily tricky that demanded cognitive prowess. From our conversations, I 

gleaned that their partners and others (co-workers and relatives, male and female) were in 

part responsible for this picture they had painted in their minds. Nurses may have 

inadvertently reinforced this notion of fathering through their giggles and arbitrary rules. 

This “contrived” notion of infant caregiving has the potential to keep fathers, especially 

those without previous experience, on the periphery for fear of making a mistake and 

appearing inept.

Consequences o f the Technological Gaze 

As a result of the massive infusion of technology in medicine and nursing over the 

last several decades, the primacy of pathophysiology has overshadowed the experience of 

illness. Because nursing is technologically textured, particularly in acute hospital settings, 

the technological culture of western biomedicine has the potential to render invisible 

humanistic nursing practice (Walters, 1995). Ihde developed a philosophy of technology 

that suggested that technology can “simultaneously magnify and reduce the dimensions
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of the human lifeworld” (as cited in Walters, p. 344). Walters noted that this philosophy

has particular relevance to intensive care nursing because nurses can concentrate their

energies on the objective measurements being displayed on monitors and machines to the

detriment of humanistic caring.

Fathers’ narratives reflected the fact that they were sometimes overlooked by

physicians and nurses as if they were invisible. One father, Dan, was very frustrated

because he was being left out of the communication loop with his wifes’ doctors who

were treating her for an acute uterine infection. He recalled:

F09: [It was] frustrating because you’re trying to figure out everything that’s 
going on and, of course, it would just happen that, as soon as I’d leave, one of the 
doctors would come in. And ...normally I’d be the one asking a bunch of 
questions. I don’t know if it was just [because] Kate was just so bombarded with 
everything....She wasn’t thinking straight....So, I’d be the one asking most of the 
questions....They’d come in and tell her all this stuff and she’d try to relay it the 
best she could to me, but still I wasn’t there to hear it so it’s kind of like you’re 
missing information. So, it’s like you want to be there all the time in case the 
doctor came in, but you never knew when they were gonna come in.

I: Yeah, so that was hard.

F09: Actually, I had her hold the phone up...one time because the doctor had just 
gotten there when I was at home. So, I kind of listened in.

He was so thirsty for information he had his wife hold up the phone in her 

hospital room so he could at least “listen” to what the doctors had to say. During his 

wife’s entire hospital stay, which lasted almost two weeks, Dan spent every night 

sleeping on a cot next to her bed; yet, because he had to leave for work in the morning 

before the doctor’s rounds, he was unable to get information first-hand. He referred to 

himself as “second ears” which may have reflected his status within a traditional medical 

system.
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Fathers often received their infant’s progress reports from the nurses, but

expressed disappointment about not receiving that information first-hand from the

doctors. One father expressed this concern: “Sometimes I kind of thought that with

different nurses, things we’d ask, there were sometimes inconsistencies.” Another father

reported that, although he asked different nurses many questions and often got the same

responses, it still wasn’t as “meaningful until the doctors came around and actually said

‘hey, well this is what we found, this is what we think it is’.” He continued:

And, of course, it was pretty much the same thing as the nurses said, not saying 
that I don’t trust any of the nurses because they have done an outstanding job, but 
it felt a little more meaningful coming from the doctor.

I was surprised by the number of fathers who had not spoken to a physician for

several weeks. Fathers often lost contact with physicians because of conflicts between

their work schedules and the timing o f doctors’ morning rounds. However, one father

resisted speaking to a physician because the doctor in the NICU that particular evening

was less familiar to him, lending credence to the importance of continuity of caregivers

across disciplines.

At times, fathers felt ignored by nurses when visiting the NICU, which was 

frustrating for them. Dan recalled: “Sometimes when you’d come in, I [wondered] ‘Why 

aren’t they coming to tell us things?’ I know they saw us come in.” This was significant 

because this father’s usual routine when first visiting his daughter’s bedside was to “sit 

down and start watching her and usually just wait for the nurse to come in and give us 

kind of a report We then try to get her out and hold her.” Fathers often abided by the 

unwritten rule that they first ask permission before entering their infant’s bed space.
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When their presence wasn’t acknowledged and they had to wait for a period of time, they

got frustrated—especially if the nurse did not appear to be busy with other babies.

One reason why this father became frustrated when initially ignored by some

caregivers was because other nurses were willing to treat him like a partner and solicit his

input. He described a father-nurse partnership this way:

[The nurses would] come up and tell you everything...They saw you come in 
and, as soon as they got a chance, they would come over and fill you in on what’s 
going on with your baby, if anything changed. They’d ask you if you want to do 
this with her. A lot of times we didn’t know we could do that. So then we’d know 
we should’ve been doing this.

Nursing practice requires a commitment to meeting and helping the other in ways 

that liberate and strengthen and avoid imposing the will of the caregiver on the patient 

(Benner, 2000a). The nurses in the previous excerpt reached out to this father in very 

meaningful ways, which empowered him. When nurses overlook fathers and instead 

focus more o f their attention on technology, the caring component of caregiving is 

thwarted. There is no question that technology in an intensive care nursery demands 

much time and attention from nurses (keeping machines running smoothly, for example). 

The problem arises when nurses can no longer care for their patients because either they 

legitimately do not have enough time to do so or they are wearing the invisible cloak of 

the technological gaze. Perhaps if nurses felt more nurtured themselves, they would be 

more nurturing towards the infants and families they serve.

Fathering Despite the Technological Imperative 

The technological imperative can cause one to forget the limits of technology and 

focus on a diagnosis, rather than the alleviation of symptoms and suffering and the 

promotion of recovery (Benner, 1999). Benner further contended that in order for health
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care providers to “push back” this imperative, they have to know their patients, follow the 

body’s lead, and honor life. Fathers have an advantage over health care providers in that 

they often enter the NICU with little exposure to hospitals. They are initially very 

intimidated by the technology that surrounds them and focus on the monitors; however, 

over time the technological “newness” wears off and they zero in primarily on their son’s 

and daughter’s tiny bodies. Unlike health care providers, they can often escape the 

“sticky strands” of the technological gaze.

The following exemplars will demonstrate how fathers, who are outside of the 

technological imperative, are able to attend to their infants’ sensing bodies in an attempt 

to develop a close relationship with them.

Kenny’s Voice

Kenny is a 40 year old married father of three children, two from previous 

relationships. His wife, Denise, gave birth to a son who was bom at 25 weeks gestation. 

One year prior to this birth, Denise had a miscarriage due to an incompetent cervix. As a 

result, she had a cerclage placed during this pregnancy and eventually went on complete 

bed rest. Kenny initiated conversations with his then unborn son from early on with a 

definite purpose in mind: to keep him inside the uterus as long as possible. During this 

time, he coached his son: “I’ve been telling him ‘come up here, son’ because I knew we 

had time. She was on bed rest, so I kept telling him, talking to her belly, ‘come up here, 

son, come up here.’ So he really did....She started having pain and stuff in her ribs and 

she said that was because the baby was up there, probably kicking her in the ribs.” Once 

Denise was in active premature labor, the doctors discovered that the baby was positioned
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at a very high station. This news prompted Kenny to initiate a new set of instructions to 

his unborn son:

When she was dilated in there [labor and delivery], they couldn’t get him out 
because he was way up there. So...I’d talk down low to her belly and I said ‘come 
down here son, it’s time, come on out, don’t worry, daddy’ll catch you.’ And 
then...I went out and smoked a cigarette. As soon as I got back, they was on their 
way to get me. The baby was already down there and ready to go.

When I asked Kenny if he felt he had something to do with his son’s sudden

descent, he remarked:

F05: Basically, yeah. Probably. I would talk to him all the time when she was 
pregnant.

I: You did.

F05: Talk to her belly. He was moving and flipping around. Every once in a 
while, you could feel him kick but he was so tiny still, you know.

I: So, you talked to him every day.

F05: Oh yeah, every day, every night.

I: What did you say to him?

F05: Just that ‘daddy loves him, keep growing, hang in there, stay in there.’ 
Basically after that cerclage was in, I said ‘stay in there’ and ‘come up here, son.’

I discovered that the reason Kenny kept telling his son to “come up here” was to

prevent his son from somehow “kicking that stitch and breaking it.” Whether his words

influenced the delivery outcome or not, there is no doubt that this father had already

established a connection to his son, Dalton, using his voice.

As you might imagine, this voice connection between father and son only grew

stronger with the passage of time. When I asked him to describe his thoughts just after

birth, he recalled: “It was just an eerie feeling. He was alert and knew that we was there
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because he recognized our voices.” Later in that same interview, he described early visits 

in the NICU:

F05: He opens his eyes when he hears my voice and mama’s voice.

I: That’s pretty neat.

F05: He glances at us and watches us. He followed my voice as soon as I talked. I 
told her ‘watch his eyeball’ and I kind of moved a little bit and he’d watch my 
shadow.

By the fourth interview, Kenny was quite certain that Dalton could distinguish 

between his father’s voice and his mother’s voice and even showed preference for his 

father’s voice. He noted: “She can be talking to him and trying to get him to open his 

eyes and I’ll butt in there and start talking to him and they’ll pop right open.” He felt that 

one reason his son could distinguish their voices was because “I’ve got that louder, 

deeper voice.”

After Dalton went home, the verbal connection between father and son was still

quite evident. When I asked him how he played with his son, he recalled:

F05:1 sing ‘Twinkle, twinkle’...just talk to him. He watches me. I know he 
probably just sees my shadow, you know, right now. But he follows me.

I: Do you still feel like he knows your voice?

F05: Oh yeah. Definitely.

I: What does he do when he hears your voice?

F05: I’ll come home at lunch time. He’ll hear me and he’ll start fussing. My wife 
will be sitting in the kitchen. She says you know ‘daddy’s home. You hear 
daddy’s voice.’ I’ll walk in there and he’s wide awake.

I: Oh wow. That’s neat. You’ve always kind of felt that way though, even from 
the very, very beginning, as I recall.

F05: Yeah, he knew who I was when he come out.
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This exemplar beautifully illustrates how a father can make a very meaningful 

connection with his unborn child and how that connection becomes the foundation for a 

close emotional relationship. Although Kenny had only an eighth grade education, he was 

very perceptive and intuitive—so much so that he suffered from morning sickness during 

his wife’s pregnancy. Kenny established a relationship with his son using his voice and 

then practiced what came naturally as he coached his son during labor. His practical 

knowledge honored life and his relationship with his son—the exact prescription Benner 

(1999) suggested for pushing back the technological imperative. For Kenny, however, 

this process was completely natural because he was impervious to the technological 

paradigm.

Larry’s Intuitive Stance

Although I only had one opportunity to talk with Larry, his words touched me in a

special way. I think it may have been the love he expressed for his young daughter,

despite the fact he had only known her for three weeks at the time of our interview. I

sensed that this little girl filled a void in his life created by a turbulent past within his own

family. Because he adored her so, he gallantly struggled to push back the technological

imperative and connect with his daughter as a father. In his own words:

F03:1 try to get her used to my voice. That’s pretty much what I do. I just talk 
stupid stuff to her, you know, just like you normally do to a baby. That’s mainly 
what I do. Just try to get her used to my voice. She knows her mom’s voice real 
well.

I: Is there anything in particular that you...do just to see if Leah can learn that 
you’re the dad?

F03:1 get really close to her, by her face, and talk to her, not real deep or 
anything. I just talk my normal voice to her, real close to her. You know, cause all 
the other nurses are standing back and she hears their voices but it’s a loud voice
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when the nurses are talking to us....I know none of the nurses get real close to her 
and try to talk real sweet to her or anything, but that’s what I mainly try to do.

I: Okay, so there really isn’t anything you’ve figured out yet that is specific to her 
reacting to you, but you think she is doing it to mom. She knows mom’s voice.

F03: Yeah, she knows her mom’s voice. I know she pretty much knows my voice 
but you know, she just doesn’t react to it as well. But that’s all right. I’ll stick my 
mouth through that [isolette porthole] and ‘oooh’ like that and try to get her used 
to my vocal cords or whatever. And talk to her like that, sticking my mouth to her 
so that she can feel the vibration.

Although he seemed quite certain that his daughter knew her mother’s voice 

better than his own, that didn’t stop him from trying to connect in whatever way possible. 

I was especially taken by his description at the very end of the excerpt where he was 

literally reaching out with his tongue through the isolette doors and creating his own 

signature “vibration” through the Plexiglas isolette wall. He wasn’t about to let a 

technological plastic box stop him from building a relationship with Leah.

Although Larry had little formal education, he seemed to be quite perceptive and 

astute, often relying on his own “gut” sense over more technologic, rational explanations. 

In the following excerpt, he recalled his thoughts about his daughter’s emerging smile: “I 

think I seen her smile, but the nurses say it’s some kind of reaction in her face that might 

make her look like she’s smiling and stuff. But, I don’t care. I still think she’s smiling.” 

My purpose in including this excerpt is not to wrangle with the validity of the nurse’s 

explanation of smiling (although our understanding of infancy is constantly evolving), 

but to discuss the emotional implications o f her response for Larry. I think the nurse 

overlooked the most important aspect of their interaction: Larry was seeking positive 

affirmation from his daughter. By offering a scientific rebuttal o f his observation, the 

nurse was disregarding the validity of his practical knowledge—a type of understanding
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that only a parent would have as a result of spending countless hours at the bedside. It 

really doesn’t matter whether he was right or wrong, but what is important is that he is 

there as a father, getting to know his daughter. When nurses automatically accept the 

superiority of research-based knowledge, other types of knowledge (intuitive, ethical, and 

personal) are devalued (Flaming, 2001).

Infant Clothing

One nursing practice that seemed to help fathers focus their attention on their

infants rather than on their infant’s medical needs and the surrounding technology was

dressing infants in clothing. For example, one father became very upset if he saw his son

retracting due to breathing difficulties (see chapter 4); however, when his son’s chest was

covered with a t-shirt or blanket, he felt more at ease and could stay and interact, instead

of fleeing the NICU altogether out of fear. For another father, seeing his son dressed in

clothing was the most meaningful situation that he could recall during our second

interview. He reasoned that clothing was important because “I guess I would like that, I

mean, I wouldn’t want to lay around naked all day.” He continued:

F01: And you see the different responses from other people also. They look at it 
in a whole new light as far as him being in clothing or him having his socks and 
his hats on and stuff like that.

I: So it really makes a difference as to how other people see him.

F01: Right. And he doesn’t look as little...when he has his clothing on. You see 
past him being as small as he is and just take him as a baby instead of a preemie 
you know.

Clothing seemed to normalize the experience for these fathers because clothes 

tended to de-emphasize illness and technology and emphasize a living, sentient body. 

Fathers found that when their infants were dressed, they appeared more like “real babies”
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and the experience was less threatening. Dressing premature infants from the very 

beginning may be a simple way for nurses to encourage father-infant interaction. 

However, some physicians and nurses resist this practice because they claim it is very 

hard to visually examine the skin coloration of a dressed baby (if monitoring systems 

failed) and clothing requires a different approach to the automatic temperature control 

systems in isolettes. I am unaware of any research that has specifically examined the 

impact of dressing pre-term infants on parents’ perceptions of them.

Implications for Nursing Practice 

It was Aristotle who first wrote about the inadequacy of the medical model of 

knowledge advocated by his mentor, Plato. Aristotle believed that what was missing from 

Plato’s rational, theoretical approach to explanation was the “immediate, unreasoned, 

intuitive response as characteristic of an expert craftsman” (Dreyfus, unpublished 

manuscript, p. 3). Aristotle labeled this type of knowledge phronesis (practical 

knowledge) which is concerned with human ends that can not be made fully explicit in 

advance of a situation. Techne or theoretical knowledge, on the other hand, refers to the 

process of producing something on the basis o f explicit context-free guidelines and rules 

(SmithBattle & Diekemper, 2001). Phronesis differs from techne in that it is 

“characterized at least as much by perceptiveness with regard to concrete particulars as 

by knowledge of universal principles” (Dunne, 1993, p. 273).

Perhaps nurses should heed Aristotle’s advice when interacting with parents at the 

bedside and acknowledge the positive meanings and actions that parents observe and 

express—particularly if one of our goals is to validate and strengthen parents’ developing 

relationship to their child (after all, they are often the real experts when it comes to
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knowing their own children). Nurses should consider using phronesis as the “guiding 

light” of their practice, giving them permission to promote knowledge from sources other 

than science (Flaming, 2001). For example, if the nurse had told Larry, “Wow, look at 

that smile. Leah knows that daddy’s here” instead of dismissing her smile on a scientific 

basis, she would have been using practical knowledge to guide her caregiving and to 

empower Larry as a father.

Phronesis is lodged in a practice that is governed by concern for doing good in 

particular circumstances, where relationships and human concerns are at stake and guide 

action (Benner, 2000a). VandenBerg (2000) wrote about the important role nurses can 

play in encouraging parenting in the NICU. Although she did not label them as such, 

many of her suggestions revolved around the acknowledgement of parent’s practical 

knowledge of their baby. She noted that “even tiny expressions can be supportive” and 

that nurses need to build in opportunities for them to develop pride and joy in being 

parents (p. 63).

Returning to my opening excerpt, Larry’s frustration and alienation stemmed 

from the technological gaze of his daughter’s visitors and some of her health care 

providers. He saw his daughter in a non-technologic way—as a fragile, yet warm, sensing 

human body that happened to be connected to various technologies. There is no question 

that technology is essential to a premature infant ’s survival; however, in order for these 

same infants to thrive, the health care providers caring for them and their families need to 

approach their caregiving with a sense of symmetry: a balance between phronesis/techne, 

zoe/bios, and object/subject.

When the technological view is turned on the nonhuman world, that is, on objects
that really are objects, the result can be an increase in understanding of diseases
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and in the ability to combat and cure them. When the technological view is used 
as the basis for studying people (Le., human action)...the result is confusion, 
impoverished understanding, and alienation. (Benner & Wrubel, 1989, p. 51)
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Chapter 8: The Developing Father-Infant Relationship

“It’s really hard to get to know her.” These are the words of one father whose 

daughter was bom at 26 weeks gestation. For almost all o f the fathers in the study, 

developing a relationship with a premature infant in the NICU and at home was a very 

complex and thorny process, filled with many competing emotions: jubilation, 

frustration, anxiety, and fear.

Getting to Know: In the NICU

I have chosen three exemplars that depict the varied experiences of fathers as they 

attempted to develop relationships with their hospitalized, premature infants. I then 

explore how fathers used their voices to make a special and safe connection with their 

infants.

Dan’s Story

Dan was a very confident 29 year old man who recently received his Master’s 

degree and worked as a engineer for a large chemical corporation. His daughter, Mary, 

was bom at 26 weeks and weighed only one pound and eleven ounces. Although she was 

very small, her medical course was unremarkable; the only concern was the absence of a 

septal membrane in her brain, an abnormality that can either be harmless 

developmentally or cause delays that can present over time. Dan was happily married and 

this was his first fathering experience. He had very limited exposure to infants or children 

prior to his daughter’s birth.

Dan considered his own father to be a very good father and an important influence 

in his life: “I’d say he’s pretty much a role model for dads, always around, always doing 

stuff with us.” When I asked him what made him a great father, he noted:
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A lot of patience.. ..It took him a long time before he reached the boiling point. 
Sometimes you had to watch out if he did....But my mom and my sister 
especially would get into it and my dad was always trying to be the mediator....He 
was always the calm one. If something went wrong or someone was hurt, he was 
always the one who was calm and would talk through what to do, not be so 
emotional

Dan’s first impression of his daughter after birth was fairly typical: “It’s kind of

scary looking... .They’re hooked up to all these different machines... .The worst part of

coming to visit was...all the monitors that she’s hooked up to and you find yourself just

watching the monitors constantly.” When he first held Mary, he remarked how he

“couldn’t feel her. She was so tiny that it was like I had a towel in my hand, because it

didn’t feel like she weighed anything.” Holding felt awkward to him at first:

I remember feeling a little awkward; a lot awkward....I didn’t really know how to 
hold her....I just didn’t know what to do. I’m holding her and I think alarms are 
going off...She’d squirm and I guess they can put their head down and cut off 
their circulation, so I’m trying to fiddle with her but I don’t want to move her too 
much because I don’t want to break her. I can’t get to her with all the monitors 
that are on her.

In a later interview, he was able to reflect back on the experience and describe in

more detail why holding was initially so hard for him:

I mean at first, I felt really awkward because my arms are so big and I couldn’t 
hold her with one arm because...there was nothing for my hand to hold on to. I 
didn’t feel [that] her feet would reach to my hand, from my elbow to my hand, so 
I always had to put the other hand out and she just kind of lays in that.

However, by the third interview when Mary was 33 weeks gestation, Dan was

already quite comfortable caring for his daughter. He was able to get her out of the

isolette (something most fathers feared) and remarked, “Actually, right now, I think I feel

comfortable doing just about anything with her.. ..I think it’s just because she’s getting

bigger. I don’t think she’s as fragile. I can do whatever with her; pick her up, do
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whatever.” By the next interview, Dan was holding his daughter for up to two hours at a 

time on a fairly regular basis.

Of all the fathers, Dan was the most confident in terms of providing caregiving 

for his daughter, who also happened to be one of the smallest infants in the study. His 

comfort level was especially notable in lieu of the fact that he had no previous experience 

with children and Mary was one of the most temperamentally difficult infants. When Dan 

described his daughter, he used these words: “sassy,” “irritable,” and “strong 

personality.” He noted: “She doesn’t like to be messed with...she grunts, she hates when 

you take her temperature.” Mary was very sensitive to her environment, which is not 

unusual for a pre-term infant of her gestational age. Dan watched his daughter’s behavior 

closely and recalled “As soon as I walk in her room in the NICU, I won’t make a noise, 

as soon as I walk in, I’ll see her oxygen, she’ll start desating [oxygen desaturation] right 

away.”

I attribute Dan’s ability to quickly become comfortable caring for his sensitive, 

premature daughter to his inherent self-confidence, which emanated from him during 

interviews both verbally and non-verbally. His upbringing, which was powerfully shaped 

by his own father’s dependable presence and calm demeanor, enabled him to feel secure 

enough to attempt caregiving, despite feeling scared and intimidated with no practical 

experiences to draw upon.

Kyle’s Story

Kyle is a 26 year old married man with an associate’s degree who worked as an 

assistant manager for the last nine years at a large retail store. He became a father for the 

first time after his wife, Lisa, gave birth to a 27 week gestation pre-term infant son named
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Carl, who weighed two pounds at birth. Carl also had a fairly unremarkable medical

course during his eight week hospital stay. Unlike Dan, Kyle had quite a bit of experience

with toddler and preschool age children because he was an uncle to both a niece and a

nephew, although he had limited exposure to infants.

Kyle described his own father as “quiet” and “a little distant.” When I asked him

if he was a good father to him growing up, he noted:

I’d have to say that’s a little questionable. He wasn’t bad by any means but I 
definitely missed the involvement that either my mom or my grandpa gave to me.
I was really involved with sports and played baseball and basketball...and my 
mom would be usually the one who would take me to the practices and pick me 
up and made sure I got my equipment and stuff like that. And my grandpa, he was 
the one to go outside and play with me, if I was at their house. And those things 
are really meaningful now that I look back at it and it’s actually on my mind quite 
a bit and that’s definitely the path that I don’t want to go down. I want to be 
involved with him as much as I can. That’s a little disturbing. It’s tough.

Recently, Kyle remodeled his house with his father’s help which rekindled their

relationship; however, their connection was clearly in the infancy stage as Kyle admitted:

“we’re actually still bonding.” He expressed resentful feelings towards his father; feelings

that have propelled him to want to “be a little bit more of a father figure...with my child

than my dad was.”

When Kyle first visited his son in the NICU, he described thoughts which were

similar to Dan’s initial impressions:

I walked in with my mom and...we both started crying. It was just not what we’d 
expected at alL He looked really, really red and they had the lights on him...and it 
was just a very emotional moment....He was never on any breathing machine...just 
all the things hooked to him...was a little overwhelming. The weight wasn’t even 
an issue anymore, just seeing him hooked to all those things.

Kyle, however, was scared and very ambivalent about holding his son as the

following excerpt illustrates:
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I’m really excited about it, to tell you the truth, just being able to feel his skin up 
against mine and know that I created this....But on the other hand, I’m scared 
because he’s still so small and I don’t want to do nothing wrong....I’ve never 
really had to deal with anything that small before. I’ve never changed a diaper 
before. I’ve never done any of that stuffbefore....There are lots of things going 
through my mind and what if I do this wrong, what if I do that wrong. I guess I 
started questioning myself on those things and maybe that’s why I haven’t held 
him yet.

He finally held Carl at three weeks of age, but did so under pressure:

The nurse forced me into it, to tell you the truth. I really wasn’t ready for it. I 
didn’t have the proper clothing on and I was still pretty nervous as far as actually 
doing it. They told me I wasn’t leaving until it happened, so they got a gown and I 
ended up holding him. I held him for about an...hour and a half...(pause). I guess 
it was all that I expected. I’ve held him twice now. The first time I held him he 
was just in his clothing and so I felt actually his skin up against mine and that was 
pretty amazing.

Although Kyle described holding his son as “almost breathtaking,” he noted that

the experience was “a relief” because he was “overcoming a fear.” He recalled that:

Holding was really meaningful to Lisa and my mom....I guess...guys are a little 
overwhelmed...don’t want to show their emotions...and I guess I set all that stuff 
aside and just took him into my arm s....If he needs something, I’m going to be 
there just as much as she’s going to be.

For Kyle, holding was more of a task to satisfy doubts emanating from both 

himself and his family; the experience was not necessarily a tender, fulfilling moment as 

he held his newborn son for the very first time. In fact, in our next interview, Kyle 

recalled that the “fear is gone” but yet he refrained from holding Carl because he “didn’t 

want to take that time away from Lisa and she really gets into that.. ..I’m not saying that I 

don’t, but I guess I just feel more comfortable with her holding Carl, being that she’s 

going to be home with him more than I am... .If she hasn’t been here [in the NICU] all 

day, I let her do it instead of me.”
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Kyle ventured into fatherhood on shaky ground. He was attempting to re-create

fathering in a way that was different from what he had experienced. He lacked the

example and experience of having an “involved” dad in his own childhood. Although

Carl was an easy baby in terms of mood and temperament, Kyle remained reluctant to

provide care independently and would not even attempt feedings during his son’s hospital

stay for fear that “he’s gonna choke.”

Shortly after Carl’s discharge from the hospital, Kyle applied for a promotion at

work which helped to ease the family’s financial strains and satisfy Lisa’s desire to stay

at home, but demanded more time away from the family. The repercussions of his

promotion at work on his relationship with Carl didn’t sink in for Kyle until several

weeks after he had started his new job. He noted:

I don’t get to spend as much time with him, just laying there playing with him and 
tickling him. I miss that....If I had a chance to rethink it, I mean I like the low 
stress level, but I might not have took this spot now honestly.

Later in this same interview, I asked Kyle if he felt like the additional hours away

from home made a difference in terms of Carl knowing him. Kyle became agitated with

my question and responded adamantly “No!” I had hit on a sore spot which, in retrospect,

is understandable considering that his biggest fear was not being an involved dad. He had

taken a job without thinking through all the implications for his family, which is

testimony to the powerful influence of the breadwinner role on his meanings o f fathering.

These exemplars illustrate the powerful influence of one’s past, particularly one’s

own family, on a man’s ability to trust himself enough to venture out and “get to know”

his infant and learn to care for him or her. Self-confidence was an asset in an
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environment that is more threatening, than soothing, and typically more focused on the 

needs of the infants and mothers, not necessarily the fathers.

Larry’s Story

Larry was a 22 year old, temporarily unemployed first-time father whose 

demeanor was somewhat introverted yet quite perceptive in nature. He needed only one 

more credit to graduate from high-school and was recently married to an 18-year-old 

woman who had just given birth to their daughter at 25 weeks gestation, weighing only 

one pound ten ounces. Although he left the study after only one interview, I surmised that 

his relationship with his family was strained. His interview, however, was remarkable in 

terms of how well he had “gotten to know” his tiny daughter, Leah, in such a short period 

of time.

When I asked him to describe what Leah was like, he responded: “She’s very, 

very active. You touch her and she’ll squint her eyes and she’ll kick....She’s got to leam 

to adjust to who she is cause she doesn’t really know. If something touches her, she just 

don’t want it on, she tries to kick away and push whatever’s on her off of her.” He 

recalled that Leah was “always leaned up against something” and “if she gets too 

squirmy, her eyes start moving around.” He was able to describe in detail his daughter’s 

cry: “She don’t cry too much, but when she does she gets on it cause they pick her up and 

put her on the weight thing, then they suction her and she cries but you can barely hear 

her....But you can tell when a baby cries though...you can see it in her face, the way she’s 

crying when she’s all stretched out”

Because Larry was able to spend every day with Leah, for hours at a time, he 

studied her behaviors and talked about them in details that I did not hear from other
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fathers in the study. Although quiet, he was a keen observer. He also had none of the

typical distractions or competing commitments: work and home. Larry and his wife were

from out-of-town and lived next to the hospital in a special residence provided for them.

Larry got to know his daughter quite intimately and spoke very lovingly about her:

“She’s very, very sweet...I don’t see her as she’s really low birth weight or anything like

that, I just see her as my baby. I see her just the way she is.” Larry’s biggest fear was not

being able to protect his daughter whom he was already quite attached to:

I don’t like not being around her. If it was up to me, I’d take her and keep her 
down here [in the residence]...cause I don’t like her being up in the NICU around 
people that doesn’t care about her...it’s not their baby. They don’t know how it 
feels to be close to her like I am.

Larry was able to bridge the gap created by, what I surmised to be, turmoil within 

his family relationships and lovingly connect with his daughter partially because he was 

unemployed and constantly present in the NICU. Larry got to know his tiny daughter 

through keen observation of her behaviors more than hands-on caregiving. He didn’t 

appear to be a particularly self-confident person, but he was very intuitive. He was able to 

overlook technology, at times dismissing the technologic slant that health providers 

provided in favor of his own intuitive, practical understanding of fathering (see chapter 

eight). However, my understanding of his world, in terms of how his meanings of work, 

family, and culture shaped his fathering, is somewhat limited as a result of having only 

one opportunity to meet with him.

The Father’s Voice

Fathers attempted to make a distinct emotional connection with their premature 

newborns; however, they faced barriers few men must contend with: small, medically 

fragile infants housed in Plexiglas boxes, devices which have the words “caution” and
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“do not touch” invisibly, yet indelibly, scribbled all over them. I inadvertently discovered 

that fathers reached out to their infants in beautifully simple, yet safe ways: through their 

voice. Several fathers shared with me, some in quite vivid detail, stories about talking to 

their unborn and newly bom children. During my early interviews, I recall being 

astounded at how important their voices were to the relationship-building process. 

Although I never noticed this paternal behavior before during my many years of nursing 

practice, it makes perfect sense. Fathers do not feel comfortable touching and holding 

their tiny premature infants and talking is the perfect way to connect without getting 

physical. It’s simple, easy, safe, and distinct—men’s’ voices are qualitatively different 

than women’s voices.

Although almost all the fathers shared stories about talking to their infants, three 

fathers’ experiences exemplified this process. Jeff, a father I highlighted in chapter five, 

made a beautiful connection with his tiny premature daughter, Abby, by sharing made-up 

stories and songs with his “silly” voice. The connection he made with her using his voice 

proved very useful as Jeff attempted to bring an air of serenity into a frenzied home 

during those early weeks after discharge. The story that Kenny told in chapter seven, as 

he coached is unborn son down through the birth canal, is a powerful portrayal of one 

father’s use of voice during the entire process of pregnancy, labor and delivery, and 

hospitalization. Similarly, in that same chapter, Larry’s struggle to transcend the plastic 

barrier of the isolette using his voice is a tribute to how gallantly he fought to connect 

with his daughter in whatever way feasible.

Research on a premature infant’s ability to recognize and learn from a parental 

voice is scarce and therefore very poorly understood (Moon, 2002). However, there is
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growing evidence that suggests that fetuses learn from auditory experiences, especially 

during the third trimester. Studies with mothers are numerous and have repeatedly 

demonstrated the salience o f the mother’s voice to newborn term infants (Moon & Fifer, 

2000). Although very little is known about the influence of the paternal voice on infants, 

in two studies full-term newborns were able to discriminate between paternal and 

stranger male voices (DeCasper & Prescott, 1984; Ockleford, Vince, Layton, & Reader, 

1988); but, in one of those studies, the newborns did not show a preference for the father 

(DeCasper & Prescott). However, the fathers’ experiences in my study clearly highlight a 

potentially important new area of future investigation.

Summary

From my perspective, the complexity of the process o f “getting to know” a small, 

premature infant for fathers in the NICU was daunting. Fathers tended to retreat to a more 

comfortable “zone,” often their work, much like Kyle did—unless they are out of work, 

like in Larry’s case, and have no place else to go besides visit the NICU. On the other 

hand, fathers like Dan, who are fortunate enough to be able to march into early 

fatherhood with very solid footing as a result of their own upbringing, may find the 

experience of “getting to know” their infants easier and more satisfying.

Many fathers preferred to stand back while their infants were in the NICU and put 

caregiving in the hands of the true experts—the nurses—although standing back had its 

own repercussions: guilt, worry, and frustration. Fathers viewed themselves as novices, 

afraid to make any mistakes. However, through their voices they were able to safely 

channel their emotional energy and fuel the process of establishing a relationship with 

their tiny sons and daughters.
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Getting to Know: At Home 

When fathers have infants in the NICU, they yearn to be at home; in fact, one 

father repeated this phrase, “want my baby to come home,” six times in the first interview 

alone. Fathers do not feel like fathers while their infants are in the NICU. One father told 

me that fathering:

is still not real, in a sense, but I think a lot of that is just because he’s in the NICU 
and not at home....I’ve thought Father’s Day is coming up and I’m a dad now, but 
I don’t feel like a dad yet. I haven’t been the one taking care of him or anything.

Even after their infants are discharged home, fathers still seem uneasy about 

seeing themselves as fathers—just yet. When I asked one father, who recently brought his 

daughter home from the NICU, “What has been the most surprising aspect of becoming a 

father?” he responded: “I don’t know if I know what that term is yet, because she’s so 

young...she doesn’t do anything. It’s just like you feed her and it’s not like you can give 

her advice, you know...I guess I don’t know what the definition of being a dad is.”

The Home Expert

In some ways, it was easier for fathers to interact with their infants at home, as 

compared to the NICU, because fathers no longer had to commute to the hospital to see 

them. However, several fathers discovered that in the course o f the hospital discharge, the 

rank of “expert” was passed from the nurse to the mother, often bypassing them 

altogether. This makes sense: Mothers typically spent much more time in the NICU 

caring for their infants and, consequently, they knew them better than fathers did. This 

phenomenon seemed most prevalent in the one realm most crucial to infant survival and 

most cherished by mothers: feedings.
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One father (Kyle), who was particularly hesitant about feeding his son while in

the NICU, continued to feel much the same way at home. When I continued to probe him

about his reluctance, important details spilled out:

I just don’t feel comfortable doing it [feeding] honestly. I don’t know why...if 
she’s gone., .and I know it’s time to feed, I know what’s expected of me and I 
jump right to it. I guess if she’s here, I just sort of assume that she’s gonna do it
and I let her take care of it I guess it’s just that I feel more comfortable seeing
her holding him than me personally holding him. I don’t know how exactly to 
hold him or what [bottle] angle...and she usually comes over, ‘No, you’re not 
holding him right, you’re not doing this right, you’re not doing that right’ and 
sometimes it gets a little frustrating so...it’s easier just to let her do it.

Later, when I asked Kyle about his son’s feeding schedule, his answer to my

question was preempted by his wife, Lisa, who was sitting in an adjacent room:

Interviewer (I): So, when do you actually feed him then [at night]?

Father (F)01: It’s been around...

Mother (M): (Interrupting) 12:00 a.m., 2:00 a.m., 5:30-6:00 a.m.

F01: So, I usually don’t get to bed until 11:30 p.m.-12:00 a.m., and then he wakes 
back up at 2:00 a.m. in the morning, and then I’ve got to get back up at 5:00 a.m. 
in the morning to go to work. So I’m sort of running on about four cylinders right 
now.

This father was afraid to feed his son, especially in his wife’s presence, because 

he lacked confidence. Kyle was left standing on the sidelines and not fully participating 

in his son’s care, which was particularly salient for him because he feared walking down 

his own father’s “uninvolved” path. His wife, who may have been trying to help the 

situation, further weakened his self-confidence by correcting him. So, even though in the 

comfort of his own home, this father’s interactions with his son were still being 

monitored and critiqued.
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Another father, who was fairly confident in terms of infant caregiving because he 

had fathered other children, discovered that his wife controlled the feedings with an “iron 

fist” once the baby came home:

I: So do you do lots of the diapers and feedings and stuff?

F05:1 do some.

M: I don’t like nobody else to do it.

I: You don’t.

F05: Because of the way he spits up [reflux].

I: So you don’t really help with the feedings at all then?

F05: Sometimes I do.

M: Sometimes he gets that urge that he wants to feed him ‘daddy’s missed him, I
want to feed him.’ That’s like me. I don’t want you to feed him. I want to do it
myself. I don’t want to miss his feeding, grandma, nobody.

I: Just mom.

M: You guys can hold him and spoil him, but I want to feed him.

This father did not seem particularly upset by her objections, perhaps because he 

had previously fathered two other children. This mother cherished this baby, especially 

since she had a miscarriage just one year prior and had fostered two other infants in the 

past. This excerpt illuminates the powerful feelings mothers associate with feedings. This 

issue may be particularly relevant when an infont has spent time in a NICU, where every 

calorie consumed and ounce gained is recorded on a daily basis. Both of these examples 

make one thing quite clear: Mothers can shape (positively or negatively) the caregiving 

experiences of fathers as they strive to “get to know” their premature infants at home. 

New fathers, especially those without previous experience, can be helped to feel more
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secure as they learn to navigate the rough seas of parenthood if their partners help to 

nurture their fathering; or, fathers can be left to struggle if their partners hamper the 

process.

Playful Fathers

Once infants were at home, fathers found meaning in their infants growing sense

of awareness and increased alertness. Fathers couldn’t wait for the day they could play

with their infants; playing helped to fulfill their need for “doing.” When I asked one

father to describe a recent meaningful event in his life, he noted:

I’ve been playing with him a lot more...reading to him, some of his books....He’s 
got a few new toys....So playing with him with those and I roll around with him a 
little bit now....We play tackle...I just lay on my back on the floor and have him 
like on my chest and roll one side to the other, he seems to like that.

When I asked another father what being a father was like, he responded:

I guess I’m anxious for him to grow. Right now he’s sort of a mama’s boy, more 
or less. I mean I can’t wait to get to the point [of] getting down on the floor and 
playing with him with his playpen. I mean what I’d really like to do is just get 
outside and throw a ball with him or go fishing or something like that. That’s 
what I can’t really wait for.

Fathers seemed quite comfortable projecting their “fathering” into the future.

They all seemed willing to bide their time during their children’s “infancy” stage in hopes 

of the day they could really “do” fathering—when their children were older, more 

responsive, and more capable of rough and tumble play or could participate in activities 

enjoyed by the father.

Fear o f Spoiling

Five fathers expressed concerns over spoiling their infants. They reported that 

their partners were “jumping” at the slightest whimper and that was contributing to the
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problem. When I asked one father if he had noticed doing anything differently with his

daughter than his wife, he reported:

Sometimes she will cry for no reason and Candice will jump up. Every time, 
she jumps up.... Well, I’ll jump up most of the time, but there’s sometimes when 
she’s crying where I won’t, just to see if she’ll shut up. And Candice gets mad at 
me for that....And it’s like ‘well, just wait and see if she’ll shut up’ because it’s 
not a “she’s in pain” cry....It’s just a little ‘waa’ you know, she’s pissed about 
something.

Another father reported a similar scenario:

We had...grabbed him every time he made a little noise and I knew that was going 
to come back to bite us, but I couldn’t convince my wife of that It has come to 
pass....She can’t put him down. He can’t sleep on his own...he’s gotta be held all 
the time. If he’s not, he’s screaming.

This father felt that the reason they had trouble putting their son down and not

holding him was because they were trying to make up for his experiences in the intensive

care unit. He commented:

He was in the hospital for three weeks, so he really wasn’t being held all the time 
like he should have as a newborn. So you want to kind of make sure that he’s got 
that psychological security and that somebody is there for him....That kid hasn’t 
been put down for more than two hours at a time since he’s come home so.. .I’m 
pretty comfortable with it [letting him cry more].

For another family, spoiling was viewed almost like a “right of passage.” In the 

mother’s own words: “We fought to keep him here, so he’s worth fighting for. So I’ll 

spoil him.” This father referred to his son as our “miracle baby.”

Fathers seemed to be more concerned than mothers with their infant’s frequent 

appeals for attention. Fathers may find it easier to distance themselves from their sons 

and daughters because men are more separate and mothers more connected by virtue of 

giving birth. They are constituted differently based on their different life experiences. 

Perhaps the tension between “separateness” and “connectedness” is a good thing in the
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long run for optimal child development. I can certainly see, however, why parents might 

find it challenging to keep a balanced perspective after witnessing a typical course in the 

NICU. Although Miles and Holditch-Davis (1995) reported that mothers of 3-year-old 

premature infants had adopted a “compensatory” parenting style that included providing 

increased attention, protection, and difficulty with limit setting, to my knowledge no 

similar study has been done with fathers. Based on my findings, I would venture to say 

that the results with fathers might be different from the mothers.

Health Concerns

Fathers wrestled with worries related to their infant’s health after hospital

discharge. Fathers expressed four major concerns in relation to caring for those needs at

home: illness relapse, negative behavioral cues, growth and development, and home

apnea monitors. These qualms lingered throughout the home interviews and sometimes

left fathers feeling anxious and frustrated.

One father became quite alarmed when his son caught a cold after being home for

three months because “he’s been through so much already and any little thing that he gets

could maybe have a relapse of something or maybe his immune system is not built up the

way it should be.... You’re just afraid.” He couldn’t help but reflect back on a scary time

when his son was in the NICU and developed intestinal problems, which could have led

to necrotizing enterocolitis, but did not. He recalled:

Like when he was in the hospital and they were doing all the x-rays...for the 
intestines. It was things like that. What could this cold trigger? Everything was 
going fine in the NICU, I mean, he was a fighter. He was way above all the other 
little ones that were in there. He wasn’t on a breathing machine, anything like that 
and then all of a sudden, bam, [intestinal problem] hits us with a dead stop.
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Because of the experience this father had in the NICU, he became very worried

that his son’s cold would escalate into something more serious, despite a physician’s

diagnosis of a simple upper respiratory infection. His fears kept him up at night: “We

both jump up if he coughs through the night. We’re both up at the drop of a hat, just

making sure that everything’s going okay....A common cold, what could it lead to? It

could lead to God only knows what and that’s a big concern.”

Fathers struggled to cope with their infant’s diagnosis of reflux after hospital

discharge. This diagnosis resulted in a wide range of feelings for four fathers, depending

on the severity of the disease. Fathers felt frustrated as a result of their infant’s increased

irritability and fearful when the episodes were severe in nature and interfered with

breathing. In one father’s words:

He’d of choked to death the other day if I didn’t have him or she didn’t have 
him....I tried to blow in his face and get him to take his breath....Yeah, we’re kind 
of on edge all the time. It’s like we live life on the edge, all the time with him....I 
wish he was normal and he didn’t throw up all the time, but then we wouldn’t 
have him I guess. He’d be a different baby. He keeps us on our toes.

Although there are no studies that have exclusively examined father’s worries

related to infant hospitalization, researchers that examined mothers’ concerns reported

that they remain worried about their child’s health after discharge. In one study, mothers

reported high vulnerability scores for their three-year-old children who were bom

prematurely (Miles & Holditch-Davis, 1997). These authors speculated that their

perceptions of vulnerability may be related to the fact that they viewed their children as

“special” for surviving, along with lingering concerns over their children’s health.

Another more recent study examined mothers’ health concerns during hospitalization of

their medically fragile infants (Docherty, Miles, & Holditch-Davis, 2002). These authors
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reported that a major concern for these mothers was whether or not their children would 

always be sick. Past research has also documented a “vulnerable child syndrome” in 

parents after their children have survived a critical illness (Green & Solnit, 1964; Levy, 

1980; Perrin, West, & Culley, 1989). In my study, fathers’ worries were warranted: Four 

fathers had infants that were re-hospitalized, two for serious respiratory illnesses and two 

for reflux.

One father found his daughters’ behavioral cues upsetting and difficult to handle

at times. Mary, whom I described previously, was bom very early which predisposed her

to environmental over-stimulation and muscular hypertonicity. To make matters worse,

Dan was especially attuned to Mary’s behavior because she was bom with a missing

septal membrane in her brain, which could cause future developmental problems. The

first behavior he noticed was gaze aversion: “I’ll feed her or try to talk to her and she’ll

kind of be looking off into the distance, almost like avoiding looking at me. I noticed she

does that a lot and...it was kind of getting a little frustrating.” Dan’s frustration continued

until a parent educator, on a home visit, explained the reason for her behavior. He also

had to deal with Mary’s back arching which was very challenging for him. He recalled:

She’s really strong in certain positions. She likes to kick out and I was trying to 
get her to bend at the waist...to burp her and she would not. I almost couldn’t get 
her to bend at the waist...she’s a little stubborn. Her face was red and she was not 
going to let me do it.

Dan admitted that Mary had “really tested my patience sometimes.” One night, 

after a feeding, she threw up her formula, a result of her reflux, and he lost his patience. 

He recalled:

I kind of lost it a little bit...just kind of screamed a little bit. It was just out of total 
frustration....I kind of felt bad because I was still holding her and I was letting my 
frustration ouL...It’s not her fault and I shouldn’t yell at her. I wasn’t yelling at
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her. I was just yelling in general And I’m sure, especially talking about over
stimulation, [that] I pushed her to the limit right there.

In our last interview, I asked Dan how he felt about Mary’s care:

Sometimes I’d rather not be taking care of her. Sometimes you just want to do 
your own thing and she takes up a lot of time. That’s just part of the deal I love 
her, but...I don’t always have to like her, you know.

Another father told me that he put himself in “time-out” because he couldn’t

console his son, whom he had just brought home from daycare:

I couldn’t get him to quiet down....I kind of started losing my patience and I said 
‘just, cry, go ahead and cry. If I stand in here and can hear you cry, I’m just going 
to go nuts’....That’s when I learned he could cry himself to sleep.

The ability to console their infants was a skill that all of the fathers highly valued.

However, at the same time, they found consoling difficult primarily because they lacked

practice and shied away from the close bodily contact that some infants yearned for when

fussy and agitated.

Many of the fathers were on the “lookout’ for developmental problems and

somewhat surprised that their infants were doing better than expected. One father noted

that “everybody says he’s going to be behind because of all this [prematurity], but it

seems to me he’s already ahead because of all this.” They seemed to notice little things;

for example, one father said:

We just noticed that he wasn’t noticing his own hands out in front of him and they 
were more at his sides...not pulling them up. Then just last night we noticed that 
he was playing with his hands.

Another father noted that “I’m waiting for him to start walking. He can hold his 

head up pretty good already and he pushes up. He’ll push up and look around like he’s 

doing a little seal thing.” Another father talked about how his son’s development 

(although normal for adjusted age) could “haunt us for quite some time.” He had been
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told that his son should be caught up by age two, but he noted “that’s a long way away. 

That’s a long time to think about something like that.” Although these fathers seemed 

quite in tune to their infant’s developmental progress, it is unclear whether their concerns 

and perceptions were a result of their infant’s prematurity or just normal parenting.

Fathers found their infants’ home apnea-bradycardia monitors both a source of 

security and a real annoyance. Although fathers admitted that the monitors were 

necessary at first, they were anxious to turn them back in as soon as possible. One father 

labeled his son’s monitor “that stupid box”:

If I pick him up and take him with me, I’ve gotta take that [monitor] with me or
I’ve gotta lay him down and take it off of him.. ..That makes it a pain in the butt.
That thing is a hassle.

These words are coming from a father who rushed his son to the emergency room, 

prompted by monitor alarms that were accurate. Even though a monitor alarm literally 

helped to save his son’s life, this father still couldn’t wait to get rid of it, which speaks to 

his disdain.

Another father referred to his son’s monitor as the “stress thing.” He noted that 

the monitor was the “only stress thing that’s left right now.” The monitor symbolized the 

enormous stress of the preceding months and its removal marked the beginning of 

normalcy for this family. Once his son was no longer on a monitor, he described 

caregiving as “a lot better now, you know, because you can function with him and before 

you couldn’t... you’ve gotta drag the machine, you’ve gotta unplug it, grab him, grab the 

machine, go in there.” Fathers may have found dealing with the monitor especially 

distasteful because, for them, learning normal infant caregiving was challenging enough 

without having to incorporate an electronic device into the picture.
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Summary

There is no doubt that fathers found it difficult to relax and become more 

comfortable caring for their infants until several months after they were discharged home. 

One father’s use of metaphor reflected their experiences quite well: “It’s Iike...you’ve got 

this little fire going over there and you got the smoke detector in the room. But this little 

fire...ain’t setting it off. But, at any time, it could catch something else on fire.”

Elements of our gendered world of parenting surfaced in many ways and played 

an important role in a father’s ability to get to know his infant. Fathers experience 

feelings of separateness at birth by virtue of only being observers to the process. 

Depending on how secure the mother feels about her own relationship with both the 

father and her infant, she can either draw the father closer to the baby or keep him more 

on the outside of the mother-infant dyad. Since these infants are premature and may have 

medical problems and more difficult temperaments, mothers may find it even more 

difficult to let fathers “in” because mothers are also struggling to get close. Fathers, on 

the other hand, may resist emotional and physical closeness because they have no 

practical experiences with those feelings and desires and the infant’s medical and 

developmental fragility only makes the process more cumbersome. All of this may help 

to explain why fathers seem to naturally project fathering off into the future, when father 

and child can “do” things together in a playful exchange.
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Chapter 9: When Venus Interviews Mars

Imagine that men are from Mars and women are from Venus. One day long 
ago the Martians...discovered the Venusians....They fell in love....Though from 
different worlds, they reveled in their differences....Then they decided to fly to 
Earth. In the beginning everything was wonderfuL.and one morning everyone 
woke up with a peculiar kind of amnesia....Both the Martians and Venusians 
forgot that they were from different planets. (Gray, 1992, p.9)

Although I knew theoretically and practically that men were “different” from

women, I still proceeded with my research project on fathering just as John Gray noted in

the opening excerpt: with a form of “amnesia.” For example, I knew from my own

personal experience that women are typically more talkative than men; however, I did not

fully anticipate nor understand the implications of that difference as I ventured into data

collection. I have 45 years of experience as a daughter and 21 years of experience as a

wife—and yet I had moments of forgetfulness throughout the entire course of my study.

Gender has been likened to a “force field” (Williams, 2000)—exerting a type of

gravitational pull on our being which is forever present and yet often invisible. Gender

emerged, in one way or another, at almost every turn in ways I never suspected when I

first embarked on the implementation of this study.

Recruitment

From the very beginning, I was confronted with the reality that the gender I had 

chosen to study might perhaps make recruitment more difficult. First of all, fathers were 

not very visible in the NICU because they were often working, which meant that it was 

going to be challenging to meet with them, let alone recruit them into the study. Although 

the baby’s chart was readily available to me, it was focused exclusively on the baby, 

quite understandably, and the mother. It was often difficult to locate the father’s name, let 

alone learn anything about him personally (e.g., work history). Secondly, the mother’s
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gravid status, which is commonly noted in the bedside chart, told me nothing about the 

father’s history in terms of his previous children. This presented a big obstacle since I 

was recruiting only first-time fathers at this point and thus didn’t know which fathers 

qualified for my study.

The feet that my colleague, who was recruiting mothers of pre-term infants into 

her own similar study, was finding recruitment easier gave me reason to reflect upon how 

gender might be playing a role in my own efforts. I vividly recall accompanying my 

colleague into a mother’s hospital room, which was located adjacent to the NICU, to 

discuss our studies. This particular mother readily agreed to participate in my colleague’s 

study, but when I asked about the father’s participation, she quickly negated that 

possibility on the grounds that her husband was “too busy with work.” Although it is 

possible that she knew her husband well enough to speak accurately for him, I decided 

then that I needed to meet fathers personally and hear their responses. If fathers were 

going to say “no” (and some did), they would have to do so in person. I needed to ask 

them directly and make it harder for them to decide not to participate in my study.

I also discovered that I needed to approach fathers independent of my colleague— 

meaning that we would have to take turns recruiting eligible families. In other words, if 

she approached a mother about the study, I would avoid the father of that family—at least 

until she had completed at least one interview with the mother. Instead, I would approach 

a father of another eligible family. I came to this realization one day when my colleague 

and I were at a particular baby’s bedside along with both the mother and the father. After 

we briefly described the study and asked them about participation, the father immediately 

grew quiet, turned, and looked to his wife as if to say “This is something she would be
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interested in doing, but not me.” It was just too easy for a father to defer study 

participation to his wife/partner if they were both simultaneously given the opportunity to 

participate. In order to increase my chances of successfully recruiting a father, I had to 

meet him face-to-face and focus his attention solely on my study.

The explanatory letters I wrote for potential study participants proved 

unsuccessful, even though I wrote three versions in an attempt to facilitate recruitment. 

Because I had very limited success with the first draft of the letter, I developed a second 

draft which was shorter in length, less formal, and described my past experiences as a 

neonatal nurse in more detail. I postulated that if fathers knew I was an experienced 

neonatal nurse, they would be more apt to participate. However, my second draft met 

with the same fate as the first version; I had two more fathers decline even though I had 

met with them personally to discuss the letter. I vividly recall the stinging words of one 

father after I had explained the study and offered him a very flexible interviewing 

schedule: “I don’t want to waste your time or mine.”

Up to this point, I had enrolled only one father and seven weeks had elapsed. The 

one father I did manage to enroll was by default—my colleague recruited this father 

because the mother decided that her husband “needed to have someone to talk to” even 

more than she did. My limited success in getting fathers enrolled in the study prompted 

me to talk with a neonatologist about my recruitment strategies. After a quick synopsis of 

my approach with fathers, he introduced a very thoughtful, and I must again admit 

somewhat “foreign,” notion for me to consider: I needed to take the stance of “learner” 

and elevate the father’s position to “teacher.” The neonatologist, who happened to be of 

the male gender and a father as well, felt that this approach would be important to
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minimize the perception that fathers were somehow being measured to some standard 

that they couldn’t possibly meet at this particular point in their lives. I sensed that his 

input was valid and added this sentence to my third draft: “I hope you will consider 

participating in this study because I sense that I have much to learn from you as a father 

of a pre-term infant.”

I also made the decision to remove what I now see as a rather blatant gender- 

related blunder that was included in the first two letter drafts: “It has been my experience 

that fathers have found it very helpful to talk with someone about their thoughts and 

feelings during this difficult time in their lives.” Although many fathers did find the 

experience therapeutic, they came to that conclusion at the end of the interviewing 

process, not at the beginning. The notion of having to talk could scare some fathers away, 

not bring them closer to enrollment.

Despite three different drafts, using letters to recruit fathers was not a very 

effective strategy in the long run. Eventually it became clear to me that fathers did not 

make the decision to enroll in my study based on a written note or even a personal 

request. They made the decision to enroll in the study because they felt a sense of 

gratitude toward the NICU and wanted to give something back or they were curious 

about being involved in research—it sounded fun and was something novel to them. It 

would just take time and patience to enroll fathers who were willing to participate in a 

study that required talking about their experiences.

Despite the incorporation of revised explanatory letters and one-on-one meetings 

with fathers, the reality of the tremendous stress that they were experiencing and my new 

appreciation for how difficult it was to recruit them into a qualitative study necessitated
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four changes to my original protocol Initially, my colleague and I set up our protocols to 

mirror each other; after all, we were studying the parents (gender neutral) of pre-term 

infants—why shouldn’t our protocols look identical? Again, I had forgotten (amnesia) 

that mothers and fathers are not at all alike and their experiences after birth would not be 

either.

To start with, I quickly realized that there were two problems with my inclusion 

criteria: recruiting fathers within ten days after their infant’s birth and recruiting infants 

bom between 26 and 32 weeks gestation. Because fathers are spread so thin immediately 

after their infant’s birth (juggling work, hospital and home), I needed much more time to 

recruit them. Mothers, on the other hand, are often not working immediately after birth 

which gives them more time. In addition, their natural propensity to talk when troubled 

may make them more eager to participate in a qualitative study. I therefore changed my 

inclusion criteria to read: fathers will be enrolled within one month after birth. Secondly,

I discovered that a fixed infant gestational age range (26-32 weeks) was too limiting—I 

needed to be able to approach fathers who had infants bom less than 26 weeks to expand 

my potential pool of subjects. Although making this change was a gamble due to the 

increase risk of infant death, the advances I witnessed in medical caregiving for these tiny 

infants, coupled with my own increasingly desperate need to recruit fathers, convinced 

me to change my protocol to read: fathers of infants less than 33 weeks gestation at birth. 

Indeed, three of the nine fathers I recruited into my study had infants bom at 25 weeks. 

Because I had managed to recruit and keep only three fathers into the study and almost 12 

weeks had elapsed, I made a third change to my inclusion criteria: I deleted first-time 

fathers. This change resulted in the recruitment o f an additional father whose stories,
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although certainly more complicated by the lives of his two older children, were quite 

poignant and furthered my understanding of fathering. Lastly, I added an additional 

recruitment site, although this site only produced one additional subject.

As previously noted, I became aware from the beginning that mothers played a 

larger role in my recruitment of fathers than I initially suspected they would; but, in one 

particular case, my endurance was absolutely crucial to overcome the obstacles placed in 

front of me. The process of recruiting this father began when my colleague asked a 

mother in her study if her husband would be interested in participating in my fathering 

study. Upon her request, the mother immediately paused and began offering reasons why 

her husband could not participate, mainly related to his lack of time. Luckily, for me, his 

mother was present during this interview and she spoke up: “Why don’t you let Mark 

make that decision?” The mother agreed and a few days later I spoke with her on the 

phone to set up a time to meet Mark. She decided it would be best to meet him when they 

were both visiting the NICU. When I arrived on the appointed evening, I found them both 

standing at their baby’s bedside, watching the nurse weigh their son. I walked up and the 

mother acknowledged that they were expecting me. I stood beside Mark, introduced 

myself, and began to describe the study to him when the mother interjected in an 

impatient tone: “Shawn, would you please come back another time. This is not a good 

time for us because we need to concentrate on the baby right now.” I said “Sure, no 

problem” as I sheepishly walked away. When I returned almost thirty minutes later, Mark 

was laying almost horizontal on a low reclining chair, holding his son skin-to-skin. As I 

pulled my chair up to re-introduce myself, I was literally “looking down” upon my 

potential recruit much like a dentist getting ready to examine one’s teeth. I remember
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feeling quite awkward as I spilled out the study details to him. Much to my surprise, he 

readily agreed to participate.

As it turned out, my interviews with this father were some of my most enjoyable 

and, even more importantly, our “sessions” were beneficial for him. As I reflect back on 

this scenario and in light of all eight interviews with this father, there is no doubt that his 

wife was “gatekeeping”—attempting to control her husband’s time with her and their 

baby. I had interrupted his allotted time for “learning baby care basics.” Luckily, my 

presence during his “scheduled” skin-to-skin holding session was permitted—my 

persistence paid off!

After all was said and done, the entire process of recruiting eight fathers lasted 7 

months. Looking back, especially now that my amnesia has slowly disappeared and been 

replaced by a more acute sensitivity to gender differences and father’s experiences, I 

realize that I was actually collecting very substantiate data during this process—data 

that would be directly related to my study findings.

Interviewing

“Language is never a private matter; it always reaches beyond self to posit 

another in conversation” (Abbey, 2000, p. 69). This excerpt, which is an interpretation 

of Taylor’s philosophy, accurately depicts what I discovered during my own interviews 

with fathers: Interviewing a father encompassed much more than turning on a tape 

recorder and recording his story. Interviewing for the purpose of understanding a father 

meant that I had to gain entry into his world. This did not require that I say good-bye to 

Venus (impossible) and travel to Mars, but rather a bridge between our worlds would be 

required in order for understanding to emerge.
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The work of the prominent philosopher Hans-Georg Gadamer furthered my 

understanding of the process that unfolded during my interviews with fathers. Charles 

Taylor, who interpreted Gadamer’s work, noted that Gadamer’s image of the “fusion of 

horizons” offered a useful way of appreciating the type of understanding that the human 

sciences required (as cited in Abbey, 2000). According to Abbey, who has interpreted 

Taylor’s work, the word “horizon” refers to the “zone of meaning in which a person 

operates” (p. 161). This “zone” is heavily influenced by a person’s culture (of which 

gender would be a part) and is comprised of many meanings that are often taken for 

granted and sometimes invisible (which helps to explain my intermittent amnesia).

When a person engages in a conversation with another person, a different “horizon” is 

encountered—the first person’s zone of meaning is challenged (there is something that 

party A believes or takes for granted that party B does not) or vice versa. Ideally, as the 

conversation continues, a fusion of horizons results through careful questioning, 

watching, intuiting, and listening as the two conversational participants come to a 

mutual understanding. These horizons are permeable; they can be broadened to account 

for other people’s meanings and beliefs without the personal adoption of those meanings 

and beliefs.

In order to better understand fathering, I had to immerse myself in their lives, 

being respectful of their culture as I carefully navigated my way through the interviews, 

eyes and ears wide open. One must attempt to develop an undistorted (as possible) 

account of “alien” beliefs, but only after careful scrutiny and significant effort to 

understand them (Abbey, 2000). In my quest to understand fathering better, I discovered 

that gender issues, the inadvertent inclusion of mothers in the interviews, non-verbal
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communication, and participant observation all played a significant part in the fusion 

process and deepened my understanding of fathering.

Gender Issues

Gender issues surfaced in many of the interviews in primarily two ways: the trials 

and tribulations of interviewing men and the dynamics of an interview when the 

interviewee and interviewer are of different genders.

Interviewing men. Not only do men often talk less than women, they also seem to 

find it more difficult to talk about emotional/relational issues. According to Gray (1992), 

men talk about their problems for basically two reasons: a) they are blaming someone or 

b) they are seeking advice. Reay, Bignold, Ball, and Cribb (1998) interviewed fathers of 

children with cancer and noted that these fathers were reluctant to talk about their child’s 

illness. They proposed that some men may see talking as either inappropriate or a sign of 

weakness. Talking could potentially “unlock the emotions many fathers were desperately 

trying to suppress” (p. 48). Although fathers facing childhood cancer may have a 

qualitatively different relationship with their child than a father with a sick newborn, both 

groups are dealing with very stressful family situations.

Especially in the first several interviews, I sometimes found that it was difficult to 

get fathers to give detailed responses, unless we were talking about something they were 

truly enamored with and very confident about—their work. However, as the interviews 

proceeded over time and fathers became more comfortable with the process, they began 

to initiate conversation about non-work issues. Consequently, the interviews tended to get 

longer, a finding even my transcriptionist validated for me.
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In order to obtain “thick” descriptions during interviews, I had to incorporate 

several strategies into the process. One approach I used with fathers who answered in 

short, sometimes one-word responses would be to either repeat exactly what they said in 

hopes of further elaboration or paraphrase what I thought they were trying to say. Our 

dialogue sometimes sounded like a broken record as the following example illustrates:

Interviewer (I): Can you describe for me, what is he [the baby] like now?

Father (F)04: He’s boring.

I: He’s boring.

F04: He’s boring. All he does is sleep. That’s it.

I discovered I had to be very careful if I paraphrased their short responses because I 

didn’t want to put “words in their mouths.” I had to use this approach very judiciously.

Another strategy I employed to attempt to get fathers to “open up” more during 

the interviews was to share either a personal story about myself or share my thoughts 

about a particular topic. Gray (1992) noted that women can sometimes naturally motivate 

men to talk more by first sharing their own thoughts about a topic. Although effective at 

times, I learned that this tactic must also be used very carefully. If your “timing’ isn’t just 

right, you run the risk of shutting the father down or leading him down a path he wasn’t 

intending on going down.

One obstacle that caught me completely off guard (amnesia, again) was silence— 

specifically, learning how to deal with pauses in our conversations. As I reflect back on 

the interviews, I think part of the problem was related to me as an individual. I tend to be 

the type of person who is often thinking-ahead when immersed in conversatioa Although 

my temperament may have added to the cumbersome feeling I experienced during
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conversational pauses, a gender influence was also present. Men must first formulate 

their response to a question internally before expressing their thoughts and feelings; 

whereas, women tend to think out loud, letting thoughts flow freely (Gray, 1992). I had to 

learn that fathers needed time to formulate a response before I jumped back into the 

conversation. I had to learn to relax if they didn’t respond quickly, which I learned to 

do—eventually.

The dynamics ofgender. Interviewing someone of the opposite gender is a 

dynamic endeavor. The adjective “dynamic” is defined as (a) marked by usually 

continuous and productive activity or change and (b) energetic, forceful (Merriam- 

Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 1993). Although our “force fields” were always present 

in the interviews, the energy surrounding them fluctuated from highly visible and electric 

to barely discemable, depending on many different factors that resided both within 

myself as interviewer, within the father as the interviewee, and our situation. Using 

Gadamer’s depiction of a fusion of horizons to illustrate, we both approached each 

interview from our own horizon of meaning, which was shaped significantly by 

understandings of gender, individual temperament, and meaningful traditions (related to 

family, work, and culture). The degree of fusion that emanated from a particular 

interview depended on our individual moods, the particulars of the situation (not only 

location but also the presence of others), and my ability to maintain a naive, open stance. 

Although much of what I have just described would be true of any interview situation, 

gender is a particularly potent force because it can powerfully shape the meaning 

“things” have for each of the conversational participants, male and female, and will often 

do so quite invisibly.
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I discovered that interviewing someone of the opposite gender had both positive 

and negative implications on my understanding. Without a doubt, the most positive 

aspect was that the differences between us were strikingly visible to me because we were 

opposites, which ultimately enhanced my overall understanding. For example, in one 

interview a father described what he did his first day at home after his small, premature 

son was discharged from the NICU: “I got home, got in my grubby clothes and went 

outside and put that [three-wheeler] back together.” My very next question was “So how 

was that with her [his partner], rather than “So, what was wrong with the bike?” His 

response struck me as so “alien” that I immediately inquired about his partner’s thoughts. 

In this instance, I could more easily relate to her because we shared the same gender. My 

question prompted him to elaborate about her responses and his reasoning regarding his 

decision, which illuminated my understanding. When there is a big gulf between the 

horizons of two people, the particularity of your own horizon is revealed with surprising 

force; what you thought was obvious and taken-for-granted “comes to light as a cultural 

peculiarity” (Abbey, 2000, p. 162).

I also sensed that fathers might be more comfortable sharing intimate thoughts 

and problems with a female versus a male interviewer. Historically, sons and mothers 

have had a closer emotional connection than sons and fathers (Ehrensaft, 1990). Growing 

up, boys often spend more time talking with their mothers about emotional/personal 

issues, saving “shop talk” (cars, sports, airplanes) for time spent with their fathers. In 

feet, almost all of the fathers in my study reported a closer connection to their mothers 

than to their fathers. As time went on, many of these fathers did share some very intimate 

thoughts and feelings with me. I vividly recall one interview in particular; the father was
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telling me things about his family relationships that his partner of many years had never

heard before (she was sitting there with us during the interview). When the tape recorder

clicked off and the interview ended, he and I both sighed in relief because of the

emotional content of the interview. He said: “Wow, I haven’t talked about my dad in

about four or five years.”

I also wonder whether men feel more comfortable expressing emotionally-

charged issues with women because they are not in direct competition with them; they

have less to lose by revealing their true selves to a woman then to a man. Men, in general,

tend to value power, competency, and achievement (Gray, 1992) and discussing

emotional topics with a male counterpart might be threatening to them.

There were some negative aspects to interviewing someone of the opposite

gender. Occasionally, I sensed that fathers would modify or “tone down” their responses

because I was a woman. For example, one father prefaced a statement regarding his

thoughts about a controversial topic with a sort of apology:

I: Do you think she’ll actually go back to work in September full-time?

F01: We’ve talked about that and I’ve pretty much, unfortunately I have to say 
this, but I’ve pretty much laid down the law. I mean there’s no option 
there....We’re getting by now, but with adding the baby, that’s a lot more.

He wasn’t exactly sure where I stood on this issue and because it was a hot topic for this

couple, he felt the need to apologize beforehand. In this case, he proceeded and divulged

his thoughts about the issue, but his need to apologize certainly is a reminder that fathers

may refrain from saying things if they perceive them to be “gender sensitive.”

Because of our gender differences, I learned that maintaining an open, non-critical

stance was essential to insuring good communication and “thick” descriptions. This was,
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however, difficult to do at times. When something a father says strikes you as “alien,” it

is quite easy to slip back into your engendered mode of thinking. My best example of this

occurred in a conversation with the father who enjoyed working on three-wheelers (see

chapter 4). In this case, my facial expression gave me away as he started to talk about

buying his then 35-week gestation infant a little four-wheeler:

I know, he’s too young [in response to a smile on my face],You’re gonna tell me 
the same thing. She’s already told me the same thing. A buddy of mine’s got me a 
little four wheeler. It’s only got two gears; it does maybe 15 miles an hour.

Luckily, my non-verbal cues didn’t stop him from continuing his story and telling

me about his experiences with his 20 month old nephew who likes to ride four-wheelers

with him. Unfortunately, minutes later I slipped again and asked about helmet use, which

of course insinuated unsafe practices and the need for maternal protection. Because of

this particular father’s personality and comfort level with being interviewed, my

admittedly biased response didn’t alter his reply. I suspect this would not be true with all

fathers. Interviewing someone of the opposite sex required constant vigilance to ensure

an air of respect for beliefs and practices that were foreign to me.

In another interview, a father was unable to respond to a question about important

family activities because he questioned the appropriateness of being candid. However,

because of the rapport I had with him and our shared understanding of gender

differences, I knew that he was referring to sex:

I: If you had a Saturday or Sunday to do anything you wanted, you get to dream, 
what would you do?

F06: My gosh, I can’t even say that in a tape recorder (lots of laughter from both 
of us).

I: Well, you can, you are anonymous. (Pause). I think you already said it. (He 
nodded and laughed again).
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He couldn’t bring himself to say that he was eager to have sex with his wife. 

Instead, he continued the interview by giving me an example of playing golf or going to a 

football game, but obviously sports wasn’t the first thing that he envisioned. In this case, 

a male interviewer would have probably gotten a more honest “off the cuff’ verbal 

response.

Even if the interviewer and interviewee are of the same sex, there is no real 

assurance that understanding will emerge. Riessman (1987) noted that gender congruence 

did not help her (being a female Anglo interviewer) better understand another Hispanic 

woman’s working-class account of marital separation. In other words, gender congruity 

between interviewee and interviewer was not enough and misunderstanding resulted.

There are both advantages and disadvantages to being an “insider” or “outsider” 

to an experience by virtue of one’s membership in a particular group. During interviews, 

it may be more important to attend to the voice of the lifeworld (Mishler, 1986), listening 

and attending to our subjects’ meanings, letting their experiences speak for themselves. 

Perfect congruence is probably not possible, nor even always desirable (Riessman, 1987). 

The Presence o f Mothers

Although the notion of including mothers in the interviews certainly wasn’t 

planned, their presence often greatly enhanced my understanding of the father’s world 

and offered significant insight. In my study, three mothers participated in the home 

interviews to some degree; two of them were present for significant amounts of time 

during the interviews at home.

In one case, the mother’s participation in the interviews evolved slowly over time. 

With each subsequent interview, this mother (Cassidy) seemed to draw closer and closer
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towards the space that the father and I occupied (see chapter 4). At first, she would make 

only a brief appearance in the kitchen, which was only a few feet away from our position 

in the living room, before retreating into the back bedroom of the trailer. By the third and 

fourth interviews, she briefly sat in on our conversation, interjecting some of her own 

thoughts before fleeing off to do another chore or to go retrieve the baby. It was during 

the fifth interview, which happened to be the most pivotal and emotional in terms of 

revealing this father’s family history, that she sat with us almost the entire time, listening 

intently as the baby slept next to her. At first she was drawn into our conversation 

because Mike would ask her questions, but eventually she began interjecting some of her 

own thoughts. During the last three interviews, she was often a partner in our 

conversation, sitting next to us as the baby would allow.

Her participation in the interviews was a blessing in disguise. I must admit I was 

initially a little hesitant because I feared that her presence might curtail his ability to be 

forthright. This fear was quickly dampened because of his high level of comfort with the 

interviews. He immensely enjoyed telling his stories and didn’t seem particularly 

intimidated by me, my gender, or his partner’s presence. However, in one interview, he 

became slightly agitated by her presence which was unusual, but furthered my 

understanding of the significance of the topic. We were discussing diaper changes and he 

was lamenting about how slow the learning process was for him:

I: Did you learn anything about yourself?

F04: That I need a hell of a lot more practice.

Mother (M): Well if you would change more diapers you would get more practice 
(she said this while talking to the baby).
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I: Did you hear what mom said, I don’t know if that’ll be picked up on the tape 
recorder, but it probably will be. So what do you think about that dad, if you did it 
more, you’d have...

M: He yells for mom.

F04: She’s faster.

I: So she says he yells for mom. So why do you do that?

F04:1 don’t know. Cause usually either I’ll be in the middle of doing something 
or something.

M: Yeah, right, (giggles and says this to baby).

F04: Go play.

By letting the interview process unfold naturally, the relationship between this 

mother and father became more visible. Carefully listening to the commentary between 

this mother and father, as well as watching the non-verbal cues during their interactions, 

resulted in a much deeper understanding of the process of fathering. Mothers’ and 

fathers’ caregiving practices are shaped by their own background of personal 

expectations, experiences, and gendered way of understanding parenting.

The second mother that participated in the interviews became involved very 

quickly. During my first home interview, she was sitting in the living room while the 

father and I were off in the kitchen which, in this small apartment, was separated only by 

a very tiny bedroom. At one point during this particular interview, she literally “yelled 

out” an answer to one of the questions I asked him about the baby because he hesitated 

and didn’t appear to know the answer. I had to smile because she was completely out of 

sight and yet obviously she was listening very closely to our conversation. At the end of 

the interview, we walked back to the living room to talk with her and see the baby when 

she voluntarily interjected this comment: “Well you know, when you were talking about
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how our families are different, the reason that is, is because his family is so selfish.” She 

went on to give this example: “If my father had twenty dollars, he would definitely cut it 

in half and give you ten and he’d take ten.” This father’s response to her comment was 

very short and somewhat flat: “Well, they’re just different.”

Her participation in the interview furthered my understanding of this father’s 

relationship with his own father. This was important because it was difficult for him to 

discuss his father, which was in stark contrast to his comfort in discussing other topics. 

Because he found it difficult to talk about the way he was fathered, he tended to skirt 

around the topic by talking about “ups and downs,” and “good times and bad times.” In 

this case, the involvement of this mother in our interview confirmed my hunches and 

helped me frame my questioning during subsequent interviews when the topic was 

introduced again.

Her presence offered significant insight into this father’s world. I sensed that 

Kenny actually felt more comfortable having her there during the interviews. Because it 

just “felt right,” the remaining three home interviews were held in the living room with 

all three of us sitting together. The hardest part about that scenario was finding the best 

place for the tape recorder!

The presence of the third mother in the home interviews had a dampening effect 

on some interviews, but surprisingly, even that response shaped my understanding of 

this particular father’s world. For one thing, her presence was often very unpredictable 

which sometimes tainted the interview. Although she would usually try to avoid the 

dining room area where the father and I were talking, she would often “pop” in without 

notice to retrieve something in the adjacent kitchen or living room. Sometimes during
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these “surprise” visits, she would sit down in the living room and actively participate in 

our conversation. When she was in the vicinity, I sometimes felt a sense of uneasiness. 

These feelings were the result of the knowledge I had gleaned about their relationship 

from prior private conversations with the father, which took place in a small room 

outside o f the NICU. In general, their relationship was more tension-filled and less 

secure than the two relationships previously presented. As a result, I was less apt to ask 

the more personal questions about their relationship because I was worried she might 

enter the room. I sensed that he, too, was more hesitant to openly discuss those issues 

with her in the home. I didn’t have this feeling when the other two mothers were present 

in the interviews.

Although this mother’s presence at times had a negative impact on the interviews 

by curbing the free flow of conversation, the mere fact that she tampered with the 

interview at all confirmed my thoughts about the dynamic of their relationship and 

contributed to my understanding of his transition to fathering. She held the reins as the 

infant caregiving expert, which seemed to dampen his spirit and relegate him more to 

the sidelines because he lacked the confidence in his own parenting skills. When she 

was involved in the interview in any way, he seemed to withdraw and become quieter.

Building rapport with the mothers was an element I worked on from the moment I 

first recruited a father into the study. Although I didn’t know it at the time, having a 

good relationship with the mother may have opened the door for them to more easily 

enter the interviews, which, for the most part, deepened my understanding of the father’s 

relationships, struggles, and home situations.
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Joint Interviewing

Because qualitative research methods have traditionally focused on individual in- 

depth interviews, there is a real dearth of information in the literature about joint 

interviewing (Arksey, 1996; Morris, 2001). Even the term itself is somewhat elusive and 

could cover many different types of situations (one interviewer questioning two 

respondents, two interviewers questioning one respondent, two interviewers questioning 

two respondents). Arksey defined joint interviewing as one researcher talking to two 

people together for the purposes of collecting information about how the pair perceived 

the same event. My experience with mothers entering the interviews would be considered 

a joint interview situation, but certainly not in the conventional sense of the word because 

it was unplanned.

Joint interviewing may be more common than suggested by qualitative research 

reports (Morris, 2001)—and my own experience with mothers entering the interviews 

would substantiate that claim. However, I found only a handful of published research 

reports that documented the contributions of an unattended “guest” in study interviews 

(Drummond & Mason, 1990; Mason, 1989; Seymour, Dix, & Eardley, 1995). If joint 

interviews of this type are occurring more often than are documented in the literature, 

one question arises: Why are they not documented more often? I would speculate that 

researchers may be uneasy (as I felt at first) with this type of data because it is irregular 

and perhaps might fall outside Institutional Review Board stipulations. I would argue 

that the only way to really understand a person’s experience is by understanding that 

person’s world. Understanding the “relational and configurational context allows for a 

more appropriate interpretation of what significance things have for a person” (Leonard,
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1994, p. 51). The natural unfolding of joint interviewing facilitated such an 

understanding.

The practicalities of home interviewing played an important role in the evolution 

of the joint interviews in my study. In all three of the homes where mothers participated 

in interviews, space was limited and I could not expect them to isolate themselves away 

from the interviews, especially when they were trying to care for a small infant with 

unpredictable needs. Similarly, Seymour et al. (1995) discovered that in the real world, 

practical and social imperatives often meant that interviewers might find a second 

person present and participating in the interview, despite their intention. Likewise, 

Morris (2001) noted that the logistics of an individual interview often meant that one 

person’s ability to move freely was curtailed, which could become physically difficult, 

intrusive, or even threatening for others present in the home.

When joint interviews are planned into the study design, they can have positive 

repercussions on findings. In her study on cancer patients and their families, Morris 

(2001) conducted primarily individual interviews, but allowed families who requested 

joint interviews to participate. She discovered that joint interviewing provided the 

opportunity for combining something of the intimacy of an individual interview with the 

public performance of a focus group. In particular, joint interviewing placed “emphasis 

on the relational possibilities of a pair’s situation, asking them to represent themselves 

not just as individuals but also as concurrent participants in a relationship; mutually 

created meaning is highlighted as they speak” (p. 558). Morris noted that joint 

interviews also had the added benefit of providing a fuller account of events as the 

participants filled in gaps in the narratives. More importantly, the interaction between
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the pair as they filled in the details of the narrative provided insights into what issues 

they constituted as important for inclusion and what cultural discourses were addressed 

in the process. She noted that places of breakdown in the discourse between the two 

participants was of particular interest, which was certainly true of the joint narrative 

when Randy told his partner to “go play” after she kept confronting him about his lack 

of practice with diaper changes.

Joint interviewing does have the potential of stirring up antagonisms and conflict 

(Arksey, 1996), which occurred in my final interview with Mike and Cassidy (see 

chapter 4). Cassidy’s presence during that exchange with Mike was very helpful to 

understanding the transactional processes that shaped his fathering. I have to admit that 

particular narrative was anxiety-provoking for me, which is one potential negative effect 

of joint interviewing—it can be taxing on all participants. However, all in all, Morris 

(2001) concluded that the use of joint interviewing enriched her study data and is a 

method that is under-explored in health research.

Non-verbal Communication

Careful attention to non-verbal communication and incorporating my observations 

of those cues into detailed field notes played an important role in some interviews and 

offered significant insight into the data analysis. Specifically, the auscultation of 

mood/emotion, “reading between the lines,” and thoughtful consideration of “what 

wasn’t said” were important factors that enhanced my understanding of the narratives.

Keeping my pulse on the mood of an interview became a valuable tool both as the 

interview unfolded and during the data analysis process through the use of field notes. 

For example, during one interview I noted that, from the moment I stepped into this
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father’s trailer home, something was amiss. His mood had turned really somber—he was 

normally a very upbeat, energetic young man. It wasn’t until the middle of the interview 

that he validated my suspicions. He was terribly upset that his son had cried when he 

tried to pick him up:

F04: I’m spending more time inside with him now. I had noticed that he’s not
knowing who I am.

I: Oh.

F04: And that’s just bugging the piss out of me.

I validated his mood change in my field notes, but it wasn’t until I became steeped 

in the analysis process that I truly realized the significance of my observation. This event, 

the baby “not knowing” him, was a pivotal moment in his transition to fathering. His 

most haunting fear was brought to the surface because his father abandoned him as a 

young child. Documenting his change in mood illuminated for me how powerfully his 

past shaped his fathering of the present and future.

The relationship I had cultivated with these fathers was important in terms of my 

ability to reliably “read between the lines,” which ultimately furthered my understanding 

of them. This seemed to be particularly important when the topic was a difficult one for 

them to broach with me for one reason or another. For example, after I stopped the tape 

recorder at the end an interview, one father paused and then jokingly interjected: “So, 

(pause) you’re not going to make a soap opera out of this, are you?” One reason he may 

have responded with that comment was that his life was indeed dramatic in terms of his 

rather tumultuous relationship with his wife. However, I knew that he was actually trying 

to ask a very important question in lieu of the emotional content of our just finished 

interview: Are you going to keep my words confidential? I responded to his inquiry in a
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similarly joking nature: “You have nothing to worry about; the names have been changed

to protect the innocent.” The ability to look inward, beyond the surface of the interview,

is based on one’s knowing of that person in an intimate way, which takes time, patience,

and a mutual sense of trust. Although I had a very relaxed relationship with this father, I

also knew he was a very successful business man who managed his life in a calculated

fashion. Unfolding the details of the complex emotional issues in his life was therapeutic,

but risky for him—he needed some reassurance and I was able to give that to him. My

ability to figure out what this father was “really” trying to say ultimately resulted in a

better understanding of his fathering. He was able to share his thoughts more easily

because he trusted they would be kept confidential.

I discovered that what fathers did not say was as meaningful to the interpretation

of their narratives as what they actually did verbalize—and it was our gender differences

that enabled me to “see” this phenomenon so clearly. I had this experience with every

father in the study and in almost every interview. In general, this phenomenon was the

most visible when I asked them to describe a recent meaningful or difficult episode. For

example, one father responded to my inquiry about a recent difficult event in his life this

way (his son was 12 days old, 27 weeks gestation, and weighed just two pounds):

I: Can you tell me about a recent event that stands out as being particularly 
difficult?

F01: It’s just almost like a spiral for some reason. I invited some of my friends 
over, to give them cigars and all that good stuff and uh, we were drinking and one 
of my girl friends was kidding around with one of the guys out in the front yard 
and she decided to jump off the porch after him and she broke her ankle... .So, 
that’s been on my mind. What’s going on with that?.... What if I’m liable and if 
I’m not liable? (for frill text, see chapter six, page 11)
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I automatically expected to hear something about the baby and there was nothing. 

His story sounded “strange” to me as a woman and mother, but the fact that I heard 

similar responses from many of the fathers during our interviews was a very significant 

finding. Their responses greatly enhanced my understanding of their world because what 

they found meaningful differed from my own experiences. Their narratives required that I 

listen more carefully and not impose my “outsider” perspective on what is often gendered 

and situated.

Participant Observation

As previously noted, fathers are sometimes less verbal which makes “watching 

them in action” a valuable tool when studying them. There were several instances where 

participant observation played a role in my understanding of narratives, but two 

scenarios, in particular, will illustrate the value of watching fathers.

During my fifth interview with one father, I elicited his thoughts about his own 

father and the way he was parented. This prompted him to describe for me how he had 

recently noticed that his father “literally would stand with his hands clasped behind his 

back” when visiting the baby because he was fearful he would have to hold him. At the 

same time he was relating this story to me, I was observing this father caring for his 

young premature son, who was becoming very fussy and irritable. The baby was sitting in 

a pumpkin seat on a coffee table about 10 feet from us. The baby started to cry very hard, 

but this father virtually ignored him until the whaling got so loud it was unbearable. At 

that point, he got up and placed a pacifier in his son’s mouth, which helped momentarily 

until the whole cycle repeated again. Twice during this incident, I had an overwhelming 

urge to pick his baby up and hold him, comfort him; but, of course, I couldn’t lest I
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interfere with this father’s “natural” caregiving. Even though this father was talking with 

me about how he was fathering his son very differently from the way he was lathered 

(more hands on), what I witnessed seemed somewhat contradictory. Even in his attempt 

to be unlike his own father, his fathering legacy was continuing to shape him. As I 

continued my interviews with him over time, we discussed how difficult holding was for 

his entire family, especially his father and his sister—a topic that brought new meaning to 

his narratives because of what I witnessed that one day.

In the second example with a different family, I observed the baby, the mother, 

and the father together. It was at the end of the interview (tape recorder off) when the 

mother, who had taken the baby to the zoo, returned home and made this comment to her 

husband as she stepped into the family room where we were seated: “Well, did you 

empty the trash can in the family room?” He replied: “Oh, no, I forgot that one.” She 

quickly noted “that’s the most important one” because I guess that’s where most of the 

dirty diapers were located. Moments later, she handed the baby to him (unsolicited) and 

the baby instantly urinated and mine spilled out from his saturated diaper all over this 

father’s arms and legs. He started to laugh as he held his son out and away from his then 

very wet clothes and body. His wife quickly retrieved the baby and started to change his 

diaper, mumbling to the baby “Well, your daddy is afraid of just a little pee-pee.” I had 

witnessed a battle of sorts, which was no surprise to me considering the content of our 

interview before she came home. He had just poured his heart out about his frustration 

over how little his wife was getting done around the house during the daytime. Since I 

was only able to access the father’s perspective, it was very helpful to witness this mother 

“in action,” which reminded me that there are usually two sides to every story.
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Conclusion

Earlier in this chapter, I eluded that there was “more” to my interviews with 

fathers than just tape recording their stories. I often relied on both my eyes and ears to 

discover the meaning beneath their words. I had to be an engaged listener. Abrams (1996) 

description of “the flesh of language” was helpful in furthering my understanding of that 

something “more”—the true essence of what transpired during our conversations. Abram 

described speech as “alive;” the meanings of the words are “inseparable from the sound, 

shape, and rhythms of the words” (p. 74). The meaning that arises from conversation is 

affective; it is rooted in our body’s capacity to resonate with other bodies and the 

landscape as a whole. My conversations with fathers were very much “alive” as we, often 

unknowingly, responded to each other’s gendered body through our own emotions, 

moods, and actions. The meaning I was able to glean from encounters between mothers 

and fathers, between fathers and babies, between my female self and his male self all 

contributed significantly to my study but did so in a very unintentional, pre-reflective 

way. “Meaning sprouts in the very depths of the sensory world, in the heat of meeting, 

encounter, participation” (Abram, p. 75).
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Chapter 10: Seeing Fathering Through a Gendered Lens

Can we possibly consider “equality” in childrearing between a man and a woman? 
We are talking about two people who have been raised and treated very 
differently in their lifetime, two people with completely different preparations for 
parenthood, two people who have developed such different senses of themselves, 
just because one was bom a boy and the other a girl. (Ehrensaft, 1990, p. 11)

This excerpt addresses the powerful, yet often understated, influence of gender on

mothering and fathering. My analysis of all 63 interviews with fathers of pre-term infants

has led me to the conclusion that gender is the one sticky strand that connects all o f my

study findings. We are each located within a gendered body, male or female, which

carries with it certain outward physical characteristics, which are often easily identifiable

and accessible to us. Our gendered bodies, however, also embody characteristics that are

hidden from our conscious awareness, for example, the different ways the male and

female brain is hard-wired which, in combination with powerful hormones, translates into

the various personal traits we often label as either masculine or feminine.

Our bodies experience the world through a gendered lens. In the words of Leder

(1990), “The body always has a determinate stance—it is that whereby we are located

and defined. But the very nature of the body is to project outward from its place of

standing” (p. 22). As a female, my being-in-the-world is as a girl and I see the world

through a female lens, with the same being true for males. Although quite natural,

problems arise when we as individuals, as couples, as parents, as members of scientific

communities, and as a society fail to acknowledge and, therefore, really understand how

the differences between the two genders impact our being-in-the-world.

We often fail to recognize the powerful influences of gender because it is quite

obscure and taken-for-granted; we are all unknowingly “swimming” in it from the day we
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are bora. One example from my field notes beautifully illustrates the elusive nature of 

gender. In my sixth interview with one father, he told me that he had a picture he wanted 

to show me. I assumed he was searching through his drawers for a picture of his 

premature son in some cute new pose. To my surprise, he handed me a picture of a recent 

“catch”—a large catfish lying on a sidewalk. In the words of SmithBattle (1997), “Each 

of us is bom into a family, community, society, and epoch whose meanings, traditions, 

structures, and ways of being hold us in place by millions o f invisible threads” (p. 149). 

My study findings have revealed that gender is more like a thickened cord than a wispy 

thread; its implications are for-reaching yet often beyond our conscious awareness.

The thrust of this final chapter will be focused on fathering as a marginalized 

practice, as underscored by the powerful influences of gender. Three aspects of becoming 

a father after an early birth will be discussed in relation to three gendered social patterns: 

stress and coping, learning caregiving, and emotion management. Finally, the 

implications of my findings on nursing practice, research, and policy will be outlined.

Fathering as a Practice: Nearing the Margins o f “Outer Space ”

In her chapter on mothering as a practice, Leonard (1996) presented compelling 

evidence that professed her view of mothering as a marginalized practice in our society. 

She concluded that “our highly individualistic notions of agency, grounded by the values 

of rational choice and autonomy, are inconsistent with the experience of mothering as a 

practice” (p. 138). Although I agree completely with her analysis, my thoughts are this: If 

mothering is a marginalized practice, the practice o f fathering must then border on the 

edge between the margins of earth and outer space. One particular excerpt from 

Leonard’s chapter captured my conclusion exceptionally well: “...while women most
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often practice mothering, it is a practice that is increasingly taken up by men sharing in 

the care of their children” (p. 126). In other words, men take up the practice o f mothering, 

not fathering, when they embark on parenthood. Lillian Rubin (1990), who authored a 

book titled Intimate Strangers, offered her own thoughts regarding this dilemma: women 

are mothers, men do mothering. Although I discovered that “doing” was an integral part 

of becoming a father to a pre-term infant, how can a father really “do” mothering when 

he isn’t a mother at all, but rather a father?

It appears to me that expecting fathers to somehow “mother” is quite a gross 

injustice because their entire male gendered history is overlooked in the process, which 

sets fathers up for failure and contradictions. According to Heidegger, we come to 

understand our daily lives in a way that is holistic and non-dualistic (cited in Guignon, 

1983). As I discovered, men come to understand the world based on a rich background of 

highly textured “male” practices that have been shaped individually, historically, and 

culturally; not as a contemplative subject set off from a world of objects that are to be 

known. The same is true for women: It is our background of intelligibility, shaped in part 

by our gender, which permeates all o f our “female” practices. This understanding is pre- 

reflective and, therefore, outside of our conscious awareness. Both men and women are 

swimming in gendered waters that are virtually invisible to them in much the same way 

that water is invisible to the fish that inhabit our streams, lakes, and oceans.

Our gendered understanding of the world is not inherently problematic until the 

two genders unite and produce offspring. The birth of a child brings the following 

predicament to the surface: Parenthood, a biologically co-created endeavor, has been
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primarily constituted by society and the scientific community as “mothering,” pushing 

some fathers onto the distant margins of parenting.

One reason that fathers have found themselves on the periphery of parenthood is 

that fathers have been thrown into a society that values market work over parent work. As 

a result o f tradition, fathers are deeply enmeshed in the legacy of market work, which 

permeates our current organizational climates and compensation policies. Fathers, on 

average, make more money than mothers and are, therefore, more often than not, the 

primary wage earners for the family. Mothers, on the other hand, have a long and rich 

history o f mothering as a practice which requires tremendous skill and sacrifice. Mothers 

have typically been able to devote more time to the care of their children because fathers 

have gone to work to support their families. Because fathers have historically held the 

“upper hand” in terms of positional power and control as a result of their ties to market 

work outside the home, mothers sometimes hold onto their mothering practices with a 

vice grip for fear of losing a piece of their rich “turf” to fathers.

The societal push to become “involved” fathers assumes that fathers should 

behave more like mothers, despite the feet that mothers are struggling to fulfill the “gold 

standard of mothering” ideology themselves as a result of their influx into the working 

world. Some fathers are attempting to mother either to help fill the void in the family 

created by maternal employment or because they yearn to have a closer relationship with 

their own children. Fathers sometimes discover, however, that mothering is a struggle 

due, in part, to the time constraints of their work which severely curtails their ability to 

practice parenting and their sometimes limited success in finding a piece of mothering 

turf on which they can safely plant themselves.
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The normalizing practice of science has further marginalized fathering in our 

culture. Kuhn (1996) defined normal science as “research based upon one or more past 

scientific achievements, achievements that some particular scientific community 

acknowledges for a time as supplying the foundation for its further practice” (p. 10). The 

fact that fathering has been studied in terms of what types of caregiving activities fathers 

do with their children is problematic because this focus dismisses fathers’ economic 

contributions to the family. Very few studies have been designed that examine the effects 

of work on fathering. This finding reinforces the notion that researchers are defining 

fathering in terms of mothering; if they were truly looking at the breadth of fathering in 

all its complexity, researchers could not possibly overlook father’s work.

Our understanding of fathering is limited because few researchers have focused 

exclusively on fathers, especially fathers of pre-term infants. When study samples contain 

both fathers and mothers, fathers are often compared to mothers. This is an analytical 

flaw since my findings uncovered the powerful influence of gender on fathering. 

Comparing fathers to mothers is like comparing apples to oranges—they are both fruit 

but come from entirely different trees.

Studying fathers using primarily empirical/rational methods overlooks the 

practices and processes of fathering. Heidegger noted that “human existence is involved 

in the working out of the possibilities that exist for us by virtue of our being ‘thrown’ into 

a particular cultural, historical, and familial world” (as cited in Leonard, 1994, p. 47). 

Empirical/rational approaches dismiss a father’s rich personal history, meanings, 

relationships, family practices, and socio-cultural contexts. As SmithBattle (1997) noted,
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“the experience of self and parenting are deeply intertwined, thoroughly social, and 

embedded in ongoing relationships” (p. 148).

Fathers are sometimes, quite inadvertently, pushed to the periphery of parenthood 

when they enter the hospital. Because hospitals reflect the norms and expectations of our 

broader society, it should be of no great surprise that the health care providers inside 

these institutions mirror gendered practices. Although nurses have a rich caregiving 

legacy founded on an ethic o f good, they are usually women and experience the world 

through a female “gendered” lens, which is often invisible to them. This can become 

problematic when nurses interact with fathers because nurses may easily misunderstand 

fathers and inadvertently overlook and/or dismiss their particular needs and desires.

I became very sensitized to this predicament as a nurse and mother interviewing 

members of the opposite sex (see chapter 9). A good example of one of my many “gender 

blind spots” was previously described in chapter 5. A father, Jeff responded a little 

defensively to a particular set of interview questions that were aimed at obtaining 

descriptions of the “direct” or hands-on caregiving activities he was participating in with 

his daughter. I developed these questions, along with a female colleague, to ascertain how 

fathers get to know their pre-term infants (See Appendix: Getting to Know Your Baby 

Interview Guide). Of course, being females and mothers ourselves, we immediately 

thought of questions that were related to direct kinds of caregiving activities (holding, 

diapering, etc.) when developing this guide, not even thinking about the implications for 

my sample o f fathers. I quickly discovered, however, that Jeff struggled with his 

responses to these questions because, at the time, he was fathering his daughter, Abby, 

more indirectly than directly. He responded to my questions by re-labeling them under
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his own category “what I’ve done for Abby” almost as if he was trying to legitimize his 

indirect caregiving. In other words, by asking him questions about direct caregiving, I 

was insinuating that indirect activities weren’t as important when, in reality, Jeff was 

fathering from a distance in very meaningful ways. I was initially blind to this very 

important gender difference, fathers may parent more indirectly and mothers more 

directly, by virtue of being bom a female.

As women, we are swimming in female gendered waters, yet we often care for 

others of the opposite sex who are coming to their illness or hospital experience from a 

different perspective. The only way to overcome such a great divide is through mutual 

understanding.

Stress and Coping

Through my interviews with fathers, I discovered that what fathers often found 

stressful about the experience of having a premature infant was outside the doors of the 

NICU and, therefore, relatively invisible to neonatal health care providers. Fathers found 

that juggling the time for hospital visits and home activities around their work schedules 

was the most stressful aspect of this experience. This finding sheds significant light on 

previous studies that have examined the stressors of parents of pre-term infants (Doering, 

Moser, & Dracup, 2000; Miles, Funk, and Kasper, 1992; Shields-Poe & Pinelli, 1997; 

Seideman et aL, 1997). The Parental Stressor Scale (PSS): NICU (Miles, Funk, & 

Carlson, 1993) was developed to measure parental stress after the birth of a pre-term 

infant; all o f the studies cited above, in feet, used this tool. This particular tool, however, 

was designed to measure stress as related to three different dimensions of the NICU 

experience (infant behavior and appearance, parental role alteration, and sights and
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sounds of the NICU) and, herein, is the problem: Fathers’ primary stressors are 

overlooked when using only this tool because their stress often resides outside the 

nursery. Researchers have reported that fathers typically score lower on the PSS: NICU 

(less stress) than mothers. This finding is very plausible considering that a father’s stress 

may lie outside o f the NICU while a mother’s stress may reside primarily inside the 

nursery.

Not only did fathers return to work soon after the birth, but they did so with a 

renewed sense of importance and zeal (see chapters 5 and 6). The feet that fathers’ dove 

into their work makes sense in light of the different ways that men and women respond to 

stressful situations. According to Gray (1992), “One of the biggest differences between 

men and women is how they cope with stress. Men become increasingly focused and 

withdrawn while women become increasingly overwhelmed and emotionally involved” 

(p. 29). The fathers in my study focused on providing financially for their families 

because their meanings o f fathering were aligned with the breadwinner role—a role 

steeped in tradition. Their quick return to work, however, was not without sacrifice: 

Fathers experienced feelings of guilt and worry as a result. After a pre-term birth, gender 

shaped their fathering practices in ways that may have compounded their stress.

Two qualitative studies that examined the experiences of fathers coping with 

childhood cancer reported similar findings in relation to paternal stress (Chesler & Parry, 

2001; Reay, Bignold, Ball, & Cribb, 1998). Chesler and Parry conducted in-depth 

interviews with 52 fathers and noted that one major category of paternal stress was 

“practical stress,” which included the need to manage work, family, and household 

chores and responsibilities under very trying circumstances. Similarly, Reay et al. noted
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that “ clearly men are not free agents....Men need to go on earning an income for the 

family and even those fathers who initially take time off work have to return as financial 

constraints increasingly impinge on the family” (p. 43).

Because paternal stress may lie outside the doors of the NICU, it may often be 

invisible to health care workers. According to Reay et al. (1998), “what men contribute to 

family life often becomes marginalized through displacement of the status quo” (p. 43). 

For fathers, the status quo revolves around their work. Because the stress that fathers 

experience is often out of sight, health care workers may make erroneous judgments 

regarding a father’s involvement with his new family, assuming that he “doesn’t care” or 

“isn’t very attached” because his visits to the hospital are shorter in length and somewhat 

sporadic. Female nurses may be especially prone to these misjudgments because they see 

parenting thorough their own gendered lens. In a qualitative study of intensive care 

nurses, Chesla and Stannard (1997) noted that nurses lacked sufficient skill and 

confidence to encounter the family as a living entity deeply involved in the patient’s life- 

world. In the case of the fathers in my study, they were fathering in a very important way 

through their work, but this contribution required them to be away from the bedside. 

Study fathers cared deeply, but they had a “different” way of showing it.

Father’s work is so taken for granted that it is often inadvertently overlooked by 

the scientific community, which certainly seemed to be the case with the PSS: NICU. In 

a recent publication, Christiansen and Palkovitz (2001) appealed to researchers to 

incorporate work into contemporary fatherhood studies since it is an important and 

invisible form of paternal involvement in families. In their view, recognizing the fathers’
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work involvement acknowledges the importance of economic necessities to the family’s

well-being and the ways in which fathers care for their families.

Although going to work was stressful for fathers because of the “juggling act”

that ensued, work also provided an important coping resource. At some point in the

interviews, all of the fathers lamented their inability to “do” something about their

situation. Going to work seemed to satisfy their need for “doing,” a need that would go

unmet in the NICU. Along similar lines, Reay et al. (1998) discussed gender differences

as parents coped with the stressors of childhood cancer:

Hospitals for patients’ relatives are all about ‘hanging around,’ long periods of 
inactivity, some degree of infantilisation, and the erosion of expertise. This seems 
to be more problematic for men. Culturally available ways of appearing strong are 
very gendered; for masculinity they are associated with activity but also silence, 
for feminity the connection is with acceptance and sacrifice, (p. 50)

Some study fathers appeared to compartmentalize their stressors, which may have

been a useful coping response for them. During interviews, when fathers were asked to

describe a recent stressful and/or meaningful episode, they would sometimes respond

with this question: Do you want me to give you a stressful/meaningful episode related to

my son/daughter or my work? This question uncovered what may be a key gender

difference between how men and women cope with stressors: compartmentalization.

Reay et al. (1998) discovered that fathers coped by compartmentalizing, which was in

great contrast to the way their wives coped with their child’s illness:

Men seem far more able to compartmentalize, while women seem to be working 
with more permeable boundaries across which cancer seeps into all aspects of 
their lives. Many of the mothers seem totally immersed in their child’s illness, 
while fathers were much more likely to attempt to switch off in other contexts, (p. 
46)
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These authors questioned whether a father’s ability to compartmentalize was a 

natural response to stress or rather a result o f fathers having to switch between two totally 

different environments—work and family—on a daily basis. Recent literature from 

feminist and men’s studies would suggest that men have an innate tendency to 

emotionally compartmentalize (Connell, 1995; James, 1989; Seidler, 1995). I often 

wonder if this ability to compartmentalize has an evolutionary link to the role that men 

played in securing food for their families and protecting them from harm many centuries 

ago. Being able to compartmentalize would be helpful in mustering up the focus needed 

to execute such important survival tasks.

Men’s ability to compartmentalize seems very odd to members of the female 

species, but is simply reflective of a man’s being-in-the-world. The real challenge for 

women is to try to understand this important coping tool that men sometimes use, instead 

of labeling them as “insensitive.’’

Compartmentalizing seeps into other aspects o f fathering. This was particularly 

evident when fathers expressed frustration over what they perceived to be “spoiling the 

baby” on the part of their wives/partners. Fathers have much clearer boundaries than 

mothers in terms of where they stop and where the baby begins (Ehrensaft, 1990). From a 

female gendered lens and as a mother myself I recall that when my own infant daughters 

cried, I could feel it with my entire body as if they were a part of my “being.” From a 

male perspective, watching your partner/wife constantly comforting your infant may be 

very perplexing because fathers’ bodily feelings and responses are often not as strong. 

Perhaps this difference between mothers and fathers is the result of thicker 

“compartmental” lines between a man’s body and a baby’s body or perhaps these
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responses are the result of cultural imperatives. Regardless, these gender dilferences are

important aspects of our embodiment, particularly in a culture where fathering has been

defined more like mothering. Only through understanding can we marvel at the different

ways we are embodied and the complexity and uniqueness of the parenting process.

Learning Caregiving

In order to better understand how fathers approach infant caregiving and develop

a relationship with their pre-term infants, it is essential to first uncover and make more

visible the underlying goals and uncertainties of this process from a male perspective. In

the first place, men are generally very goal-oriented individuals. In the words of Gray

(1992), “Men value achievement—always doing things to prove themselves and develop

their power and skills. They pride themselves in doing things all by themselves” (p. 19).

At the same time, they fear appearing inept which may cause them to withdraw.

A man’s deepest fear is that he is not good enough or that he is incompetent. He 
compensates for this fear by focusing on increasing his power and 
competence....A man is particularly vulnerable to this incorrect belief. It generates 
within him the fear of foiling. He wants to give but is afraid he will fail, so he 
doesn’t try. (Gray, 1992, p. 56)

How does this understanding of the male achievement/feilure dichotomy play out 

in the NICU? Perhaps the arrival of a premature infant brings a real challenge to the 

forefront for fathers. They must try to learn to parent with little previous experience (in 

most instances) in an environment with no privacy (which is important for hiding their 

mistakes), surrounded by mostly women who are highly trained and experienced in infant 

caregiving. This culture often accentuates the importance of mothering while subtly 

dismissing lathering. Fathers may experience a type of role-reversal shock which sends 

them back to work—quickly—thereby avoiding (at least temporarily) looking inept as
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infant caregivers. Fathers do want to be involved with their babies, but are very afraid of

harming them or of making an obvious mistake—which is a legitimate concern

considering their limited experiences in caring for infants.

When fathers withdraw and immerse themselves into their work and leave

mothers to provide the majority of infant caregiving, they are often becoming fathers the

only way they know how considering their personal histories, work meanings,

relationships, family practices, and socio-cultural contexts. Gender is the powerful force

that guides them along a particular path, without their conscious awareness. In their study

of parents and children with cancer, Reay et al. (1998) noted that the need to be “totally

involved” with children was gendered. They discovered that it was the mothers, not the

fathers, who immersed themselves in their child’s illness and that there were complex

reasons for this gender difference:

These reasons lie in existing norms of what constitutes appropriate gender 
behavior; the ways in which material constraints impact differentially on mothers 
and fathers and, enmeshed within, and arising out, of these first two influences, 
the specific gender dynamics inhering within particular families, (p. 41)

As mentioned previously, hospitals mirror society and therefore reflect a gendered

social structure. Referring back to the study of parents and children with cancer, mothers

were often assumed to be the most appropriate people to look after a sick child, not the

fathers (Reay et al., 1998). The authors noted that pediatric staffs, including nurses,

doctors, social workers, and others, are among “the most female-represented specialties

in all o f medicine” (p. 379). It is no wonder, then, that a predominately female staff

would feel more comfortable relating to mothers, not fathers, and assume that fathers

may not be as competent. I have to admit that it was a little scary embarking on a study of
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fathers because they were more of an “unknown” to me because I had also spent more 

time interacting with mothers at the bedside.

These gendered social structures and interactions may help explain, in part, some 

of the study fathers’ narratives that involved nurse interactions. For example, the rules 

and giggles that fathers noted when learning caregiving in the NICU (see chapter 8) may 

have been, in part, because nurses looked at these fathers as less competent, while also 

feeling somewhat uncomfortable in interactions with them. Nurses may unknowingly 

overlook fathers at the bedside because they do not see them as “caregiving equals” with 

mothers. In chapter 5, Jeff described an interaction where the nurse offered his wife, 

Kathy, the opportunity to take their daughter’s temperature (see pg. 31). This nurse was 

certainly doing the right thing by including the mother in caregiving, but her actions 

necessarily excluded the father. Certainly, two people can not take the temperature under 

the arm of a tiny pre-term infant at the same time; however, this example serves as an 

illustration of the “blind spots” that gender can generate among us all.

Emotion Management

In the words of Gray (1992), “Women mistakenly expect men to feel, 

communicate, and respond the way women do. We have forgotten that men and women 

are supposed to be different” (p. 10). My own experiences conducting this study, as I 

outlined primarily in chapter 9, certainly collaborate this excerpt. As previously noted, 

fathers found talking about emotional things (baby, partner/wife, fears) more difficult 

than discussions revolving around their work, although one could argue that work does 

have emotional significance for fathers. Similarly Reay et aL (1998) noted that fathers 

coping with childhood cancer withdrew and suppressed their feelings, struggling to find
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gender appropriate ways of handling their emotions before they overwhelmed them. 

Mothers, on the other hand, more openly expressed negative emotions, which often 

meant that their inward feelings more closely paralleled their outward expressions. These 

authors labeled this phenomenon as a “paradoxical element of gendered responses” 

whereby “men’s frequent tight control of their emotions can be conceptualized as an out 

of control reaction, while women’s open expression of their negative emotions constitutes 

a much more controlled response” (p. 47). Perhaps this “paradoxical” phenomenon may 

help to explain why three fathers in my study were seeing psychologists; two of those 

fathers sought professional counseling for the first time in their lives.

In another study that examined the experiences of fathers o f children with cancer, 

Chesler and Parry (2001) described how emotionally difficult it was for fathers to be in 

touch with their feelings, especially the soft and caring feelings. The notion of being like 

a “rock” was a common metaphor expressed by fathers. I found that many of the fathers 

in my study were very protective of their wives/partners, literally trying to shield them 

from some of the many medical ups and downs their infants experienced while in the 

NICU and early on at home. From the outside looking in, acting like a “rock” could be 

viewed by health caregivers as somewhat “cold” or “uncaring” when, in reality, this 

could not be any further from the truth 

Summary

Fathering is a marginalized practice, so much so, that fathering is defined in 

“mothering” terms within many facets of our society. Yet, the expectation that fathers can 

“mother” overlooks the gendered way of being-in-the-world that organizes personal, 

familial, and cultural meanings and practices. One way to help fathers practice
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“fathering” is to acknowledge gender differences. This affirmation would deepen our 

understanding through an appreciation of the possibilities, constraints, and contradictions 

that mothers and fathers experience in a culture which devalues parenting.

Somewhere along the historical line, fathers have been blamed for some of our 

societal woes—I think sometimes unfairly. It is certainly true that some fathers have left 

their families dangling; Mike’s father as described in chapter 4 is a good example. 

However, many fathers fight valiantly to be fathers in the way they know how; but, the 

complexity of the obstacles that sometimes get in their way is staggering. Even 

contemporary feminist theorists are becoming increasingly concerned about the use of the 

male gender as a category to criticize Western culture while valorizing female values 

(Bigwood, 1998). To jump to the conclusion that the term “women” denotes a stable, 

coherent, common identity while criticizing oppressive “patriarchy” is limited because 

this notion is essentialist—it pays insufficient attention to historical and cultural diversity. 

All parents need compassion and understanding—not judgment. Women are highly tuned 

to their children’s needs and feel compelled to intervene not because they are fragile, 

emotional wrecks but because they are connected. Men maintain a distance and can let 

their children cry it out or leave them to their own resources not because they are hard

hearted or “macho,” but because they are more separate (Ehrensaft, 1990). Fathering is a 

moral practice, but one that differs in important ways from the practice of mothering.

Envisioning Fathering as a Caring Practice

[H]e spent quite a while helping me on a rock tune, and I was trying to figure it 
out and he made up the background music for it....[H]e helped me with all this 
music stuff, and he spent a lot of time on it.. ..It’s like, he really was interested in 
what I was doing, and I think that was neat because he was, you know, he’s 
this...big piano player and he is really helping me. I thought that was great. Now, 
he does those things a lot....I felt really cared about because he was willing to
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spend a lot of time you know, just helping me and letting me figure it out for 
myself. I thought that was good. (Tarlow, 1996, p. 58.)

These are the words of a 13-year-old boy who described a caring encounter with

his father as part of an interpretive study that examined caring within different contexts.

This excerpt illuminates one of Tarlow’s major study findings: Caring is an ongoing

process, with a past, present, and future.

To begin caring, there must be people present, time to do the tasks of caring and a 
vehicle for facilitating the process, talking. Next the actual work of caring begins. 
The caring person has to attend to and be sensitive to the needs of the other, act in 
the best interest o f the other, be emotionally invested, and most important, do 
helpful things for the person cared for. (p. 80)

Based on Tarlow’s (1996) conclusions and in light of my own study findings, 

fathering, as a caring practice, is in its infancy, but with enormous potential for growth 

and innovation. First of all, caring practices require time, which has been historically 

difficult for fathers as a result of their primary breadwinner roles within the family. Even 

though fathers today may desire to be more involved with their children, time is very 

scarce. The competitive nature of market work in our current world economy requires 

more o f both a mother’s and a father’s time, often translating into less family time. In 

addition, the prevailing notion of children as cultivated products that reflect parental self- 

worth overlooks the process of parenting, a journey that necessitates time to “just be 

with” and an unconditional acceptance of the child. To complicate matters even more, 

fathers who want to devote more time to their children are sometimes edged out by 

mothers who desire to maintain their positional authority as primary caregivers, reflecting 

deeply rooted gender inequalities and power relations.

Sensitivity and emotional investment were qualities that Tarlow (1996) 

discovered were also integral to caring. These particular aspects of caring have been quite
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suppressed in men by virtue of history and tradition. Many fathers of today were brought 

up by fathers who equated the expression of emotion with weakness. From my 

interviews, it was clear that fathers were very emotional beings, but they often 

compartmentalized those feelings—sometimes to protect their wives/partners and, I 

suspect, sometimes to protect their own feelings of self-worth.

“Doing helpful things” for others was another very important part of caring that 

Tarlow (1996) uncovered. Fathers have a very rich legacy o f “doing for” through the 

provision of financial security for their families; however, when fathers go to work, they 

often must physically leave their homes. Since caring practices require “sentiment and 

skills of connection and involvement, as well as caregiving knowledge and skills” 

(Benner & Gordon, 1996), fathers find themselves at a big disadvantage: Being away 

from home makes learning caregiving problematic because they do not have adequate 

time to practice the skill. Although fathers are inclined to parent by “doing” things with 

their children, they prefer older children who are less fragile, more mobile, and more 

easily understood. This may explain why several of the fathers in my study envisioned 

fathering off into the future, almost as if they wanted to fast forward time. Unfortunately, 

fast-forwarding past the infancy/toddler/preschool stages of childhood is problematic in 

that these particular ages are important in terms of laying the foundation for lasting 

emotional/social relationships.

Despite several obstacles, fathering is slowly evolving as a caring practice. The 

most important first step in bringing fathers more into the center of parenthood is to focus 

on understanding them. This demands a situated understanding that reflects where fathers 

have come from, where they are now, and where they want to be in the future. In the
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words of Taylor, “appreciating how the persons under study view their situation is an 

essential component of understanding them” (as cited in Abbey, 2000, p. 154).

A situated understanding of fathering mandates that we keep our minds and hearts 

open and embrace diversity, particularly in relation to our embodied gender differences. 

My privileged stance as an interpretive researcher enabled me to gain a situated 

understanding of the fathers in this study and is the reason why I admired many of them 

Although several fathers were attempting to journey down paths different from their own 

fathers, they were valiantly trying to become fathers the best way they could despite the 

constraints before them

Towards Change: Implications o f My Findings 

My study findings have implications for changes in nursing practice, research, 

and social policy and are outlined below.

Implications for Nursing Practice

Acknowledging gender differences. The most fundamental step to developing 

expert nursing care o f fathers of pre-term infants involves the acknowledgement of 

gender differences. According to Ringheim (2002), who wrote a paper on client-provider 

interaction from a worldwide perspective, “providers who deal with male and female 

clients must be sensitive to gender roles and how they factor into client-provider 

interaction” (p. 174).

When female nurses interact with fathers, it is crucial that nurses “meet fathers on 

their terms,” which, more than likely, will be quite different from the nurses’ meanings of 

femininity and motherhood. For example, I discovered that some fathers had little interest 

in actually performing hands-on infant caregiving, such as holding and feeding,
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especially while their infants were in the NICU. I would venture to say that the nurses 

and mothers often found more meaning in watching fathers perform these tasks than the 

fathers did themselves. Putting pressure on fathers to care for their infants, even subtle 

playful pressure, could actually encourage the opposite response in such a threatening 

environment. This is not to say, however, that nurses should necessarily discourage 

fathers from participating in care. Instead, a nurse must remain open to potential gender 

differences and ascertain the particular interests and goals of the individual father, rather 

than make a blanket assumption that mastering “diapering” is a mandatory requirement 

before an infant can be discharged home with his or her father.

Nurses must consider the elimination of generic bedside checklists that are used to 

verify what infant caregiving tasks parents have learned prior to discharge. These 

checklists are riddled with assumptions that are both gender and parity neutral. Their use 

overlooks an individual parent’s gendered desires to learn caregiving and any prior 

experiences they may have had with other children. It would be far better to do a simple 

bedside interview with each parent to ascertain their individual needs and desires and 

formulate a mutual list for both the mother and the father, which could then be used to 

verify discharge teaching.

It is true that some fathers want to have a closer emotional relationship with their 

children than in the past. However, I discovered that the very obstacles that get in their 

way of a close father-infant relationship (e.g., their own fears, their work) are sometimes 

inadvertently reinforced within traditional hospital structures. For example, fathers may 

refrain from participating in the care of their infants because they are afraid of harming 

them and/or making a mistake and looking inept. One simple way of mitigating this
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situation is to provide consistent nursing staff to fathers. Fathers would benefit from 

trusting relationships with a small number of nurses in order to feel safe, take risks, and 

disclose their thoughts and feelings. Despite the economic hardships that free hospitals 

today, if nurses understood just how important consistent caregiving is to fathers and to 

families they would be more likely to embrace this concept philosophically and make 

primary nursing the foundation of their unit’s practice. In addition, neonatal intensive 

care units must be designed in ways that provide the privacy that fathers need in order to 

interact more comfortably and confidently with their infants, ideally providing each 

family with an individual room. Nurses must become advocate for these changes.

Although hospitals have no control over a father’s need and/or desire to return to 

work, there are ways that the medical system could be more “father friendly.” For 

example, since fathers often work during the day, it would be helpful if physicians would 

incorporate visiting with fathers in the evenings into their practices. This change would 

help to empower fathers and send a clear message, through their actions, that fathers are 

indeed important in the lives of their children. Fathers would also greatly appreciate 

consistent physician contact for the same reasons they find nurse consistency so 

favorable. It is also important for physicians in the NICU to maintain some degree of 

contact with families after discharge. If Jeff would have had contact with a physician 

who was familiar with Abby’s medical course, I venture to say that this family may have 

been spared some of the heartache and stress they endured (see chapter 5).

Another simple, yet important, step to raise the awareness of the importance of 

fathers is to provide room on the bedside charts for health care providers to write about 

fathers. While recruiting fathers for this study, I discovered that there was little space on
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bedside records to record anything about fathers (see chapter 9). Taking the time to 

inquire about a father’s name, his marital history, his previous children, and his 

employment would send the message to him that his presence and involvement matters to 

the health team.

Participating in self-reflection. “Even with the remarkable shift in public 

consciousness about gender roles and men’s involvement in parenting, the emotional 

scripts deep within us are not easily discarded” (Ehrensaft, 1990, p. 253). In order to 

better care for fathers, nurses and other health care providers must take the time to reflect 

upon their own self-understanding as a human being-in-the-world. I offer my own self

reflection as an example of my personal journey as a primary investigator studying 

fathers; a journey that is, in itself, a reflection of my study findings:

I have discovered that I am like the fathers in my study; I am not radically free. 
Although I considered myself to be a fairly open-minded person, my self- 
understanding incorporated remnants of the radical disengagement so pervasive in 
our western culture. Taylor noted that an important element to this notion of 
disengaged freedom is that humans no longer tend to see themselves as immersed 
in and defined by some larger cosmic order (as cited in Abbey, 2000). In my case, 
I set out to study fathers somewhat impervious to all the ramifications that my 
gender and my person would bring to the process, even though I had studied the 
concepts of disengagement and self-understanding from a philosophical 
perspective.

Heidegger argued that human beings are self-interpreting and that their world is 
essential and can not be bracketed out in the quest to explain them (as cited in 
Taylor, 1985). This is true for the fathers in the study, but also for me as the 
primary investigator. Because I am human, my participation in the interviews and 
interpretation o f the narratives was shaped by my own self- understanding, my 
professional and personal experiences, my scientific reasoning, and my own 
beliefs and values which were influenced by my gender.

According to Taylor (1985), “understanding other societies ought to wrench us 
out o f this [ethnocentricity]; it ought to alter our self-understanding” (p. 129). In 
my case, the “other society” was a group of eight fathers and my participation in 
this study definitely altered the way I “see” them. I knew this experience had 
changed me when, halfway through my interviews, I took notice of a short and
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seemingly innocent television commercial that I wouldn’t have given a second 
thought to prior to my study. The commercial went something like this: A mother 
leaves the house to go shopping for a few hours. A little boy, standing in the 
kitchen, puts a plastic action figure in the spout of an automatic ice machine 
on the front of the family refrigerator and ice tumbles all over the floor. The father 
approaches the boy with a perplexed and mystified look on his face and says these 
four simple words: “Where is your mother?” This simple commercial implied that 
fathers are completely clueless and incapable of taking care of children by 
themselves. This commercial angered me because I had come to understand the 
complexities o f fathering in today’s world and that short TV spot seemed to 
portray fathers in a stereotypical and demeaning way. My unexpected reaction 
suggested how much I had learned and changed as a result of my involvement in 
this study.

In order to become more aware of the need for a situated understanding of parents 

of pre-term infants, health care providers need to participate in self-reflection. Some 

questions for providers to ponder include: How much is your practice impinged on by the 

technological gaze described in chapter 7? How open is your heart and mind to the 

individual needs of the fathers of the tiny patients you care for? Do you really embrace 

the tenets of family centered caregiving?

Taking notice o f practical knowledge. I would encourage nurses to reflect upon 

the practice of nursing; specifically, nurses need to acknowledge their own and the 

parent’s own practical understanding of infant caregiving. Notice and encourage the 

simple things that fathers do to connect with their babies, those words and actions that are 

really a reflection of their practical understanding of fathering. For example, when fathers 

point out characteristics that they share in common with their infants (physical or 

behavioral), confirm their growing sense of connection. Encourage infant interactions 

that fathers feel safe doing, such as talking to their infants. Finally, consider clothing 

infants, even the tiniest ones, to provide a sense of normalcy for parents. There is little 

hard “scientific” evidence for these suggestions, other than the words of the fathers who
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participated in this study, because these notions are grounded in a practical understanding 

of fathering, which evolved over time and was the result of skill and practical knowledge.

Embracing the use o f narrative. The nursing profession would benefit enormously 

from an infusion of narrative-based teaching tools into schools of nursing and continuing 

education programs for practicing bedside nurses. Through the use of nurse-created 

literature and art, nurses would be encouraged to reflect on their own self-understanding, 

which may help to open up their hearts and minds to the patients for whom they care. 

Davis (2003) recently wrote about the importance of introducing the study of humanities 

into nursing school curriculums. She noted that medical schools offer courses in medical 

humanities to help students “learn to empathize” with their patients and think about moral 

issues (p. 13). Nursing schools have not followed this same path because there was either 

not enough room in the curriculum or faculty felt that nurses were already empathetic and 

possessed a narrative sense. Davis is not convinced; she noted a tremendous need for the 

infusion of art and literature into nursing school curriculums to help faculty “talk about 

death, ethical dilemmas, and the difficulty of juggling work and home responsibilities”

(p. 13).

There is tremendous need for additional training for nurses working directly with 

mothers and fathers of pre-term infants in the areas of communication, family systems, 

and family emotional care. In their study of critical care nursing, Chelsa and Stannard 

(1997) concluded that “hospitals are resource-poor environments for consultation or skill 

advancement in family-level care” (p. 70). Nurses admitted they had little formal training 

in family care and frequently had no one to consult when difficult family situations arose.
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Nurses, and ultimately the families they serve, would benefit tremendously from 

educators who infused literature and art into family care curricula.

According to Lawhon (2002), a major challenge feeing neonatal health care 

providers is to combine the technological intensive care to pre-term infants, while 

supporting parents in their roles as primary advocates and long-term caregivers. She 

noted that “parents must be supported in being welcomed as active collaborators in their 

infant’s care” (p. 71). In order for fathers to be actively welcomed as caregivers, those 

caring for them must be granted the opportunity to participate in educational programs 

that promote self-reflection, the value of practical knowledge, and the need for a situated 

understanding.

Implications fo r Research

In the words of Willet (1995), “To bear witness is not to dialogue or narrate but to 

listen to the stories of others.” Only by listening, and listening carefully, can researchers 

gain a situated understanding of fathering. In order to gain access to the world of 

fathering, there are several important components to contemplate when designing a 

research study. First, fathers need time to build rapport with the interviewer and to feel 

comfortable talking about their thoughts and feelings, particularly when the subject 

matter is relational and/or emotional in content. Therefore, a longitudinal, repeated 

interview design is essential to gain entry into their world.

The involvement of mothers in the interviews had a very positive impact on my 

understanding of fathers and ultimately made the process of fathering in context more 

visible to me (see chapter 9). Although it is quite clear that incorporating mothers is 

important, how best to accomplish that goal is not well understood. In my study, the
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mother’s participation was unintentional which was valuable in the sense that it occurred 

naturally. On the downside, only three mothers included themselves in the interviews; I 

missed the opportunity in five other cases to elicit their perspective or “take” on things.

Although my conversations with fathers were often “active,” taking on a life of 

their own beyond the interview guides, I consciously reflected on the dynamics of each 

interview and recorded my thoughts in detailed field notes. Depending on the particulars 

of the interview, I noted the emotion and/or mood o f the interview (both the father’s and 

my own), my own intuited thoughts and feelings about the meaning of what we had 

discussed, and behaviors that I witnessed. These notes were extremely useful during the 

interpretation of the transcribed text because the entire interview process with each father 

took six or seven months to complete and important details could have been easily 

forgotten if not documented. Likewise, I did not always realize the importance of certain 

subtle elements of an interview (mood, non-verbal cues/actions) until I began the data 

analysis—lending credence to the significance of detailed field notes.

The dissemination of study findings is often a crucial, yet thorny aspect of the 

research process. One of the biggest obstacles to the infusion of research into practice is 

the huge gap between the way research findings are typically presented in journals and 

the ability for nurses at the bedside to understand them. Findings from quantitative 

studies are often impossible for practicing nurses to decipher because they lack sufficient 

knowledge in research methods and statistical techniques. It is my hope that the findings 

from this interpretive study will be more accessible to practicing nurses and others 

because the language to convey the findings is from the lifeworld.
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There is currently a strong campaign within the nursing profession to incorporate 

evidenced-based interventions into practice. Recently, nurses have raised questions 

regarding the appropriateness of infusing research findings obtained through 

empirical/rational methods into a profession that is grounded in understanding the 

lifeworld of the patient. Benner (1999) warned the nursing profession of the potential 

drawbacks:

The burgeoning scientific industry—developing practice guidelines through the 
use of evidence-based nursing and medicine—poses new intellectual challenges 
for their application and judicious use in practice. These guidelines are only as 
good as the science behind them....The danger is that clinicians will assume that 
simple rational calculation can be applied without astute clinical reasoning about 
the particular patient’s condition and responses across time. (p. 317)

There is no substitute for a nurse’s situated understanding of a client’s situation.

Perhaps if more interpretive studies were published, uncovering the voices of patients and

their families, nurses would become more aware of the value of practical understanding,

their own and their clients, and become empowered to incorporate that knowledge into

their own practices.

Lastly, there are several important values that effective qualitative researchers

(and I would postulate expert neonatal nurses) must have in order to gain a situated

understanding of fathering. These qualities include: a) a genuine desire and willingness to

know what is other, (b) the ability not to dismiss things that seem strange as irrational, (c)

the respect for difference, (d) the ability to change, and (e) the courage to question one’s

own assumptions (Abbey, 2000). As practicing nurses and/or nurse researchers, these

values are constantly challenged because we are human beings caring for other human

beings. As I reflect back on the entire research process, I now realize the wisdom inherent

in the words of a neonatologist who offered the following advice in response to my
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recruitment woes: “If I was going to really understand fathers, I would have to make 

them feel less threatened” (see chapter 9). To accomplish this, I had to elevate the 

participating fathers to expert status with all that my mind, body, and soul could muster, 

while demoting myself to the rank of the novice. I certainly didn’t realize then how much 

I had to learn.

Implications for Social Policy

In regards to social policy, the most significant implication of my study findings 

is the importance of moving beyond a deficit perspective of fathering towards a positive 

outlook. A positive view would replace deficits with strengths, despair with hope, 

judgment with openness, and impatience with patience. In chapter 1 ,1 outlined the 

“fatherhood problem” and presented the many myths and barriers that impact 

contemporary fathering and promote a negative view. By focusing on the problematic 

nature o f fathering, we fail to discover the strengths, struggles, and possibilities of 

fathers. In the words of Hawkins and Dollahite (1997), “Focusing on the deficits in 

fathers paints a pejorative image of fathering and does not send empowering messages to 

inspire better fathering” (p. 15).

For the most part, I have hope for the future of fathering when I reflect back on 

the narratives of the fathers who participated in my study. One father’s story, in 

particular, is inspiring because this father was able to overcome his fatherless past and 

embrace fathering with sheer will and passionate determination, enabling him to become 

the best father possible to his young premature son (see chapter 4). On the other hand, 

one father abandoned his wife and daughter after our sixth interview. He was unable to 

overcome the constraints within his life, primarily his turbulent past with an abusive
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father and neglectful mother. Hope remains alive, however, in the feet that most fathers 

were not condemned to repeat the past despite the barriers before them. SmithBattle 

(2000), who has studied teenage mothering extensively, discovered that young mothers 

who rejected their parents often tried to create caregiving traditions that were in 

opposition to their own pasts. They often lacked positive parenting examples, yet they 

“struggled to spin responsive threads from threadbare traditions” (p.91).

The drive to father differently from one’s own past requires tremendous passion 

and enormous courage on the part of the individual and a societal politic based on 

inclusion and connection to the other. Programs that promote fathering must be built 

upon the strengths of fathers and must acknowledge their different perspectives as males 

in our society. Social policies that reflect the embodied differences and commonalities of 

mothers and fathers would be more effective in promoting and empowering fathers in the 

long run. Policies enlightened by a deeper understanding of family life and the challenge 

of parenting would consider the demographic and social processes that impact the 

circumstances that shape fathering practices. For example, I discovered that some fathers 

have little interest in taking unpaid paternity leave right after the baby is bom, preferring 

instead to wait until the child is older and more able to interact with them. Policies that 

require fathers to take their leaves within a certain number of months after birth would 

not be responsive to their preferences and needs.

Conclusion

After a premature birth, fathers were plunged into foreign territory. Initially, they 

were often scared, not knowing exactly how to proceed. As a result, they retreated to their 

work where they felt more at ease and confident, longing for the time their infants would
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be able to come home. After all, at home, fathers would be practicing on more familiar 

terrain as they attempted to build relationships with their infants. However, being at home 

was no panacea as they faced mounting pressures to participate in infant care under the 

scrutiny of their wives/partners. Their work continued to be more of an ongoing source of 

satisfaction; they were “experts” at work and novices at home. As they poured more 

energy into their work, time left with the baby was diminished.

Fathers found themselves tom between two different, sometimes 

incommensurable worlds—the world of work and the world of fatherhood. Being a 

woman, a wife, and a mother proved beneficial to me throughout the study because I 

could more clearly see how fathers’ struggles were often unlike the pressures mothers 

faced. Fathers were entering the NICU from a different place and perspective. Because 

most NICU professionals are women and often mothers, they may be somewhat blind to 

the stressors that fathers face because they often lie outside the nursery doors. 

Unknowingly, nurses may have a hard time “seeing” and, therefore understanding, a 

particular father’s needs and desires as he attempts to develop a relationship with his tiny 

son or daughter.
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Appendix

Interview Guides and Demographic Questionnaire
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Coping Interview Guide

I am interested in learning about what it is like to become a father of a pre-term 

infant and what aspects of having a pre-term infant are difficult. Can you tell me about a 

recent event that stands out for you as being particularly difficult?

1. Tell me what happened
2. What led up to the situation?
3. What were your thoughts, feelings and reactions to the situation? What were 
your priorities during the incident?
4. What did you do?
5. How did you feel afterwards?
6. What else did you consider doing?
7. Who was most helpful to you in this situation?
8. Looking back on it now, is there anything you would do differently?
9. What did you learn about yourself in this situation? What did you learn about your 
baby?
10. Is there anything about this situation that my questions haven’t covered?

Can you now describe a situation that was particularly satisfying or meaningful 

for you as a father?

1. Tell me what happened.
2. What led up to this situation?
3. What were your thoughts and feelings about the situation?
4. Were these feelings different from previous feelings you have had about being a 
father?
5. Did you take any action in this situation?
6. Did you learn anything new in this situation about yourself? Did you learn anything 
new in this situation about your baby? Did you learn anything else that my questions 
haven’t addressed?
7. Was anyone else involved in this situation?
8. Is there anything else about this situation that you think I should know about, 
something my questions didn’t cover?
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Meanings of Pregnancy Interview Guide

I am interested in learning about your* pregnancy. Tell me about that pregnancy.

1. Was this your first pregnancy experience?
2. How did you decide to have a baby now?
3. What were your thoughts, reactions, and feelings when you found out about the 
pregnancy?
4. What were your spouse/partner’s reactions?
5. Tell me about your* pregnancy.
6. Tell me about the labor and delivery of your preterm infant. What were your thoughts, 
reactions, and feelings when you first saw the baby after delivery? What were you told 
about the baby? What were your thoughts and reactions about that information?

* Adapt for gender, as needed.
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Getting to Know Your Baby Interview Guide

Meeting your baby (first interview only):

1. Do you remember the first time you saw (baby’s name) in the NICU? Tell me about 
that experience. What did you notice? What were your feelings, thoughts, and reactions?
2. Was anyone else involved in this situation?
3. What about this situation was particularly meaningful? Difficult?
4. Is there something else that you think I should know about, something these questions 
did not cover?

Holding your baby the first time:

1. Tell me about the first time you held (baby’s name)?
2. What were your feelings, thoughts, and reactions?
3. What did you do?
4. What about holding (baby’s name) was particularly meaningful? Difficult?

Holding your baby:

1. Think about a recent time you held (baby’s name). Tell me about that experience.
2. What were your feelings, thoughts, and reactions?
3. What did you do?
4. What about holding your baby was particularly meaningful? Difficult?

Learning about your baby (all interviews):

I . 1 am interested in learning how you are getting to know (baby’s name). Tell me about 
(baby’s name). What is he/she like?
2. What does he/she like? How do you know?
3. What does he/she dislike? How do you know?
4. What does he/she do that says he/she knows that you are there?
5. What do you do to let (baby’s name) know that you are there?
6. Describe a situation in caring for your baby where you recently learned something 
about your baby. About yourself.
7. Tell me about feeding your baby (if applicable). Is the baby being breast or bottle fed? 
How is it going? How was the decision made to breast or bottle feed? Who was involved 
in the decision?
8. Tell me about diapering your baby (if applicable).
9. Tell me about bathing your baby (if applicable).
10. Tell me about playing with your baby (if applicable).
II. Tell me about putting your baby to sleep (if applicable).
12. What is a good day like for your baby? A bad day?
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Work History and Meanings Interview Guide

I am interested in the story of your work/career.

1. How important is your work to you? Why? What does your work/career mean 
to you?
2. Are you satisfied with your progress in your work/career?
3. What are your plans/hopes for the future?
4. In what ways do you think your work has influenced you, the kind of person you are?
5. What do you feel you accomplish in the type of work you do?
6. Describe a particularly satisfying experience at work. Why was this satisfying?
7. Describe an incident at work that was particularly difficult for you. Why was it 
difficult? What did you do about it?
8. Have you taken any time off since the baby’s birth? Tell me your thoughts about that
9. What were your thoughts when you went back to work after the baby’s birth? Your 
spouses’/partners’ thoughts?
10. Are your work demands flexible, Le. does your work accommodate the time 
demands of having a preterm infant in the hospital ?
11. Have you had any changes in your commitment to and feelings about your work since 
(baby’s name) birth? Tell me about your thoughts.
12. Do you have paternity leave? Paid?
13. How many hours do you typically work per week? Does your wife/partner work 
outside the home? If yes, tell me about her work. How many hours does she work? Does 
she plan to go back to work? Tell me your thoughts about that.
14. What effect does her work involvement have on your relationship/marriage?
15. What effect does your work involvement have on your relationship/ 
marriage? On your ability to be a father?
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Work Meanings Interview Guide

1. Describe the effects that the transition from the NICU to home has had on your work?
2. How do you think having (baby’s name) has affected your work/career?
3. Describe a particularly satisfying experience at work. Why was this satisfying?
4. Describe an incident at work that was difficult. Why was it difficult? What did you do 
about it?
5. If you had a choice and knowing what you know now, would you have timed your 
return to work differently? Why?
6. Who cares for your baby while both of you are at work (if applicable)? What do you 
like/dislike about the situation? What concerns do you have?
7. If you wanted to and could alter social policies related to paternity leave, how would 
you alter them?
8. How important are your social relationships with co-workers? Friends? Family?
9. How do you experience time these days? As you go through the day, what does time 
feel like? Do you find yourself thinking about time a lot? Do you find yourself guarding 
it, conserving it, making the most of it? Or does it flow without much thought?
10. What effect has your work had on your marriage/relationship?
11. How do you and your spouse/partner negotiate your work schedules and 
commitments?
12. What kind of person do you feel pressured to be at home? At work? Are there any 
important differences between the way you are at home and at your work?
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History and Meanings of Fatherhood Interview Guide

1. What is it like so far being a lather?
2. What aspects of becoming a father were most surprising? Most difficult? Easiest?
3. Tell me about your father. Do you think your own father was a good father to you 
while you were growing up? What was he like? What did he do for a living?
4. Describe a situation that reflects for you how you were cared for by your parents.
5. Are there things that you want to convey to your children that your parents passed on 
to you?
6. Is there anyone in your mind who stands out as a particularly good father? Tell me 
about that
7. Is there anyone in your mind who stands out as a particularly bad father? Tell me about 
that.
8. What is most important to you in raising your child? In how he/she turns out?
9. What fears and/or concerns do you have about being a father?
10. How does your spouse/partner support you?
11. Do you cope with other things differently than the way you cope with fatherhood?
12. How satisfied are you with your marriage/relationship? Can you talk to your 
spouse/partner about your feelings/thoughts?
13. Have you ever had any problems with depression?
14. How self-confident would you say you are? Is self-confidence ever a problem for 
you? Do you worry about whether you can handle things that come up in your life?
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Meanings of Fatherhood Interview Guide

1. How do you feel about yourself as a father? What do you like best about being a 
father? Least?
2. What skills does fathering require?
3. How has becoming a father changed who you are as a person?
4. How has becoming a father changed your views on life?
5. How has becoming a father affected your marriage/relationship?
6. Who do you look to for advice on caring for your baby?
7. Who do you talk to about fathering issues?
8. Has the experience of having a preterm infant changed your thoughts about parenting? 
Tell me about that.
9. How do you feel about the baby’s effect on your time? Are you aware of moments in 
your fathering when you lose a sense of time and awareness of what is going on around 
you? Tell me about that.
10. Do you feel you are primarily career/work or family oriented? Which comes first?
11. How do you and your partner/spouse divide up the household and childcare 
responsibilities right now? Do you like this arrangement? Does this arrangement fit your 
self-image? If you are not satisfied with the arrangements, have you tried to change 
them? To what effect? If not, why not?
12. What effect does your wife’s/partner’s work involvement (if applicable) have on your 
fatherhood experience?
13. Do you get out by yourself other than work? Do you get out together as a couple?
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Family Rituals Interview Guide

Most families have certain ways of carrying out the activities of daily life. Some 

aspects of daily life are more important for some families than for others. I’d like you to 

tell me about how these activities occur in your family.

1. Morning routines: Describe what happened in your home this morning. Who got up 
first, cared for the baby, who left for work, and what other chores were taken care of? 
Was this morning fairly typical of your mornings? Are you conscious of the clock? How 
do you experience time during these morning routines?

2. Evening routines: Describe what happened in your home last evening or the last 
evening that you were home together. How was dinner prepared and by whom, who 
cleaned up after the meal and what activities occurred up until bedtime. Was this a fairly 
typical evening routine for your family? Are there any particular feelings associated with 
the dinner hour, with preparing the meal?

3. Bedtime routines: Describe how you put the baby to bed in the evening. What was 
important to you about that event? Do you believe it’s important for a baby to have or be 
on a schedule?

4. Play routines: Describe a recent episode of playing with your baby. What happened 
and who was involved? Was this a typical episode of playing?

5. Routines for household chores: Please describe how chores get done in your family. 
Who does what, when? How do you feel about this? How do you feel about this work? 
Are there aspects you find more satisfying than others? What about your spouse/partner? 
Is there anything meaningful about this work?

6. Routines for caring for an ill infant: Has your baby been ill recently? What happened 
and who cared for your baby? How typical was this episode of illness and the way you 
dealt with it?

7. Special family events: What is the most recent family celebration or family event that 
occurred? Describe what happened. What was important about it for you? Has the 
importance of events like these changed since your baby was bom?

8. If you had Saturday or Sunday to do anything you wanted, what would you do? Why is 
that important to you? How is that different from a typical Saturday or Sunday?

9. In general, how predictable are things around your home? Can you pretty much count 
on what will happen from day to day or is it hard to predict what will happen next?
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10. What activities are important for your family? (Le. visiting family or friends, getting 
away on vacations, participating in church or community events).

11. What family rituals/celebrations/memories do you recall from your childhood?

12. Looking back at your family, what did they place the most value on? What was 
central in their lives? What did they go by?
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Demographic Questionnaire

ID#_____
Age  Spouse/Partner’s age_________

What is your highest level of education obtained?
 Less than High School ____Bachelors Degree
 High School ____Masters Degree
 Vocational School  Doctoral Degree
 Associate Degree Other

Are you married? Yes  No____

If yes, for how long_____ If no, how long together as a couple?____

Have you been married before? Yes No____

Are you employed foil or part-time?__________ How many hours per week?_

What is your occupation?__________________________________________

How long have you been working in this occupation?____________________

Do you travel with your work?__________ If_so, how many hours per week?_

What is your spouse/partner’s occupation?________________

What is your yearly household income?
less than $10,000__________
$11,000 - $20,000_________
$21,000 - $30,000_________
$31,000 - $45,000_________
$46,000 - $60,000_________
$61,000 - $75,000_________
$76,000 - $100,000________
greater than $ 100,000______

What percentage of your household income is contributed by you?________ %

What type of health insurance do you have?________________________

Do you rent or own your home?_________________________________

What is your religion?__________ Do you attend church regularly?________
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